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0 THE AR STORY

Acoustic
Research
invented the

modern home

loudspeaker in

1954.

For over forty years,

they have been the

leader in bookshelf

loudspeaker design,

technology and

sound reproduction.

To this day, you can

not buy a better

loudspeaker for the

money. 

AR loudspeakers are designed for

optimum performance in real

world use.

Their sound patterns are designed

to interact with the boundaries in

your home - doors, bookshelves,

walls,furniture - so they are less par-

ticular as to their exact placement.

Their wide baffle design and exposed

dome drivers produce a wide and con-

sistent sound field, resulting in a proper

tonal balance from more listening
positions throughout the room.

Due to their true acoustic suspension

technology, they produce stunningly

powerful and accurate bass from rela-

tively small cabinet enclosures.

They are high -value, no compromise

loudspeakers engineered with the

essential materials and technology

needed to reproduce superior sound.

We wrote the book on the
bookshelf loudspeaker.

No company in the history of audio has done
more to improve the sonic accuracy of musical
reproduction in the home than Acoustic
Research.

For forty years, AR's sound philosophy has cen-
tered on the belief that technical innovation
would only be incorporated for the benefit of
tonal accuracy - not at its expense.

AR's design philosophy remains to this day, to
focus and improve on the fundamental speak-

er technology needed to reproduce music as accu-
rately and beautifully as the original source.

For AR, this means flat frequency response. Wide dis-
persion. Low distortion. High power handling.
Exceptional bass extension. Musicality.

AR began its journey to capture sonic accuracy in
1954 with the intro-
duction of acoustic
suspension technol-
ogy, an innovation
which truly revolu-
tionized the audio
industry. Prior to AR's
acoustic suspension
design, loudspeaker
technology primarily
utilized some form
of vented or baffled
enclosure where a
relatively stiff mech-
anical spring force was applied to the r-e=r76-cc
to return it to its resting position. This spring force
tended to become increasingly non-linear in its
action as cone movement increased from either
higher output levels, lower frequency, or both.

In order to reproduce lower bass at higher output,
large woofers were needed, resulting In larger cabi-
nets. In addition, the large cones became more
massive, and in order to maintain reasonable effi-
ciency without an enormously costly magnet struc-
ture and voice coil assembly, cones had to be
designed with low density. The net result was the loss
of stiffness which resulted in driver "break-up" and
uneven frequency response with resonance, thus
trading one form of distortion for another.

AR's solution was the revolutionary AR -1, the first loud-
speaker to use the air compressed inside the sealed
enclosure to control the excursion (movement) of
the woofer. The woofer was given a very "soft"
mechanical suspension, including the now leg-
endary "half -roll" surround. The voice coil and mag-
net pole piece were redesigned for long excursion
while a very stiff cone was fabricated for rigid, piston -
like action. The woofer was then mounted in an air-
tight enclosure. The trapped air within the speaker
cabinet exerted consistent pressure on all points of
the woofer to precisely and evenly control and
dampen the woofer movement. The result of this
acoustic suspension design was reduced distortion
and greater bass response in a substantially smaller
speaker enclosure.
(Story continued at your AR dealer) 

AR Firsts Throughout The Years

The Acoustic Suspension Loudspeaker

The Dome Driver

The Belt -Drive Turntable

The High Current Amplifier

The Multi -Driver Vertical

Array Loudspeaker

The Liquid Cooled Driver

The Ambient Subsystem Loudspeaker

The Powered Partner

For the A dea er nearest you, call 1-800-969-AR4U.
@ 1995 Acoustic Research, 535 Getty Court, Benicia, CA 94510 CIRCLE NO. 20 ON READER SERVICE CARD



NEW PRODUCTS

AUDIO atut

SIGNALS

TECHNICAL TALK

POPULAR MUSIC

CLASSICAL MUSIC

THE HIGH END

No home theater is complete
without a hi-fi VCR, and new models
like the Samsung VR8905.
JVC HR-S5200U, Toshiba M76 I.
and Sony SLV-780HF are especially
easy to use. The Samsung even

incorporates the StarSight on -screen

menu system for programmimg
(shown here on a Samsung TV set).
See page 68 for more.

Photograph by Jook P. Leung
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auto

accompaniment

programming to create a real

musical instrument that anyone can play

instantly while simultaneously developing

and honing their natural musical skills. And,

you can play along with a wide range of

music sources -Songpac "albums", Cd's,

Videos, even Laser Discs!

By Tomorrow Night You Could Be Playing

Layla & Hundreds Of Other Rock Hits!

o it's not a misprint, it's a description

of THE KEY-, a remarkable musical

instrument that incorporates the latest

in sampling/synthesizer technology with

sophisticated

AVAILABLE AT

If playing music has always been a

dream of yours it's time to find out how

you can make it an almost instant reality,

it's time you found out about THE KEY.

Call 1-800-4 THE -KEY (484-3539)
This is the Mere
of musk...

This is THE KEY!

today for a free

informative video and get ready to make

real music with THE KEY1!

NOT A COURSE! NO TRAINING REQUIRED!
The Key unlocks the music in you.'

Our compact stereo, not only
produces great sound, it inspires it.

Customer
Comments: lik)clAtUct the basE foN(
Li..  - e.

6he- besL oft ke's -ewer rerzivect

Leihua F. mith
Acoustic Wave® owner

It's music to our ears. The accolades continue to pour in from Acoustic Wave® music system
owners. The system produces music that's rich, full, and alive. The result of patented
acoustic waveguide speaker technology that produces sound comparable to component
systems costing thousands of dollars. Yet it's compact and simple to use. It comes with
compact disc or cassette player, plus AM/FM radio and built-in speakers. And it's only
available direct from Bose? So, whether you're a music lover or have one on your gift list,
call or return this coupon today for more information. And prepare to be inspired.

Call today. 1-800-898-BOSE, ext. W311A.
Mr./Mrs/Ms.
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KEF Home Theatre.
Sit where you like.

The great thing about KEF Home Theatre is that everyone experiences the same superb sound

quality, wherever they sit.

No more scrambling for the best seat; no more being tied to a `sweet spot' - just stunning

dialogue clarity, uncannily realistic effects and action that leaps out of the screen.

and

The reason is simple. Unlike conventional systems, KEF's

revolutionary Uni-Q® technology creates a highly detailed sound stage

over an exceptionally wide area - and with identical Uni-Q drivers on all

five channels, the same high quality sound is heard throughout the room.

As you would expect from the manufacturers of somg of the world's

finest loudspeakers, it's compatible with virtually all quality receivers

hi-fi systems. The compact, discreetly stylish cabinets are flexible to

position and easy to install.

\\ I ), Cher you're a first time surround sound buyer or upgrading your existing system,

listen to KEF Home Theatre before you decide. At the price, nothing else compares.

The experience
of sound

MODELS SHOWN ARE THE 80C CENTRE CHANNEL SPEAKER. 60S FRONT/SURROUND SPEAKERS AND 3013 POWERED SUSWOOFER
KEF AND UNI-0 ARE REGISTERED TRADEMARKS UNI 0 IS PROTECTED UNDER GB PATENT 2 236929 WORLDWIDE PATENTS PENDING.

FOR DETAILS ON KEF NOME PLEASE WRITE TO: KEF ELECTRONICS OF AMERICA, INC,
89 DOUG DROWN WAY, HOLLISTON, MA. 01744 USA. TEL:508 429 3800.

CIRCLE NO. 34 ON READER SERVICE CARD



SURGEON GENERAL'S WARNING: Cigarette

Smoke Contains Carbon Monoxide.
16 mg "tar," 1.1 mg nicotine ay. per cigarette by FTC method.
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BULLETIN
BY BOB ANKOSKO & WILLIAM LIVINGSTONE

A/V DIGEST
Interference -free, CD -quality
radio is inching closer to
reality now that lab
testing of nine Digital Audio
Radio (DAR) systems has
been completed by digital
radio subcommittees of
the Electronic Industries
Association and the National
Association of Broadcasters.
The next phase calls for field
testing in San Francisco. The
findings of those tests are
expected to be presented to
the Federal Communications
Commission in early 1996....
TDK has reduced the price of
its 60 -minute CD-RXG
write -once recordable CD
from $25 to $19.... The new
Radio Shack Unlimited
catalog, available in Radio
Shack stores, is said to
provide access to more than
100,000 hard -to -find
electronics products, parts,
and accessories. The
company says most catalog
items are delivered within
five days.

BA., MEET MARILYN
Blues singer and guitarist
B.B. King and operatic mezzo-
soprano Marilyn Horne will
receive the Kennedy Center
Honors in Washington, D.C.,
on December 3. The gala
presentation concert, to be
attended by President
and Mrs. Clinton, will be
taped for broadcast on CBS
on December 28.

TENORS, PARAKEETS
After the phenomenal
success of their joint concerts
in Rome (1990) and Los
Angeles (1994), the Three
Tenors - Jose Carreras,
Placido Domingo, and
Luciano Pavarotti - have
announced that they will
take their show on the road in
1996, performing in Tokyo
(June 29), London (July 6), New
York (July 20), and Munich
(August 3). They will sing
in Melbourne, Australia, on
March 1, 1997. . . . "Jimmy
Buffett's Parakeets" is the
first children's record to be

released (CD and cassette) on
Buffett's Margaritaville
label, a subsidiary of Island.
The album contains
ten previously released
Buffett songs as performed by
the W.O. Smith Singers,
a Nashville children's chorus.
Buffett's fans are known as
Parrotheads, and their chil-
dren are called Parakeets.

"STAR WARS" & MORE
The Star Wars trilogy has
been rereleased by Fox Video
for the last time in its original
theatrical format and for a
limited time only - until
January 31, 1996. This release
marks the debut on VHS
videotape of THX Digital
Mastering, a film -transfer
process developed by
Lucasfilm for its THX
program. The cassettes can
be purchased separately for
$19.98 each or as a gift pack
for $49.98.... Access Music, a
Northern California record
company, will issue all of its
new CD releases in Dolby
Surround. The label's first
surround CD is "It's
About Time" by Japanese
superstar pianist Tadamitsu
Saito with Jon Anderson of
the rock group Yes. Call 1-
800-306-3008 for a catalog....
L -Squared Communications
has released "Platinum
Sound Effects for the 21st
Century," a ten -disc set
featuring selections from the
library of the Hollywood
sound designer Frank
Serafine, including effects
from many well-known
movies. The set is offered in
several formats, including
CD-ROM. Price: $1,395.
Call 1-800-779-5239 for more
information.

ELVIS! SUNG IN LATIN!
Dr. Jukka Ammondt of
Finland, an expert in the
Latin language and an Elvis
Presley fan, reports that in a
dream he was visited by
The King, who requested that
his hits be translated into
the eternal language. Dr.
Ammondt dutifully

REACHING FOR THE STARS

Just a few months ago, RCA was the only company selling
the high -power Digital Satellite System (DSS), with 175
channels of programming available through DirectTV and
USSB. Now DSS, known for its pizza -size 18 -inch dish and

excellent audio/video quality, is also being marketed by Sony
and GE, with Toshiba. Uniden, and Hughes Network Systems
slated to offer packages soon. Undaunted by the DSS camp's
impressive momentum, two new medium -power direct
broadcast satellite (DBS) services, AlphaStar and EchoStar,
are gearing up for launch. They'll join Primestar, which offers
a 95 -channel medium -power service, via a 39 -inch dish,
through Radio Shack and independent distributors. AlphaStar
plans to introduce its 100 -channel Direct -To -Home (DTH)

service this month, and EchoStar is hoping to turn on its
150 -channel service early next year. Both packages use a
24 -inch dish. The AlphaStar system will be sold through
Amway distributors for $899 (including installation)
and satellite TV dealers, and the EchoStar system will be
sold under the Magnavox and Philips brands.

translated six songs and
recorded them with the aid of
a back-up group. ("O0000h,
00000h" is the same in
English and Latin.) The
resulting CD, which includes
such tunes as Cor Ligneum
(Wooden Heart) and Tenere
Me Ama (Love Me Tender),
has been widely publicized
on the Internet, and it is now
available in the United

States on K-tel Latin as "The
Legend Lives Forever in
Latin" (DA 8212).

A GUIDE TO DIE FOR
The 1996 edition of STEREO
REVIEW'S Stereo Buyer's
Guide, featuring summary
listings of more than 8,000
audio and A/V components,
is on newsstands. The
cover price is $4.95.
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Matthew Polk Redefines State -Of -Me -Art ...Again."
MATTHEW POLK'S HOME THEATER SYSTEM CAN NOW BE YOURS

What started out as Matthew Polk's desire to design the ultimate home theater

system turned into the most ambitious research project in Polk's 22 year

history. The result, the Signature Reference Theate:

(SRT), is a home entertainment sys-

tem of such enormous dynamic

range, accuracy, clarity and

power that listening will touch

you physically and emotionally.

Five proprietary Polk tech-

nologies, including Polk's leg-

endary SDA imaging, are com-

bined to bring you "Performance

Without Limits".

For more information

and the location of a Polk

SRT dealer near you, call

(800) 377 - POLK.

Dealer Locator Number

1-800-992-2520

I Ad code: 20012

The SRI system consists of 35 active drive units housed in

seven enclosures (including two 300 watt powered sub -

woofers) and a Control Center with wireless remote.

Matthew Po/k
Co-founder, Polk Audio

WARNING: THIS SYSTEM IS CAPABLE OF EXTREME SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS. SRT SYSTEMS ARE SUPPLIED WITH-1

A SOUND PRESSURE LEVEL METER TO HELP YOU DETERMINE SAFE LISTENING LEVELS.

Polk
The Speaker Specialists

5601 Metro Drive, Baltimore, Maryland 21215 USA (410)358-3600.
"Polk Audio"," The Speaker Specialists" and "Dynamic Balance" are registered trademarks of Polk Investment Corporation used under license by Polk Audio Incorporated

CIRCLE NO. 55 ON READER SERVICE CARD



NEW FOR 1996

Stereo Review
PRESENTS

THE
BASIC REPERTORY

ON COMPACT
DISC

A CRITICAL DISCOGRAPHY

oted critic Richard Freed's

revised and updated selec-

tions of the best current
CD's of the most often performed
music in the classical orchestral rep-

ertory. Hundreds of recordings of
symphonic works from Bach to
Wagner!

To receive your copy of this handy

guide, send a self-addressed busi-
ness -size (#10) envelope, stamped

with 550 postage, and a check or
money order for $3 payable to Ste-

reo Review (no cash, please), to The

Basic Repertory, Stereo Review,
1633 Broadway, New York, NY
10019. Orders from outside the
U.S.A. must be accompanied by a
self-addressed envelope and $4

(payable in U.S. funds).

LETTERS
Measuring CD Changers
In the October issue Ken Pohlmann tested
seven high-performance CD changers. In
the measurements table the total harmonic
distortion plus noise (THD+N) at 1 kHz for
the Nakamichi MB -2s changer is given as
0.11 percent. I recently purchased the same
model, and in the box was a chart with the
manufacturer's own measurements, which
says that the THD+N at 1 kHz is 0.005 per-
cent. I have seen differences between a
manufacturer's specifications and an inde-
pendent measurement before, but in this
case it is quite substantial. Which measure-
ment is correct? Or is yours not comparable
with the manufacturer's? CLARK BACALA

Regina, Saskatchewan

Ken Pohlmann replies: Both measurements
are correct given their conditions. I used a
low-pass filter with a higher cutoff frequen-
cy (80 kHz) than the one Nakamichi uses
for its measurements, so slightly more in-
audible out -of -band noise showed up in
mine than in theirs.

Analog CD Reissues
After reading Peter Mitchell's insightful
"High End" column in October ("Old Wine
in New Bottles") about remastered CD's of
classic analog recordings, I am curious as
to the applicability of the new techniques
he describes to pop, rock, and jazz. Will
they prove as useful with Sixties and Sev-
enties albums recorded on amplified instru-
ments as they are for classical music?

JOE LUCA
Port Jefferson, NY

Yes - for instance, some of the new Neil
Young reissues (see reply to next letter) in-
clude amplified instruments. Sony's Master -
sound series of reissues of Columbia and
Epic pop, jazz, and soundtrack hits was one
of the first uses of Super Bit Mapping. Den-
on's Savoy Jazz Master Transfer Collection
uses 20-bi recording and other techniques
to restore recordings from the Forties and
Fifties by the likes of Charlie Parker, Stan
Getz, Miles Davis, and he Modern Jazz
Quartet. Other labels are also using ad-
vanced techniques for special collections.

Peter Mitchell's "The High End" in Octo-
ber mentioned that Neil Young is reworking
his old albums using the Cello Audio Pa-
lette. Can you tell me if there is a schedule
for release of this older material and which
albums in particular are being reworked?

MARK NEMECEK
Medford, NY

Warner BroslReprise will release the first
CD versions of three of Young's old Reprise
albums this month: "Journey Through the
Past" (/972), "Time Fades Away" (1973),
and "Re -ac -tor" (1981). Three other al -

hums never on CD will he released early
next year: "On the Beach." "American
Stars 'n Bars," and "Hawks & Doves."
Young is also working on a comprehensive
digital anthology of his work, hut no re-
lease date has been announced.

DSS for Alaska
I've been following the news about the
mini -dish Digital Satellite System (DSS),
and I'm not at all surprised at the sales fig-
ures. People are fed up with being jerked
around by the cable industry. But what
about Alaska? No one can give me an answer
as to when we might get the signals here in
Fairbanks. Do you know? Ros MCRAE

Fairbanks, AK

The good news is that DirecTV began offer-
ing direct broadcast satellite programming
to Alaska residents starting on October 13.
The had news is that while the programs
can he received and decoded by DSS equip-
ment. the I8 -inch satellite dishes usable in
the lower forty-eight continental states are
not large enough to catch the signals. Re-
quired dish sizes vary from about 4 feet in
the Juneau region to 8 feet in the Anchor-
age and Fairbanks areas.

Donna's Dead
In the October Popular Music "Quick Fix-
es" some cretin with the initials "S.S." did a
"review" of a CD called "Donna Reed's
Dinner Party." I would never buy an album
with Shelley Fabares's Johnny Angel on it,
but a review should have some accuracy.
Donna Reed is not "real -life" anymore as
she died some five to ten years ago, so it
would be very hard for her to be "consider-
ably hipper" than the aforementioned CD.

BAIRD M. CROVISIER
Tarzana, CA

Steve Simels replies: Donna Reed died in
/986, and I apologize for implying that she
is still among us. But I'm sure that, wherev-
er she is, she's hipper than that CD.

Mono from Stereo VCR
I recently upgraded my receiver to one with
Dolby Pro Logic and four other audio
modes. The installation was done by the au-
dio center where I bought the receiver as
well as a 50 -inch TV. The TV picture is
great, and the sound through my new re-
ceiver is sensational - especially for pro-
grams broadcast in Dolby Surround.

My problem has to do with my ten -year -
old stereo hi-fi VCR. Tapes I make play
fine through either the TV or the audio sys-
tem, and even better using the Concert or
Hall modes on the receiver. But any prere-
corded videotapes encoded with Dolby, like
Jurassic Park. or TV programs with Dolby
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CPT TI :\T PSTH MOVIES,
THE H:01-177:' N.17TWORKS

AND CONIMI=NTS 1.1-<.11,

1-2 D) CAN WE TALK OUT
HOW IT WORKS AT I,' R

We'll make this quick. USSR'"' brings channel after channel of top movies and a collection of the best entertain-

ment networks right to your TV. All via a simple -to -install, 18 -inch satellite dish called the Digital Satellite System

(DSS®). So you receive a crystal-clear picture and CD -quality sound. Add DIRECTV® to our unique lineup

and over 175 channels are at your fingertips. But enough talk already. Visit your local RCA or SONY retailer to find out

about receiving the ultimate TV entertainment from USSB, through DSS technology. Be sure to ask about getting the first

month of all our great channels free.

SM

Changing the way you look at TV.
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TIMES IRS PRICE."

- Core' Greenberg, Home Theater Technology, Volume 2, No. 7

6 Product of
the Year Awards
in the past year

16 Critic's Choice
Awards in the
past year

60 Asinwcaerd1990

gets you this

sensational home theater

system from Paradigm...

the number one choice

for critical listeners!

"These speakers...pack serious sound into an inexpensive package."
- Corey Greenberg. Home Theater Technology, Volume 2, No. 7

PParadigm's advanced R&D and use of superior materials yields the ultimate in home
theater sound. Listen to this sensational system today!

CIRCLE NO 46 ON READER SERVICE CARD

rout*

have sound only in the center speaker when
they're played through the receiver with the
Dolby button pressed.

Technicians from the receiver and VCR
makers and the store where everything was
bought tell me that the VCR is too old to
transmit Dolby signals. I don't think it is,
but it does need repair. What do you say?

JEROME D. SIMON
Park Ridge, IL

Sounds like your VCR is giving you mono
sound, which Dolby Pro Logic will direct to
the center channel. A stereo signal is re-
quired for Dolby Surround encoding and
decoding. Two things to check before you
head to the repair shop: First, is your re-
ceiver being fed, whether directly or indi-
rectly, from the VCR's line -level audio out-
puts? Only those outputs will carry stereo;
the coaxial RF (antenna) output will carry
mono audio when playing hack a tape. Sec-
ond, is there an audio -mode switch on the
VCR. and. if so. is it set to stereo?

Click -and -Pop Removal
August "Bulletin" mentioned Tracer Tech-
nologies' crackle -removing computer pro-
gram called DART (Digital Audio Restora-
tion Technology) for multimedia PC's with
Windows and 16 -bit sound cards. I ordered
the program (incidentally, Tracer Technolo-
gies' correct phone number is 717-747-
0200), and I can't say enough good things
about it! DART is a godsend to collectors
and owners
deed remove pops, clicks, and dropouts in
just a few minutes (using a fast Pentium
PC), and it removes them nearly as well as
the original No Noise system for Macintosh
computers - and at less than a hundredth
of the cost.

Two other programs for fine-tuning
crackle -removal are Wave for Windows
2.03 (Turtle Beach Software, 717-764-
5265), which zooms down to sample level
with variable x -y axis (for visualizing ex-
tremely fine clicks and then mouse -pencil-
ing them out), and Soundforge 3.0 (Sonic
Foundry, 608-256-3133), which lets you
slow down playback to one -twentieth speed
to zero in on problem noises. After using
digital noise elimination, I simply can't go
back to listening to noisy records straight
or even with those rare old analog click
suppressors, which quite often replaced
pops with thumps. BRUCE MILLER

Spanaway, WA

Correction
The item in November "Bulletin" about the
tiny satellite speakers in a new Bose
Lifestyle music system incorrectly identi-
fied the model. The new $2,500 system is
the Lifestyle 20.

We welcome your letters. Please address
correspondence to Editor, Stereo Review,
1633 Broadway, New York, NY 10019.
You should include your address and
telephone number for verification. Letters
may be edited for clarity and length.

ENGINEERED FOR METTER S,.Pie
AUDIOSIREAM. M1'0 Box 2410. Niagara Falb, NY 14302 '2-0180

In Canada: PARADIGM. 101 Hanlon Rd.. Woodbridge. ON L4L ,05) 850-2889 t m. enelm



"THIS SYSTEM EMBARRASSES MANY

HOME THEATER SPEAKER COMBOS

COSTING SEVERAL TIMES ITS PRICE"
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...........

$1,546*
get: you thi. stunninz

home theater sys:em con: sting of:

MiniMk3, CC -300, ADP- 150, and PS- 1900 .

Spectacular performance from Paradigm...

the number one choice for critical lineners!

Atall, CC -50, frit Milt $796. Nan, CC -150, ADP -100, PDR-10 51,076'

Now ARIMIN. ANEW=

ENGINEERED FOR BETTEA SOUND

*Manufacturo's I -/4V retail price. tAll systems shown include a powered subwoolk

9seNk3, CC -300, ADP -150, PS -1000 .51,966. Esont.1P. ADP -157, PS -1200 52,716'

Paradigm's advanced R&D and superior component technology yields

the ultimate in home theater sound. Visit your nearest AUTHORIZED

PARADIGM DEALER and listen to any of these sensational systems today!
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30
YEARS AGO
In his December 1965
editorial, William Anderson
introduced articles on folk -
inspired European composers
Dvorak and Kodaly with the
surprising observation that
"America has no large, rich,
old, homogeneous body of folk
music to serve composers
as a reservoir of inspiration."

New products included the
Roberts 1770-D stereo
open -reel tape deck with four
recording speeds, the Altec
Lansing 847A "Seville"
speaker, and the Benjamin
Miracord 40H automatic
turntable. Julian Hirsch tested
Marantz's $600 Model 10B

Roberts 1770-D stereo
open -reel tape deck, 1965

tuner ("I have never seen
a tuner to compare with it").
The Installation of the Month,
owned by Dr. Harvey Ryder of
St. Joseph, Missouri, involved
Bozak drivers (four woofers,
two midranges, and sixteen
tweeters), McIntosh elec-
tronics, and a Dual turntable,
all fitted under a stairway.

But wipe your feet before you
go in mom's kitchen:
Reviewing "Rod McKuen
Sings His Own," Gene Lees
distilled the album's meaning
from a Turkish proverb:
"Before you learn to love,
first learn to run through snow,
leaving no footprint."

WHEAL IOC CHRESTMAS SNORERS:
OAN HIRSCH'S GUIDE ITS TUNERS

 =, 1:7=1 MINI

20
YEARS AGO
Apparently insensitive to the
Christmas spirit, the December
1975 issue offered "Ten
Performers I Hate," selected by
our pop music reviewers.
Lester Bangs, who asserted
that David Bowie "sings
like an electric eel expiring on
a rotisserie," clearly was
up to the assignment, although
he found it "somewhat
constraining, in compiling
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Dual autoreverse
cassette deck, 1975

a list such as this, to be limited
to musicians, but fortunately
they compensate by being easy
targets."

In Best of the Month, David
Hall was moved by Carlos
Kleiber's performance of
Beethoven's Fifth with the
Vienna Philharmonic on Deut-
sche Grammophon ("among
the half -dozen best discs in the
entire catalog"), while Noel
Coppage was similarly
impressed with Willie Nelson's
"Red Headed Stranger" ("the
more times I listen, the more I
find in it"). In other reviews,
Joel Vance dismissed
Steppenwolf's "Hour of the
Wolf" as sounding like "the
Beach Boys in a snit," and Eric
Salzman reported on the music
of British serial composer
Harrison Birtwhistle: "A friend
of mine described it as a sex
act between two consenting
nuclear power plants - unkind
but not too farfetched."

"Julian Hirsch Tells You
How to Go Shopping for a
Christmas Tuner" was the very
specific title of the issue's
cover story, with suggestions
based on signal reception
and rejection, reproduction
accuracy, convenience features,
and, of course, cost. In test
reports, Hirsch -Houck
Laboratories examined Dual's
first cassette deck to be sold
in the U.S., a deluxe model
with the then -unusual feature
of autoreverse, and the B.I.C.
980 turntable, which had
"as low a rumble level
as we have ever measured on
an automatic turntable."

Do not operate heavy
machinery after hearing:
Encountering "Heart of
Hearts" by Polish -American
TV star Bobby Vinton, Peter
Reilly called it "an album that
challenges and confounds
any as yet known reality."

Stereo Review
Wfrailltri

10
YEARS AGO
The Kyocera PL -701, the Linn
Sondek LP12, and the Sota
Star Sapphire were the "3 Top
Turntables" discussed by
Julian Hirsch in a December
1985 feature. Hirsch -Houck
Labs contributed test reports
on the Nakamichi Stasis PA -7
power amplifier ("a credit to its
manufacturer and its designer"),

Technics SL-XP7
portable CD player, 1985

the Akai GX-9 cassette deck
("a pleasure to use"), and the
Technics SL-XP7 CD player,
one of the first portable models
sold in the States ("a most
impressive achievement").

Hold the mayo: Reviewing
Scritti Politti's "Cupid and
Psyche 85," Mark Peel wrote
that lead singer Green Gart-
side's vocals were "so coy and
precious you want to grab him
by his Polo by Ralph Lauren
collar and rub his face in a tube
of Vidal Sassoon styling
mousse." - Steve Simels



Sheryl Crow:
Tuesday Night Music Ch.:'
(ABM)

Deborah Cox (Arista) 00023

Raelovon:
Only Built 4 Cuban Linn
(Loud Records) 00061 $

Ty England (RCA) 00070

Alabama: In Pictures
(RCA) 00083

D'Angelo: Brown Sugar
i EMI I 00283 1

Bigger
savings the
longer you

Stay.

Whynot9
Hum: You'd Prefer An
Astronaut (RCA) 00296 1

Phil Collins: Serious
Hits...Live! (Atlantic) 00324

Clueless/Sdtrk.
Coolio. Cracker. others
(Capitol) 00341

Toni Braxton
(LaFace) 00420

The Very Best Of Cream:
Strange Brew
(Polydor) 00468

Bootie & The Blowli h
Cracked Rear View

rtd ) 05872

The Bonnie Rain
Collection
(Warner Bros I 00569

Best 01 Dire Straits:
Money For Nothing
(Warner Bros ) 00713

Fleetwood Mac: Greatest
Hits (Warner Bros I 00796

RCA Victor Greatest Hits
Series: Tchaikovsky
Greatest Hits (RCA) 00952

Vivaldi Greatest Hits
(RCA( 00956

Michael W. Smith:
I'll Lead You Home

(Reunion) 00989

Tina Turner: Simply The
Best (Capitol: 01195

The Best Of Joe Cocker
(Capitol) 01338

James Brown:
20 Ali -Time Greatest Hits
(Polydor) 01342

Pavarotti And Friends
(London) 01451

Fourplay: Elixir
(Warner Bros) 02142

The Tony Bennett/
Bill Evans Album
(Fantasy) 00280

The Essential Charlie
Parker (Verve) 00902

Holly Cole: Temptation
(Metro Blue) 02024

Yellowiackets: Dreamland
(Warner Bros ) 02231

Incognito: Positivity
(VerverForecasti 02989

Norman Brown: After The
Storm IMaJazzr 03282

Vanessa Rubin Sings!
(Novas: 03411

Alex Bugnon:
Tales From The Bright Side
(RCA) 03426

Dave Brubeck Quartet:
Late Night Brubeck:
Live At The Blue Note
(Tera- 05665

Blues Traveler Four
A),t), 06046

Cecilia Bartok: Mozart
Portraits (London) 04923

Creedence Clearwater
Revival: Chronicle:
20 Greatest Hits
(Fantasy) 01520

Blind Melon: Soup
(Capitol) 01667

Gershwin Plays Gershwin:
The Piano Rolls
(Elektrallonesuch) 01675

Black Sabbath:
Master 01 Reality
(Warner Bros ( 01863

Ace 01 Base: The Sign
(Arista) 02354

Venni:
Live At The Acropolis
(Private Music) 02477

Soundgarden:
Superunknown
(ABM) 02515

Opera's Greatest
Moments (RCA Victor
Red Seal) 02581

Gramm$94
Greatest
Moments Vol.1
Bonnie Rain
Sting. others
(Atlantic) 02594

Ray Lynch:
Deep Brealdast
(Windham Hill:

02634

Bonnie Rain:
Longing In
Their Hearts
(Capitol) 02742

Green Day: Dookie
(Reprise) 02753

Chant: The Benedictine
Monks of Santo Domingo
de Silos (Angel r 02957

Frank Sinatra: Duets
(Capitol) 03039

Elton John: Goodbye
Yellow Brick Rood
(Polydor) 03076

Elton John: Greatest Hits
(Polydor) 03077

Elton John:
Greatest Hits: Volume Two
(Polydori 03078

Beethoven, Symphonies
Nos. 5 8 6 "Pastorale"
BPO'Kara)an (DG 4D
"Karon Gold-) 03127

Damn Yankees: Original
Broadway Cast
(RCA Victor) 03128

Blackhawk: Strong Enough
(Arista Nashville) 03183

The Joy Of Bernstein
DG( 03212

Ella Fitzgerald: The Best Of
The Songbooks:
The Ballads (Verve) 05713

Joshua Redman: Mood
Swing (Warner Bros 105845

The Best of David Sanborn
(Reprise) 06274

George Duke: Illusions
(Warner Bros 06926

David Sanborn: Pearls
(Elektra) 08324

Herbie Hancock: Dia Is Da
Drum (Mercury) 08567

The Bridges Of
Madison County/Sdtrk.
Dinah Washington.
Johnny Hartman, more
(Malpasol 08709

The Best Of Mlles Davis -
The Capitol/Blue Note
Years (Blue Note) 11000

John Coltrane: Giant Steps
(Atlantic) 34589

Kenny G: Breathless
(Arista) 54317

The George Benson
Collection
(Warner Bros 01858

No long commitments.
No pressure to buy.

Lots of extra bonuses.
Incredible choices.

Chart -topping superstars.
So much music to explore.

Dave Matthews Band:
Under The Table And
Dreaming 05998

Boyz II Men: II
(Motowni 06028

Collective Soul: Hints,
Allegations & Things Left
Unsaid (Atlantic) 03309

Jon Secede: Heart, Soul
A Voice (SBK) 03323

The Lion King/Sdtrk.
(Walt Disney) 03533r

Garth Brooks: The Hits
(Liberty: 06878

Edwin McCain.
Honor Among Thieves
(Atlantic Laval 03608

Carpenters: The Singles
1969-1973 (ABM) 04393

Supertramp: Classics (14
Greatest Hits) (48.1.4) 04891

Quincy Jones: Classics (18
Greatest Hits) (4/1M) 04895

Luciano Pavarotti:
Pavarotti In Central Part
(London) 08096

Rey Charles.
The Best Of The Atlantic
Years (Rhino) 05755

Yes:
Close To The Edge
(Atlantic) 05838

Brooks 8 Dunn:
Waltin* On Sundown
(Ansta) 05888
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Collective Soul John Michael Montgomery
(Atlantic) 08133 (Atlantic) 08251

Stevie Wonder:
Conversation Peace
(Motown) 08069

Encomium:
A Tribute To Led Zeppelin
Hootie & The Blowfish
others (Atlantic) 08135

Better Than Ezra: Deluxe
(Elektra) 08160

Matthew Sweet: 100% Fun
(Zoo Entertainment) 08166

Jamie Walters
(Atlantic) 08218

Lorrle Morgan: Greatest
Hits (BNAI 08232

Eric Clapton: The Cream Of
Clapton (Polydor) 08241

Linda Ronstadt: Feels Like
Home (Elektra) 08255

Adina Howard:
Do You Wanna Ride?
(EastWest) 08354

Kut Klose: Surrender
(Ketd/Elektra) 08456

Robert Cray: Some Rainy
Morning (Mercury) 08566

Pops Stoppers - Greatest
Hits of the Boston Pops
Orchestra John Williams
coed (Philips) 08573

Elton John: Made in
England (Rocket'PRII 08583

Blessld Union 01 Souls:
Home (EMI) 08604

Annie Lennox: Medusa
03678

Amy Grant: House Of
Love (ABM) 05902

James Galway:
Wind Of Change
Tears In Heaven. more
(RCA) 05960

Anita Baker:
Rhythm Of Love
(Elektra) 05980

Nand Griffith: Flyer
(Elektra) 05982

Eric Clapton: From The
Cradle (Warner Bros 1 06025

Krona Quartet: Night
Prayers (Nonesuch) 06084

R.EM.: Monster
(Wamer Bros.) 06164

Bon Joy!: Ones Reed (Greatest
$11h) (Mercury) 06183

Barry White: The Icon is
Love (ABM) 06185

Pavarotti: The Early Years.
Vol. I Recorded live' (RCA
Victor Gold Seal) 06200

The Best of Emerson, Lake
& Palmer (Victory) 06248

Tom Petty: Wildflowers
(Warner Bros I 06260

Brandy (Atlantic) 06266

Jason's Lyrlc/Sdtrk. LL Cool
J, TonyiTonilTonel, others
(Mercury) 06268

Frank Sinatra: Duets II
(Capitol) 06269

Barbra Streisand: Hallo
Dolly (Philips) 06314

Vanessa Williams:
The Sweetest Days
(Mercury) 06335

Madonna:
Bedtime Stories
(MavencieSlre) 06356

The Best Of Sting 1984-1994:
Fields Of Gold (ABM) 06357

The Unplugged Collection.
Vol. 1 Rod Stewart.
Paul McCartney. others
(Warner Bros ( 06393

The Chieftains: The Long
Black Veil Featuring Sting,
The Rolling Stones, others
(RCA Victor) 06408

Real McCoy: Another Night
(Arista) 06500

Shanla Twain:
The Woman In Me
(Mercury Nashville) 06935

The Very Best 01 Elvis
Costello & The Attractions
1977-86 i Rykodiscl 06956

if elf

Classic Disney: 60 Years
01 Musical Magic Vol. I
Includes songs from
The Lion King." 'Mary
Poppies," and others
(Walt Disney) 08692

Dwight Yoakam: Dwight
Live (Reprise) 08713

The Very Best Of Otis
Reading (Rhino) 08756

Monica: Miss Thang
(Rowdy Records: 08792

Enya: The Celts
(Reprise) 08872

Jett Foxworthy:
Games Rednecks Play
(Warner Bros I 08877

Curtis Stigers:
Time Was
(Arista) 08894

All -4 -One:
And The Music Speaks
(Atlantic/131112z) 08917

Ugly Kid Joe:
Menace To Sobriety
(Mercury: 08926
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Pavarotti 8 Friends 2
06892

Nall Young: Mirror Ball
(Reprise) 08873

Don Juan DeMarco/Sdtrk.
Bryan Adams more
(ABM) 08942

Guru: Jazzmatazz Vol. II
The New Reality
(Chrysalis) 10606

David Bowie: Ziggy
Stardust (Rykodisc) 10803

Batman Forever/S(11re
.

08915

Boyz II Men:
Cooleyhighharmony
(Motown, 10930

Jackson Browne: Running
On Empty (Elextra) 11056

Aaron Neville:
The Tattooed Heart
(A8M) 16655

The Best 01 Aretha
Franklin !Atiaflici 20078

Paul Simon: Negotiations
And Love Songs 1971-86
(Warner Bros ) 20461

The Very Best of Yes
(Atlantic) 20671

Isn't It Romantic: Capitol
Sings Rodgers 8. Hart
(Capitol) 21102

1Ea ilelgree4eysitHrts23481

Eric Clepton: Unplugged
(Warner Bros)

James Taylor: Greatest
Hits (Reprise) 23790

The Best Of The Beach
Boys (Capitol) 23946

Foreigner:
The Viiy Best...And Beyond
(Atlantic) 24722

Stone Temple Pilots:
Purple (Atlantic) 24738

Gin Blossoms: New
Miserable Experience
(A8M) 24884

Blind Faith (Polydor)250731

The Greatest Hits Of
Freddie Jackson
(Capitol) 25323

The Rembrandts: LP
teal IF Be There For You
(from TV's "Fnends")
EastWest) 06897

Melissa Etheridge: Never
Enough (Island) 25435

The Steve Miller Band:
Greatest Hits 1974-1978
(Capitol) 33199

Smokey Robinson 6 The
Miracles: 18 Greatest Hits
I Motown 33878

Moody Blues:
Legend Of A Band
(Greatest Hits)
I Threshold, 34284

Steve Winwood:
Chronicles
)1sylod 34501

Bryan Adams:
So Far So Good
)A8M1 34771

Alan Jackson:
Who I Am
Arista 34793

Carreras, Domingo
8 Pavarotti: The 3
Tenors In Concert
Mehta conducts
(London) 35078

The Best Of The
Doobie Brothers
i Warner Bros ( 43738

Enys: Shepherd
Moons (Reprise)

The Temptations:
17 Greatest Hits
)Gordy, 53410

U2: The Joshua Tree
(Island) 53501

Bob Marley: Legend
(Island) 53521

Marvin Gays: 15 Greatest
Hits (Motown) 53834

The Benedictine Monks of
Santo Domingo de Silos:
Noel-Chants for the
Holiday Season

06207

Have Yourself A Jazzy
Little Christmas
(Verve) 00712

A Winter's Solstice IV
Nightnorse. Alex de Grassi
others (Windham Hifi 02359

Ella Fitzgerald: Ella Wishes
You A Swinging Christmas
Nerve, 02733

Christmas In The City
Marvin Gaye, Diana Floss 8
The Supremes. others
(Motown) 03450

Arthur Fiedler: Pops
Miami Party Boston Pops.
(RCA Living Stereo) 04970

Melissa Etheridge: Yes I Am
(Island) 35501

Whitney Houston:
The Bodyguard/Sdtrk.
(Arista) 54213

Harry Belafonte
All -Time Greatest Hits
(RCA) 54508

Holida Hits
Natalie Cole: Holly And Ivy
(Elektra) 08777

The Temptations:
Give Love At Christmas
(Motown) 08816

Vince Guaraldl Trio:
A Charlie Brown Christmas
(Fantasy) 20824

Frank Sinatra:
The Sinatra Christmas
Album (Capitol) 33873

A Baroque Christmas
Roger Nornngton conducts
(London. 34010

Kenny G: Miracles -
The Holiday Album
(Arista. 35544

Carpenters:
Christmas Portrait
(A8M) 43732

Bing Crosby:
Christmas Classics
(Capri*), 43771

Elvis Presley:
Elvis Christmas Album
(RCA) 62876

for the
price of

Nothing
more to

buy, ever!
En Vogue: Funky Divas
(EastWest) 61717

Dean Martin:
Capitol Collectors Series
(Capitol) 62295

Eagles: Greatest Hits, Vol. 2
(Asylum) 63318

h: Countdown To
Extinctionedet (Capitol) 63340

Chicago: Greatest Hits
1982-1989 (Reprise) 63363

Neil Young: Unplugged
(Reprise) 64125

Van Morrison: Moondance
(Warner Bros ) 64585

Elvis Presley'
The Number One Hits
(RCA) 72190

Buy at your
own pace, in

your own
time.whynot?

The John Lennon
Collection Capitol) 73627

The Police: Every Breath
You Take-The Singles
(A8M) 73924

Frank Sinatra: Sinatra
Reprise: The Very Good
Years (Reprise) 80304

ZZ Top: Greatest Hits
(Warner Bros) 83411

Best Of The Grateful Dead.
Skeletons From The Closet
(Warner Bros) 83892

Garth Brooks: In Pieces
(Liberty) 93710

Cats Cast Recording
(Polydor)

Allman Brothers Band:
The Pilmore Concerts
(Polydor) 01159

Bette Midler. Bette Of Roses
(Atlantic) 40445

David Bowie: The Singles
1989-1983 (Rymersc 01659

Judy Garland: Judy At
Carnegie Hal (C.90001782 :

Mons Ross 8
The Supremos: Anthology
(Motown) 02055

Windham Hill: The First Ten
Years (Windham Hill) 02628 *

Puccini, La Boheirno
Frent PaValfOni et al. Berlin
PO/Karajan. The best-selling
opera recording of all time!
(London) 05615 14

The Best 01
The Commodores
Maow, 06875*

ly C razySe yCool
06352

Vivaldi, The Four Seasons
Gu Shaham/Orpheus Chamber
Orchestra (DG 08093

The Police: Live
(ABM) 08551

Phish: A Live One
(Elektra) 08922

Hank Williams: 40 Greatest
Hits (Polydor) 09570 
Fantesla/Sdtrk.
(Walt Disney) 17060

Saturday Night Fever/Sdtrk.
:Polydor) 34687^
Grateful Dead: Europe '72
(Warner Bros I 53931 c

Madonna: The Immaculate
Collection (Sire) 54164

The Best 01 The Doors
(Elektra) 70407:
Prince: The Hits 1
IWB. Paisley Park 02228 1

Sarah McLachlan:
Fumbling Towards Ecstasy
(Ansta) 02536

So many
choices m
our music
magazine.
Whynot9

Grateful Dead:
Hundred Year Hall (Grateful
Dead Records) 03423 o.

John Mellencemp: Dance
Naked :Mercury) 04906

Van Clibum In Moscow
Rachmanmov 8 Brahms
(RCA Victor Red Seal) 05748

Barry White:
All -Time Greatest Hits
(Mercury) 05866

Megadeth:
Youthanasie
(Capitol) 06272

Alicia de Larrocha.
Mompou, Spanish Songs
and Dances
(RCA Victor) 06469

Stcrt with
6 FREE

CC's now

IL 3 ILO
Buy ONLY 1 at Then get 3 more Enjoy 10 CDs

the regular Club CDs of your for the
price within a year choice, FREE price of 1

1 shipping and handling charge is added to each selection

NOTHING MORE TO BUY, EVER!
Rod Stewart: The Mercury
Anthology (Mercury) 011610

Van Helen: Live: Right Here,
Right
Vamht(Warner ) 011651*Onot Start Saving! Mail This Postage -Paid Card Today!

Send me 10 CDs for the price of 1
with nothing more to buy, ever!
2. Rush me these 6 CDs now
(indicate by number)

1. Please accept my membership in the
BMG Music Service and send my 6 FREE

CDs as indicated. Under the terms of this offer.

I agree to buy EuSti. CD at the regular Club price

($14.98 to $16.98) within a year. I will then

receive 3 more choices FREE' That's 10 for the

price oft. kyrth nothing more to bity._ege

I understand that a shipping and handling charge

will be billed for each selection

- - - -
A 2 -CD set ft?) counts as 2 selections.

no.

53190

3. I am always free to choose from any category

but I am most interested in the music category

checked here (check n only)

1. r' LIGHT SOUNDS :sole Midler. Frank Sinatra)

2. [- COUNTRY Aran Jackson. Shama Twain)

3. [ HARD ROCK (Bon Jovi. Van Haden)

4. [[ I SOFT ROCK 8 POP lElLn John, Hccte 5 TheBlukilhl

5. 0 CLASSICAL (Luciano Pavarotti, Evany Kissmi

6. El JAll (Fourplay. David Sanborn)

7. IE METAL (Pantera. AC/DC)

S. D RAI/DA/ICE (TLC. Boy Men)

9.  ALTERNATIVE (The Cranberries. Green Day)
4. Mrs

Initial Last Name Ms (Please Print) First Name

Address Apt

rity

(

State Zip

Phone Area Code Signature

(11 Members who choose CLASSICAL as thee lesterung interest roll be serviced by the BMG thesis) Mac Service We reserve the ndM to request arkkbonal intonnabon Roc
any addiscation or cancei any membership fended to new members Local tares Cony wit be added Offer available contesenbl USA and under vocal arrangement in kaki
and Hawaii Otter not avartabie ,n Puerto POD APO or FPO Over and product seiectfon may vary in Canada.

AA 111111e 11110
MIMI a I II lb
-=SERVICEE

Instant
50% -OFF

Bonus
From day one,
es.ery time you
buy a CD at the
regular Club
price, you're

entitled to buy
another of equal
or lesser value
at half price.

Ca nac ian residents
mail reply to:
BMG Husc 5ern,:e

Box 7010

Missir,auga ON LSA 4J3

GY

MS 792

EM DRY

HERE'S HOW YOUR CLUB WORKS:
Storl with our 6.1-3 Formic to introduce you to the Dub. :and to your savings'

CHOOSE THE MUSIC YOU LOVE.

 Pidt 6 FREE (Ds right now from the many great Moues in this od
 B1, lust (0 at the regular Club price (currently 514.98 to 516 98)

U

LITahnedSTEnNhcanhI:9WITHIETOK7hISFKR.EY1ou('Lli)mro'yill'hatokmtes

or.,tfitte,ektpoir elve(rpli us shipping

station and look over the occompanymg terms of Dub membership
your introductory

you're not corn. fiverItty, satisfied. simply return your selections al our
igarier

SHOP,AftiliZOM THE C

BMG Music

OMFORT OF HOME. Discover how convenient n to
shop

rolaul p ears Out, imitrisabordw:issey his rests 119 shopping

mylmestsmy".4tematisiolksillinismeheaulellSolen"""2"layerprolenedwitlee:tnkaMplyalliPie.;

mantas Fowl Saha* ikel lb a
Yow IfyorwsirtiarlitshomiltUlor lois at d- just

rusks 1 onaratesk

rirrigatellethree Cord pd by the spend do. Taal hawat least

ILezde sserel yell shakers WIC in :1 .t0days to reply cad receive an
pense.

I SAVE AGAIN AND AGAIN. From day one forwr every selection you buy at

dl..
regularthe Club you may choose another of equal or lesser yolue at 5,0%

e flouya real is e 1116 kit Soniaetdce mite you um
iysg0ros 1017;m and discounts.wlmsn4110f;:

took latlyceourosiocool,

Ol.plm slake saw WEI hie SeryinTsmibilandrgsariTsannimPiN.

MO* sal lel es Ws yea ado

I W 11s reply cord it missing, plesss rite to
e IMG Mask Service
 PO. lox 91303, Indianapolis, IN 46291-0300

I 1 Parental Advisory-Contains explicit lyrics
andior arhvork

I e 2 -CD set (counts as 2 selections).

I Dog and horn are trademarks of General Electric
Ccwaany, USA. The BMG logo is a trademark of

I BMG Music Other trademarks used In lee elver- Ha .7.4.r. ca.
tisernent are the property of venous trademark

I owners BMG Music Service. 6550 E 30th St..
Indianapolis IN 46219-1194 C 1995 BAG Direct

MUSIC
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ARCAM
Arcam's Xeta 2 provides all that's

needed to adapt the electronics

side of a two -channel system

to five -channel surround: a

surround processor (with Dolby

Pro Logic, Dolby 3 Stereo.

Cinema. and Hall modes) and

three 50 -watt amplifier channels

to power a center speaker and two

surrounds. It offers adjustable

TOSHIBA
Measuring just 10 x 3' 4 x 618

inches. Toshiba's TX -975 is one of

the smallest ten -disc car CD

changers on the market. Designed

to be mounted either horizontally

or vertically, it is said to be small

enough to be placed under the

surround -channel delay, four

line -level audio inputs, a tape

loop. four composite -video

inputs, two video outputs. and

center. surround, and subwoofer

line outputs. Price: $1.200.

Arcam, distributed by Audio

Influx, Dept. SR. P.O. Box 3E1.

Highland Lakes, NJ 07422-0381.

 Circle 120 on reader service card

seat or in the glove compartment

of some vehicles. It uses two 1 -bit

digital -to -analog (D/A) converters

with eight -times oversampl ng.

Price: $500. Toshiba. Dept. SR.

82 Totowa Rd.. Wayne. NJ 07470.

 Circle 122 on reader service card

CASTLE ACOUSTICS
The Durham 900 speaker from

Castle Acoustics of Great Britain

combines a 5 -inch woofer with

a double magnet and a 1 -inch

soft -dome tweeter in a 16 -inch -

tall ported cabinet. Low -frequency

limit is given as 60 Hz and

sensitivity as 90 dB. Nine wood -

veneer finishes are available.

including black ash (shown), oak.

rosewood, walnut, mahogany,

yew, and cherry. Price: $670 a

pair. Castle Acoustics, distributed

by OMI, Dept. SR. 25 South St..

Hopkinton, MA 01748.

 Circle 121 on reader service card

 WATERWORKS ACOUSTICS
Designed to be mounted outdoors

at ground level. the Soundscaper

speaker from Waterworks is

said to provide omnidirectional

sound from its cylindrical plastic

enclosure. which houses a

downward -firing 4 -inch woofer

and four'/2-inch tweeters. The

7' 7 x 8 -inch speaker is rated to

handle 60 watts (IEC) and play

down to 80 Hz. Standard finishes

are black and green. Price:

$299. Waterworks Acoustics,

Dept. SR, 3365 Fernside Blvd.,

Alameda. CA 94501.

 Circle 123 on reader service card
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NEW PROM CTS
, SONIC C RON TIERS

SONIC FRONTIERS
Aimed at the "budget -conscious

audiophile," the TransDAC digital

processor from Sonic Frontiers

features two Burr Brown 20 -bit

digital -to -analog converters and a

direct -coupled Class A analog

output stage with Analog Devices

op amps. Covered by a five-year

MTX
MI -Vs LPS600 speaker/amplifier

selector handles up to six pairs of

speakers in any combination.

The device also has an A/B

amplifier and input selector for

use with power amps that put out

up to 250 watts per channel

(continuous) and impedance -

IS STEREO REVIEW DECEMBER

parts -and -labor warranty. the

9' 7 x 2 x 7 -inch device accepts

RCA -type coaxial and Toslink

optical digital inputs. Price: $599.

Sonic Frontiers. Dept. SR.

2790 Brighton Rd.. Oakville,

Ontario L6H 5T4.

 Circle 124 on reader service card

SOUNDWAVE
Usable as either a primary

or surround speaker. Soundwave's

Metronome packs a 61 2 -inch

woofer. a computer -optimized

crossover. and a 1 -inch fabric -

dome tweeter into a 13 -inch -tall

trapezoidal cabinet designed

"to minimize diffraction and

reduce standing waves."

Low -frequency limit is given

as 65 Hz. sensitivity as 88 dB.

Available in black or white.

Price: $550 a pair. Soundwave by

Vero, Dept. SR. 1150 University

Ave., Rochester, NY 14607.

 Circle 126 on reader service card

protection circuitry to maintain

safe loads regardless of the

selected speaker combination.

The LPS600's plug-in connectors

accept 14 -gauge wire. Price:

5300. MTX, Dept. SR. 4545 E.

Baseline Rd., Phoenix. AZ 85044.

 Circle 128 on reviler service card

1995

ADS
The R50i/c. ADS's first ceiling

speaker. combines a 51 4 -inch

woofer. a 1 -inch soft -dome

tweeter (with self -resetting over-

power protection), and a

12 -dB -per -octave two-way

crossover in a steel frame with

gold-plated binding posts

and a white steel grille. The

STUDIOTECH
StudioTech's C Series speaker

stands come in four heights:

14 inches ($80). 21 inches (S90),

28 inches ($100), and 32 inches

(not shown, $110). All feature

steel support rods. nigh -density

fiberboard bases and platforms

(with rubber bumpers). concealed

wire routing. and removable

speaker attaches to 1 7- to 11,2 -

inch -thick sheetrock or drop -panel

ceilings with a four -screw

mounting assembly that grips

the surface when the screws are

tightened. Price: 5149. ADS,

Dept. SR. One Progress Way,

Wilmington. MA 01887.

 Circle 125 on reader service card

carpet spikes. Finish options

are black (shown). black with

chrome tubes, and oak with brass

tubes. Available by mail order

(prices exclude shipping) from

StudioTech. Dept. SR. 5031 Birch

St.. Suite C. Newport Beach, CA

92660: phone. 1-800-887-8834.

 Circle 127 on reader service card



Boston Acoustics
Home Theater Options

Movie Buffs,
Audiophiles, Tightwads,

Lend Us Your Ears.

1.
The $699 MSRP six -piece SubSat6 II

Theater Package includes four

SubSat6 II Satellites, a PV12 subwoofer

and CR1 center channel speaker.

SubSat Three -Piece Systems
Tiny satellites and big theater
sound.

Compact Reference
Incredible sound from compact
speakers.

Lynnfield VR
Audiophile sound quality with
video flexibility.

Boston/THX®
Dubbing studio quality sound.

THE $699 SUBSAT6 II THEATER SYSTEM FILLS YOUR ROOM WITH

GREAT SOUND. YET, IT WON'T EMPTY YOUR BANK ACCOUNT.

Good news. You don't have to sell Aunt Edna's priceless figurine collection to have a

spectacular home theater. The SubSat6 II system, a five -time HiFi Grand Prix Award

Winner, features four sculpted wide -dispersion SubSat satellites. These tiny "sats," as we

affectionately call them, sit on stands, shelves or hang on your walls. Down below, the

PV12 subwoofer provides exceptional lows. And in the middle is a CR1 broad -dispersion

center channel speaker. This is a complete system, designed and tuned for smooth pans

and true theater envelopment. Stereo Review called the SubSato, "Superior." To learn

more, lend an ear to your Boston dealer. They'll pay you back with interest.

Boston Acoustics
Get a copy of our awesome music and speaker 'zine. Number 03. Write to BA, 70 Broadway, Lynnfield, MA 01940.



\FA\ PROM CTS
PLATINUM AUDIO 
Platinum Audio's 14 -inch -tall

Solo speaker combines a 5 -inch

woofer and a 1 -inch tweeter using

proprietary aluminum diaphragms

in a cabinet with rosewood -veneer

side panels. Its aluminum back

plate has two vents (one is

plugged to achieve 40 -Hz tuning).

biwiring terminals, and a

heat sink for the internal

crossover. Price: $2,498 a pair.

Platinum Audio, Dept. SR, 10

Commerce Park North. Unit 12,

Bedford. NH 03110-0607.

 Circle 129 on reader service card

MB QUART
MB Quart's OM 160.56 KX coaxial

car speaker features a 1/4 -inch

angled titanium -dome tweeter

suspended above a 61 2 -inch

woofer. Frequency response

is given as 40 Hz to 32 kHz, power

handing as 70 watts maximum

4 M&K
The M&K MX -125 powered

subwoofer uses two 12 -inch

drivers in push-pull configuration

for output to 20 Hz and below. The

23 x 15 x 18 -inch black -lacquered

cabinet also packs a 125 -watt

amplifier. an adjustable low-pass

filter, and M&K's Headroom

Maximizer II circuit, which is said

to insure wide dynamic range

and high output without clipping.

Price: S995. M&K Sound. Dept.

SR, 10391 Jefferson Blvd., Culver

City, CA 90232.

 Circle 130 on reader service card

(continuous), and impedance as

4 ohms. Mounting depth is 21/2

inches. Includes a matte white

grille. Price: $329 a pair. MB

Quart. Dept. SR, 25 Walpole Park

S., Walpole, MA 02081-2532.

 Circle 131 on reader service card

A TDK
TDK's "Ultimate Guide to Great

Sound" CD contains 74 minutes of

test signals and music designed

to point out the strengths and

weaknesses of car and home

systems, including multichannel

AN setups. There a'e seventy-

three tracks in all, ranging from

the simple Stereo Channel

A RCA
RCA's T27204BC 27 -inch stereo

TV sports a built-in four -head VHS

Hi-Fi VCR featuring he VCR Plus

programming system, automatic

head cleaning, on -screen

displays, an eight-event/one-year

timer, automatic digital tracking.

and a quick -start transport

mechanism. TV highlights include

auto clock -set circuity that

Identification to the sophisticated

Surround Sound Image

Placement. All of the test signals

are preceded by a narrated

explanation. Available by mail

order for $5 (includes shipping).

TDK CD Offer, Dept. SR,

24 E. 21st St., 3rd floor. New

York, NY 10010.

receives time and date

information over the air. front -

panel AN inputs for connecting a

camcorder. video -game console,

or other video source. and a

TVNCR remote. Price: $999.

Thomson Consumer Electronics.

Dept. SR. 10330 N. Meridian St..

Indianapolis. IN 46290-1024.

 Circle 132 on reader service card
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IMAGINE - YOU THINK OF A SONG,

PUSH A BUTTON, THE SONG PLAYS.

No MORE SEARCHING FOR CDS.

IT'S THE NEW TECHNICS SL-MC5O

MEGA CD CHANGER. IT HOLDS 60

CDS, OFFERS FRONT LOADING AND

QUICK SINGLE -PLAY FUNCTION.

TECHNICS MEGA CD CHANGER.

IT'S A CHANGE FOR THE BETTER.

1 -UGH TECHNOLOGY
WITHOUT THE
HIGH ANXIETY

How TECHNICS 60 -Disc CHANGER
WILL CHANGE THE WAY You

LISTEN To Music.

Fly from a track on disc 1
all the way to a track on
disc 60.

MASH
Brings oust fine musical detail.

The remote even
controls Direct
Programming -
for one -touch

programming of your favorite
songs as you listen.

Technics devNoped Vie word. In! MASH
type DAC MASH Nrc,rolcgy was nvipnlied Oy
NTT ILSI LAM 1 MASH is  trademan, 1,1 NTT.

O

The science of sound

P
Tuner

Amplifier

Equalizer

60 -Disc Changer

Tape Deck

.V.) larger
than a
standard
compo-
nent, it
easily fits
into your
s)stem.

Group your discs
according to inimical
genre, artist or an
way jau like.

Proud Sponsor of the 1.1

1996 U.S. Olympic Team C)Ocy



Inside Definitive's BP2000

------- -

Low fregLeicy
tuned col_nn

25 mm Fire aluminum
dome, apErhodic

transmi SE brline tweeter

Low diffracton drier
baffle inte-face

Complex Lrkwitz-illey
crossover network

Front mirr3r-imaged
D'Appolito 3 polar Erray in
non-resonE rt chamber

Massive s _ twoofer
magnet stricture

Electronic :rnssove-

Accelerorreter optimized
cabinet brat ,s

1" thick higi density
medite frog baffle Throidal trarefc^me-

Piano gtes blavk
cr gloss cherry enccam

1" nick rear
mecit paffle

High- defintioi pre
colper wre

fALIth-eye-ed darnDening

-xds line entire cabinet

17 c n minar31-filled

high-cleinition
b-'mdranoe drivers
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D'Apo o bipolar army n

-on-rasonant :hariber

' 5" hicji-power
one -throw bi-lanriate
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Sonopure f ber
internal da-oening ' 1/4" thick high -density

mFdt cabinet sicedva I

". doubt tha: you can get a better spunding system for less
tiar_ several times the price cf :--e 3P2000.-

_IiLn Hirsch, Stereo Reve6rt.



Definitive's New
BP2000 Brings

You the Ultimate
Listening

Experience!
"The first speaker I have been able to audition in my own
familiar surroundings that has given me that special thrill

that usually costs ten or more times its price to obtain."

"Frankly, if circumstances
allowed, I would choose
these speakers for myself"

-Julian Hirsch, Stereo Review

Speaker of the Decade
Now, with the BP2000, Definitive

literally reinvents the loudspeaker.
We have combined a six -driver dual
D'Appolito bipolar array with a
built-in (side -firing) 300 -watt
powered 15" subwoofer. (Yes, a
complete powered subwoofer built
into each speaker!) The result is
extraordinary sonic performance
beyond anything you've ever heard.

Both music and movies are
reproduced with unequalled purity,
transparency and lifelike realism.
And the astounding high resolution
imaging and awesome bass impact
totally envelop you in sonic ecstacy.
They are an amazing achievement!

Each revolutionary' bipolar BP2000 ($1499 ea.) has a built-in
300 -watt RMS powered 15" subwoofer for ultimate performance.

CIRCLE NO. 15 ON READER SERVICE CARD

See our dealers list on page 24

-Julian Hirsch, Stereo Review

The Ultimate Home Theater
In addition to being an audiophile's

dream, the BP2000s are also the main
speakers in Definitive's AC -3 ready
Ultimate Home Theater System. This
astonishing system is absolutely the
finest sounding available. It recreates
a "you are there" spatial reality that
actually puts you into the soundspace
of the original cinematic action.

The complete system combines
BP2000s with a C/L/R 2000 center ($650
ea) and a pair of BPX bipolar surrounds
(from $399 ea.). Of course, the dual 15"
powered subwoofers are already built
into the sleek BP2000 towers. Truly
the ultimate listening experience!
Visit your Definitive dealer today.

nitive Tech
The Leader in High-Perfomkonce Loudspeakers..

11105 Valley Hts. Dr.  Baltimore, MD 21117  (410) 363-7148



AUDIO Q & A
IAN G. MASTERS

Deeper Bass
mewl) added a Dolby Pro Logic

receiver to my system, and I use my
old two -channel receiver to drive a sub -
woofer. According to the specifications, my
subwoofer has response down to 35 Hz,
while the old receiver only goes down to 40
Hz. Is it possible with my equipment to get
the bass response down to 35 Hz or even
lower? KIRK FANG

Wichita, KS

AMaybe. It depends on what your equip-
ment is actually capable of doing. The

numbers you quote are inadequate as a
means of predicting what success you'll
have in extending your bass. For example,
the 40 -Hz specification for the receiver
doesn't mean that it produces nothing below
40 Hz - virtually any piece of electronics
today can handle half that - but probably
that it can't do it at the specified distortion
level. Since distortion isn't as significant in
the bottom octave, you might well have lots
of usable power in that part of the spectrum.

The speaker is quite another matter.
Speaker specs tend to be vague at best and
aren't much of a guide to real -world perfor-
mance. The 35 Hz quoted for your subwoof-
er may only mean that there is some output
at that frequency, but it might be 20 or 30
dB down. If that's the case, you might be
able to bring it up using equalization; the
only way to find out is to try. Play a test CD
with spot frequencies to identify the point at
which output disappears altogether, then
boost the appropriate bands.

Creating an In -Wall System
irkl in in the process of building a nevi.,
111 house and would like to build my
home entertainment system into a wall. How
do ! provide ventilation for the main compo-
nents? How do 1 wire the system after the
drywall is up? And would it he satisfactory
to place a powered subwoofer in a cavity in
the wall with its port facing outward?

DAVID J. DOWNEN
Waterloo, IL

AVentilation is important if your equip-
ment will be in very confined quarters,

in which case you could install a small ex-
haust fan. If you are contemplating building
a false wall several feet out from the room's
real wall, however, there may be enough air
behind it that extra ventilation won't be a
major concern.

As for wiring, it should be done before
the drywall is in place. Also, since you're
starting from scratch, be sure to build in
some sort of access to the rear of your
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equipment stack so that you can easily re-
place or upgrade components later. Placing
the subwoofer in an alcove in the wall
should work fine; it doesn't really matter
which way the port faces as long as there's
some space around the subwoofer cabinet.

Output Mismatch?
QI found out a hit too late that the very
good -sounding satellitelsubwoofer sys-

tem ! purchased works properly only when
it's connected to the output of a battery -
powered portable audio player. Is there any-
thing I can add to the output of my regular
audio receiver to make it match the input of
the speakers? DON RIMSNIDER

New Orleans, LA

AThere shouldn't be a significant electri-
cal difference between the output of a

portable CD or tape player and the line out-
put of an ordinary receiver. You'll probably
need an inexpensive adaptor cable to plug
things together, but beyond that you should
have no problem driving your speakers with
your present equipment.

If for some reason the speakers are de-
signed to be driven from a headphone jack,
which has a higher output voltage, you can
feed them from your receiver's headphone
output. Again, you'll probably have to buy
an adaptor to do that.

Dusty Speaker Cones
Cal have noticed quite a buildup of dust
on the cones of my speakers, and I am

concerned that it may affect their sound
quality in some way. Is that a potential
problem? !f so, what can I do about it?

M. VILLACIN, JR.
Lake Hiawatha, NJ

AI can't imagine that dust would in any
way affect the sound of your speakers

unless there were truly massive quantities of
it. But if you're worried about it, it's easy
enough to remove. Buy a can of pressurized
air from any photographic -supply store and
use it to blow away the dust. I wouldn't use
a cloth to dust the cones, however, as you
might damage the diaphragms, particularly
in the case of a tweeter.

Deteriorating DAT
/ have ',non. in all formats, and I

111 would like to organize things by dub-
bing all my non -CD recordings to a digital
medium. I would like to use DAT, but I have
heard that long-term storage - more than
ten years - is problematical with this for-

DefinitiveTechnokRy.
The Leader In HighPerformance Loudspeakers.

Authorized Dealers
lUassa Audio. Juneau. ioils Fairbanks. Pyramid Anchorage

- Cohen's Electronics Montgomery. Kincaid's TV:Tuscaloosa'
i is Audio Birmingham.

F- Custom Audio Vides: Little Rock.
- Jerry's Audio Video Phoenix, Tucson.
- Access to Music LaskspurAccurale AN: S. Lake Tahoe. Audio

once ts Long Beach. San Gabriel. Bay Area Audio' San Jose.
Hansen West LA.Coasl Satellite: Atascadero, Santa Maria

Creative Stereo Santa Barbara, Ventura. David Rutledge Audio:
Palm Desert. DB Audio: Berkeley* Digital Ear Tustin. Larson's
Redding. Monterey Stereo: Monterey. Pacific Coast AN Newport
BeachParady me Sacramento* Performance Audio San Francisco.
Sound Co.: Escondido, San Diego. SpeakerCraft Riverside. Systems
Design Redondo Beach. Videolet WestminsterWestchester TV
BakersfieldWilson A/V. Woodland Hills.

Po- Listen Up enver, Boulder, Colorado Springs
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bert's Audio Video bkw London

- Audio Buys
oun Studio: New: rk, Wilmington.

Absolute Sound Winter Park. Aud io Advisors West Palm Beach.
din Center: Deerfield Beach. Cooper for Stereo: Clearwater.

Hoyt Stereo: Jacksonville. Palm Audio: Dentin. Sensuous Sound:
Tampa. Sound Components Coral Gables. Sound Ideas Gainesville.
Sound Insight Ft. Pierce. Stereotypes Daytona Beach. Stereo World:
Ft. Myers, Naples. Stuart AN Stuart

DiscAudio Warehouse: Savannah. Ken's Stereo Jct. Macon. Laser
Disc Enterprises' Atlanta? Merit TV Columbus. Stereo Connections
Valdosta. Stereo Festiva:: Atlanta. Stereo Shop: Martinez

Audio Center: Honolulu.
- Archer Audio Video: It Dodge. Audio King. Cedar Rapids, Des
toes. Audio Video Ionic: Des Moines. Camera Corner.

Davenport. HaWkeye AN Iowa City, Waterloo.
- Ultimate Electronics_ Boise. Wise Buy Idaho Falls
- United Audio Ctrs Chicago & Suburbs. Camera Comer

ington. Cars & Stenos. Rockford. Jon's Home CIL Quincy. Sd
Forum: Crystal Lake. Select Sd: Naperville. Sundown AN Springfield

1
Ovation Audio: Clarksville Indianapolis.

- Accent Sound: Overland Park. Advance Audio: Wichita. Audio
; Junction City.
q- Ovation Audio: Lexington, Louisville
- Alterman Audio New DrkNins, Metairie 'Sound Advice. Baton

ouge. Wright's Sound Gallery' Shreveport
MA- Cookin : Saugus. Goodwin:Audio. Boston, Shrewsbury.
Nantucket Sound Hyannis.
n- Audio Buys Annapois, Gaithersburg, Laurel, Rockville, Waldorf.
Gramophone Bat , Elli:oft 2fty.Soundscape: Baltimore.

Cookie': Portland.
- Pecar's Detron,Troy.0113SSiC31Jarc Holland.0 lassie Stereo

rrozoo, Grand Rapds.F ront Row MI Flint. Court St. Listening
Room: Mulland,Saginaw.
kik Audio Designs' Winona. Aud io King Minneapolis & Suburbs,
Rochester, St. Cloud. Audio Perfection: Minneapolis.

1d- Independence AN Independence. Sound Central: St Louis.
- McLelland IV Hattiesburg. Players AN: Ridgeland.

J. Car & Home Stereo Ctr. Billings. Rocky MI. Hi Fi: Great Falls.
- Audio Video Systems, Charlotte. Audio Visions: Wilmington. Now

Audio Video: Durham, Greensboro, Raleigh, Winston Salem. Audio
Lab Wilmington. Tri city Elect; Conover.

pCustom Electronics. Omaha, Lincoln.
- Cookin': Nashua, Manchester. Newington, Salem, S. Nashua.
- Hal's Stereo Trenton. Monmouth Stereo' Shrewsbury, Wall

ound Waves: Northfield. Woodbridge Stereo: West Caldwell
Woodbridge.

l- Ultimate Elect.: Albucuerque' Sound Ideas: Albuquerque.
- Ultimate Elect.: Las Vegas. Upper Ear Las Vegas!
Audio Breakthroughs Manhasset. Audio Den: Lake Grove. Audio

xpressions Newburgh. Atidio Junction Watertown. Clark Mus.: Al-
bany, Syracuse. Stereo Exchge.: Manhattan, Nanuet. Hail Elect.: Ithaca,
Vestal. Innovative Audio Brooktyn. Listening Rio: Scarsdale. Rowe
Camera. Rochester* Sound Mill Mt. Kisco. Yorktown Hts  Speaker
Shop Ainherst, Bun*
DI- Contemporary Sits Ok :ity.K Labs Premium Audio: Tulsa. Photo
World Bank:sole.

Audio Craft Akron C'eveland, Mayfield Hts , Westlake. Audio
Etc : Dayton. Paragon Sound Toledo. Threshold Elect.:Heath
ka- Bradford's HiFi: Eugene. Chelsea AN: Portland, Beaverton.
Kelly's Home Ctr Salem. La rson's Medford, Roseburg. Stereo
Plant: Bend
a- Gary's Elect.: State College. GNT Stereo: Lancaster. Had Elect.
Blakety, Kingston. Hi Fi House Abington, Broomall, Camp Hill, Harris-
burg. Listening Post Pittsburgh. Palmer Audio. Allentown. Store-
oland: Natrona Heights. Studio One: Erie. The Stereoshop: Greens-
burg.

Stereo Discount Ctr. Providence
- AN Design: Charleston. Custom Theater & Audio: Myrtle Beach.

stairs Audio Columbia.
ti- Audio King. Sioux Falls.
- College HiFi: Chattanociga Hi Fi Buys Nashville. Now Audio

i eo Knoxville* Modem eiusic Memphis. New Wave Elect.
Jackson. Sound Room Jonnson City.

Home Entertainment 3allas, Houston, Plano.* Audio Tech.
Temple, Waco. Audio Video: College Station. Brock AN: Beaumont.
Bunkley's Sd. Systems: Abilene. Btorn's: San Antonio* High Fidelity:
Austin. Krystal Clear. Dallas. Marvin Electronics: Ft. Worth*
Sd. Box* San Angela Sd. Cues!. El Paso. Sd. Systems: Amarillo*
Sd. Towne Texarkana
la- Alpine Elect: Provo. AudioWorks: Salt Lake City. Crazy Bob's.
ST. George. Stokes Bros.: llogan. Ultimate Elect.: Layton, Murray
Orem, Salt Lake City.
yA- Audio Buys' Arlington, Faulax, Falls Church, Manassas* Audio
Connection: Virginia Beach. Audiotronics: Roanoke. Horne Media
Store' Richmond. Stereo Type Charlottesville

Audio Video Authority S. Burlington
- Definitive Audio Bellevue, Seattle. Evergreen Audio Silverdale

odic St. & Sd.: Wenatchee. Tin Ear: Kennewick
A- Sound Post Princerpn

- Audio Emporium. Milwaukee. Absolute Sd. & Vision: Sheboygan.
i-Fi Heaven: Appleton, Green Bay. Sd. World: Wausau.

Precision Audio Rio Piedras.
B Sound: Call ary, Edmonton Kelowna Vancouver &

u ur s, Victoria. Advance Electronics: Winnipeg* Bay Bloor Radio:
Toronto. Centre Audio Chases,: Trois Rwieres. CORA' Quebec City.
Digital Dynamics: Clearbrook. Great West Audio: London* Kebecson:
Montreal Lipton's New Ma'ket Ontario., Peak Audio: Halifax. Sound
Room: Vancouver. StereoLand: Windsor. Treble Clel: Ottawa.
kinigrz- Contact Grupo Vo umen Mexico City



"Discover the
Greatest Value

in High -End
Loudspeakers"
You must hear the superiority of Definitive's
remarkably affordable BP6, 8, 10 & 20 and

experience the miracle of bipolar technology!
"Truly Outstanding"

- Stereo Review

Ptbsolute sonic superiority and
unexcelled value have made

Definitive the leader in high-perfor-
mance loudspeakers. It's no wonder
experts agree that Definitive's
critically acclaimed bipolar towers
(priced from $299 ea) dramatically
outperform the competition.

Our exquisitely styled, American -
made, advanced technology bipolar
(front and rear radiating) systems
are the critics' choice. They combine
lush spacious sound -staging, lifelike
depth -of -field, razor-sharp resolution
and pinpoint 3-D imaging with
powerful subwoofer-quality bass
(to below 20 Hz), high efficiency
and ultra -wide dynamic range. The
result is superb music and movie
reproduction so real that it has been
called "an incredible sonic miracle."

The breathtaking performan( (I (1,1-11 'lining hip ,lat
speakers makes your music and movies really come alive.

CIRCLE NO. 15 ON READER SERVICE CARD

See our dealer list on facing page

"Music and Movie Sound
was Shinning - Video Magazine
Combine BP6s, 8s, lOs or 20s
with our matching centers, bipolar
surrounds and optional PowerField
subwoofers for the most lifelike,
spectacular "you are there" music
and home theater available. All are
completely Dolby AC -3 ready.

Award after Award Confirms
Definitive's Sonic Superiority
 Stereo Review "Dream System-
 Video Magazine Product -of -the -Year
 Audio Video Speaker -of -the -Year
 CES Design & Engineering Awards
 Sound & Vision Critic's Choice
 Inner Ear Report Editor's Choice
You owe it to yourself to hear these
remarkable speakers today.

nitive Tech
The Leader in High -Performance Loudspeakers,.

11105 Valley His. Dr.  Baltimore. MD 21 117  (4101 363-7148



mat. Will the sound quality suffer over time
because of the large amount of data stored
in this medium? DALLAS HOLSTON

Suffolk, VA

AThe digital audio tape (DAT) format
hasn't been around long enough for

anybody to be certain on this point, but
there's no good reason to believe that the re-
cordings will deteriorate significantly, and
certainly not because there's so much data
on the tape. If a tape does show signs of

physical deterioration, however, you can al-
ways make a perfect dub of it before the
problem gets too bad. That's one of the key
advantages of digital recordings.

Speaker Shielding
Ea/ would like to place my large home -
built subwoofer in a corner of my lis-

tening room, but because of my system's
configuration, the sub would have to be
placed behind the TV There's room for it

Two classic Open-AireT"Marvels
ot German Engineering

They're both durable and a great value, but the ultra -lightweight HD 414 headphone features

added comfort and incredible sound. The world's most popular headphone, the HD 414,

is available again (for a limited time) to celebrate our 50th anniversary.

Own a classic that doesn't need a garage!

JUST LISTEN

HD 414
HEADPHONES

SENNHEISER
If you need heel penis yeur hands on Ow HD  le, rye gm. us o call

SENNHEISER ELECTRONIC CORPORATION, 6 VISTA DRIVE, P.O. BOX 987

OLD LYME, CT 06371  TEL: 203-434-9190  FAX: 203-434-1759

-VW", 'Volkswagen' and "Beetle" ore trademarks of Volkswagen AG. "Open -Aire is a trademark of Sennheiser Electronic Corp

CIRCLE NO 54 ON READER SERVICE CARD

there, but the speaker is not magnetically
shielded and would definitely interfere with
the picture. Does anybody make shielding
caps for speaker magnets, or is my only op-
tion putting a sheet of steel between the sub -
woofer and the rear of the TV set?

DAN STEVENS
Escanaba, MI

AI'm not aware of such "caps," and if
there were such a device I doubt it

would offer adequate shielding anyway.
Placing a sheet of steel between the speaker
and your TV set is clumsy but probably the
way to go. The other option to consider is
placing the steel sheet inside the subwoofer
enclosure on the side facing the TV.

Adding an Outboard Amp
011%1/1y receiver only produces 50 watts
WI per channel, and I would like to in-
crease that power by adding an extra ampli-
fier. The inputs provided on the receiver are
Tape I and 2, CD, VCR, and Phono. Can I
use any of those for the new amplifier?

MARK WATTERS
Tyrone, PA

AThe inputs are irrelevant when it comes
to adding amplification. What you need

to look at are the outputs on your receiver. If
you're lucky, it has preamp outputs connect-
ed to "main in" jacks by a U-shaped piece
of metal. You can break this connection and
use the preamp outputs to feed an external
amplifier (and, with Y -connectors, you can
continue to use the receiver's amplifier sec-
tion to power a second set of speakers).

If your receiver doesn't have preamp out-
puts, you can use its tape -out jacks to drive
a second amplifier, but you won't be able to
use the receiver's volume or tone controls.

Power to the Speaker
QThe speakers I am thinking of buying
can handle much more power than my

receiver can supply. Even if I never intend
to play the system at particularly high lev-
els, would the speakers sound better with
more amplifier power in reserve? J. WIEST

Huntingdon Valley, PA

APower handling has very little to do
with sound quality; it refers to the max-

imum continuous power the speakers can
handle without frying. Such specs are noto-
riously slippery, though, as there are no
standards for them. In any case, most of us
rarely run our systems anywhere near the
breaking point except on very brief musical
peaks. The benefit of extra power is that
those peaks may be reproduced with less
distortion than they would be with a lower -
powered amp, but that will only be true if
your present equipment is sufficiently un-
derpowered to strain noticeably.

If you have a question about audio,
send it to O&A, Stereo Review,
1633 Broadway, New York, NY 10019.
Sorry, only questions chosen for
publication can be answered.



"Hands Down,
Definitive Offers
the Most Bass
for the Buck!"

-Video Magazine

Our award -winning $699 PF15 subwoofer has a
15" woofer, 185 -watt RMS amp and floor -shaking

18 Hz response that will ignite your system.
"Shook the Concrete Floor"

- Stereo Review
We set out to build the world's
finest sounding, most powerful

subwoofers. And we have. Our PF15
subwoofer is amazing. Our Audio
Video Grand Prix winning PF1500
(15" w/ 250 -watt amp) is even more
spectacular. And our Critic's Choice
top 5 -star rated PF1800 (18" w/ 500 -
watt amp) is absolutely nuclear.

All three Definitive powered
subwoofers feature our monocoque
cabinets, high -power high -current
amplifiers, fully adjustable electronic
crossovers and massive 15" or 18"
drivers. Best of all, experts agree
that we have achieved the perfect
synergy of powerful, earth -shaking
bass for home theater combined
with superb transient response and
a refined expressive musicality.

Definitive's subwoofers combine explosive power with refined
musicality to achieve the ultimate in bass performance.

CIRCLE NO. 15 ON READER SERVICE CARD

See our dealers list on page 24

Awesome Bass for Your System
To ensure optimum performance

in your home, all our subwoofers have
superb built-in electronic crossovers
with high and low level inputs and
outputs, adjustable high pass, low
pass and volume controls (plus phase
controls for the PF1500 and 1800) to
guarantee perfect blending with any
system and superior bass response
in any room. All are Dolby AC -3 ready.

You must visit your nearest
Definitive dealer and experience the
absolute ultimate in powered
subwoofer performance: awesome
bass which thunders down below
15 Hz, yet retains complete musical
accuracy for your total enjoyment.

nitive Tech
The Leader in High -Performance Loudspeakers

I 1105 Valley I-16.. Dr.  Baltimore. MD 211170 (410)363-7148



SIGNALS
KEN POHLMANN

The Art of War
In his classic treatise The Art of War,
the Chinese warrior Sun Tzu set
down his rules of military strategy.
"To fight and conquer in all your bat-

tles is not supreme excellence," he wrote.
"Supreme excellence consists in breaking
the enemy's resistance without fighting.
Thus the highest form of generalship is to
balk the enemy's plans . . . and the worst
policy of all is to besiege walled cities....
In war, then, let your great object be vic-
tory, not lengthy campaigns."

Whether it was fifth -century B.C. ori-
ental wisdom or twentieth-century A.D.
projections of twenty -first -century profit
margins, something persuaded the Sony/
Philips camp and the Toshiball'ime Warn-
er camp to sit down at the bargaining
table to discuss their competing Digital
Video Disc (DVD) proposals. Subse-

quently they announced that a compro-
mise had been reached and that there will
be only one DVD format, as yet un-
named. This averts the prospect of a full-
scale format war, an endeavor that is usu-
ally fatal to one or both sides, as the
VHS/Beta and MD/DCC wars attest.

All the corporate forces had a brilliant
vision of the future, and it was the com-
petition between them that encouraged
productive invention. Sony/Philips took
the first step by announcing their MMCD
(MultiMedia Compact Disc) format last
January. Toshiba and Time Warner re-
sponded with their DVD format and
shrewdly arrayed formidable support
from Hollywood corporate forces and
makers of A/V hardware. In comparison,
MMCD lacked widespread support in
both the entertainment software and the

A/V hardware industries. Still, MMCD
challenged DVD technologically. The
MMCD system featured single -sided discs
in which two embedded data layers could
be read from the same side of the disc by
refocusing the laser. That was superior to
the two-sided disc used in the rival DVD
proposal. With arguing rights firmly estab-
lished, the stage was set for confrontation.

Over the spring both sides tweaked
their formats. Over a million DVD's were
cranked out to ascertain mass-producibili-
ty of the discs and to have stockpiles if
the formats were launched as designed. In
addition, Toshiba announced its own
dual -layer single -sided disc, called SD
(for Super Density), which leveled the
playing field and hardened the stand-off.

Over the summer, the computer giants
Apple, Compaq, Fujitsu, Hewlett-Pack-
ard, IBM, and Microsoft refused to en-
dorse either format and called for a com-
promise. They argued that the two pro-
posals were similar in design and that in-
compatibility was economically unwise.
Because of the huge market potential of
DVD computer applications, both sides
started talking to each other. Finally, Sony
and Philips offered to support the SD for-
mat if it adopted the MMCD coding
method. That led to an agreement.

The new DVD format will incorporate
the best parts of SD and MMCD. This ap-



proach wisely follows Sun Tzu's injunc-
tion: "Our own flags should be substitut-
ed for those of the enemy, and the chari-
ots mingled and used in conjunction with
ours. The captured soldiers should be
kindly treated and kept. This is called, us-
ing the conquered foe to augment one's
own strength."

Specifically, the new format follows
the SD physical disc design, with data -
coding methods derived from the MM -
CD. The new disc will look like a regular
CD and will be able to store audio, video,
or computer data. It will comprise two
0.6 -millimeter -thick substrates bonded to-
gether (from the SD format), use an error -
correction code called RS -PC (also from
SD), and use a modulation code called
EFM Plus (from MMCD). A basic -densi-
ty disc, with data encoded on only one
layer, will store 4.7 gigabytes; in compar-
ison, today's CD's hold 0.65 gigabyte. A
single -sided, dual -layer DVD will hold
almost 8.5 gigabytes.

The new format will allow digital cod-
ing of motion pictures. A basic -density
disc will accommodate a 133 -minute
movie with variable -bit -rate MPEG-2
coding; 5.1 -channel audio soundtracks
will accompany the video, coded with ei-
ther AC -3 or MPEG-2. The video signal
should exceed laserdisc quality.

If Toshiba's plans are included in the

final specification, the new format will al-
so carry audio -only technology to a high-
er level, with an audio version of the
DVD that stores linear PCM digital audio
tracks using sampling rates from 48 to 96
kHz and word lengths from 16 to 24 bits.
Critical listeners will be delighted. De-
pending on the sampling rate and word

The new DVD format will

incorporate the best

parts of the competing SD

and MMCD formats.

length, an audio DVD will have plenty of
playing time; all of Beethoven's sympho-
nies could fit on one basic -density disc.

The new format will also revolutionize
the computer world. Applications with
heavy data -storage needs, including games
and multimedia, will gain immense stor-
age capacity. And as software producers
take advantage of the format, computer
users will upgrade to DVD drives.

First -generation DVD's will be single -
sided, single -layer discs, but first -genera-
tion DVD players will be able to play
both single- and double -layer discs (hold-

ing either video, audio, or computer data)
as well as existing audio CD's, CD-
ROM's, and Video CD's. Existing CD
and CD-ROM players will not be able to
play the new discs. Future plans call for
double -sided discs with up to four data
layers holding 17 gigabytes, write -once
and recordable/erasable discs, and high -
density discs that may store as many as 42
gigabytes.

Whatever its technical details, the
DVD format promises to be the most im-
portant product rollout since the CD. Its
designers hope that it will replace CD.
VHS, and CD-ROM. And DVD will push
both the entertainment and computer in-
dustries to new levels of sophistication,
eventually leading them to join into one
multimedia industry. In short, DVD could
become the universal storage medium of
a universal industry.

Of course, now that internal disorder
has been quelled, the real battle must
still be fought. When the offensive is
launched in late 1996, these audio/video/
computer corporate juggernauts must face
the mightiest force of all - the con-
sumer. Apparently the corporate forces
have studied Sun Tzu and are already fol-
lowing his strategy. After all, Sun Tzu
said, "All warfare is based on deception.
Hold out baits to entice the enemy. Feign
disorder, and crush him."

THE MOMENT OF TRUTH

Ycc can feel it in yar s/stEm the mon-er t 7ot turn yc lr Denon Home Thee -ter on. The exper ence of lifelike sourdcap3-s
reprodixd by Denon's Su nund Sound thricgh d Ecrt,-.te Jc by AC -3 and Pro .ogic, THX and Denon's DDSC

circuitry This is what sets Eenon's Home Theater c)moole.nts apart from the
DHun Advanced Ho T E Theater. The d ff3renc e ketweei watching and be r there. DENION_

Deno) Electrntcs a dtv sion- of Denon CcriznOor (USAI, 222 Netv .ar3ippEny. NJ 07034 12111!75-7810
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No matter where you are, you're there.

Musical truth.

It begins deep in the belly of the passage. Thunderous bass, so

powerful you're helpless as you're slowly taken prisoner by the music.

The subwoofers catapult you to the furthest reaches of the soundstage. You Ilk

gain a new focus. Your world narrows down as your horizons grow.

See your Energy dealer today. And audition the new EPS- series

Subwoofers. Clean, deep undistorted

bass. Personal. Provocative.

All about you.

LOUDSPEAKERS

Energy EPS-series subwoofers

CIRCLE NO. 2 ON READER SERVICE CARD



SPECIAL CD OFFER

Big Deal
In Surround
Sound

sing Dolby Surround technology, RCA Vic-

tor is in the forefront of issuing surround -
sound recordings intended to bring to home
audio systems the most realistic equivalent
of what is heard in large concert halls or

technically up-to-date movie theaters. RCA's surround -
sound releases cover the broadest possible range of volume
and tonal color in music from a variety of stylistic periods.
For STEREO REVIEW readers RCA has created a CD sampler

made up of excerpts from its most impressive surround -
sound recordings. To get your copy simply clip the coupon

below, fill it out, and send it in with a check for $2.99 to
cover postage and handling.

Dolby Surround technology was originally developed to
encode surround effects on a cinematic soundtrack to give
viewers in a movie theater a greater sense of involvement
in whatever was shown on the screen. For more than a dec-
ade most motion pictures have been released in Dolby Ste-
reo, and in recent years home theater equipment has been
developed to make this sonic extra dimension available to
home viewers. In a similar way, RCA brings the extra real-
ism of Dolby Surround to compact discs for the benefit of
music lovers at home.

RCA's Dolby Surround recordings are completely com-
patible with ordinary stereo equipment. This means that
when played on a conventional audio system with two
speakers, they present the fine stereo image expected from
the best modem recordings, but when you play them on a
surround -sound system, the walls of the listening room
seem to fall away, and you feel transported to the theater or
concert hall where the original recording was made.

The fifteen tracks on the RCA Surround Sampler we are
now offering to you include such sonic spectaculars as the
title theme from John Williams's score for Star Wars and

Lorin Maazel conducting the introduction to Strauss's Also

Sprach Zarathustra (a.k.a. 2001: A Space Odyssey). Other

selections of demo -disc quality are "0 fortuna" from Orff's

Carmina Burana, Tomita playing an excerpt from Stravin-

sky's Firebird, and Eugene Ormandy conducting the Phila-
delphia Orchestra in "Mars, the Bringer of War" from
Hoist's The Planets and in the third movement from Saint-
Saens's "Organ" Symphony. Also included are smaller
pieces from the Renaissance and Baroque periods as well
as a song from The Phantom of the Opera. superstar flutist

James Galway playing music from Beauty and the Beast,

and even Ricky Skaggs singing with the Chieftains. Total
playing time is about 64 minutes.

Played loud or soft, this sampler may surprise you in
what it brings from your equipment, whether it is a conven-

tional stereo system or the latest in multichannel home the-
ater setups. Order your CD today.



TECHNICAL TALK
JULIAN HIRSCH

The AN Revolution

0 ur hobby - when it was
really a hobby, not a multi-
billion dollar business -
originally evolved so that

people could enjoy recorded music in
their homes with a sense of realism far
beyond the limitations imposed by the
crude contemporary technology of
mass -market phonographs and unbaf-
fled speakers. Not only were the avail-
able amplifiers, record players, and
loudspeakers crude by today's stan-
dards, but the associated "software" (a
term not yet coined in those times)
consisted principally of 78 -rpm pho-
nograph discs, frequently of mediocre
- or worse - quality and with a
playing time limited to a few minutes
(which led to the development of the
record changer).

Although there were a few "audio-
philes" active in the 1930's, the first
major escalation of audiomania oc-
curred in the years immediately fol-
lowing the end of World War II. Early
"hi-fi" component systems, as distin-
guished from one-piece console ra-
dio/phonographs, often used amplifi-
ers derived from public-address appli-
cations, but these were soon super-
seded by true high-fidelity designs,
some of which would compare favor-

' '

reads STEREO REVIEW must realize,
there has been an overwhelming change
of emphasis in audio product develop-
ment and merchandising, stressing
home theater and audio/video compo-
nents and applications rather than the
familiar two -channel stereo installa-
tion. It would be easy to conclude that
classic two -channel stereo music re-
production is obsolete, or at least on
the road to obsolescence.

But that's not quite the case. Two -
channel stereo is far from obsolete,
nor is it likely to be for some time to
come. I am not sure at what point
there is a crossover between market-
ing drive and consumer demand, but
certainly both are factors in what we
are seeing now.

I don't think that the number of
home theater installations will ever
match the number of traditional stereo

cash we'd need to set up separate hi-fi
and A/V rooms and components, the
best of both worlds?

There are strong indications that the
industry is addressing these questions.
I applaud (and am not surprised by)
the growing number of relatively
small, affordable, and A/V-compatible
speakers that are available today. To-
gether with the corresponding growth
in availability of good, moderately
priced A/V receivers, they can bring
the special qualities of Dolby Sur-
round sound to a wide audience with-
out bankrupting the family exchequer.

Where does this situation leave the
true "high end" audiophile? Actually,
not in bad shape at all. The audio high
end offers (and will continue to offer)
a large number of excellent, if costly,
components to choose from. The only
potential problem a high -ender may
face in the future is if he, too, gets bit-
ten by the A/V bug. Unless the victim
has the resources to set up an audio/
video system whose quality rivals that
of his audio system, this could lead to
severe aesthetic and financial stress.

Collectors of antique audio compo-
nents will pay handsomely for such
classics as the Brook and McIntosh
amplifiers of the late 1940's or the
Marantz amps of the early 1950's. They
were classics of their time and still

Despite the rise of home theater, classic two -channel

stereo music reproduction is far from

obsolete, nor is it likely to become obsolete SOON.

music installations, for a variety of
 unlikely, in the cur -
mate, that most peo-
living space and fi-

nal to invest in the
ms now being mar -
not forget the "high
who are very much
scene. I suspect that

these folks are going
ictions of loudspeak-
and placement im-
eater standards.
it is the entire view -
n layout required for
rformance, which is
he same as that re -
music system. To do
this point anyway),
probably be dedicat-
 purpose. But how
nd the space and the

are. I doubt that many of today's com-
ponents, though vastly superior in de-
sign sophistication and sheer perfor-
mance to their ancient precursors, will
ever have the same status. Things are
simply changing too fast nowadays,
and it takes time for anything to
achieve that sort of recognition.

It seems to me that today's A/V sys-
tems and components are in much the
same state as their early audio ances-
tors four decades ago. A lot of what
they can do is "new and wonderful,"
especially in comparison to anything
the general public has experienced be-
fore. But it took some time for hi-fi
audio to mature and become attractive
and useful (and affordable!) to a large
market. In any case, it's clear that the
audio/video genie is out of the bottle
and won't be returning anytime soon.
Interesting times lie ahead!



fl little voice tells you to bug OHL
Gun shots and screeching tires don't tell a story, story. from spoken word to subtle sound effect. And

they're just the punctuation. Movies are mostly dialog. when the script calls for a nuclear blast, you'll think
So before you buy your home theater speakers, audition you're sitting at ground zero. NHT home theater - you
NHT. Our critically acclaimed systems deliver the whole really should hear what people are saying.

Limit
USE YOUR HERD.

Now Hear This, Inc.. 535 Getty Court. Bldg. A. Benicia. CA 94510
For the NHT dealer nearest you: (U.S.) call 1-800-NHT-9993, (Canada) Artech Electronics Ltd.. (514) 631-6448
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"Cambridge SoundWorks
Home Theater For

For many speaker designers and
manufacturers, home theater is a
relatively new idea. But the people who
work at Cambridge SoundWorks -

including our cofounder Henry Kloss
(who also founded AR, KLH and
Advent) - have been involved with the
concept of home theater from the
beginning. In 1969 (years before VCRs
and cable TV), Henry Kloss founded
Advent, the company that introduced
the first home theater audio/video
systems - complete with big -screen TVs
and digital surround sound. We have
had an ongoing relationship with the
people at Dolby Laboratories, creators
of Dolby Surround Sound, since Henry
Kloss introduced the first consumer
products with
Dolby noise

Our Center Channel Speakers

reduction over 20 years ago. And now
at Cambridge SoundWorks we believe
we have set a new price -to -performance

Our
Popcorn

standard for
home theater
components.

Because we
sell carefully
matched and
tested home
theater speaker
systems factory -direct,
with no expensive middlemen,
you can save hundreds of dollars. We
believe the products on these pages
represent the country's best values in
high performance home theater
components. Audio critics, and thou-
sands of satisfied customers, agree.

Stereo Review said
"Cambridge
SoundWorks
manufactures
loudspeakers

that provide excep-
tional sound quality at

affordable prices." Audio suggested that
we "may have the best value in the
world."

Center Channel Speakers
Cambridge SoundWorks

manufactures four speakers
for use as center channel

speakers in Dolby
Pro Logic home
theater systems.
All four are

Our Surround Speakers

magnetically shielded so they can be
placed near a TV or computer monitor.
Center/Surround IV is a compact, one-
way speaker identical to our Ensemble®
IV satellite speakers. $49.99. Center/
Surround III is a small, affordable two-
way speaker. $79.99. Center Channel is
identical to a Cambridge SoundWorks
Ensemble satellite (but with magnetic
shielding). $159.99. Center Channel
Plus uses an ultra -low, ultra -wide
design that is ideal for placement above
(or, with optional support stand, below)
a TV monitor. $222.99.

Surround Speakers
Cambridge SoundWorks makes two
"dipole radiator" surround sound
speakers. Dolby Laboratories recom-
mends dipole radiator speakers for use
as surround speakers. The Surround has
a very high power handling capacity
and is often selected for "high end"
surround sound systems. Audio,
describing a system that included The
Surround said "In many ways the
surround sensation was every bit as
good as far more expensive installa-
tions." $399.99 pr. The smaller The
Surround II is arguably the country's
best value in a dipole radiator speaker.
$249.99 pr.



Opens The Wa
An Affordable

Powered Subwoofers
The original Powered Subwoofer by
Cambridge SoundWorks consists of a
heavy-duty 12" woofer housed in an
acoustic -suspension cabinet with a 140 -
watt amplifier and a built-in electronic
crossover. Stereo Review said it pro-
vides "deep powerful bass...31.5 Hz
bass output was obtainable at a room -
shaking level... they open the way to
having a 'killer' system for an afford-
able price." $699.99.

Our Powered Subwoofers

Our Slave Subwoofer uses the same
woofer driver and cabinet, but does not
include the amplifier or crossover. It can
only be used in conjunction with the
Powered Subwoofer. $299.99. The new
Powered Subwo9fer II uses a
120 -watt amplifier with an
8" woofer. $399.99.

To Killer
T. Stereo Review

Home Theater Speaker Systems
We have assembled a number of home
theater speaker systems that consist of

center channel, surround and
main stereo speakers.
The combination we
show here is our best
seller. It includes our
critically acclaimed
Ensemble dual sub -
woofer satellite speaker
system, our Center
Channel Plus and a pair
of our best surround

speakers, The Surround.
You could spend hundreds

more than its $1,229.97 price without
improving performance.

Complete Home Theater
Sound Systems

We offer a range of complete home
theater surround sound
systems, ranging from
$649.98 to $3,069.93.
The system shown here

Our Featured
Home Theater
Sound System

Our Most Popular Home Theater
Speaker System.

is incredibly easy to hook up and to
use. It consists of an Aiwa center unit
that indudes a Dolby Pro Logic receiver,
CD changer, dual cassette deck, remote
control - and our Ensemble IV Home
Theater speaker system. It sounds
great, fits into any room, and sells for
an introductory price of only $899.99.

Factory -Direct Savings
The speakers in this ad are
available only directly
from Cambridge
SoundWorks, and through
cost-efficient Best Buy stores - so you
can save hundreds of dollars. Order
them, then listen in your own homes. If
you aren't completely satisfied, return
them within 30 days for a full refund.

To Order Factory Direct, For a
Free Catalog, Or For

The Nearest Store Location, Call

1-809.-F39A-HIFI

CAMBRIDGE
SOUNDWORKS

Critically Acclaimed. Factory -Direct.
311 Needham Street, Suite 102, Newton. MA 02164

Tel:1-800-367-4434 Fax: 617-332-9229
Canada: 1-800-525-4434

Outside U.S. or Canada: 617-332-5936
J 199; Cambndge SnindWorks Rknsemhle Is a registered trademark of

Cambndge 5oundWorks. Inc KLH is a trademark of KIR. Inc AR and MI ent are
trademarks of International Insert Inc Cambridge S.,undWo,ks is not affiliated

with KLH. Advent or AR.
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TEST REPORTS

Pioneer VSX-D3S
Audio/Video Receiver
DAVID RANADA  TECHNICAL EDITOR

As the first A/V receiver
with built-in Dolby AC -3
digital surround -sound de-
coding, the Pioneer VSX-

D3S inaugurates a major new product
category. If Pioneer's initial AC -3 re-
ceiver is not a total success, the com-
pany still deserves credit for being
first to bring AC -3's benefits to the
A/V receiver. Every manufacturer will
have to go through some AC -3 teeth-
ing pains as we all get accustomed to
the new system.

An AC -3 decoder is a set of digi-
tal -signal -processing integrated -cir-
cuit chips. In the VSX-D3S, those
chips, manufactured by Zoran, are the
first ones developed for AC -3 decod-
ing. The same chips also perform Dol-
by Pro Logic decoding completely in
the digital domain, unlike the analog
or hybrid analog/digital Pro Logic cir-
cuits available in most other A/V
equipment. Since at this writing there
are no public test materials for AC -3
decoders, much of our instrumented
testing of the Zoran chips was done in
Pro Logic mode, which at least exer-

cises the same digital -to -analog stages
employed by AC -3 decoding. In lis-
tening tests, we were able to sample
most of the AC -3 -encoded laserdiscs
released so far.

The "stereo" separation AC -3 gives
between the two surround speakers is
one of the system's most immediately
noticeable characteristics. That separa-
tion implies that an AC -3 receiver
should have equal maximum power
outputs for the five main channels. In
a Pro Logic receiver the surround
channel is a mono signal, and since it
is reproduced over two speakers, each
surround speaker requires only half
the power needed by a front -channel
speaker for the same sound level, at

DIMENSIONS: 165,1 inches wide, 63,4 inches
high. 163/4 inches deep

WEIGHT: 33 pounds, 1 ounce

PRICE: $1,925

MANUFACTURER: Pioneer Electronics
(USA) Inc., Dept. SR, P.O. Box 1540, Long
Beach, CA 90801-1540

least in theory. So while equal power
per channel is a good idea in Pro Log-
ic receivers, it's virtually imperative in
AC -3 models. The VSX-D3S is ac-
cordingly rated at 100 watts per chan-
nel in five -channel surround operation
(at a rather high 0.8 -percent distor-
tion), or at 130 watts per channel in
two -channel stereo mode.

At present you can get an AC -3 -en-
coded signal from only one type of
component, a very recent laserdisc
player with an AC -3 RF output, and
the receiver has a phono jack on the
back for such signals. There's also an-
other rear -panel phono-jack AC -3 in-
put, designated DIGITAL IN (TV/SAT)
for "future AC -3 system digital TV
audio broadcasts," as the manual puts
it. The VSX-D3S has neither a coaxial
nor an optical input for a conventional
digital audio signal, which would have
eliminated one stage of analog -to -digi-
tal conversion, a possible source of
distortion and noise when playing
conventional (non -AC -3) soundtracks.
Such an input may also have been
adaptable to Dolby's proposed digital
interface for AC -3 signals. You must
in any case hook up both the AC -3
output and the normal analog outputs
of your AC -3 -capable laserdisc player
to the VSX-D3S.

Aside from the two AC -3 connec-
tions and a small cooling fan, which is
always on and may be audible during
very quiet passages, the rear panel of
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Here are just a few of the 147 reasons
ou should call for the all -new
mbridge SoundWorks catalog.

For your free copy, call 1-800-FOR-HIFI (1-800-367-4434).

The best sounding, easiest -to -install
in -wall speakers anywhere.

Sealed acoustic -suspension design means your

walls construction doesn't affect the sound, and
you won't have to wony about your wall buzzing
or rattling. Easy, no hassle installation. $349.99pr.

Ensemble II high-performance,
high -value sub/sat speaker system.

Our Ensemble II subwoofer/satellite speaker system
uses the same satellites as our top -of -the -line

Ensemble - but with one subwoofer, not two. Our
best value high-performance system. $499.99

Professional quality transportable
component sound system.

Revolutionaoi Model Thvelve transportable system
uses a patented BassCase subwoofer that doubles

as the system's carrying case. Perfectfor
presentation, professional musicians. $799.99

To order factory -direct,
for a free catalog, or for the
nearest store location, call

1-800-FOR-HIFI

High-performance acoustic -suspension
all-weather speakers.

With these great -sounding outdoor speakers, you

can enjoy great sound anywhere. Perfectforyour
deck, patio, pool, or even boat. Flush -mounting in -

wall version also available. $299.99-$349.99pr.

Ensemble- III high-performance
sub/sat speakers for smaller rooms.

Our Ensemble Ill :itbwoolerlsatellile .speaker system

is designed to bring high performance sound -
including excellent stereo imaging and high power
handling - to smaller rooms. $349.99

Dolby Pro -Logic Surround Sound
home theater systems from $649.99.

Complete home theater sound systems, like this easy -

to -use Aiwa unit with Day Pro Logic receiver, CD

changer, dual cassette, remote and our Ensemble IV

Home Theater speaker system. $899.99

CAMBRIDGE
SOUNDWORKS

Great -sounding bookshelf speakers
designed by Henry Moss.

Our bookshelf speakers are designed by our
Chairman, Heng Kloss (founder o.fAR, KLH, and
Advent). They have a natural, accurate, wide -range
sound and deep bass. $89.99-$174.99 each.

New: Ensemble IV, our most
affordable sub/sat speaker system.

Our new Ensemble IV subwoofer/satellite speaker
system maintains the tonal balance of our more
etpensive Ensemble systems, but without the same
deep bass extension and power handling. $249.99

111.4\011141P
Quality components from Sony,

Harman Kardon, Carver, and more.
A complete selection of high-pefformance stereo and
home theater systems systems and components

from Sony, Pioneer, Harman Kardon, Carver, Aiwa,
Philips, RCA, and others.

CIRCLE NO. 6 ON READER SERVICE CARD

11 Needham Street, Suite 102, Newton, MA02164
Fax:617-332-9229
Carada: 1-803-525-4434
Outside U.S. or Canada: 617-332-5936

1.95 Cambrulp S:wundl%orks

M7114-11111(1-800-367-4434) Critically Acclaimed. Factory -Direct.



TEST REPORTS
the VSX-D3S is utterly conventional.
That conventionality extends to the
use of pseudo-multiway binding posts
as speaker connectors for two sets of
left and right main speakers. Despite
their impressive looks, these comfort-
ably accept only stripped wires. And
even though they have the same out-
put capabilities as the left and right
front channels, the surround and cen-
ter channels use speaker connectors of
the snap -clip variety, which are actual-
ly less reliable with thick cables than
cheaper -feeling spring clips. The prin-
cipal input and output phono connec-
tors are arrayed vertically, though the
composite- and S -video connectors for
A/V components are right next to their
corresponding audio connectors.

The VSX-D3S provides rear -panel
A/V connectors for two VCR's, a Ia-
serdisc player, and a TV/satellite re-
ceiver or a set -top box. Front -panel
phono connectors are provided for a
single AN component, such as a cam-
corder (composite -video only). Audio -
only connectors are provided for a
phono cartridge (moving -magnet on-
ly), two tape decks, and a CD player.

TV -monitor outputs are fed out on
both composite -video and S -video
connectors. An FM -antenna F -connec-
tor is supplied along with binding
posts for a wire dipole FM antenna
and an AM loop antenna, both also
supplied. There are three AC conve-
nience outlets, two switched and one
unswitched, and a phono connector for
the single line -level subwoofer output.

The front panel is dominated by two
large circles. The knob on the right is
the volume control, with a handy posi-
tion -indicator light. The dial next to it
and a couple of nearby buttons are
used for the receiver's graphical user
interface (GUI, pronounced "gooey"),
a very elaborate on -screen menu sys-
tem. The intricacy stems from the re-
ceiver's ability to command virtually
every other component in your system
that can be remotely controlled by an
infrared signal. You can either associ-
ate a component's brand name with
one of the on -screen control panels
provided for every input or, if your
component doesn't show up in the
menu, use a command -memorization
process in which you aim the "for-
eign" remote at the VSX-D3S and
press its buttons. To command exter-
nal components, the VSX-D3S is sup-
plied with two different infrared re-
peater modules that plug into the rear
panel. One sends infrared radiation
around the room, and the other is de-
signed to stick onto the infrared sensor
of a single component. The remote -
control setup procedure is logical, but

AMPLIFIER SECTION
All data for two -channel stereo operation.

OUTPUT AT CLIPPING (at 1 kHz)
8 ohms 153 watts
4 ohms 225 watts

CUPPING HEADROOM (re rated output)
8 ohms 0 38 dB

DYNAMIC POWER
8 ohms 156 watts
4 ohms 242 watts

DYNAMIC HEADROOM (re rated output)
8 ohms 0 8 dB
4 ohm, 2 dB

DISTORTION AT RATED POWER
(120 watts, I 1.1-1/) 0.009%

SENSITIVITY (for 1 -watt output into 8 ohms)
CD 20 mV
phono 0.8 mV

NOISE (re I watt. A-wtd)
CD -83.6 dB
phono -72 dB

PHONO-INPUT OVERLOAD
( I -kW equivalent levels)
20 Hz 98 mV
I kHz 98 mV
20 kHz 76 mV

RIAA PHONO EQUALIZATION ERROR
20 Hz to 20 All/ 1-0.2 dB

FREQUENCY RESPONSE (tone controls centered)
20 Hz to 20 kHz +0, -0.5 dB

TONE -CONTROL RANGE
100 Hi t5 dB
160 Hz (frequency of max. effect) ±10 dB

MEASUREMENTS
10 kHz ±8.5 dB
Super Bass maximum boost . . 9.5 dB at 80 Hz

DOLBY PRO LOGIC PERFORMANCE

FREQUENCY RESPONSE (tone controls centered)
left, right 20 Hz to 20 kHz +0.02, -1.2 dB
center 20 Hz to 20 kHz +0.01, -1.65 dB
surround 20 Hz to 6.4 kHz +0.03, -3 dB

OUTPUT AT CUPPING (1 kHz, 8 ohms, channels
driven individually, 114 volts AC line)
front left, center, and right 135 watts
surround 114 watts

OUTPUT AT CUPPING (I kHz, 8 ohms, five
channels driven simultaneously, 114 volts AC
line) 90 watts per channel

NOISE (re 1 -watt output, A-wtd)
left, right -67.9 dB
center -66.9 dB
surround -66.4 dB

DISTORTION (THD+N, 1 kHz, 1 -watt output)
left, right 0 063%
center 0 08%
surround 0.17%

SURROUND -DECODER INPUT -OVERLOAD
MARGINS (at I kHz)
left, right (re 2 -volt input) +0.56 dB
center (re 1.4 -volt input) . . +3.3 dB
surround (re 1.4 -volt input) . . +3.4 dB

SURROUND -CHANNEL NOISE -REDUCTION
CALIBRATION ERROR
re Dolt)) level 247.5( nt") +I dB

CHANNEL SEPARATION (100 Hz to 7 kHz)
left output, right driven >45 dB
left output, center driven >39 dB

left output, surround driven >40 dB
center output, left driven >37 dB
center output, surround driven >35 dB
surround output, left driven >36 dB
surround output, center driven >34 dB

TUNER SECTION

All data for FM only except frequency response.

SENSITIVITY (50 -dB quieting)
mono 20 dBf
stereo 44 dBf

NOISE (at 65 dBf)
mono -80 dB
stereo -78 dB

DISTORTION (THD+N at 65 dBf)
mono 0 21%
stereo (mostly pilot leakage) 2 15%

CAPTURE RATIO (at 65 dBf) I dB

AM REJECTION 58 dB

SELECTIVITY
alternate -channel 65dB
adjacent -channel

PILOT-CARRIER LEAKAGE
I9 -kHz . -36 dB
38-khz -47

HUM (120 Hz) -75 dB

CHANNEL SEPARATION
100 Hz 42 dB
I kHz 48.5 dB
10 kHz 34.5 dB

FREQUENCY RESPONSE
FM 20 Hz to 15 kHz +0.1, -0.25 dB
AM 100 Hz to 3 kHz +0.5, -6 dB
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Our 1452-sq. . Diamond Vision® Stadium Screen.

My, how they've grown.

Our Diamond Vision Stadium Screen,

seen exclusively at 26 of the nation's top

stadiums, is among the largest television

images ever created (over 50 million sports

fans a year watch one, so it helps to be big).

Like its big brother, our 40 -inch tube TV

is the only one of its kind, and the largest tube

TV you can buy, made exclusively by

Mitsubishi. With a screen size of 768 square

inches-a full 31°/o bigger than a 35 -inch and

an overwhelming 120% bigger than a

27-inch-it brings the action from the stadium

right into your living room.

Separated at birth?

Our home version, the world's only 40 -inch tube TV.

But size is just part of the story. Our

40 -inch television also has a brighter picture,

higher contrast, and a longer life than just

about anything else out there.

To own a Diamond Vision Screen, you'd

have to buy your own stadium. But for

considerably less, you can experience Diamond

Vision excitement on the world's only 40 -inch

tube TV.

The only place you can buy our

remarkable 40 -inch TV is at an authorized

Mitsubishi dealer. For the location of one in

your area, please call 1-800-937-0000, Ext. 879.

AIt MITSUBISHI
THE BIG SCREEN COMPANY

CIRCLE NO 33 ON READER SERVICE CARD



TEST REPORTSHOSE
Better sound through research®

Para adquirir information
sobre disponibilidad de
los productos Bose en los
siguientes paises, favor
de Hamar:

Argentina
Prc)musica
54-1-325-4110

Musimundo S.A.
54-1-555-1112

Chile
Koeppen y Cia. Ltda.
56-2-245-1232
800-800-700 (en Chile)

Colombia
Disctronics Limitada
57-4-262-5355
9-800-44-777 (en Colombia)

Mexico
Betta Sistemas Ac-Usticos,
S.A. de C.V.
52-5-352-0395

Venezuela
Kronos, C.A.
58-2-951-0584

Para informacao sobre
disponibilidade dos
produtos Bose no Brasil,
por favor telefone para:

D'Avila Comercio, Importvo,
Exportacao c Consultoria Ltda.
55-11-282-7999
0800-11-9588 (no Brasil)

For Bose information in other
countries in South
& Central America and
the Caribbean, please call
or fax:

Bose - U.S. Export Division
Tel: 1-508-229-3711
Fax: 1-508-229-3795

time-consuming and possibly confus-
ing to someone unfamiliar with graph-
ical interfaces. Fortunately, it need be
done only once with each source com-
ponent.

Pioneer lost a nice opportunity in
not making the remote for the VSX-
D3S match the dial -and -button system
of the front panel. Not only are the
front -panel controls much easier and
faster to use than the separate left,
right, up, and down cursor buttons and
enter key on the remote, but the dial
could also have served to control the
jog/shuttle functions on Pioneer laser -
disc players. Another opportunity was
lost when Pioneer neglected to use the
front -panel dial for tuning the radio
sections, just like in the old days. The
tuning system supplied is rather clum-
sy in comparison.

Once we got the system set up for
testing, which required hooking up a
video monitor and getting thoroughly
acquainted with the on -screen menus,
we found generally good performance

Pioneer deserves credit

for being the first

company to bring Dolby

AC -3 processing

to the A/V receiver.

in all areas. Output power measure-
ments were high and identical for all
channels, as promised. But the tests
revealed a rise in background noise
whenever we switched on any of the
digital processing, whether AC -3, Pro
Logic, or the music -enhancement
modes. The noise shows up in the
rather poor measured noise levels for
all channels during Pro Logic opera-
tion. In our listening tests, the noise
was audible enough to be annoying
during quiet passages of Pro Logic -en-
coded music CD's. It was not depen-
dent on the volume setting, since it did
not change in audible level even when
the volume control was turned com-
pletely down.

The noise's omnipresent character,
along with the vastly better perfor-
mance we encountered from the same
Zoran AC -3 chips in Enlightened Au-
dio Design's $7,000 TheaterMaster
surround -sound decoder, suggested
that the noise was leakage of digital -
circuit signals into the analog signal

paths. It did sound pretty grungy -
like the background noise from a typi-
cal computer sound card, and unlike
pure "analog" noise, which is simple
hiss. Sure enough, our spectral analy-
sis of the VSX-D3S's background
noise when any of the digital process-
ing modes was in use showed the
characteristically spiky spectrum of
digital -signal leakage. Taking off the
receiver's cover and examining the
circuit layout revealed ample opportu-
nity for leakage from the digital cir-
cuitry. On the other hand, plain two -
channel stereo operation, without DSP,
was very low in noise.

Aside from the background noise.
the receiver sounded spectacular in
AC -3 playback, providing the sense of
unlimited dynamic range and coher-
ence of spatial effects we have heard
in demonstrations of AC -3 by Dolby
Labs and others. The overwhelming
sonic impact came, however, after a
very careful setup of the speakers aid-
ed by a microphone and spectrum ana-
lyzer. This particular receiver not only
deserves such attention but actually re-
quires it because of the strange behav-
ior of its subwoofer output and related
circuitry.

The speaker -setup menu screen al-
lows you to switch in high-pass filter-
ing on the front speakers to remove
deep bass from the signals driving
them; the bass is shunted through the
subwoofer output instead. This filter-
ing occurs whenever a "small" speak-
er is selected in the speaker -setup
menu. The cutoff frequency of the
high-pass filter is the same as that se-
lected for the low-pass subwoofer
crossover frequency. In general, high-
pass filtering on the main speakers in a
system having a subwoofer is a good
idea, since it reduces the possibility of
overloading the main speakers with
frequencies they cannot handle well. It
also increases the effective maximum
sound level you can get, as a bass -free
signal considerably reduces the burden
on a power amplifier.

The problem occurs when you
switch from Pro Logic operation to
plain stereo. If you have set up your
system for proper subwoofer/main
speaker balance using small main
speakers in the Pro Logic mode,
whenever you switch to plain stereo
operation both bass balance and bass
smoothness will be disturbed because
in this mode there is no high-pass fil-
tering. In two -channel mode, the left
and right front speakers receive no
high-pass filtering regardless of the
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Home theater audio you won't
have to build a room around.
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"Hear it and be convinced for yourself"
Julian Hirsch, Stereo Review

Bose® Acoustimass" Home

Theater Speakers. If you're

trying to build a home
theater system, there are
more reasons than ever
to consider Acoustimass
speakers.

These little 6" speakers
have already made a big
impact on the way people

think about sound. And
now that you need up to five

speakers to enjoy home
theater, using these Virtual-

ly Invisible" speakers makes

even more sense.

Instead of being over-
whelmed by a room full of

big, bulky speakers, you'll be

overwhelmed by sound. Not

only by its sheer power, but

because it's so true-to-life.

From explosive sound effects

to the most intimate sigh,
Acoustimass speakers repro-

duce surround sound with
lifelike realism.

You get powerful home

theater without having to
rearrange your room to
accommodate big speakers.

And that leaves more space

for all the people who'll
want to join you after they

hear a movie or big game on

Acoustimass speakers.

To learn more about
Acoustimass home theater

speakers, call for Bose deal-

ers near you. That is, if

there's room for more excit-

ing audio in your life.

1-800-444-BOSE Ext. 637

01995 Bose Corporation JN%314 _16717ME"
Better sound through research©



You're gonzo
about movies.

But you've held off
investing in home the-

ater until you can afford

Now you can, thanks to the
new Rotel RB985.
This THV-certified, 5 -channel

amp delivers 100 watts of pure,
unadulterated power to each of five

speakers. That's more than enough to feel the
floor -shaking aftershocks of an on -screen earth-

quake. Or experience the crystal -shattering roar of
F-15 fighters flying overhead.

Plus, because it's a Rotel, the RB985 is filled
with featt.res normally found only in more expensive amps.

Like toroidal transformers that capture all the dynamics and
nuances of your movie soundtrack. There is even a db-25 port to

make an easy connection with other home theater products.
We invite you to visit your Rotel dealer
and audition the Rotel RB985. It's proof
that you can get more bang for your
buck-even in real life.

ROTEL OF AMERICA

PERFORMANCE BEYOND YOUR WILDEST EXPECTATIONS.

TEST REPORTS
speaker -size selection in Pro Logic
mode. The same problem may also oc-
cur when switching between stereo
and AC -3 operation, but it was diffi-
cult to confirm that without access to
AC -3 -encoded test signals.

There's a second bass -balance prob-
lem affecting any switch between
plain stereo and Pro Logic (and, again,
possibly AC -3) operation: Not only
does the switching drop the front -
speaker level by around 5 dB, which
by itself would be simple to get
around with a twist of the volume con-
trol, but it also raises the level of the
subwoofer output by about 1 dB. In
effect, the subwoofer output is boosted
by 6 dB when going from stereo to Pro
Logic operation. Going in the other di-
rection, if you set up your home the-
ater speaker system (including sub -
woofer) for best response in Pro Logic
operation, it will sound decidedly thin-
ner when you switch to stereo mode.

Like most A/V components with a
subwoofer output, the VSX-D3S pro-
vides no subwoofer test signal in the
speaker -balancing test -tone sequence.
But the perception of a soundtrack is
strongly affected by the bass level, and
you can easily get it very wrong with-
out some sort of instrumented guid-
ance. Getting the balance right is espe-
cially crucial for AC -3, which can
produce very high bass levels - five
channels' worth plus the ".1" low -fre-
quency effects channel. You'll need a
test disc with low -frequency noise
tones as well as a sound -level meter to
set up this receiver for the most accu-
rate operation.

Pioneer's manual doesn't mention
that the only way you can control the
.1 bass -effects channel is via the LFE
control in the speaker -mode menu.
The LFE control only affects AC -3 -
encoded material, and turning it to
"off" will eliminate the contribution of
the AC -3 effects channel. Its "+10"
setting, not "0 dB," is the calibrated
setting that produces the theatrically
correct amount of AC -3 bass -effects
signal, provided that all the speaker
levels are set correctly and that they
can handle the bass. The "0" dB set-
ting actually reduces the bass -effects -
channel level by 10 dB.

Another aberration may be not be as
minor, depending on the speakers you
intend to use with the VSX-D3S. As I
mentioned above, the low-pass cross-
over frequency applied to the sub -
woofer output is adjustable. You get a
choice of three frequencies - 100,
150, and 200 Hz - but no choice of

Rotel of America, 54 Concord Street Mort" Reading, MA 01864-2699 tel 1-800-370-3741 fax 508-664-4109
THX is a registered trademark of Lucasfilm Ltd.
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The Experts
On M&K

Satellites And
Subwoofers

S -100B

S-90
...response, from 500 Hz to 20 KHz. was among the
flattest we have ever measured ." Stereo Review

55000 and MX -5000
1 had much fun with the M&K's loud and clean
capabilities, their effortlessness, and the vast

quantities of clean bass they can generate."
"If you also have a home theater and need very high-

performance speakers, the M&K system is one of the
best. I recommend a."-Audio

S-80
"Extremely clear, with lots of detail and ambience"

"'A' for Sound Quality "-Sound and Image

S-90/MX-90
***** (five stars)

"Home theater sound and dedicated audio sound, so
often in conflict with each other, coexist beautifully in

the M&K S-90 and MX -90 system."
"These are without a doubt among the finest speakers

available at 'real world' prices, reproducing stereo
musicality and home theater multichannel sound with

exquisite delicacy and fidelity."-Video Review

You've Heard the Experts
Now it's your turn. Hear the three

dimensionality and massive deep bass horsepower of
M&K Satellites and Powered Subwoofers.

10391Jefferson Blvd., Culver City, CA 90232
(310) 204-2854 Fax: (310) 202-8782

http://www.mksound.com/mksound
CIRCLE NO. 37 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Stereo Review, Audio,
Sound & Image,
Home Theater Technology,
Video Review...

S-100B/S-80/MX-100 System

"This system kicks. It got my
blood flowing and got me
excited about what I could
listen to next...I couldn't get
enough...."

"Superb sound coupled with
extremely flexible placement
make this a home -theater
system to be reckoned with.
Highly recommended for both
movies and music."
-Home Theater Technology

V-125 Subwoofer

"The V-125 reminds me of a
young Muhammad Ali: It's
smooth and deft when that's
required, but when the time is
right it slides in and pounds
you silly."

"With the V-125, low bass is
just the way you want it-
strong, tight, and muscular."

Speaker Test Rank:
#1 (of 17 tested subwoofers).
-Sound & Image



TEST REPORTS
crossover slope, which remains ap-
proximately 12 dB per octave. Many
larger subwoofers, such as Home
THX models, require a lower crossov-
er frequency (80 Hz) and steeper
slopes (24 dB per octave). If you use a
powered subwoofer, it won't need the
VSX-D3S's low-pass filter, but you
won't be able to get the line -level sub -
woofer output to come on without Pio-
neer's low-pass crossover filter in the
signal path.

One solution to the larger-subwoof-
er problem is to set the receiver's sub -
woofer crossover frequency to 200 Hz
and then let the powered subwoofer's
crossover operate correctly at its opti-
mal lower frequency (say, 80 Hz). But
that won't work if you have selected
the "small" setting for any of the front
speakers. The front -speaker output
will then operate only from 200 Hz up
while the subwoofer will operate from
80 Hz down, leaving a gap more than
an octave wide (80 to 200 Hz). You'll
probably end up using the hookup of
last resort: speaker -level connections
to the powered subwoofer with "large"
speakers selected in the setup menu.

The VSX-D3S is clearly best suited
for home theater systems in which the

subwoofer and main speakers operate
comfortably with a crossover frequen-
cy of 100 to 200 Hz or whose main
speakers can withstand very high lev-
els of low bass so that the need for a
standalone subwoofer is reduced. Un-
fortunately, the former requirement
rules out the use of many high -quality
speaker systems that can handle the

Aside from the

background noise, the

Pioneer VSX-D3S receiver

sounded spectacular

in AC -3 playback.

enormous amounts of bass an AC -3
soundtrack can generate. Many of
these difficulties would have been
eliminated if Pioneer had provided a
complete set of pre-out/main-in con-
nections so that a good powered sub -
woofer's own high- and low-pass fil-
ters could be employed instead of the
processing in the receiver.

SURGEON GENERAL'S WARNING: Smoking
By Pregnant Women May Result in Fetal
Injury, Premature Birth, And Low Birth Weight.

Finally, the receiver's music -en-
hancement modes sounded exaggerat-
ed to me. More adjustability would be
useful here, specifically the ability to
remove the generated artificial echoes
from the front speakers, where they
can add too much spatiality to solo
singers and soundtrack dialogue. Pio-
neer's circuitry allows using any of
the music -processing modes in addi-
tion to AC -3 or Pro Logic, but doing
so greatly reduces the intelligibility of
soundtrack dialogue, and I would not
recommend such combination proc-
essing for serious listening.

Dolby's AC -3 system is such a ma-
jor step forward in home theater sound
that every self-respecting home theater
enthusiast probably wants to be the
first on the block with an AC -3 receiv-
er. But you might want to wait for Pio-
neer's second generation of AC -3
products. By then, I expect their de-
signers to have ironed out the noise
problems we found with the VSX-
D3S, to have provided a digital audio
input, and to have figured out how a
subwoofer output and related matters
are supposed to be handled in an oth-
erwise well -performing, topflight A/V
receiver.

8.1 . "tar," .8 nic4t1

DUNHILL
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We suggest that those

who rely upon shiny badges

to make an impression

might seek a career in

law enforcement.

Fewer parts. better parts. better sound.

NAD

AUDIO AND AUDIO/VIDEO COMPONENTS
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simply balanced. surround your head



with sound. 1 800 so simple.
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TEST REPORTS

Onkyo DX -C320
Compact Disc Changer
JULIAN HIRSCH  HIRSCH-HOUCK LABORATORIES

The most popular form of mul-
tidisc CD player is the carou-
sel changer, typically accom-
modating three to six discs on

a rotating platter that delivers the se-
lected disc to its playing position.
Most carousel CD players are also very
moderately priced, and they offer not
only the flexibility of automatic multi-
disc playing but also most of the same
operating features found in single -disc
players.

Onkyo's new DX -C320 is a six -disc
carousel changer with an exceptional
assortment of operating conveniences.
It features single -bit digital -to -analog
(D/A) converters, eight -times -over -
sampling digital filters, and several
proprietary circuits said to enhance the
imaging and listening qualities of mu-
sic recordings.

The DX -C320 allows you to add,
remove, or replace up to three discs
from the carousel without affecting the
playback of a selected disc. It has sev-
en repeat -play modes: one track, one
disc, all discs, a selected (A -B) seg-

ment of a disc, a programmed se-
quence of tracks on any or all discs, a
random sequence of tracks from one
or all discs, and a random sequence of
whole discs. Up to forty tracks can be
memorized for playback in any se-
quence.

A novel Next Selection button can
be used while playing a programmed
sequence of tracks. It allows you to
enter the number of a different track
on the same disc for playback when
the current track is finished. For con-
venience in taping from a CD, a Peak
Search feature can scan the disc for its
highest peak level and play that 4 -sec-
ond segment of the program repeti-

DIMENSIONS: 18 inches wide. 41/4 inches
high. 16% inches deep

WEIGHT: 16 pounds, 5 ounces

PRICE: 5350

MANUFACTURER: Onkyo.
Dept. SR. 200 Williams Dr., Ramsey.
NJ 07446

tively while you set
the recording level;
pressing stop cancels
the process.

The front panel of
the DX -C320 con-
tains a number of
pushbutton controls.
The display, in the
top center of the pan-
el, shows the com-
plete operating status
of the player. The
disc drawer, which
occupies nearly the
full width of the pan-

el, extends forward about 8 inches
when the open/close button is pressed,
providing access to three of the disc
trays. A Disc Skip button rotates the
carousel as required for access to all
six positions.

Six Direct Play buttons are used to
load any desired disc into the playing
position. Below the display window is
a row of small buttons that provide di-
rect access to any track of the current-
ly loaded disc. The basic playback -
control buttons are identified with
standard symbols.

The remote control furnished with
the DX -C320, in addition to duplicat-
ing the front -panel controls, offers
high-speed search in either direction.
The remote controls supplied with cer-
tain other Onkyo audio components
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(identified with an RI) can also be
used with the DX -C320.

Our evaluation, using Technics and
CBS test CD's, showed the perfor-
mance ratings of the DX -C320 to be
generally conservative and typical of
the current state of CD -player perfor-
mance.

The only respect in which the player
fell below "excellent" was in its sus-
ceptibility to mistracking from me-
chanical shocks delivered to its top
cover, a large (15 x 18 -inch) piece of
light -gauge aluminum with no rein-
forcing ribs. Even a light finger tap on
its surface was usually enough to
cause mistracking. Fortunately, the
front and side panels were sufficiently
rigid to prevent problems of this sort
in normal use.

The player's laser beam tracked
through rather severe errors on the
Pierre Verany #2 test CD. It tracked
without audible flaws through a 2,400 -
micrometer signal gap (above -average
performance).

The typical time required for a
change of disc in automatic operation
was about 10 seconds. Opening or
closing the disc tray required about
31/2 seconds. The ability to add or
remove discs while one is playing
makes it possible to have an endless
music program with a manual change
every few hours.

Although most of the player's oper-
ating controls involve standard func-

G=1 0000110
011101101
100111

MEASUREMENTS
MAXIMUM OUTPUT LEVEL 2 volts

FREQUENCY RESPONSE
20 Hz to 20 kH/ +0.2, -0.15 dB

CHANNEL SEPARATION
100 Hz 102 dB
I kHz 101 dB
20 kHz 94 dB

QUANTIZATION NOISE -92.5 dB

DYNAMIC RANGE 97 dB

DISTORTION (THD+N)
I kHz. ()dB 0 003%
I kHz, -20 dB 0 002%
20 Hz to 10 kHz, 0 dB 0018%

UNEARITY ERROR (at -90 dB) 0 3 dB

MAXIMUM INTERCHANNEL
PHASE SHIFT 3°

DEFECT TRACKING
Pierre Verany #2 disc 2,400 pm

IMPACT RESISTANCE top. D; sides. A

DISC -CHANGE TIME 10 seconds

tions, it has enough special features to
require some hands-on practice. This
is not a CD player that can simply be
unpacked, installed in a system, and
used with full effectiveness without
studying the manual and experiment-
ing with the controls. The time spent
will be amply rewarded.

All in all, the Onkyo DX -C320 is a
first-rate component, providing a well-
balanced combination of versatility,
value, performance, and price.

1100010 0011010111101 j
loioloon 0110111001011
001101101 01010111011i111

"Thud no idea 1-95 had gone digital."

00011
011101
1011011
010110

CRUTCHFIELD.

Sony
DSS
is Here!

WI
II 15,998

Thane Theater System

540,,,P
,

Pt US MORE

CAR STEREO

FREE
Stereo
Catalog

Get before you choose
your next home or car stereo

NI Huge selection - Hundreds of stereos
to c hoose from for your home and car,
plus home theater systems and the new
digital satellite systems. Over 100
pages of components to fit any budget!

 Quality brands - Sony, Bose,
Kenwood, JVC, Yamaha, Pioneer,
Carver, Polk, Advent, Infinity, NHT,
Mi:suhishi. Panasonic, and many more

I Complete information - including
unique comparison charts, helpful
buying advice, and complete descrip-
tions of features and specs. Get your
catalog on its way today!

r 1

Call Now!
1-800-955-9009

s d 111 i Midnight (Eastern lime). 7 days a week

Dri the Web - http://www.crutchfield.com

or mail this coupon

Name

=

CRUTCHFIELD
1 Crirxhfield Park, Dept. SR, Chalottesville, VA 22906i
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Lel Us

Entertain
You!

Photo created and produced by Media Group Marketing, Inc @

PARA Rome Dealer Specialists

when you're buying audio and video components,

is important to understand that it's not enough to

buy a good TV and VCR. Components must also be

chosen for how they sound together. PARA is a

professional association of independent specialty

audio/video stores who are committed to the high-

est standards in retailing.

PARA stores will take the time to ask about

what you already own and suggest home

theater components that will integrate into

your current system.

PARA home entertainment professionals are

educated to explain the newest technologies in

clear, friendly language, helping you get the

best value for your money.

Let us help you choose the system that's lust

right for you.

CALL 1-800 4-PARA 94 to find the PARA

dealer nearest you!

Professional
AudioVideo
Retailers
Association

TEST REPORTS

Mission 732 Speaker System
JULIAN HIRSCH  HIRSCH-HOUCK LABORATORIES

The Model 732 is one of the
smaller models in a new series
of loudspeakers from Mission,
a well-known British manu-

facturer. The compact and moderately
priced speaker was designed to pro-
vide exceptionally extended bass re-
sponse from a cabinet that Mission de-
scribes as "modestly proportioned." It
carries a nominal 8 -ohm impedance
rating and is recommended for use
with amplifiers rated between 20 and
100 watts per channel.

The Model 732 is a two-way system
operating in a vented enclosure. Its
single 7 -inch polypropylene -cone
woofer crosses over to a ferrofluid-
cooled 11/2 -inch laminated metal -
dome tweeter at about 3 kHz. Uncon-
ventionally, the tweeter is located be-
low the woofer, just above the port,
which is also on the front panel. Mis-
sion claims that this placement pro-
vides optimum time alignment be-
tween the drivers and a smooth phase
response in the crossover region. The
front -mounted woofer port is bisected
by a vane said to reduce turbulence
that can add noise to the bass output of
a vented speaker. Putting the port in
front makes it possible to place the

50 STEREO REVIEW DECEMBER 1995

speakers against a wall. Mission rec-
ommends a spacing of 4 to 6 inches
from the wall, with the speakers fac-
ing straight out, not "toed -in," for op-
timum imaging. It is also suggested
that for best performance they should
be "run in" with a music program for a
minimum of 24 hours.

The particleboard cabinet of the
Mission 732 is finished in black ash
vinyl. Despite the system's light
weight, the enclosure is highly rigid.
The speaker panel is a molded -plastic
assembly normally covered by a black
cloth grille, which is easily removed
or replaced. The input terminals, re-
cessed into the rear of the cabinet, are
multiway binding posts that accept
wires, lugs, or banana plugs. The
Model 732's frequency response is

DIMENSIONS: 8 inches wide, 16 inches
high, 12 inches deep

WEIGHT: 14 pounds

FINISH: Black ash vinyl

PRICE: $449 a pair

MANUFACTURER: Mission, Dept. SR,
400 Matheson Blvd., #31, Mississauga,
Ontario L4Z 1N8



THE ARAGON COLLECTION

If You're Not Interested in the Best...
Turn the Page

Aragon's Qualifications
Aragon amplifiers are internationally recognized as the pinnacle of power and refinement. The press
in America, Europe and Asia have honored the U.S. made Aragon with accolades and awards.
Because of their sculpted beauty and remarkable accuracy Aragon components have joined
Stradivarius violins in the permanent collection of one the world's most prestigious museums.

Aragon's Unsurpassed Power

In addition to being the ultimate in refinement, it is also the ultimate in power capability. Aragon's
8008 amplifiers can convert the entire 120 volts and 15 amps of your AC line into power for your
speakers. In other words the 8008's power is only limited by the power delivered from your AC
line. You'll be interested to know that the best is also internationally recognized as the best value.

MONDIAL DESIGNS LIMITED
20 Livingstone Ave., Dobbs Ferry, NY 10522  914-693-8008  Fax 914-693-7199
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Improve performance and style with... TEST REPORTS
SPEAKER STANDS

FROM STUDIOTECH

 Speaker wire conceals

inside stand's tubing

 (orpet spikes included

 14, 71, '28 inches high

 Block or oak finish

with chrome, brass

or block tubing

Bookshelf Speaker Stands
Ideal for bookshelf to large speakers

 Available in black or white

 Height adjustable ham 16.36 lathes

 Speaker ante ronreah mode stands tubing

 Solid steel weighted base for added stability

Satellite Speaker Stands
Ideal for home theater car surround sound speakers

including Bose AM -5, AM -7 d Lifestyle speakers

.17---44 oho
For more information c.11,
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5031 Birch Street Suite C, Newport Beach, CA 92660
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specified as within ±2 dB from 70 Hz
to 20 kHz, and its -6 -dB point is given
as 47 Hz.

Lacking convenient wall space, we
installed the Mission 732 speakers on
26 -inch stands about 4 feet from the
wall behind them and 7 feet apart. It
was also impractical to "break in" the
speakers for 24 hours, as recommend-
ed. Even so, they proved to be every
bit as impressive as their manufacturer
claimed they would be.

The averaged room response of the
pair of speakers, at a distance of about
10 feet, was within ±3 dB from 55 Hz
to 20 kHz. Quasi-anechoic MLS re-
sponse measurements at distances
from 1 to 3 meters gave essentially
similar results over this test's effective
range of 300 Hz to 20 kHz.

The system impedance reached its
minimum of about 5.5 ohms at 200 Hz
and a maximum of 25 ohms at 1.7
kHz. The actual crossover frequency
could not be established from any of
our measurements. The low -frequency
impedance response indicated bass
resonances at 28 and 40 Hz.

Sensitivity with an input of 2.83
volts of random noise was slightly
lower than rated, 87.5 dB sound -pres-
sure level (SPL) compared to the spec-
ified 89 dB. Horizontal dispersion at
45 degrees off -axis was good, with
about a 10 -dB drop at 15 kHz and
above, but less than 5 dB at 10 kHz
and below. The woofer distortion at an
output of 90 dB SPL was between 1
and 2 percent at frequencies above 70
Hz, reaching 3 percent at 50 Hz and 6
percent at 40 Hz.

Driving the Mission 732 with high -
power single -cycle tone bursts indicat-
ed that it can withstand considerable
power input without damage despite
its small size. At 1 kHz and above, our
amplifier clipped at outputs from 400
to 900 watts without damage to the
speakers. At 100 Hz, the woofer cone
bottomed with a 145 -watt input, well
in excess of the system ratings.

In listening tests, the Mission 732
sounded as good as its measurements
implied. It was superbly balanced over
the audio range, with a sound quality
so clean and unstressed that it never
gave a clue as to the size (or price) of
its source. The bass, in particular, was
free of the peaked output, usually be-
tween 80 and 200 Hz, that muddies
the sound of so many (possibly most)
speakers.

When I realized how good the Mis-
sion 732 sounded, I set up an A/B
comparison with a considerably larger
and costlier system that was on hand
at the time. Excluding the low -bass
range (under 60 or 70 Hz), the Mis-
sion speakers held their own remark-
ably well against this unfair competi-
tion. When I combined a pair of sub -
woofers with the Mission speakers,
the two systems were definitely in the
same league.

Clearly, the Mission 732 is a truly
fine and surprisingly inexpensive
speaker system, and a notable value at
its price. Putting it through its paces
was an enjoyable and educational ex-
perience. Hear it if you can, whether
or not you are in the market for new
speakers.

MODEL 13-22 PKEAMPLIF/ER-sonE
RE5EARcif AND DEVEWAIENT REWIRED.
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AT LEAST YOU AGRE
ON THE BES

HOME THEATER RECEIVE

Frorr our value packed new TX-SV424

up to our breakthrough THX model

TX-SV919, ONKYO has

written the perfect

home theater script,

one with award -winning

performances for both

design and technology.

In the first few seconds of the movie

you'll hear the ONKYO difference.

Differences that only oversized

transformers and discrete output stages

can deliver. Differences :hat allow

ONKYO receivers to supply the power

hungry demands of today's special

effects laden soundtracks. Whether

you're I.stening to whispers or weapons.

And as the movie develops, you'll find

yourself in a multi -dimensional soundfield

directly inside the on -screen action.

That's because ONKYO utilizes the most

advanced DSP technology, like the latest

24 Bit Microprocessor from Motorola,

capable of taking the director's vision and

making it yours.

Simply put, with an ONKYO home

theater receiver, movies stop being

enjoyable-and become memorable.

So while you may not always agree on

what to watch, with ONKYO there's

simply no argument.

(14.11

_ -
11111111111111111P.Ar - 

ONKYO
ONKYO USA CORPORATION

200 Williams Drive, Ramsey, NJ 07446
201-825-7950

E -Mail ONKYO (4/ NIS.NET
CIRCLE NO. 43 ON RFADER SERVICE CARD



TEST REPORTS

NHT SW3P Powered
Subwoofer System
JULIAN HIRSCH  HIRSCH-HOUCK LABORATORIES

The NHT SW3P powered sub -
woofer system departs some-
what from conventional sub -
woofer design. Instead of the

driver and the amplifier/crossover be-
ing combined in a single assembly, as
most are, they are entirely separate
units. This is a very practical solution
to the problem of designing a large,
heavy speaker driven by a very power-
ful amplifier in a single structure.

The SW3 speaker unit is a cubical
box, 19 inches on a side, attractively
finished in glossy black laminate. The
sealed enclosure houses a single long -
throw acoustic -suspension driver with
a I2 -inch polypropylene cone. The
front of the box is covered by a re-
movable black cloth grille, and its two
five -way binding posts are recessed
into the rear of the box.

The SW3 is rated to deliver 88 dB
sound -pressure level (SPL) at 1 meter
when driven with a 2.83 -volt signal,

and it carries a power -handling rating
of 50 watts minimum, 250 watts maxi-
mum. Its impedance specification is 6
ohms nominal, 4 ohms minimum. The
SW3P system's low -frequency re-
sponse is given as 23 Hz.

The SA -3 subwoofer amplifier/
crossover is a large, fairly heavy, black -
finished unit resembling a typical
(rather powerful) stereo power ampli-
fier. Its only visible front -panel fea-

DIMENSIONS: SW3 subwoofer, 19 inches
wide, 19 inches deep, 19 inches high;
SA -3 amplifier, 41/4 inches high, 17 inches
wide, 141/2 inches deep

FINISH: SW3, glossy black; SA -3, textured
black

WEIGHT: SW3, 66 pounds; SA -3. 22 pounds

PRICE: $1,350

MANUFACTURER: NHT. Dept. SR, 535
Getty Ct., #A, Benicia, CA 94510

tures are a pushbutton power switch
and a large volume knob.

The rear panel of the SA -3 carries
all its signal inputs, outputs, and con-
trol functions. The speaker terminals
are twin binding posts like those on
the SW3 speaker module. Standard
phono jacks are used for the stereo
line inputs (which are blended in the
amplifier) and for the pair of high-pass
line outputs. The line outputs bypass
the SA -3's high-pass filter so that the
system's main speakers carry their
normal full frequency range. The in-
stallation instructions clearly explain
the three hookups for the SA -3 - be-
tween a system's preamp and power
amp, between the pre -out and main -in
jacks of a receiver or integrated amp,
and at the line-out or subwoofer-out
jacks of a receiver or integrated amp.

The rear apron of the SA -3 also
contains three control knobs, two that
adjust the crossover frequencies and a
third that sets the signal phase (rela-
tive to the input signal) at 0, 90, 180,
or 270 degrees. The adjustable fourth -
order (24 -dB -per -octave) low-pass fil-
ter is continuously variable between
35 and 150 Hz. The high-pass filter
can be set for a turnover frequency of
65, 80, 100, 125, or 150 Hz, all with
12 -dB -per -octave slopes.

Electrically, the SA -3 has impres-
sive ratings, starting with an output of
250 watts into 6 ohms. Its total har-
monic distortion (THD) is rated at less
than 0.03 percent at full rated power
and less than 0.01 percent at half -pow-
er (125 watts).

We measured the SW3's acoustic
performance as driven by the SA -3
amplifier. The subwoofer's bass reso-
nance was at 36 Hz, where its imped-
ance was almost 16 ohms. The imped-
ance measured 4 ohms from 70 to 200
Hz, rising to 6 ohms at 50 and 400 Hz.

The close-miked frequency re-
sponse of the complete SW3P system
was within ±1.5 dB from 20 to 55 Hz
using the 35 -Hz -cutoff switch setting.
At the 60 -Hz setting it was ±4 dB
from 20 to 90 Hz. Distortion (THD
plus noise) at a 90 -dB SPL was less
than 1 percent above 38 Hz, rising to
only 4 percent at 20 Hz.

Separate measurements on the SA -3
amplifier, using a 4 -ohm resistor load,
produced equally impressive results.
Its power output at a constant 0.1 per-
cent distortion ranged from 320 to 350
watts over the range of 20 to 200 Hz.
The amplifier's low-pass frequency re-
sponse was flat within better than 0.5
dB from 10 Hz to 20 Hz, rolling off to
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approximately -3 dB at the selected
crossover frequency. The high-pass
characteristics were equally good.

Throughout the measuring and lis-
tening process, the SA -3 amplifier
never became more than mildly warm
to the touch. Although the installation
and adjustment procedures are thor-
oughly covered in the separate instruc-
tion booklets for the SA -3 and SW3,
no technical information is furnished
for the "Class G" amplifier other than
the statement that it has "high efficien-
cy." Judging from its cool operation,
both on the test bench and in normal
use, this claim is well justified.

For our listening tests we teamed
the SW3P subwoofer system with sev-
eral small speakers, the kind that can
benefit most dramatically from a good
subwoofer. The results were consistent
with what we had measured from the
SW3P alone. The combined system's

NHT's SW3P system is

a practical solution to the

problem of designing a

large, heavy speaker

driven by a powerful amp.

low bass reached down to the 20- to
25 -Hz region, at ear -popping levels
when that was required.

As with any free-standing subwoof-
er (one not part of a specific speaker
system), the SW3P's performance de-
pends strongly on proper setup and
careful adjustment. You should be pre-
pared to experiment freely with differ-
ent recordings and settings of the SA -
3's crossover and level controls, as
well as with the SW3 bass module's
position relative to the main system
speakers and the room boundaries. At
66 pounds, the SW3 is not an easy box
to move around, and since our room
doesn't have a lot of convenient places
to put it, we did not experiment with
placement as much as one should for a
permanent setup.

Nevertheless, it was clear from our
measurements and listening both that
the NHT SW3P has a strong, clean re-
sponse through the lowest three audi-
ble octaves and that it is one of the
more versatile subwoofer systems on
the market. It is also attractive enough
to earn a visible place in any home lis-
tening room.

Wher did you get your first bottle Cl Jack Daniel's? Write us and tell us about it.

MR. JACK DANIEL CHOSE a square bottle
for his whiskey, he said, so folks would know
they were getting a square deal.

Mr. Jack wanted a bottle as distinctive as his
Old No. 7 Tennessee Whiskey, but not too
fancy. So in 1895, the square bottle was born.
Since we still mellow our whiskey
as he did, we've never changed the
shape. If your interest lies in a smooth
sippin' whiskey, we recommend
Jack Daniel's. But if you like fancy
bottles, well, there's no shortage of
brands to pick from.

SMOOTH SIPPIN'
TENNESSEE WHISKEY
Innessee Whiskey  40-43% alcohol by volume (80-86 proof)  Distilled and Bottled by

lack Daniel D stillery, Lem Mote*, Proprietor, Route 1, Lynchburg IPop 3611. Tennessee 37352

Placed in thc National Regi,ter of Historic Place,. by the United Slates Government.



Ifyou think the ultimate speaker system
would have a subwoofer, you're half right

The dual-subwoofer Ensemble® speaker system by Henry Kloss. $59999 factory -direct.

Ensemble is Cambridge SoundWorks' very
best speaker system. It involves no compro-
mises in performance, no cost -saving
shortcuts. As a result, its performance stands
head -to -head with audiophile tower speakers
selling for well over $1,000 a pair, yet its
unique four -piece design literally disappears
in your room.

There is no other speaker system like it.

Designed to perform in your home -
not in a laboratory.

It has always been true that speaker
placement in the listening room has a signi-
ficant effect on the sound of any speaker
system. No matter how a speaker may per-
form in a laboratory or a specially -designed
showroom, at home the acoustics of the
listening room significantly affect the sound.

Most positions in a room where you might
place a speaker tend to emphasize one
portion of the musical range, and tend to de-
emphasize some other portion of the musical
range. For example if you place a conven-
tional speaker close to a room corner which
will enhance the bass response, that location
may hinder the upper ranges of music.

Ensemble's unique four -piece design
eliminates this dilemma.

Big sound without the big boxes.
Ensemble consists of four separate speaker

units; two for each stereo channel. Two

powerful, but ultra -slim subwoofers repro-
duce the deep bass, while two compact
satellite units reproduce the rest of the range.

By separating the low bass from the rest of
the musical range, Ensemble is able to
reproduce just the right amount of energy
across the musical spectrum, without turning
your listening room into a stereo showroom.

"Crisp, balanced sound, stereo
imagi& phenomenally sharp -
some tithe best I've heard...some
of the speakers I'm comparing it to
cost $1900 to $2800"

He Performance Review

You can place the subwoofers on the floor,
up against a wall, or in a corner - all places
that allow them to reproduce bass notes
efficiently. These locations are also often out -
of -sight, which can be a real decorating
advantage. The satellite speakers can then be
placed out in the room, at ear level, posi-
tioned to create a realistic stereo image. They
can be hung directly on the wall, placed on
shelves, or mounted on stands.

Why two subwoofers?
Subwoofer/satellite speaker systems that

use one subwoofer can and do sound terrific
(in fact, we offer a full range of single-
subwoofer systems). But for the ultimate in

breathtaking, accurate sound reproduction,
and the most powerful bass performance, you
should have two subwoofers. Here's why:

 Increased sound pressure levels and
power handling capability. Quite simply,
Ensemble's dual subwoofer system, with its
two 8" long -throw woofers, will play louder
and take more power than single-subwoofer
speaker systems, including our own. This is
even more significant if you are using
Ensemble in a home theater, since authentic
low bass sound effects in movies require
extra -powerful bass output.

Ensemble is now available with either its original
charcoal Nextelfinish with black subwoofers, or a
new version with white handfini shed satellites and
white vinyl subwoofers for no additional charge.



Ensemble's ultra -slim (41/2") subwoofers can

be put in out-ol-the-way places - even behind

or under furniture

Le swift wpm saw*.

Subwootor Subrooler

mill
Ensemble's dual subwooters accurately

reproduce the stereo bass on some modern

digital recordings. adding to imaging realism.

ale-igefL41
Fight - Saban.

Subwcolers

ifll
Ensemble's dual subwooters can be placed

together in a corner to achieve very high bass

output for reproducing low -frequency movie

sound effects with incredible realism.

1

Subwootet
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In larger rooms with big openings into other

rooms. Ensemble's dual-subwoofer design

assures uniform bass throughout the room

 Unliomi bass response throughout the
listening room. Depending on room acoustics
and speaker placement, a system can produce
bass "nulls" and "peaks" in different areas of

Cambridge Sound Works "may
have the best value in the world."

Audio Magazine

a room. Two subwoofers can solve that
problem. To quote Audio magazine, "At low
frequencies, strong and widely spaced room
modes are occurring... some locations have a
lot of bass while others lack bass. When two
subwoofers are placed in the room, better
uniformity of bass response is obtained."

 Ultimate placementflexibillo 7. It is our
experience that room placement is the
ultimate key to real -life performance of any
given speaker in any given room.
Ensemble offers more
placement flexibility .t$

than any other
speaker we know
of. Its subwoofers
are only 4 1/2"
thick, so you can
actually put them in
places where no other
subwoofer would fit: under
furniture, on top of bookshelves
or behind draperies. You can also put
one on one side of the room, and the other on
the opposite side, which turns out to be
correct placement in many cases.

7Wo-channel bass on modem recordings.
Some modern recordings. especially two -
microphone recordings of full orchestral
works, have stereo bass imaging. Audio
magazine says, "Using two subwoofers
provides more realistic bass and takes

advantage of program material with fully
stereo bass."

No compromises. No shortcuts.
Don't be fooled by Ensemble's price. It's

affordable because of our efficient factory -
direct sales sys:em.

 The satellites are genuine two-way
designs with separate 4" mid-bass/mid-range
drivers and 13,'4" tweeters with integral
domes. The satellite cabinets are solidly
constructed of resonance -resistant MDF for
optimum acoustic performance. Each one is
hand -finished in scratch -resistant, suede -like
Nextel or durable white paint.

 The speaker drivers used in the satellites
and subwoofers are of the highest quality.
The 8" long -throw woofer drivers, designed
by Henry Kloss and manufactured by
Cambridge SoundWorks. use a unique,

integrated heat sink for increased
dower handling capacity.

 Each satellite and
subwoofer contains
the precise response -
tailoring crossover

circuitry it requires.
This allows you to

choose from several
different ways to wire the

en -ire system.
 Both the satellites and

subwoofers use gold-plated five -way
connecting posts.

 Durable, acoustically transparent metal
grilles protect the speaker drivers, instead of
the inexpensive cloth grilles used by many
systems.

 Last but not least, the entire Ensemble
system has been painstakingly fined tuned
(or "voiced") by Henry Kloss for proper
octave -to -octave tonal balance. Because it

Are "tower- speakers better?
A great many people presume that very large. very

expensive "tower" speakers are inherently better than

subwoofer/satellite speakers. Nothing could be

further from the truth. If you were to take apart a high

quality tower speaker and Ensemble, you'd see both

use premium quality drivers. crossovers and

cabinets. The physical volume of the cabinets

enclosing each speaker driver is carefully matched

to the demands of that driver. With Ensemble you

get all the quality components and precise engin-

eering of premium tower speakers - built in:o four

smaller cabinets instead of two large ones. Separate

cabinets give you room placement flexibility to get

optimum performance in your listening room.

CAMBRIDGE
SouritiWo!ty:s.

does not give undue emphasis to any one
octave of music. Ensemble has a rich,
natural, accurate sound normally associated
with the best (and most expensive) of
conventional speakers under laboratory
conditions.

"smoother than many more
expensive speakers... it is hard to
imagire going wrong with
Ensemble.." Stereo Review Magazine

You can spend hundreds of dollars more
for a speaker system that doesn't sound as
good. Or you can buy Ensemble- direct from
Cambridge SoundWorks, or at
Factory -Direct Speaker Walls
in Best Buy stores.

BEST
BUY

Factory -Direct Savings
Ensemble is available factory -direct for only

$59999 with a full 30 -day risk -free home
audition. Listen to Ensemble in your home,
with your music. If you aren't happy, return

it within 30 days for a
full refund. We even
reimburse your original
UPS ground shipping
charges in the
continental U.S.
Call today.

To order factory -
direct, for a free
catalog, or for
the nearest store
location, call

1-800-FOR-HIFI
(1-800-367-4434)

CAMBRIDGE
SOUNDWORKS
Crit tally Acclaimed. Factory -Direct.

I Needham Street. Suite 102D. Newton. MA 02164
Fax: 617-352-9229

Canada: 1-800-525-4434
Outside U.S. or Canada: 617-332-5936
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Every little bit
counts.

or NYMI monition MI I &Mr mole' MY
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In our never ending quest for

reproducing the fine quality of a

live performance, we took our award

winning and critically acclaimed

GCD-600 and made it a bit, actually

four bits, better.

We added the latest Burr Brown

20 -bit ladder -type D/A converter -

the same one used in our GDA-700

separate Digital -to -Analog converter. The result is

a level of sonic performance usually reserved for stand

alone D/A converters and C/D transports.

But that's not all we did. To achieve the lowest

levels of noise and distortion, our GCD-700's analog

section features the same Class A amplifiers we use in

our top -of -the -line GFP-565 preamplifier.

The GCD-700 also boasts a superior power supply

Q arpaa

Introducing
Adcom's

GCD-700
CD player.

with two transformers. One for

the analog section and one for

the digital section, each housed on

separate circuit board assemblies

to eliminate EMI and RF interference.

By now you're probably asking

yourself, "How good

does it really sound?"

Let your ears be the

judge. Visit your Adcom dealer for a

demonstration of this remarkable new

player. You'll discover that the new

GCD-700 sounds exceptional and is

sensibly priced. What else would you

expect from a component that is every

bit pure Adcom?

ADCOM
details you can hear

I I Elkins Road, East Brunswick, NJ 08816 U.S.A. (908) 390-1130  Distributed in Canada by Pro Acoustics, Inc. Montreal, Quebec (514) 344-1226 @i995 ADCOM
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Harman Kardon Citation 7.0
Audio/Video Preamplifier
DAVID RANADA  TECHNICAL EDITOR

With an elegantly mini-
malist front panel con-
taining a sensual blue
and green display, the

Harman Kardon Citation 7.0 A/V pre -
amp is one of the most attractive com-
ponents I have ever tested. Even better
is that its beauty extends to the perfor-
mance and versatility of its circuitry.

The large central window that domi-
nates the front panel contains four dis-
plays. On the left is a deep -blue two-
line alphanumeric readout, which can
be used (after some practice) instead of
the on -screen display to adjust many
system functions. The color does make
the display a little harder to read at a
distance than, say, an amber display
might be, but it is sumptuous -looking.
In the middle of the window is a set of
green LED's that indicate the activa-
tion of various system functions such
as the high -cut or sibilance filter. To
the right are two moving displays,
mostly green. First is a vertical array of
LED's that indicate level, which is
most useful for customizing input lev-
els for best noise performance without
overload. At the far right is a circle of
LED's that show approximately where
the preamp's surround processing is
steering the sound.

The seven buttons below the display
window control the preamp's basic
functions. Two are used to select the

input source, and two select from the
twelve surround processing modes,
eight preprogrammed and four user -
programmable. One button turns the
full -mute feature on and off, and the
last two raise and lower volume. You
cannot, however, switch surround
processing off from the front panel to
get to the preamp's two -channel stereo
mode. That can only be done with the
supplied infrared remote control,
which is also the only means of ac-
cessing many of the other features.

Most of those features are con-
cerned with customizing the preamp's
factory settings for your system's re-
quirements and your listening prefer-
ences. Virtually everything in the op-
eration of the Citation 7.0 is adjustable
and the adjustment is memorizable,
whether important, like the turn -on
volume setting, or unimportant, like
the background color of the on -screen
display. You encounter this flexibility
right off the bat when you start hook -

DIMENSIONS: 171/2 inches wide,
51/4 inches h gh, 141/2 inches deep

WEIGHT: 18 pounds

PRICE: $3,5f

MANUFACT JRER: Harman Kardon Citation,
Dept. SR, 2E046 Eden Landing Road,
Suite 5, Hay Hard, CA 94545.

ing the preamp up and find that the
eight inputs, all AN, do not have fixed
labels for specific components, though
there are some power -on defaults (In-
put 1 is initially labeled for a laserdisc
player, for example). You can program
the labels for each input in the front -
panel and on -screen displays after
everything is hooked up.

The first four inputs have both S -
video and composite -video connec-
tors, and while only one type of video
connection can be used with an input
at one time, you can select and pro-
gram the memory for either type. The
remaining four inputs have only com-
posite -video phono-type connectors.
As with most components able to
switch between S -video and compos-
ite -video connections, there is no con-
version between formats. Two sets of
A/V recording outputs are provided,
and the preamp will let you record
from one input while listening to an-
other. There's also a jack for a small
microphone (supplied) used in an au-
tomatic speaker -balancing procedure.

There are fourteen audio -output
jacks. Two pairs are stereo recording
outputs, and the others carry the main -
channel and surround -channel output
signals. two for the front left and right
channels, one for the center, two for
"side" surrounds, two for "back" sur-
rounds. and one for a mono subwoof-
er. The last two provide separate left
and right subwoofer outputs for
deluxe installations. The distinction
between "side" and "back" surrounds
was not clearly addressed in the pre-
liminary instruction manual we had. It
appears that the two different sets of
surround outputs are to be used simul-
taneously with special Dual Drive sur-
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Adcom's GFA-55511 is no longer made.
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Adcom's new GFA-5500 continues the legend.

The Adcom GFA-555Il power amplifier has

been legendary among audiophiles and serious
music listeners. It set the standard for high end
sound at reasonable cost, consistently being
compared to amplifiers costing two and three

times as much. Now, after years of evolution-
ary development, its successor is available.

The new GFA-5500 provides 200 watts -

per -channel continuous at any frequency from

20 Hz to 20 kHz at 8 ohms. It continues the

Adcom tradition of delivering high current into

low impedance loads that results in extraordi-

narly pure, clean, musical sound reproduction.
But the big news is its use of the newest hybrid

MOSFET transistors, HEXFETS. These all -

new devices permit a more efficient circuit

board design that leads to shorter power paths

for improved sound. And the really good news

is that while providing all the punch and
muscle of MOSFETS, they have a remarkable
ability to sound as sweet as tubes.

So while audiophiles the world over may be

sad to see the end of the legendary GFA-555II,
music lovers everywhere can look forward

to hearing the sweet power of the GFA-5500.

Visit your Adcom dealer and listen. You will

hear the details that make a difference.

details you can hear
I I Elkins Road, East Brunswick, NJ 08816 U.S.A. (908) 390-1130.

Distributed in Canada by PRO ACOUSTICS INC. Montreal,
Quebec (514) 344-1226
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TEST REPORTS
round speakers available from JBL
(another Harman International compa-
ny). Otherwise, which set of outputs
you should use depends on the type of
surround speakers you have (dipole or
bi/monopole) and where you have
placed them.

The eight factory -preset surround
modes are labeled Dolby Pro Logic,
THX, 70mm, 6 -Axis, Class(ical), Jazz,
Rock, and Mono. The THX mode sup-
plies the standard THX re -equaliza-
tion, timbre matching, and surround-
decorrelation processing. The 70mm
mode is an enhanced movie -decoding
setting providing an extended band-
width to the surround channels, faster
sound steering than Pro Logic, and
some blending of the front left and
right channels into the corresponding
surrounds to increase the sense of spa-
ciousness. The 6 -Axis mode is said to
be "universal," equally suitable for
soundtracks and music. It selectively
feeds front left/right signals to the sur-
round channels and is claimed to be
able to produce a phantom rear image.
All the surround modes delay the sig-
nal to the surround speakers, and Clas-
sical and Jazz add some artificial re-
verberation to this delay. Virtually all
the characteristics of these modes can
be altered by the user and the resulting
settings stored as one of four Custom
modes.

Separate remote -control buttons can

select Venue (a specific combination
of reverb level and decay rate), acti-
vate a sibilance filter (to prevent "splat-
ter" of dialogue out of the center
speaker), Bass EQ (providing up to 12
dB of boost at 40 Hz in 3 -dB steps),
and High EQ (a high -cut filter follow-
ing the THX re -equalization curve in
THX mode but a different although
similar curve in the other modes).
There's also the important Stereo Only
button, which immediately switches
surround processing on and off with-
out muting.

The only operationally significant
parameters that are not adjustable are
the crossover frequency of the sub -
woofer -output low-pass filter and the

MEASURE
DOLBY PRO LOGIC
PERFORMANCE

All measurements for Dolby Pro Logic
decoding except as noted.

FREQUENCY RESPONSE (tone controls
centered)
left, right 20 Hz to 20 kHz +0.18, -0.19 dB
center 20 Hz to 20 kHz +0.27. -0.0 dB
surround . . . 20 Hz to 7.4 kHz +0.04, -3 dB

NOISE (re 200 -mV output, A-wtd)
left, right -73.9 dB
center -74.3 dB
surround -74.5 dB

DISTORTION (THD+N, I kHz. 1 -volt output)
left, right 0 026',
center 0.025'4
surround 0.088%

SURROUND DECODER INPUT -OVERLOAD
MARGINS (at I k11/)
left, right (re 2 -volt input)
center (re 1.414 -volt input).
surround (re 1.414 -volt input

+0.95 dB
+4.0 dB

. +0.6 dB

SURROUND -CHANNEL NOISE -REDUCTION
CALIBRATION ERROR
(re THX level (141.4 mV input) 0 dB

CHANNEL SEPARATION (100 Hz to 7 kHz)
left output. right driven >44 dB

MENTS
left output, center driven >44 dB
left output, surround driven >32 dB
center output, left driven >46 dB
center output, surround driven >46 dB
surround output, left driven >39 dB
surround output, center driven >48 dB

THX RE -EQUALIZATION ERROR
Imaximunil 0.6 dB

THX SURROUND -EQUALIZATION
ERROR .<0 dB

CONVENTIONAL STEREO
PERFORMANCE

OUTPUT AT CLIPPING (at I kHz). .

DISTORTION (THD+N at I kHz)
at rated output (6 volts)

SENSITIVITY (for 0.5 -volt output)
default setting.

9 volts

0 0216%

100 mV

SENSITIVITY ADJUSTMENT RANGE
2010 197 mV

INPUT OVERLOAD LEVEL
(at default sensitivity setting) 2.07 volts

NOISE (re 0.5 -volt output. A-wtd).. -82.2 dB

FREQUENCY RESPONSE
20 Hz to 20 kHz +0.15, -0.1 dB

corresponding frequency of the five
main -speaker high-pass filters that are
switched in whenever a subwoofer
output is turned on. The filtering is
THX-standard, meaning that the cross-
over frequency is 80 Hz; the low-pass
filter rolls off at 24 dB per octave
above 80 Hz, and the high-pass filter
rolls off at 12 dB per octave below 80
Hz. With a high-performance compo-
nent like the Citation 7.0, it's only fit-
ting that this filtering is optimal for
high -end home -theater speaker sys-
tems with their larger subwoofers.

I cannot overemphasize the impor-
tance of the Citation 7.0's automatic
speaker -balancing feature for adjust-
ing the levels from each speaker in
a surround system. It worked very
quickly and very well, producing lis-
tening -position levels from each
speaker - including the subwoofer -
that were matched to within ±1 dB.
The subwoofer balance may have to
be altered after setup, however, either
for reasons of taste (many listeners
think flat bass response sounds some-
what thin) or to compensate for a less
than perfect tonal match with the main
speakers. This can be done either by
manually raising the subwoofer level
during the speaker -balance procedure
or, an easier path, using the Bass EQ
control. Bass EQ was also useful in its
intended application of giving an im-
pact -improving low -frequency boost
to soundtracks.

The Citation 7.0's measured perfor-
mance ranged from very good to out-
standing. Particularly noteworthy were
the flat frequency -response figures and
the low noise and distortion levels in
Pro Logic mode, and the noise and
distortion performance in the music
surround modes was nearly as good.
The data vindicate Harman Kardon's
use of true 16 -bit digital audio signals
in the surround -channel delay circuitry.

In listening tests, the Citation 7.0
sounded as noise- and distortion -free
as it measured in both plain stereo and
surround operation. Pro Logic decod-
ing was accurate and very clean. The
surround -channel decorrelation cir-
cuits used in THX processing to pro-
duce a greater sense of envelopment
from Dolby Surround movies were
blessedly free of the all -too -common
THX "tunneling" coloration. The 7.0
is one of only two THX processors I
have tested that did not turn a sur-
round -channel grand piano into a
clangy barroom upright (the other was
from Lexicon, yet another sister com-
pany of Harman Kardon).
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TM

WHEREVER

T1H E Y

STAND
THEY'RE

It doesn't matter

where you put

them, what you

use them for, or

how you decide

to mount them,

Solids perform.

 Why? Because they' -e acoustically

engineered by world-renowned B&W

Loudspeakers. The same people who

created the legendary B&W Matrix

801 - the speaker used for nearly

eighty percent of all classical recordings.

Solids produce

superb, high

quality sound

that transcends

their size and

price. The HCM I,

for example, can

TANDING. I handle an impressive 150 watts

of power. So you can crank up the

volume. It's also magnetically shielded

to ensure, accurate, true -:o -life sound -

for music or movies.  And Solids'
small footprint means they fit into your -

room without

cramping your

style. Call

1.800.370.3742

for the name of

the Solid dealer

nearest you.

You'll discover that Solid speakers deliver -

outstanding performance 3nd value -

wherever they stand.

They play big.

Rock Solid Sounds
of America
54 Concord Street
North Reading, MA
01864-2699
1.800.370.3742 T E L
1.508.664.4109 FAX
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TEST REPORTS
While not strictly theater -accurate,

the 70mm and 6 -Axis modes were
great fun, depending on the program
material. They did not add the spuri-
ous "ambience" of a movie theater to
soundtracks, which other processors
that employ multiple ambient artificial
reflections sometimes do. Such reflec-
tions can greatly reduce the intelligi-
bility of soundtrack dialogue - which,
no matter how hard I tried, I could not
do with the Citation 7.0's 70mm and
6 -Axis modes. Whether you prefer
your soundtracks played as they are in
a theater (Dolby Pro Logic or THX) or
souped -up (70mm or 6 -Axis), you'll
get better results faster and with less
fine-tuning with the Citation 7.0.

Similarly, the music -processing
modes provided a superior enhanced
musical experience with all music ex-
cept the pure -acoustical genres. In par-
ticular, the sonic image from many
pop recordings in the 6 -Axis or Rock
mode was often entertainingly spread
around the room in a very convincing
fashion, but again without a spurious
sense of acoustic space created by am-
bience -generation techniques. On the
other hand, the sense of you -are -there
realism of many pure -acoustical re-
cordings, such as classical instrumen-
tals and some jazz and folk music, was
not as great as can be obtained from a
good artificial ambience generator.
Still, those devices often have difficul-
ty enhancing any music containing
singing (such as opera) without sound-
ing cavernous, something that never
occurred with the Citation 7.0.

About the only significant feature I
found lacking in the Citation 7.0 is
Dolby AC -3 decoding. But Harman
Kardon says that next spring we can
expect the Citation 7.5, a stand-alone
device for AC -3 decoding that can al-
so connect directly to the Citation 7.0
so that both can be controlled by the
same remote. If I were lucky enough
to own a Citation 7.0, I'd be more than
willing to wait to add the Citation 7.5
(assuming, of course, that it performs
at the same exalted level as the Cita-
tion 7.0).

Harman Kardon's designers can be
proud of their achievement in the Cita-
tion 7.0. Its high performance both in
normal stereo operation and in sur-
round playback of soundtracks and
music, its ease of setup and use, and
its programmable versatility are sec-
ond to none and superior to most.
Combined into one component, the re-
sult is unbeatable. The Citation 7.0 is
the best AN preamp I have tested.
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If Your Ears Had Lips
They'd Kiss You

Music to Your Ears
Once you hear 311 surround sound from the Vivid 31)

Theater, you won't want to listen to plain old stereo

again. Thanks to patented SRS (e) ® technology,

the Vivid 31) Theater from NuReality

retrieves actual ambient intbrmation lost by
Duo CD FOR FREE! *

IIP traditional stereo processing. NuReality takes

advantage of this technology to bring you true-to-

life three-dimensional surround sound from only two

speakers. Vivid 3111m sound enhancement products bring

all your movies, sound tracks and recordings to life.

Multiple Speakers
Although you only need two speakers and the Vivid

31) Theater to create 31) surround sound, the Vivid

31) Theater also adds an entirely new dimension of

realism to multiple speaker combinations.

1-800-501-8086sz VISA

Easy to Install
The Vivid 31) Theater is easy to install will, 1,1 ils

audio system. You can enhance virtually any audio

configuration including DSS,

VCRs, TVs, receivers, tape RETAILVISI.

decks, FM radios, CD and laser

disc players. In addition, the Vivid 3D Theater is fully

compatible and compliments Dolby Pro Logic®.

Surprisingly Affordable
NuReality offers a compete

tlimily of althrdable Vivid 31)

products. The Vivid 31)

"theater retails for on :y

S249.95. Call today to order,

and begin to hear what you \

been missing.

Like the Vivid 31) Theater, the award -

winning Vix id 31) Studio adds a new Icvel of

audio excitement to portable stereo SyStC111S.
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0

"A heightened audio experience
and an easy, low-cost way of
achieving it...lf you want to

upgrade your system's sonics
without replacing the primary

hardware, NuFteality's black box
may be just what you're looking

for." -
Sound and Image Magazine ,

Winter 1995

NUREALITY°
290- Daimler St. Santa Ana, LA 92705

714-442-1080
ht I p: xcxcxc.nurralitc.clnn
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Phantom Speaker Effect

Only Yamaha Cinema DS.° creates phantom speakers

to fully replicate a multi -speaker movie theater. So

2'CINEMA DSP you'll 'tear sounds everywhere in

the room. Even in places where

there aren't speakers. We also offer multi -room,

multi -source capabilities far increased flexibility

One minute, you're eating popcorn at home. The next, you're being transported to the wilds of Africa. The swamps
of Montana seventy million years ago. Or even the moon. With Yamaha Cinema DSP, anything's possible. o That's
because only Cinema DSP can create the ultimate cinematic experience, right in your living room. We accomplish this
through a unique method of multiplying the effects of Digital Sound Field Processing and Dolby Pro Logic!' o Digital
Sound Field Processing is Yamaha's exclusive technology that reproduces some of the finest performance spaces in the
world. o Yamaha audio scientists measured the actual acoustic properties of these performance venues. Then trans-
ferred that information to microchips that go into our AN receivers. So you can access it in your home at the touch of a
button. o And our digitally processed Dolby Pro Logic allows us to place dialogue and sound effects around the room,
matching the action on the screen. o These two technologies enable us to accurately replicate the full ambiance of a
multi -speaker movie theater, in an ordinary listening room. o All of which means we're able to offer a growing line of
home theater components with Cinema DSP that outperform other comparatively priced products on the market.

c 1995 Yamaha Electronics Corporation. l'SA. Cinema DSP is a trademark of N'amaha Electronics Corporation. Dolhy Pro Logic is a registered trademark of Dolby laboratories licensing Corporation.



New RX-V2090

IL

The RX-V2090. Easy -to -use features plus state-of-the-art technology. Like learning remote

control, on -screen display, 7 -channel amplification, DSP, Cinema DSP and AC -3 compatibility.

And that brings us to the RX-V2090 Home Theater A/V Receiver. One of this year's most
exciting new components. As you'd imagine, it comes with everything we've already men-
tioned.  But, it also offers advanced features you might not expect in a single unit. Like
multi -room, multi -source capabilities with two remotes for independent control of main
system A/V sources from another listening room.  The RX-V2090 has 7 -channel amplification with 100w mains and
center, and 35w front and rear effects. Pre -outs on all channels. 5 audio and 4 audio/video inputs with S -Video
terminals. Yamaha linear damping circuitry. Plus discrete 5.1 channel line inputs for AC -3. And 10 DSP programs
including 70mm movie theater.  Of course, not everyone has the need for a component this comprehensive. That's
why we offer a full line of six new A/V receivers. So you can choose the one that's best for you.  Which means
now all you have to worry about is cleaning up after those elephants before your next trip. yAmAHA
 For the dealer nearest you, please call 1-800-4YAMAHA.

New RX-V.390

Yamaha Electronics Como -anon, l'SA. P.O. Box 6660 Buena Park. CA 90622



GOOD SOUND! EASY PROGRAMMING! AND

From its debut barely two decades ago,
the VCR has delivered on a very simple promise: to provide oodles of enter-

tainment in our homes by letting us watch what we want when we want. But

for many of us, that's no longer enough. Even as the VCR has become ar in-

tegral part of American life - four out of five of us now own at least one,

and the average household rents at least one tape a week - it has develcped

into a vastly more sophisticated machine. Many of us are npw in the market

for our next machine and are finding that the latest

models can do much more than simply record and StarSight's on -screen
program glide,

play movies and TV shows. displayed here or the

The new generation of VHS Hi-Fi VCR's can Samsunc TX6.3735

TV, is built into

drive an awesome home theater, edit home videos, Samsung's VR3905
VCR :top). Other decks

copy one tape to another, and help you navigate shown are JTC's

quickly through the hundreds of channels now avail- HR-S5200U, Toshiaa's

M761, and
able in the entertainment lanes of the information su- Sony's SLV-78)HF.

perhighway. Virtually all hi-fi models now include

on -screen menus for ultra simple setup, time shifting, and programming.

There are decks that program themselves and set their own clocks automati-

cally using the electronic signals coming over the broadcast airways. (Scrry,

comedy writers, the days are numbered for jokes about the infamous flasting

"12:00.") There are even VCR's that skip commercials cluing playback so

you can watch your favorite TV shows without interruption.
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The StarSight program guide is featured in the GVR-E469
from Goldstar ($550), a model that also offers audio level meters and

a multibrand TVNCR remote with jog/shuttle control.

Hitachi's VTF594A editing VCR ($499) has a tape navigation
feature that displays recording information on screen. Both front and

rear A/V jacks are included for easier camcorder hookup.

A Super VHS VCR such as JVC's HR-S5200U ($850) provides

400 lines of horizontal resolution, suitable for recording high -quality
broadcasts delivered via a Digital Satellite System.
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The VRT262AT from Magnavox ($280) is an economy -minded
machine that offers on -screen programming as well as a host of

automatic features, including digital tracking.

Hi-fi is definitely the way to go if
you're in the market for a new VCR.
Sure, you can buy a mono machine
with two video heads for about $150,
and a four -head mono deck renders
better freeze-frames and other special
effects for as little as $200, but for just
a bit more cash a four -head VHS Hi-Fi
stereo VCR delivers many more fea-
tures. Since engineers a decade ago
began using the entire width of video-
tape to store the audio portion of a re-
cording, VCR's have been delivering
true high-fidelity audio comparable to
the sound of compact discs. Prior to
this development, audio was carried
only on a skinny track on the edge of
the videotape. That was okay when
just about everyone was playing back
tapes through the tiny, tinny speakers
on the sides of 19- and 21 -inch TV's,
before the advent of home theater.

VHS Hi-Fi is the stepping -off point
for surround sound, including Dolby
Pro Logic, the de -facto standard for
the enveloping sound of home theater.
Whether you rent tapes at the corner
video store or buy them to add to your
library, just about all movies on video-
cassette are encoded with Dolby Sur-
round, so all you have to do is add a
surround -sound processor, a few ex-
tra speakers, and a big -screen TV to a
hi-fi VCR in order to create your own
home theater.

There's good news for your pocket-
book, too: Prices for hi-fi VCR's now
start at under $300, a terrific value
readily appreciated by those of us who
bought our first mono recorder ten
years ago for twice that sum. Because
of the low prices and high -quality
sound reproduction, as well as the
growing popularity of home theater,
hi-fi models now make up about a
third of all VCR sales.

alf the models currently of-
fered by JVC, the company
that developed VHS and VHS
Hi-Fi, are hi-fi units, includ-
ing the top -of -the -line HR-
IP820U ($600). This model is
also the first VCR to feature
a new system developed by

Gemstar called Index Plus+, which
stores program information in a deck's
memory when a tape is recorded. That
way you can keep an index of your
tape library in the machine. Specific
program information can be called up
on screen at a later time without hav-
ing to reinsert the tape.

There's evidence that easier -to -use
VCR's are making an impact. A study
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this past summer by the Electronic In-
dustries Association (EIA) showed
that nearly 80 percent of VCR users
record programs regularly, and about a
third of them tape once a week or
more, reflecting the new one- or two -
button recording procedures. This data
would seem to indicate that the flash-
ing "12:00" can indeed be banished.
But if you're still uncomfortable set-
ting the clock on your VCR, several
companies have an answer. Auto clock
set, a feature first introduced by Sony
last year, automatically sets the date
and time using signals transmitted
over the air by PBS stations. Some
stations also deliver the station ID and
program title. Sony now offers the
auto clock set feature in three models,
the SLV-740HF ($449), SLV-780HF
($499), and SLV-940HF ($549).

f you want to view what you've
recorded without advertising in-
terruptions, RCA is offering the
VR678HF VCR ($499) with the
Commercial Free system, which
detects and marks commercial
segments on a tape during and af-
ter recording so that in playback

the VCR automatically skips past
them. Three minutes of commercials
can be skipped in about 10 seconds,
during which time a blue screen is dis-
played. Instead of skipping all com-
mercials automatically, you have the
option of initiating the feature manual-
ly (with a single button press on the
remote) or quick -scanning commer-
cials on screen.

Among other features of the RCA
VR678HF is VCR Plus+, developed
by Gemstar a few years back to sim-
plify programmed recording. Gemstar
roared ahead of the programming pack
by placing its VCR Plus+ codes in
newspapers nationwide and signing up
virtually all VCR suppliers for the ser-
vice. VCR users could now tape a pro-
gram just by punching up a few code
numbers. Recent improvements to
VCR Plus+ have integrated the control
of cable converter boxes while further
simplifying the programming process.

Similar quick -record features are
being incorporated into advanced ver-
sions of on -screen program guides,
which are designed to navigate
through the many offerings on cable,
satellite, and broadcast TV. One such
program guide, the StarSight system,
began to appear in TV sets last year
and is now available in VCR's as
well, including Magnavox's VRT762
($500), Goldstar's GVR-E469 ($550),

Mitsubishi's HS -U510 ($499) has an A:tive AIV Network

for providing a remote link to the company's TV's, plus CenterTrack
video heads for optimum performance on lesser -quality tapes.

Panasonic's PV -45E4 ($430) includes the Spatializer system
for simulating surround sound from two speakers. The remote provides

direct access to a broadcast's Secondary Audio Program.

The Commercial Free system in RCA's VR678HF ($499)
marks advertisements during and after recording. In playback, the VCR

skips three minutes of commercials in 10 seconds.

The StarSight-equipped VR8905 from Samsung ($550)
has the company's Diamond Head system. designed to reduce wear and

consequently extend the life of the deck's video heads.
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Among decks providing the VCR Plus+ programming system
is Sharp's VC-H945U ($410), which also features a trilingual on -screen

display (English/Spanish/French) and an automatic head cleaner.

Sony. which introduced the first VCR with automatic
clock set, now offers the feature in an expanded line of models,

including the SLV-780HF ($499).

The M761 ($499) is one of three models from Toshiba
that have six video heads and a flying preamp to help improve the

picture quality of tapes recorded in the EP mode.

Among the convenience features of Zenith's VR4225HF ($330)
are soft -touch tape loading, a dimmed display when the deck is off,

and automatic clock adjustment for Daylight -Savings Time.

Samsung's VR8905 ($550), Zenith's
VR4295 ($650), and Sony's SLV-
980HF ($699). StarSight provides a
color grid of capsule program descrip-
tions and allows the viewer to select
programs by "theme" (sports, movies,
etc.) or customize the guide to reflect
favorite programs. Even better, Star -
Sight enables VCR users to tape pro-
grams by simply highlighting the de-
sired program and pressing "record."
StarSight is also available in a grow-
ing number of TV's and in a stand-
alone set -top box. Subscription price
for the service is about $4 a month.

To monitor recordings more readi-
ly, Hitachi's VTF594A editing VCR
($499) includes a front -panel LCD as
well as a tape navigation feature that
displays on screen the date, time,
channel, and recording length when a
tape is inserted into the deck. Hitachi
also provides a jog/shuttle dial on both
the front panel and the remote control
for easier home -video editing, plus
front and rear AN jacks for simpler
camcorder hookup. Decks that, like
the VTF594A, are designed for editing
also feature a flying erase head, which
follows the same path as the record
head, generating more precise edits
and thereby eliminating defects such
as incomplete scene changes and color
smearing.

anufacturers of VHS Hi-
Fi VCR's continue to re-
fine basic video recording
technology to deliver bet-
ter resolution - especial-
ly in the EP mode, which
viewers regularly choose
to triple the recording time

of a tape. Toshiba offers VCR's with
six video heads and a flying preamp
for improved picture quality of tapes
recorded in the EP mode. The M781
($549) also includes digital technolo-
gy for reducing picture noise in the lu-
minance and color signals, which is
helpful for heavily used tapes, such as
rental cassettes and children's videos.

Sharp now equips all of its hi-fi
VCR's with I9 -micron Exact Track
video heads. Thinner than the stan-
dard, 26 -micron heads, they are de-
signed to give clearer pictures in the
EP mode. Sharp's VC-H948U ($440)
also has a trilingual on -screen dis-
play (English/Spanish/French), an au-
tomatic head cleaner, VCR Plus+ with
cable -box control, auto clock set, front
A/V jacks, and a high-speed rewind
that can completely rewind a 120 -
minute tape in 2.4 minutes.
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Model Twelve
Wins Hands -Down!"

Imagine being able to
take the accurate, full -
range sound of a high-
performance music system
with you wherever you go.

Our first transportable
system, Model Eleven",
literally stunned the audio
press. Stereo Review called it
"A true high-fidelity system
that can hold its own with
others many
price...the maximum volume is as impressive
as its quality...it has no equal."

Our new Model TWelve has all the perfor-
mance and features of our original Model
Eleven, with even more features for the
serious or professional user.

"The clarity at high l'olume diturfs
any portable unit. It is a high-tech
il'oncter." The Village Voice

Model Thvelve's patented BassCase is a very
compact 17 7/2" x 10 72" x 7 1/2". Yet inside
there's room to hold the system's sophisticated

Patented BassCase- subwoofer opens to store the
amplifier and satellite speakers, and has additional
storage spaceforyour portable CD player and CDs.

$79999
Model Twelve includes two-way satellite
speakers, a,fullfratured three -channel
amplifier with electronic crossover and

BassCase subwoofer/carrying case.

three -channel amplifier with built-in
crossover; high-performance two-way satellite
speakers; your portable CD player and several
CDs. Unpack the components and the
BassCase closes and becomes the system's
subwoofer. Connect your portable CD or tape
player, and you've got a compact package that
rivals the best home systems.

"It will blow ivtullipllops off"
Rolling Stone

Model Thvelve's sound can easily fill a large
classroom or a small auditorium. It has three
inputs, tape -monitor, headphone jack, stereo -
mono switch and subwoofer level control.

Model Thvelve is perfect for making
professional presentations. Many of our
customers (including famous musicians,
actors and dancers) use it as a second system
for their offices, bedrooms or studies. Then
when they go on vacation, or to a London
recording session, Model 7Welve quickly packs
up to go with them.

It can be powered by 110 or 12 volts (and
220 volts with an optional power supply). Use
it in Europe, in an RV, or on a boat! It fits
under airline seats, or can be checked as

Stereo Review
November, 1995

baggage. It includes
speaker cables and
110 and 12 -volt
adapters. With our
optional 12 -volt
rechargeable batteries,
you can use Model
7Welve literally
anywhere.

"Even demanding listeners can now
live out of a suitcase -literally."

The New York Times

Model TWelve is available factory -direct for
only 5799" with a 30 -day Total Satisfaction
Guarar.tee. Listen in your home with your
music. If you aren't satisfied, return it within
30 days for a full refund. We even reimburse

your original UPS ground
shipping charges in the
continental U.S.

To order factory -direct,
for a free catalog, or
for the locations of

14 our New England and
Northern California
factory stores, call...

CAMBRIDGE

1-800-FOR-HIFI
(1-800-367-4434)

CAMBRIDGE
SOUNDWORKS
Critically Acclaimed. Factory -Direct.
311 Needham Street, Suite 102D, Newton, MA 02164

Fax: 617-332-9229
Canada: 1-800-525-4434

Outside U.S. or Canada: 617-332-5936
,:arnbridgt SoundWorks

"1". 41 -
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Now that VCR's almost universally
offer easy setup, programming, and re-
cording, many are incorporating quite
specialized features as well. Panason-
ic's new line of hi -ti VCR's makes it
easier for the visually impaired to en-
joy programs. The remote control in-
cluded with these decks has a dedicat-
ed button (dimpled for location by
touch) that provides direct access to
the Secondary Audio Program (SAP)
used on some TV broadcasts for De-
scriptive Video Services (DVS). Most
TV's and VCR's only allow access
from an on -screen menu.

Just as the VCR has become more
sophisticated in two decades, so have
the program sources available to it.
Laserdiscs, Hi8 and S -video cam-
corder tapes, satellite TV, and even

some cable TV systems offer excellent
audio and video. If you want topnotch
reproduction and you already have a
TV with an S -video connector, consid-
er a Super VHS (S -VHS) VCR. For a
few hundred dollars more than the
standard hi-fi deck, you can get accu-
rate reproduction of programs taped
from your 400 -line -resolution Digital
Satellite System (DSS), dub your Hi8
or S -VHS home -video tapes at compa-
rable quality, or simply achieve the
best -quality analog video recording of
your favorite TV show. Next year
there will be a whole new category of
digital VCR's to capture digital signals
(see "The 'D' Words" on this page).

RCA says its VR725HF S -VHS
VCR ($699) offers "Digital Satellite
System compatibility," with 400 lines

of resolution through the S -video con-
nection. The deck also includes VCR
Plus+ with cable -box control and a re-
mote with digital jog/shuttle control
for frame -by -frame viewing.

For added convenience in dubbing,
Go -Video and Goldstar offer several
dual -well VCR's that allow one -button
copying from one tape to another. The
8mm-to-VHS GVR-DD1 from Gold-
star ($900) is a mono unit, but the
company expects to market a hi-fi
model next year. Go -Video's GV-4060
($899) includes two four -head hi-
fi decks for VHS -to -VHS dubbing.
while the GV-8050 ($1,099) makes
8mm-to-VHS copies and, combined
with a computer and special software,
can serve as part of a very simple yet
flexible video editing system.

DVD, D -VI IS, and DVCR
VIDEO IS GOING DIGITAL, PROMPTING

many viewers to wonder about the future of
videotape. Every day it seems we hear about
new digital technologies - tiny satellite

dishes, compact digital videodiscs (DVD's) - that will rel-
egate videotape to the realm of quaint, formerly domi-
nant technologies, alongside the vinyl LP and black -and -
white TV. Indeed, DVD players have been promised for
next year at prices around $500, and the five -inch digital
discs will begin showing up in video stores.

Still, tape lovers need not worry. Videotape will be
around for a long time - and it's already adapting for the
digital age. By this time next year you should be able to
walk into a store and buy a D -VHS VCR. In this case the
"D" means "data," not "digital," referring to the stan-
dard developed by JVC that essentially modifies a Super
VHS (S -VHS) machine to record and play back a digital
bitstream imported from a Digital Satellite System (DSS)
or other digital source. Thomson Consumer Electronics,
which markets RCA, Proscan, and GE, says it will intro-
duce a D -VHS VCR next year for under $500, and JVC in-
tends to have its first model ready by the end of 1996.

On the other hand, some observers maintain that a D -
VHS VCR will just be an interim device until a true digi-
tal VCR (DVCR) comes on the market in another year or
two. DVCR's will themselves have the technology to de-
code the compressed video signals that will be the main-
stay of the digital video era. Compression is one of the
key enabling technologies of digital video transmission
and storage, and it has progressed rapidly in just the
past two years. At last winter's Consumer Electronics
Show in Las Vegas, Sony demonstrated a DVCR that ren-
dered resolution every bit as impressive as that of the
DVD players also on display.

Nevertheless, in the past two decades most American
consumers have voted with their wallets for the "just
okay" picture quality of standard VHS over the higher -
resolution images provided by the more expensive laser -
disc and S -VHS formats, so the appeal of digital technolo-
gy's spectacular pictures is still a big question. The real
benefits of DVCR's - in fact, of all digital video - will
most likely lie in the vast capacity for storage, the readi-
ness for manipulation, and the relative ease of high -
quality transmission. - J.B.
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Add gat sound and powerful bass
to your computer, TV, radio, CD player

or anything \vith a headphone jack)

Now you can add room -filling, high-fidelity
sound to almost any product you own, at an
incredibly affordable price.

Simply plug the award -winning
SoundWorks amplified speaker system into
any headphone jack (on your radio, TV, boom
box, portable cassette or CD player, multime-
dia computer, etc.). Then turn it on.

You won't believe your ears.

"Seemingly impossible"
Audio Magazine

SoundWorks' powerful built-in
amplifier, twin compact speakers,
and subwoofer provide incredible,
room -filling sound and powerful
bass. Designed by Audio Hall of
Fame member Henry Kloss, it may well
be his most exciting product ever - and the
most affordable.

Never before has so much high quality,
wide -range, natural, "big" sound come from
such a small, affordable system. It makes it
easy for you to have great sound anywhere.

"For the home or effice,
SoundWorks hits the right note."

PC Magazine

Sound Works' great sound and compact size
makes it ideal for many situations or loca-
tions where a large, conventional sound sys-
tem doesn't make sense. It has magnetically
shielded satellite speakers, so SoundWorks is
ideal for use as a multimedia speaker system
with your PC or Mac.

SoundWorks works on 110 or 12 -volts, so it's perfectfor cars, RV's
and boats. With our optional canybag ($4999), it makes an ideal
musical traveling companion. You can even play it in the canybag.

$219"
system with satellite speakers

and subwoofer with built-in amplifiers

"More than enough juice to fill
an entire room with sound"

MacUser Magazine

It also fits easily into smaller rooms - like
kitchens, dens, and bedrooms. Use it with your
TV, clock radio. boom box, or Walkman. With
a portable CD player, it makes a great sound
system for a small apartment or college dorm.

SoundWorks operates on either 120 or 12
volts, so you can also use it in boats. campers
and cars. And with our optional carrybag, you
can even travel with it.

How it works
SoundWorks consists of a powerful

subwoofer and two compact satellite speakers
finished in your choice of either charcoal gray.

or in "computer -beige." Mini -
stands are included, or you can
attach the satellites to a
computer monitor or TV with the
supplied velcro kit.

The shoebox-sized subwoofer
reproduces only non -directional
bass, so it can be placed under
your desk, or in back of furniture.
It contains a powerful 3 -channel
amplifier that's been precisely
tailored to match the speaker
drivers. Its control panel includes
a bass level control to adjust the
subwoofer output for the size of
your room.

CAMBRIDGE
SouriLAVOIS,

When CD-ROM World magazine tested 20
amplified systems for overall sound quality,
SoundWorks was rated first- ahead of all
other systems. (The second and third place
systems cost $399 and $699!1

"The sounds that had
been held prisoner inside
my portable radio and TV
were amazing."

Audio Magazine

You can buy SoundWorks direct
from Cambridge SoundWorks, or at
cost-efficient Best

Buy stores.

Factory -Direct
Savings

SoundWorks is available factory -direct for
only 219w with a full 30 -day risk -free home
audition. Listen to it in your home, with your
music. :f you aren't completely satisfied,
return it within 30 days for a full refund.

We even reimburse your
original UPS ground
shipping charges in
the continental U.S. Call
today.

To order
factory -direct,

--"dit for a free catalog,
or for the nearest
store location, call

1-800-FOR-HIFI
kl-800-367-4434)

- -
CAMBRIDGE
SOUNDWORKS 8

Critically Acclaimed. Factory -Direct.
.,11 Needham Sat Suite 102D. Newton. MA 121o1

Fax:617-332-9229
Canada:1-800-525-4434

Outside U.S. orCanada: 617-332-5936
C 105 Cambridge SoundWorks
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b v Howard Ferstler

Olt "
A Comprehensive Guide

The purpose of a high-
fidelity system is to
deliver accurately re-
produced sound to the
listener. Consequently,
it should make itself as
invisible as possible,

enabling discs, tapes, radio - or even
video programs - to be enjoyed to
the fullest.

There are times, however, during
the arrangement of equipment in one's
home or when shopping for new gear,
when it is important to ignore art and
listen to the sound of the equipment.
Even when you are fully satisfied with
your equipment and its installation, it
is a good idea occasionally to devote
some time to cold-blooded analysis of
how well it is operating. When you do
that systematically, you are engaged in
critical listening. Our goal here is to
explain what to listen for, share some
techniques, and suggest some record-
ings you might find useful.

What It's All About
It is important at the outset to under-
stand what you can realistically expect
to achieve by means of critical listen-
ing, for although the ear is the ideal
tool for certain types of audio detec-
tive work it is not very efficient at all
for others. In the case of most basic
electronic audio components, such as
amplifiers and CD players, a charac-
teristic "sound" is rare with modern
equipment. If you hear something

1 amiss, it is usually a malfunction of
ii some sort or an indication that the
§ component is misadjusted or being op-
i crated beyond its limits (demanding

more output from an amplifier than it

can deliver, for example). It is even
possible in the process of listening in-
tently for your imagination to fill in
the blanks for uncooperative reality.

So except in pathological cases,
most of the things you might want to
know about the performance of pri-
marily electronic components (ampli-
fier power, tuner sensitivity, and so
forth) are more readily and reliably
determined by lab testing than by ear.
You certainly will not be able to pin-
point the very low-level distortions
introduced by typical, well -adjusted
electronic gear.

Loudspeaker performance and room/
speaker interactions are another matter
completely. Complex radiation pat-
terns, irregular frequency response (at
least relative to electronic compo-
nents), wall and floor reflections, and
varying levels of distortion can make
it difficult to correlate what is mea-
sured with what is heard. This is the
realm in which a trained, attentive ear
is supremely valuable. Once the quali-
ty of the electronic components is
deemed adequate, critical listening
will mostly involve the subjective, but
disciplined, evaluation of loudspeaker
systems in suitable rooms.

There are a number of things to con-
sider when critically listening to a
sound system. One major factor will
be whether the listening room itself
works with the hardware or against it.
That is obviously important when set-
ting up, adjusting, or relocating an ex-
isting set of speakers, but it is also vi-
tal when shopping for them.

Although many high -end audio spe-
cialty shops have impressive audition-
ing rooms that complement the behav-

ior of some speakers, the almost re-
cording -studio quality of such setups
eclipses what most listeners have
available at home. Typically, such
rooms have sound -deadening or sound -
scattering panels installed in well cho-
sen but visually unsettling locations,
and the room size, shape. and overall
decor may dictate speaker positioning
that is rarely feasible in a home envi-
ronment. Therefore, despite their often
impressive acoustic credentials, many
high -end -store listening rooms are not
suitable for critically evaluating speak-
er systems designed for the home.

On the other hand, most mainstream
audio and audio/video stores (particu-
larly those that also sell appliances)
have environments that are acoustical-
ly inferior to what nearly any enthusi-
ast will have at home. At such estab-
lishments, auditions often take place
in large, noisy, acoustically live rooms
that work against speaker systems de-
signed for use in home listening situa-
tions. In addition, it may not be possi-
ble to place two pairs of speakers opti-
mally for a decent comparison, and
the amplifiers employed, often work-
ing in conjunction with a flimsy switch
box and dozens of feet of small -gauge
"speaker wire," may lack the power to
drive some systems to adequate levels
in the large, noisy space.

Although it probably won't hurt to
engage in casual comparison listening
in such environments, the smart equip-
ment shopper will make it a point to
do serious critical listening in a more
workable area. If the dealer's demon-
stration room is not satisfactory (and a
good dealer will be aware of that), it
may be possible to borrow a couple of
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Critical lisleoloo
systems to try out at home. That may
be a lot to ask of a chain -store sales
clerk, but many specialty shops will
let you try certain floor models at
home - if you are a regular customer,
look clean, and leave a deposit.

Once a decent environment is avail-
able, another consideration will be the
recordings listened to. Poor ones may
simply reveal their own shortcomings
rather than the imperfections of the
equipment. Indeed, good, nuance -re-
vealing speaker systems may sound
worse than inferior ones if the record-
ing itself is bad. Try to familiarize
yourself with a number of good releas-
es and use those as measuring rods
during your evaluations. Even before
you turn the hardware on, the art of
critical listening requires good record-
ings and a room you're familiar with.

When developing your critical -lis-
tening faculties, whether to critique or
properly install your present system or
simply to refine your shopping profi-
ciency, there is no substitute for prac-
tice. It pays to cultivate your listening
skills before shopping for any kind of
hardware, particularly speakers.

What to Listen For
When practicing it is important to be
aware of the following aspects of per-
formance.

Smoothness. Nobody will dispute
the value of smoothness when it
comes to speaker sound. Just what is
this quality, though? One way to rec-
ognize it is to familiarize yourself with
the sounds of speaker systems that
have received outstanding reviews.
Better, though, is to have some famil-
iarity with the real thing: Attend a live
concert or two (symphonic, jazz, folk
music, whatever) where nonelectric,
acoustic instruments and unamplified
singers are performing. Then, as soon
as possible after a performance, audi-
tion a top-quality recording of similar
music on a good system.

With a proper recording, a smooth -
sounding system will not emphasize
any particular part of the audible
bandwidth. The treble will not be
harsh or projected, the midrange will
not be heavily emphasized (or sup-
pressed), vocals will not have a nasal
or buzzy quality, and the bass will be
naturally full when called for but will
not boom or intrude excessively.

A jazz album that sounds smooth on
any fine system is Joe Williams's "I
Just Want to Sing" (Delos 4004), and
Not Drowning, Waving's "Claim"
(Reprise 26181) is a rock CD with

POP RECORDINGS

FOR CRITICAL LISTENING

Because of the elaborate
multiple -microphone techniques
used for most pop -music

recordings, relatively few will deliver
the soundstage "realism" found
in many classical releases. But a good
number do have plenty of dynamic
impact, bandwidth, and clarity, and
some do present a decent soundstage.
Here are a few that can help you in the
exercise of critical listening. Although
their strengths vary, most display
a balance of good focus (particularly
with piano and drums when
those instruments are present), precise
imaging, decent stage depth,
and often substantial dynamic impact.

Warren Bernhardt: Heat of the
Moment. DMP CD -468.

Jim Brock: Tropic Affair.
Reference Recordings CD -468.

Matt Catlingub: Your Friendly,
Neighborhood Big Band.
Reference Recordings RR-14CD.

Donald Hagen: Kamakiriad.
Reprise 45230.

Flim and the BB's: Vintage BB's.
DMP CD -486.

l'eter Gabriel: Security. Geffen 2011.
George Gershwin: Piano
Improvisations. Special Music 6039.

Tom Harrell: Passages.
Chesky JD -64.

Dick Hyman: From the Age of Swing.
Reference Recordings RR-59CD.

Janis Ian: Breaking Silence.
Morgan Creek 20023.

Sara K.: Play on Words.
Chesky JD -105.

Chuck Loeb: Balance. DMP CD -484.

Van Manakas and Jim Brock:
Letters from the Equator.
Reference Recordings RR-56CD.

Bonnie Raitt: Luck of the Draw.
Capitol 96211.

Oystein Sevag: Link.
Windham Hill 11123.

Bobby Short: Swing That Music.
Telarc 83317.

The Timeless All -Stars: Essence.
Delos 4006.

Jennifer Warnes: The Hunter.
Private Music 82089.

Phil Woods: Here's to My Lady.
Chesky JD -3.

Yellow Jackets: Four Corners.
MCA 4994.

ZZ Top: Antenna. RCA 66317.

notable smoothness, as is Billy Dean's
country-and-western "Fire in the Dark"
(Liberty 98947). An excellent example
of smoothness in a classical vein is the
Chandos CD (8849) of Mussorgsky's
Pictures at an Exhibition.

Clarity. For some people, this as-
pect of performance is the very defini-
tion of high fidelity. Yet clarity can be
a tricky item. Some highly regarded
speaker systems, because of the shape
of their radiation patterns or the slope
of their direct -field midrange frequen-
cy response, have the ability to pro-
duce almost headphone -like clarity -
an effect that surpasses what would be
encountered in a good mid -hall seat at
a live performance. In addition, some
listeners sit very close to their speaker
systems, and that will always have a
profound effect on perceived clarity.
Some speakers withstand close-up lis-
tening better than others.

Actually, many listeners, particular-
ly those who have never attended a
live acoustic performance in a good
hall, would be shocked by how "muf-
fled" a live presentation may sound in
comparison with a typical recording.
When playing a good recording, a
well -designed pair of speakers with
flat, smooth output both on- and off-
axis will present a blend of ambience
and clarity that mimics a good live
performance. A clear -sounding system
will not sound muffled and yet will
also not be overly crisp, brassy, or stri-
dent. Finally, when listening for clarity
pay attention to the system's behavior
at high listening levels. Some amplifi-
ers will overload at such outputs, and
when that happens even a good pair of
speakers can seem to muddy up.

Fred Hersch's "Forward Motion"
(Chesky JD -55) is a jazz recording
that will demonstrate the clarity poten-
tial of any sound system, and Annie
Lennox's "Diva" (Arista 18704) dis-
plays excellent pop -music clarity. The
Boston Pops' "America, the Dream
Goes On" (Philips 412 627) reveals
excellent clarity throughout.

Bandwidth. Using recordings with
a wide frequency response, particular-
ly in terms of deep bass, note whether
the system covers the frequency ex-
tremes that your musical tastes de-
mand. With a recorded segment hav-
ing a good deal of treble energy -
clashing symbols or a triangle, for in-
stance - listen for a sense of detail
and articulation, as opposed to a muf-
fled blur. Note also if the middle bass
is boomy, because many speakers
have peaks in that range, giving the
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We couldn't have
said it better ow:selves.

- excerpts from Audio Magazine, hr Atunony H. Cordesinan
11)

"In short, the
Adcom GFA-5800
stands out even in a
world where almost
all amplifiers now
sound good. yy

"...this is a product that
deserves attention. yy

"You may be
surprised to find
out how good
your speakers are
when you first try
an amplifier of
this quality. pp

"It does everything
exceptionally well for
its price, and its upper
midrange and treble and
overall musicality are
hard to find in any ampli-
fier not costing at least
twice its price range. pp

Thin is the kind of
product that shows
the best of the high
end can be made
truly affordable. pp

"The imaging, soundstage,
dynamics, 2nd transparency of
the Adcom GFA-5800 had the
kind of realism and integration
I only expect to find in far more
expensive products. pp

44/1 is also a little difficult to
believe that this amplifier is in
the $1500 price range. yy

"Just as Adcom once
changed the standards of the
power amplifier market with
the 555, it has introduced a
new product that may similarly
change the market again. py

The Adcom GFA-5800 amplifier is quite possibly the best amplifier you may ever hear.
We know it sounds better than others selling for more than twice its price. Delivering 250
watts continuous per channel into 8 ohms between 20 Hz and 20 kHz, its circuit design and
component specifications are in a class by itself.

But you don't have to take our word for it. Send us your name and address and we will
send you a reprint of Audio's review as well as detailed literature. Or better yet, simply ask to
listen to the GFA-5800. Your ears will tell you
all you need to know. Send me Audios review and detailed literature on the

Adcom GFA-5800.

Name

Address

City State Zip

X Mail to: Adcom. I I Elkins Road. East Brunswick. NJ 08816 U.S.A.
Distributed in Canada by PRO ACOUSTICS INC. Montreal. Quebec (514) 344-1226

CIRCLE NO. 5 ON READER SERVICE CARD

ADCOM°
details you can hear

II Elkins Road. East Brunswick, NJ 08816 U.S.A. (908) 390-1130.



impression of punchy, deep bass even
though the fundamentals may not be
accurately reproduced at all.

An excellent bandwidth test, partic-
ularly for the deep bass, is Flim and
the BB's' "Big Notes" (DMP CD -
454), with its sub -25 -Hz synthesizer
tones, and Rickie Lee Jones's "Traffic
from Paradise" (Geffen 24602) also
has an impressive frequency spread.

Distortion. In speaker systems,
midrange and treble distortion will
usually not be apparent until very high
listening levels are achieved. At nor-
mal levels, most of the unpleasant
speaker artifacts we hear in the range
above the bass have to do with non-
uniform dispersion, irregular frequen-
cy response, or room influences. Much

of the actual "distortion" we hear at
high levels may be the amplifier clip-
ping - when, for example, a cymbal
clash takes on a splattering sound.

With the volume cranked up, few
recordings will exercise the midrange
and treble potential of an amp/speaker
combination better than Bob Mintzer's
"Art of the Big Band" (DMP CD -
479), Cedar Walton's "Cedar Walton
Plays" (Delos 4008), or the Reference
Recordings (RR-57CD) release of
John Rutter's Requiem.

Bass distortion, on the other hand,
may be fairly easy to detect, and some
speaker systems will have significant
amounts of it at very low frequencies,
particularly at high sound levels. Am-
plifier clipping can also simulate

CLASSICAL RECORDINGS FOR CRITICAL LISTENING

the advent of the compact disc led to the creation of a multitude of expertly
made recordings that can highlight the qualities of a good system. Each of the
CD's below has its strong points, but all display a well -focused soundstage

(especially when solo performers are involved), balanced tonality, good environmental
ambience, and an outstanding sonic blend, along with fine clarity and an often
exciting dynamic range. Except where noted, these are orchestral recordings.

William Alwyn: Symphony No. 3;
Violin Concerto. Chandos 9187.

American Tribute. Summit 127.
Arie Antiche. Claves 50-9023
(vocal and harpsichord).

Johann Sebastian Bach: Orchestral
Suites. Hyperion 66701/2.

Bela Bartok: Miraculous Mandarin.
Zoltan Kodaly: Hary Janos; Dances
of Galanta. Delos 3083.

Aaron Copland: Rodeo; Billy the
Kid; El Salon Mexico; Danzon
Cubano. Argo 440 639.

Peter Maxwell Davies:
Strathclyde Concertos Nos. 3 and 4.
Collins 12392.

Norman Dello Joio: Antiphonal
Fantasy on a Theme of
Vincenzo Albrici. Robert Plane!:
Concerto for Trumpet and
Strings. Vincent Persichetti:
The Hollow Men. Charles Ives:
Variations on "America." Summit 145.

Fiesta. Reference RR-38CD.

George Frederic Handel: Water
Music. Harmonia Mundi 907010.

Joseph Haydn: String Quartets,
Op. 54, Nos. 1 and 2.
Deutsche Harmonia Mundi 77028.

Franz Liszt: Piano Concertos
Nos. I and 2; Hungarian Fantasy;
Totentanz. London 433 075.

Gustav Mahler: Symphony No. 3;
Kindertotenlieder. Chandos 9117/8.

Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart:
Die Zauherflote. Telarc 80302
(excerpts, 80345).

Sergei Prokofiev: Alexander Nevsky.
Dmitri Shostakovich: Symphony
No. 9. Dorian 90169.

Jean Philippe Rameau: Pieces de
Clavecin; Suite in A Major. Reference
RR-27CD (harpsichord).

Maurice Ravel: Shehirazade;
Ma Mere l'Oye; La Valse. EMI 54204.

Nikolai Rimsky-Korsakov:
Scheherazade; Russian Easter Overture.
RCA 61173.

Gioacchino Rossini: Arias.
London 425 430 (vocals).

Franz Schubert: Symphonies Nos. 5
and 8. Virgin 59273.

Dmitri Shostakovich: Symphony
No. 5; Ballet Suite No. 5 from "The
Bolt." Chandos 8650.

Igor Stravinsky: Firebird Suite;
Petrouchlca. Telarc 80270.

Peter Ilyich Tchaikovsky: Symphony
No. 4; Romeo and Juliet. Telarc 80228.

Trittico. Reference RR-52CD.

woofer -distortion problems. When
evaluating any system make it a point
to listen to one or two recordings with
extremely deep bass. Even if you do
not plan to listen to pipe organ, bass
drum, or synthesizer, a system that can
handle the very low frequencies will
have less trouble with those an octave
or two higher, especially at high levels.

Few recordings will sur-
pass the bass force of the
Argo recording (414 420)
of organ works by Felix
Mendelssohn, with its
powerful sub -20 -Hz organ

pedals. Try Track 8 for a real woofer -
workout treat. Another recording that
will test the limits of both woofers and
amplifiers is the Telarc CD (80041) of
Tchaikovsky's 1812 Overture and Ca-
priccio Italien, with its sub -20 -Hz
cannon (including some fundamentals
to below 15 Hz).

Imaging. Depending on a multi-
tude of factors, a recording may have
as much impact on soundstage focus
as the speakers. Indeed, recording en-
gineers often work to highlight the po-
sitioning of performers who would or-
dinarily be pinpointed by visual cues
at a live performance.

At the playback end, it is important
to remember that speakers with some-
what narrow midrange and treble dis-
persion, at least in rooms that mask
off -axis irregularities, may have the
ability to focus individual performers
more accurately or specifically than
wide -dispersion systems. Neverthe-
less, the latter, while still imaging ade-
quately, may do a better job of simu-
lating the acoustical blend of live -con-
cert sound in the vast majority of lis-
tening rooms. What is most critical is
whether the images formed are stable.
Speaker systems that image well in
normal rooms - those with uniform
off -axis radiation - will not generate
vague or shifting sonic images with a
good recording.

As an example of what to listen for,
it's hard to imagine a recording that
delivers better focus than Paco Pefia's
guitar CD, "Misa Flamenca" (Nimbus
5288), and Laverne Butler's "Day
Dreamin' " (Chesky JD -117) is a fine
example of more popular fare with
fine imaging.

Depth and Ambience. As with
left/right imaging, this aspect of per-
formance will be strongly influenced
by the source material. Recordings
made with "minimalist" techniques
will nearly always do better here than
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THE RM4000 / M3I1 SYSTEM IS AVAILABLE FOR UNDER S999 FOR A LIM TED TIME AT PARTICIP,ITING P0_, AUDIO )EXER3.

"Big Home Theater Sound ...Without The Big Speaker"
INTRODUCING THE RM4000 HOME THEATER SPEAKER SYSTEM

You don't have to sacrifice the look of your

home to get high performance home theater

sound. The amazing new RM4000 is the home

theater version of the RM3000, winner of the

coveted Audio Video International Grand Prix

Award for the best satellite / subwoofer system

for an unprecedented five consecutive years.

The RM4000 comes with three magnetically

shielded satellites, and an easy to hide subwoofer

(choose either black or white). The satellites are

Dealer Locator Number

01 1-800-992-2520

I Ad code: 10011

COMPLETE YOUR RM4000

HOME THEATER SYSTEM WITH AAERICKS

FAVORITE CHOICE FOR REAR SPEAKERS,

THE POLK M311. THEY CAN BE PLACED ON

SHELVES, ON WAllS OR IN CORNERS

THANKS TO THEIR UNIQUE SHAPE AND

BUILT-IN BRACKETS.

Polk
The Speaker Specialists

small enough to fit anywhere, even mount on a

wall with the supplied brackets. But the perfor-

mance is big enough to fill your room with the

award -winning Polk sound.

For more information call

1-800-377-POLK, or dal

our toll -free dealer locator at

1-800-992-2520 to find your

nearest Polk Audio de3;er.

5601 Metro Drive, Baltimore, Maryland 21215 USA (410)358-3600.
"Polk Audio"," The Speaker Specialists" and "Dynamic Balance' are registered trademarks of %.Ik Investment

CIRCLE NO. 51 ON READER SERVICE CARD Corporation used under license by Polk Audio Incorporated



Critical usioniuo

WORKOUTS

Although each of these recordings may display other virtues, individuals looking
for a way to determine if their power amplifiers, woofers, or subwoofers are up to
snuff will appreciate them as critical -listening tools. While occasionally quite

subtle and also sometimes heard only fleetingly, the bass in many of these recordings is
usually very deep, room -filling, and often very powerful. The approximate lowest
frequency range on each disc is noted.

Johann Sebastian Bach: Organ
Works. Telarc 80088 (below 25 Hz).

Billy Barber: Light House.
DMP CD -455 (sub -30 -Hz synthesizer).

Leonard Bernstein: Chichester
Psalms. Samuel Barber: Agnus Dei.
Aaron Copland: In the Beginning;
Three Motets. Hyperion 66219
(sub -25 -Hz organ, sub -40 -Hz drum).

Peter Maxwell Davies: Solstice
of Light; Five Carols; Hymn
to the Word of God. Argo 436 119
(sub -25 -Hz organ).

Marcel Dupre: Symphony in
G Minor: Josef Rheinberger: Organ
Concerto No. I. Telarc 80136
(sub -20 -Hz organ).

Enya: Water Mark. Geffen 24233
(sub -30 -Hz synthesizer).

Paul I lindemith: Organ Works.
Augustinus Kropfreiter: Toccata
Francese. I Distler: Spielstiicke.
Argo 417 159 (sub -20 -Hz organ).

Gustav I lolst: Suites for Band;
Hammersmith. Reference RR-39CD
(sub -35 -Hz drum).

Joseph Jongen: Symphonie
Concertante for Organ and Orchestra.
Cesar Franck: Fantasie in A
Major; Pastorale. Telarc 80096
(sub -20 -Hz organ).

Michael Murray: The Ruffatti Organ
in Davies Symphony Hall.
Telarc 80097 (below 25 Hz).

Organo Deco. Delos 3111
(below 25 Hz).

Pomp & Pipes. Reference
RR-58CD (sub -25 -Hz organ).

Sergei Prokotiev: Symphony No. 5.
Chandos 8576 (sub -35 -Hz drum).

Ottorino Respighi: Pines of Rome;
Roman Festivals; Fountains of Rome.
London 410 145 (sub -30 -Hz organ).

Julius lieubke: Sonata for Organ;
Sonata for Piano. Dorian 90106
(sub -25 -Hz organ).

Robert Noehren Premieres
the New D. E Pilzecker Organ at
the Church of St. Jude. Delos 3045
(sub -20 -Hz organ).

Ned Itorem: Organ Music.
Delos 3076 (below 25 Hz).

John Rutter: Requiem. Reference
RR-57CD (sub -25 -Hz organ).

Camille Saint-Saens: Symphony No. 3.
Philips 412 619 (sub -20 -Hz organ).

Leo Sowerby: Organ Music.
Delos 3075 (below 25 Hz).

Star of Wonder. Reference RR-38CD
(Christmas music, sub -25 -Hz organ).

Richard Strauss: Thus
Spake Zarathustra. Delos 3052
(sub -25 -Hz organ).

Samuel Coleridge Taylor: Ballade
in A Minor; Symphonic Variations on
an Africa Air. George Butterworth:
Two English Idylls. Argo 436 401
(sub -35 -Hz drum).

Ralph Vaughan Williams: Symphony
No. 7; Toward the'Unknown Region.
Chandos 8796 (sub -25 -Hz organ).

The Very Best of Erich Kunzel
and the Cincinnati Pops. Telarc 80401
(sub -20 -Hz synthesizer).

Charles -Marie Widor: Symphony
No. 5. Francis Poulenc: Concerto for
Organ, Strings, and Timpani.
Felix Guilmant: Symphony No. I.
Chandos 9271 (sub -25 -Hz organ).

those made with a multitude of mikes
and a large mixing console. At the oth-
er extreme, while some feel that am-
plifiers and CD players can also en-
hance a recording's sense of depth and
ambience, their subjective influence is
really so small as to be inconsequen-
tial or nonexistent. Amps and compact
disc players do not "soundstage."

Speakers, on the other hand, do in-

fluence reproduction of image depth
and ambience, and systems with wide
and uniform dispersion will typically
be at an advantage over those with
narrower or, especially, less even radi-
ation patterns. With a proper recording
and good speakers, well positioned in
a good room, you should sense both
the front -to -back depth and width of
the soundstage and also be aware of a

certain amount of spaciousness out in
the listening room itself.

Two recordings that have excellent
soundstaging and ambience are David
Zinman's performance of Berlioz's
Symphonie Fantastique on Telarc
(80271) and the Anonymous 4's "An
English Ladymass" (Harmonia Mundi
907080). Bunky Green's "Healing the
Pain" (Delos 4020) proves that a jazz
recording can convey a night -club -like
stage spread and ambience.

The Role of Critical
Thinking
A major element of critical listening is
critical thinking - that is, formulating
clear ideas about what you want your
audio system to accomplish. Think
about what kind of music you listen to
and intelligently determine if the hard-
ware (particularly speakers) you own
dovetails with your lifestyle. The lis-
tening room is an enormous influence
on what you hear. Audition your speak-
ers in a number of locations in the
room with a variety of recordings.

Critical thinking is essen-
tial when shopping for
speakers. It is easy to get
caught up in the rhetoric
of a sales pitch or to be
strongly influenced by

the marvelous ads and catalogs printed
by manufacturers. Critical thinking in-
volves the ability to deal with those in-
fluences while being neither complete-
ly skeptical nor utterly naive. If you
have borrowed a pair of systems to au-
dition at home, you can experiment in-
telligently at your leisure. But if you
cannot borrow them, it is imperative
that you remain disciplined when do-
ing comparisons in a showroom. Take
your time, and do not be afraid to ask
the salesperson to relocate models you
feel are poorly placed, particularly if
the manufacturer gives specific in-
structions about placement.

While listening to top-quality re-
cordings, train yourself to pinpoint
specific highlights or imperfections in
sound -system performance, using live
music as your standard. In time, your
critical -listening abilities will mature
and you will become a bona -fide
"golden ear." o

Howard Ferstler has published a hook
on audio recordings and another on
audiolvideo systems. Between magazine
articles and home -improvement
projects, he is attempting to finish up
two more on the same subjects.
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The Best Surround Speaker in the World.
POLK'S LS f/x HIGH PERFORMANCE SURROUND SPEAKER

"I set out to create the best sounding and most versatile

surround speaker in the world. The critics seem to agree

that I have succeeded." Matthew Polt

"...a rich, warm speaker with bags of bass... a top
notch performer... [they] sound excellent and are
highly versatile." your Own Home Cinema Creat Britain 1995

"The initial effect with the Polks was simply stagger-

ing. The LS fix's were the best surround experience I
have had in my home." Audio Vdeo NewZedand, 1995

"It's the range of these speakers that thrills. They can
make the floor vibrate with their low bass and are
excellent for space -ships flying overhead or the growls
of moving tanks and cranes, just the stuff of which
impressive home cinema is made."

What 1-1, ft (teat Britain, 1995

CIRCLE NO. 61 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Dealer Locator Number

III 1-800-992-2520

Ad code: 10001

polk
The Speaker Specialists

5601 Metro Drive, Baltimore, Maryland 21215 USA (410)358-3600.
"Polk Audio"," The Speaker Specialists" and "Dynamic Balance" are registered trademarks of Polk Investment Corporation used under license by Polk Audio Incorporated.

"...a speaker of considerable sophistication....
[the LS f/x] can transform the surround channel from
a typically flat monochromatic noise to a detached,
spacious and coherent soundfield."

Homefntertamment, Oreat Britain, 1995

Audition the

LS f/x and other

outstanding

Polk home the-

ater speakers at

your local

authorized Polk

dealer or for

information,

call us at

(800) 377-POLK.

Polk's stylish IS f/x surround speakers mount easily on your wall

and are available in black or white to complement your decor.





EAT
by Rich Warren

ACCESSORIES THAT CAN TURN INTO NECESSITIES

No sooner did the first Victrola reach the
market than some enterprising entre-
preneur marketed accessories for it.
Empires rose and fell based on record

cleaners and radio antennas. Some accessories
today remain so basic you wish you had patented
them, while others demonstrate an amazing de-
gree of complexity. None described here perform
black magic. All of these products really work
without bending the laws of physics.

I've folded, spindled, and manipulated each
accessory, testing for maximum fun and func-
tion. Because several of them cross the increas-
ingly nebulous boundaries between audio, video,
and multimedia, I'll start this roundup with the
simplest products.

Compact disc manufacturers fiendishly devel-
oped the ultimate copy -protection scheme:
Shrink-wrap the jewel boxes so that opening
them requires a Herculean effort, and no one will
copy the CD's, let alone play them. However, the
Cutting Edge CD opener from SMK Marketing
($2.99) foils the foil (or in this case, the cello-
phane). Hold the metal, U-shaped opener in one
hand and grasp the CD in the other, run the open-
er across the edge of the CD, and the shrink wrap
peels and withers like a villain out of Indiana
Jones. What's great for jewel boxes also works
for other fingernail -breaking packages, so SMK
markets a three -pack of openers ($7.99) sized for

E CD, VHS videocassette, and audio cassette. The
! Cutting Edge works by snagging the shrink wrap
E with little bumps on the opener's inside corners,
9 so if a child grabs the product, it probably won't
i open little fingers instead of media wrappers.

Steve Kendall calls his SMK Marketing a "vir-
tual company," since it consists solely of an
"800" telephone number (1-800-847-7656).
Kendall answers the phone personally and farms
out production.

CD Essentials also demolishes shrink wrap
with its plastic EZ-CD ($1.99), a smaller opener
than the Cutting Edge, with a plastic blade in the
center of its groove. The EZ-CD comes with a
Velcro holder that allows storage on your CD
shelf or player. Also available are openers sized
for video and audio tape.

To help you organize your CD collection, CD
Essentials offers DiscPickables, laminated card-
board dividers that come in sets of sixteen
($5.99), including twelve alphabetized tabs and
four blank tabs. You can buy DiscPickables in ei-
ther a vertical or horizontal format, so no matter
how you store your collection you can quickly
locate a desired disc. As a bonus, the company
provides a leaflet about handling and maintain-
ing discs. CD Essentials also manufactures the
CD Care cleaning cloths (sixteen for $3.99),
packaged in a jewel box for logical storage, and
the CD Super Shelf ($11.99), a convenient,
stackable, 40 -disc rack. The EZ-CD, DiscPick-
ables, and CD Care cleaners are available pack-
aged together as the Essential Collection for
$9.99. For additional information, call CD Es-
sentials at 1-800-622-8321.

If the wiring of your audio/video/multi-
media system looks like spaghetti, then Ray
Kimber, proprietor of Kimber Kable, solves the
problem faster than you can say pesto, er, presto.
Shmarkers, short for shrinkable tubing markers,
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Sony RM-V30 universal remote control

clearly identify each and every cable.
Unlike common heat -shrink tubing,
which requires almost flame-thrower
temperatures, Shmarkers contract un-
der the 1900 heat of the household hair
dryer. Available shrink ratios range
from 2:1 to an unusually generous 4:1,
which allows you to easily slip the
Shmarkers over connectors before
shrinking them tight on the cable.

Shmarker kits come in four vari-
eties: home audio and pre -wire, home
theater, mini -theater, and car stereo. In
the Shmarker color -code system, blue
identifies speaker cables, white indi-
cates interconnects, and yellow de-
notes video wiring. Kits range from
$12 to $28 (hair dryer not included),
meaning that each Shmarker costs
about 75 cents. Kimber will custom
make various lengths, widths, colors,
and imprints - and the company even
offers conductive Shmarkers and lumi-
nescent Shmarkers. Think of listening
to your stereo at night by the light of
glowing cable ends. For details call I -

800-746-2753.

Until recently, nearly all re-
mote controls looked like
Hershey bars without the
joys of chocolate. The Sony

RM-V30 universal remote looks more
like a pear (or an egg, according to the
Sony photographer) - or if you pre-
fer a more geometric term, an oblate

spheroid. This hand -friendly shape in-
vites holding the remote in your palm
and operating the differently shaped
buttons with your thumb. Sony
weights it to rock back to its bottom
and sit upright - sort of like a pear
(but not like an egg). The RM-V30
commands a TV, a VCR, and a cable
box, with its automatic code search
quickly setting it up for your equip-
ment. If you don't need a new remote,
think of it as a $35 conversation piece.
Call 1-800-488-7669.

Few receivers and amplifiers pro-
vide the convenience of multiroom
speaker switching. Normally they lim-
it your choices to A and/or B, inferior
even to the menu at a Chinese restau-
rant. Niles Audio, thriving on the limi-
tations imposed by other manufactur-
ers, makes scores of switching and
volume -control devices for whole -
house A/V systems. The SPS-4 ($100)
is the company's least expensive ex-
ample of versatility, a box that will
switch four pairs of speakers, allowing
you to play any or all at once. You're
limited only by the power and stability
of your receiver or amp - and in case
you demand more than your equip-
ment can deliver, a protection switch
in the SPS-4 safeguards it all. Fur-
thermore, isolated signal paths and
grounds eliminate the possibility of ac-
cidental short-circuits. Niles actually
managed to make this box attractive
with a recessed area for custom room
labels above four of its five front -panel
pushbuttons. Self-cleaning, silver-plat-
ed switch contacts inside the SPS-4 al-
low Niles to offer a ten-year parts/
labor warranty. Call I -800-289-4434.

Now that you can send audio to sev-
eral rooms, have you found places for
all the loudspeakers? Most families re-
sist giving over prime table, shelf, or
floor space to speaker cabinets. If
you'd rather get them up and out of the
way, the Universal Mounting Kit from
OmniMount attaches speakers to the
walls or ceiling. These versatile ball -
joint brackets allow angling the speak -

Niles Audio SPS-4 multiroom speaker switcher

ers for optimum listening, and they
distance the speakers from the mount-
ing surface by a few inches to lessen
boundary effects. OmniMount pro-
vides every screw, anchor, and mount-
ing plate (even a hex wrench, and a
drill bit for pilot holes) for affixing the
brackets to drywall, wood, brick, or
metal. The kits come in basic black or
Navajo white and in sizes for a wide
range of speakers. (Bose offers a vari-
ation for wall -mounting the cube
speakers that are part of its Lifestyle
Music Systems.) OmniMount's Uni-
versal Mounting Kits, which range in

Acoustic Innovations wall panels

price from $60 to $80 a pair, may be
the greatest boon to home theater since
Teflon fabric treatment for the sofa.
Call 602-829-8000.

Spending a few hundred dollars ad-
justing and tuning room acoustics can
sometimes yield more impressive re-
sults than investing a similar amount
in upgrading equipment. Acoustic In-
novations manufactures a variety of at-
tractive wall -hanging SoundBoards
stuffed with one -inch -thick acoustical
fiberglass in a rigid frame covered
with your choice of material; you can
also choose bullnose, miter, or square
edges. Al stocks SoundBoards, as well
as the related EdgeRunners and Cor-
nerBoards, in many sizes, fabrics, and
colors - or it will customize panels to
your specifications. Al also makes
freestanding SoundScreens, framed in
natural wood or black lacquer, that of-
fer impressive acoustical and visual
flexibility. SoundBoard prices range
from $239, for a set of four boards in
standard fabric each measuring 2 x 2
feet, to $379 for one board measur-
ing 4 x 8 feet. A three -panel, 5 -foot-
high SoundScreen in standard fabric
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Alpine CD changers
fit like a glov

Alpine CD Shuttles are small enough to

fit in your glove box, your console or

under your seat. And they now come with

even smaller prices during our factory

authorized "Performance on Sale' event.

But it's more than size and

convenience that makes our

CD Shuttles the best selling

Alpine changers ever These

Shuttles are also the world's
Since thew only parto1ly extracts during playoack
disc mange tome is faster and less space is required

PERFORMANCE ON SALE
fastest, with split

Only the Alpine 6 -disc

format allows such a

conveniently -sized change,

And with additional 6 -disc

magazines available, your CD

performance is virtually unlimited.

second changing

from disc to disc thanks to our new linear
.

nosition sensor and slide cam that

replaces half the gears. (Fewer parts,

fewer problems.)

Alpine Shuttles provide

cleaner signals, firmer bass and

more spacious sound

thanks to another

Alpine innovation:

A regulated I -bit DAC

with separate power

supplies for both analog and digital sections.

Size. Convenience. Speed. Durability.

Great Alpine sound. There's only one

way this could get better: A sale. But

for a limited time only.

So cal the toll -free number below. Now.

We'll give you the location of the authorized

Alpine specialist dealers nearest you.

/ ALPINE.
800 -ALPINE -1

0 1995 Alpine Electronics of America, Inc CIRCLE NO. 3 ON READER SERVICE CARD



costs $699. Al soothes your acoustics
without upsetting your decor. Call 1-
800-983-6233.

The infrared remote control gave
rise to the couch potato. Ideally, the
couch potato simply curls his or her
fingers around the remote, and the
electronics across the room snap to at-
tention. However, infrared beams tend
to be directional, and many remotes
emit a fainter beam than what we see
from a red dwarf star on the other side
of the galaxy. Just as a better amplified
antenna works wonders for FM and
TV reception, so too does a more sen-
sitive infrared eye and an amplified
emitter for remote operation.

of Link from Microsmith al-
lows you to remain totally
supine while commanding
your electronic empire. This

remote -control booster system in-
cludes a black box about the size of a
bar of bath soap, a sensitive infrared
eye, a small AC power supply, and a
ribbon cable that splits into six tiny in-
frared transmitters. You can conceal
the black box and power supply and
semi -conceal the eye (it can, for exam-
ple, peek around the rear of a cabinet
or from under a lip). You then run the
midget emitters to the vicinity of the
infrared eyes on your equipment.
Whether you use a half -dozen differ-
ent remotes or a single universal re-
mote, Hot Link will reliably relay your
commands to the appropriate gear
from up to 65 feet away. No more
point and shoot - just shoot. Micro -
smith supplies small self-adhesive Vel-
cro patches to keep the Hot Link eye
and emitters in place. The system's
$49 price empowers even the most
timid remote controller. Call 1-800-
999-8846.

An audio system without super fi-
delity test CD's is like a sports car

Recoton
BullsEye antenna

without a twisting mountain road.
Four companies come to the rescue
with CD's that take your system for a
spin, each providing different test
terrains and aural scenery. Delos spe-
cializes in Dolby Surround with the
two -CD "Surround Spectacular: The
Music/The Tests" (DE 3179). One disc
offers impressive Delos classical re-
cordings, while the other includes
sound effects, reference tones, and set-
up and imaging tests for stereo, sub -
woofer, and surround applications.
"The Ultimate Demonstration Disc"
by Chesky (UD95) uses excerpts from
the label's catalog of jazz, contempo-
rary vocal, and classical material, re-
corded with Chesky's 128 -times over -
sampling high -resolution technology,
to demonstrate listening concepts such
as naturalness, presence, visceral im-
pact, transients, and bass resonance.
Alan Parsons, known for his work
with the Alan Parsons Project, and
Stephen Court have assembled a high-

ly technical test CD for Mobile Fideli-
ty Sound Lab called "Sound Check"
(SPCD 15). It's basically a signal gen-
erator on a disc, with a broad array of
pink noise and test tones. It also con-
tains identification tracks for instru-
ments and vocals, as well as classic
sound effects that were once the staple
of demo discs, including a steam train
and a 1,000 -mph jet fly-past.

The newest of the test CD's, and the
biggest bargain, is "TDK's Ultimate
Guide to Great Sound" (CDK 0101), a
combination of tones, pink noise,
imaging tests, and music selections.
Different segments are intended for
standard audio, home theater, and car
stereo. This $5 disc is available by
mail order only by sending a check
(payable to DBA, Inc.) to TDK CD
Offer, 24 East 21st St., New York, NY
10010. Prices for the other test CD's
range from $15 to $50. It's money
well spent because the discs can help
improve the overall sound quality of
your system.

ndoor FM/TV antennas have im-
proved in style and performance
since the days of rabbit ears, but
their size and location can still

limit their abilities. Roof antennas im-
prove the signal, but they can be un-
sightly and difficult to install. Recoton
offers a new entry in omnidirectional
indoor/outdoor antennas, the amplified
BullsEye. Resembling a small flying
saucer, the weatherproof plastic disc
encloses a receiving element whose
performance falls between that of rab-
bit ears and a multi -element roof an-
tenna. Recoton supplies ample coaxial
cabling and hardware to facilitate ceil-
ing, roof, pole, or attic -floor mounting.
The BullsEye costs $120 - consider-
ably more than most roof antennas but
about the same as some of the new
high-tech set -top models. Call 1-800-
732-6866.

If batteries powered A/V and home
theater setups, the systems would keep
going smoothly, like the Energizer

Panamax MAX
1000+ surge protector

Bunny. In the real world, systems op-
erate from the juice that comes from
an AC outlet, which in turn is connect-
ed to miles and miles of power lines to
a power plant that might be in another
state. Sometimes that juice trickles and
sometimes it gushes, rather than flow-
ing at a steady voltage. Too much or
too little power can quickly turn your
valuable electronic investment into a
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pile of fried silicon chips. If lightning
strikes a nearby power line, you'll be
able to see Apocalypse Now without
renting the video.

Panamax mounts a front-line de-
fense for home electronics with the
MAX 1000+ surge protector and line
conditioner. The company believes in
its product so strongly that in the event
of failure it will replace all of the au-
dio equipment damaged as a result,

41111P.

Sk
S MM.

Sunsound Straps

up to a value of $5 million. The MAX
1000+ rear panel has eight AC outlets
as well as provisions for a relay that
can power up your system when you
turn on a key component, such as a
preamp or receiver. A several -second
delay when powering up and down
avoids transient thumps. Coaxial con-
nectors for cable or antenna prevent
surges from sneaking in the back door
of your system. The front panel of the
MAX 1000+ includes power -status in-
dicator LED's. All things considered,
the $299 price is an inexpensive insur-
ance policy. Call 1-800-472-5555.

Going a step beyond a surge
protector, an uninterruptible
power supply (UPS) uses a
box of rechargeable batter-

ies and electronics to block surges and
keep a system running should the out-
side power fail outright. Depending on
the demands of your system, a UPS
could keep you in music, and possibly
video, for up to half an hour while the
lights are out. Originally designed to
protect PC's from power glitches and
failures, a UPS serves an invaluable
purpose in the video realm: It keeps
your VCR's clock ticking and its
memory programmed even if the out-
side power flickers and quits. Some
people endure the notorious flashing
"12:00" not because they can't set the
time, but because they get tired of hav-
ing to reset it.

American Power Conversion mar-
kets a wide range of UPS units, from
the basic 130 -watt Back -UPS 200

($119), enough for most VCR's. to the
monster 900 -watt Back -UPS 1250
($689) that will make you the envy of
neighbors when the power company
goes south. APC offers a surge -protec-
tion guarantee of $25,000, far more
than the cost of any consumer VCR.
(Because these UPS units don't pro-
duce perfect sine waves when using
their batteries, check with APC or
your equipment manufacturer to en-
sure compatibility.) Meanwhile, you'll
only need to reset the time on your
deck twice a year (or never, if you
have a model with auto clock set -
see "Hi-Fi VCR's: Brave New World"
on page 68). Call 1-800-788-2208.

Some accessories liberate you from
your normal listening space. Sunsound
solves two problems for joggers, cy-
clists, and rollerbladers in one prod-
uct, the Sunsound Straps ($25). These
padded straps, like Croakies, will hold
your prescription glasses or sunglasses
to your head, but they also sprout ear -
bud earphones from their ends. Once
adjusted on your glasses frame, the
earpieces will stay in place during
your travels. If you prefer, the phones
can rest outside your ears so as not to
block outside sounds completely. The
straps also function without glasses as
a more conventional earphone set. A
small jack in the yoke in back con-
nects to the supplied 44 -inch cable,
which plugs into your personal stereo.
If you're tired of headbands or floppy
earbuds, you can order the Sunsound
Straps, in a variety of colors, by call-
ing 1-800-944-2882.

Retire the boombox in your office or
den with the help of the Futuretouch
Multimedia Soundpad. Most new PC's
can play not just CD-ROM's but also
the new "enhanced" multimedia CD's
as well as strictly audio CD's. Until
now, controlling these computer CD's
has been as easy as driving a car from
the back seat. The Multimedia Sound -
pad, about the size of a credit card,
puts control of every audio aspect of
multimedia CD's in the palm of your
hand (or you can attach the Soundpad

Futuretouch Multimedia Soundpad

to your keyboard with the supplied
Velcro pads). The 21 -button keypad
mimics that of a CD player, with a few
more keys for added capabilities. On-
screen displays put you in the MIDI
driver's seat of your PC, ready to han-
dle functions such as mixing a variety
of inputs and adjusting tone. The Mul-
timedia Soundpad connects to your PC
via serial cable and comes with its
own software drivers for Windows,
Windows95, and DOS. The $40 price
is cheaper than a CD boombox. Call
714-558-6824.

Finally, reach out and tape someone
- or more precisely, send a tape to
someone. BASF bills its VideOcca-
sions as "the world's most personal
greeting card." Each VideOccasions
package contains a blank ten-minute
VHS videocassette, a festive gift box
that doubles as a mailer, decorative la-
bels, a cassette storage sleeve, and a

APC unkaerruptible power supplies

tear -off greeting card for display.
There are specialized VideOccasions
for celebrating a birthday and Christ-
mas. BASF also provides taping tips
and suggestions on how to stage the
best video greeting. The tape can be
used in camcorders that accommodate
full-size VHS cassettes, or you can
dub onto it from a VHS -C or 8mm
cassette. The VideOccasions kit costs
$5 (first-class postage for sending the
tape/mailer will run you $1.90). Call
1-800-225-3326, ext. 4197.

After living with these accessories
for a while, you'll find that many of
them do become necessities. So lie
back on the couch with the Sony pear/
egg in one hand, made omnipotent by
Hot Link, and the Multimedia Sound -
pad in the other hand, as you listen
to CD's from your computer through
the Sunsound Straps while enjoying
clear TV reception from the BullsEye
antenna - all the time knowing exact-
ly where each cable goes, thanks to
its Shmarker. Life can't get much bet-
ter than this.
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On Location
HOME THEATER

By Joe Wiesenfelder
When I arrived at the
Chicago home of Rob-
ert Kenyon, our photo-
grapher was wrapping

up the "before" shots and two clean-
cut installers from United Audio were
stacking equipment in the dining
room. The voice of Rolland Rahr,
United's director of custom installa-
tion, was echoing throughout the neigh-
boring living room: "We have to get a
rug in here," he said, obviously con-
cerned about the reverberant character
of the room Kenyon had chosen for his
home theater. In addition to its tunnel-
like 12 x 25 -foot dimensions, the room
had hardwood floors, a vaulted ceiling,
and several bare picture windows. My
job was to document the process of in-
stalling the components Kenyon had
selected for his new home theater. I
knew it was going to be an interesting
day when I was told that the job had to
be completed before he got home from
work. It was 9:00 a.m.

The job really began weeks earlier
when Kenyon walked into a United

Audio store with a yearning for home
theater and a few preconceptions. He
knew he wanted to continue using his
Definitive Technology BP10 tower
speakers and his Mitsubishi VCR, but
beyond that he was open to sugges-
tions. "United Audio's salespeople
walked me through the whole thing,
making suggestions along the way,
which made it pretty easy," explained
the thirtysomething entrepreneur.
"They made sure I understood why
things cost what they did and why I
was buying what I was, and they
matched up all of the components."

Kenyon walked out of United with
plans for an A/V lineup comprising a
Mitsubishi VS -5051 50 -inch rear -pro-
jection TV, a Pioneer Elite CLD-59
CD/laserdisc combi-player, a Yamaha
RX-V690 A/V receiver (rated to deliv-
er 80 watts to three front speakers and
25 watts each to a pair of surrounds), a
Denon DCM-340 five -disc CD chang-
er, and four Definitive Technology
speakers to match his BPIO's: a CI
center speaker, a PowerField 1500

8

0

powered subwoofer (which packs a
250 -watt amplifier), and a pair of wall -
mountable BP2 surrounds. All of the
electronics gear would go in an A/V
cabinet from Great American Oak.

The system blueprint also included
an RCA Digital Satellite System
(DSS). "My initial feeling was, 'Wow,
I have to pay for the DSS receiver and
dish?'" Kenyon said, weighing the up-
front costs of DSS against the nominal
installation charges of a typical cable -
TV hookup. But once he experienced
firsthand the laserdisc-like picture and
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sound quality of DSS, he gave United
Audio the thumbs -up sign. "What's
the point in feeding inferior -quality
pictures and sound into a system of
this caliber? Buying the DSS hardware
is no different to me from paying for
the laserdisc player," he said.

Scouting Locations
Kenyon's decision to go with a 50 -
inch TV caused United's installation
crew to pause before they even started.
Following the original room setup
would make for very close viewing,

yet putting the system along one of the
short walls had to be ruled out because
there was a wood -burning stove on
one end and glass doors leading to a
breezeway on the other. "The owner
was willing to take out that stove,"
Rahr said, "but when we looked at his
equipment and the dimensions of the
room, we realized that that orientation
was no better." So they decided to put
the new system where the old one was,
on the long wall below the balcony.
Fortunately, like many late -model
rear -projection TV's, the Mitsubishi

A behind -

the -scenes

look at

the making

of an AIV

system

set has a remarkably shallow cabinet,
only 22% inches deep.

The installation plan called for all
speaker wiring to be out of sight. That
meant the wires running from the
Yamaha receiver to the subwoofer and
the wall -mounted surround speakers
would have to enter the wall behind
the equipment stack, run beneath the
floor (through the basement), and
snake up through openings in the op-
posite wall -a relatively easy opera-
tion if the basement ceiling is unfin-
ished or of the suspended -tile variety.
But when Rahr first surveyed the cel-
lar, he was mortified to find a drywall
ceiling encasing the area above like a
permanent cocoon. On closer inspec-
tion, however, he discovered that the
home theater room was actually situat-
ed directly above a roomy crawlspace;
a chest -high panel on one of the base-
ment's finished walls provided easy
access. Crisis averted.

With a room depth of only 15 feet
and a 50 -inch TV screen, which re-
quires a viewing distance of at least 12
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United Audio installers Pete
Riehle (left) and Phil Stegman
run speaker wires through
a crawlspace. Above, Riehle
probes the wall cavity with a "fish
pole" to find the 1 -inch hole
through which wire will be fed.

Installer Phil Stegman wires
up a Definitive Technology
BP2 surround speaker before
hanging it on the support bracket
To keep appearances clean from
an overhead balcony, he used
white speaker wire. Above, the
wire emerging from the wall runs
through a crawlspace to get to
the other side of the room.

All wires running to and from
the Definitive Technology
PowerField 1500 powered
subwoofer are routed through
a crawlspace to keep them
out of sight. Above, the
main -speaker wires coming
from the sub's high-pass outputs
are tethered to binding posts on
a wallplate for a tidy look.

feet, the United crew figured they had
no choice but to leave Kenyon's plush
leather sofa up against the back wall
where it had been - not the ideal spot
for surround -sound listening but none-
theless one that's quite common in the
real world. Making matters somewhat
worse was the two -story -high ceiling.
"You've got sound moving around like
crazy above the seating area, but not
very much of it is getting to your
ears," Rahr explained, noting that the
ceiling is too far away to reflect sound
effectively.

Not to worry, though. Rahr and
crew have learned from experience
which speakers to use in this type of
situation and where to mount them.
"You can walk into a room and have a
good idea of where speakers should
and shouldn't go," Rahr said. In fact,
he had to talk Kenyon out of using in -
wall speakers for the surrounds, be-
cause conventional in -walls would do
a poor job of conveying surround -chan-
nel ambience and effects in this setting.
Instead, he recommended mounting a
pair of white Definitive Technology
BP2's on the back wall, about 10 feet
apart and aligned with the top of the
window frames flanking the sofa.
White speakers on white walls would
be unobtrusive, and their bipolar driv-
er configuration would reproduce real-
istic ambience for couch sitters by re-
flecting sound off the side walls, Rahr
explained. Kenyon approved.

Before leaving the actual work in
the installers' capable hands, Rahr
mentioned that in addition to oversee-
ing United Audio's installation work,
part of his job is to recommend acous-
tic treatments when necessary. To help
tame the reverberant character of
Kenyon's room, he suggested adding a
rug, curtains, and maybe even some
acoustic paneling to the underside of
the balcony that hangs over the A/V
cabinet - but at least the rug.

Hanging Surround
Installers Phil Stegman and Pete
Riehle (pronounced "really") strapped
on their tool belts and drill holsters
and put the surround -speaker part of
the plan into action. First they deter-
mined where each speaker would be
mounted, measuring the distance from
nearby electrical outlets and ventila-
tion ducts. Then they surveyed the
crawlspace below using the ducts and
electrical conduits as guide posts to
determine exactly where to drill the
holes. Each hole had to provide access
to the wall cavity directly behind the
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speaker, which means it had to come
up between the right pair of wall studs.
Their motto: Measure three times and
drill (or cut) once -a wise approach
considering the beautiful natural -wood
floors in the room above.

Confident that their measurements
were on target, Riehle drilled up
through the floorboards. He made the
holes just big enough to accommodate
the 16 -gauge Monster Cable XP wire
that would carry the surround signal to
the BP2 speakers, a size that's also
standard for wooden dowels, just in
case Kenyon wants to plug up the
holes sometime in the future.

Returning to the main floor,
Stegman grabbed a BP2
and held it up against the
wall so he could pinpoint

where to drill the holes for the small
plate -like bracket that would secure
the speaker to the wall. He drilled and
inserted a vinyl wall anchor into each
hole before screwing the brackets in
place. Definitive Technology supplies
plastic brackets with the BP2's, but the
generic metal bracket Stegman used
instead "is a little more stable," he ex-
plained. If the BP2's were any heavier,
they would probably have to be at-
tached directly to a stud to keep them
from pulling the wallboard down.

Before you could say Pro Logic,
Stegman had chucked a 1 -inch spade
bit into his rechargeable drill and was
boring a hole into the wall just above
the bracket. Meanwhile, back in the
crawlspace, Riehle was feeding a long
fiberglass "fish pole" through one of
the holes he had drilled and up into the
wall cavity. The pole has a length of
small -gauge chain at one end, basical-
ly the kind of pullchain you'd find on
a bare -bulb light fixture. Back up-
stairs, Stegman was poking a special
magnetic tool called a "wet noodle" (!)
through the hole in an attempt to snag
the chain. He poked. He probed. He
bent the magnet's wire leash into inter-
esting shapes. He probed some more.
"You're not timing me, are you?" he
asked, glancing in my direction. After
five minutes of fishing without a nib-
ble, Stegman went out to his work
truck and returned with another so-
phisticated device. "What's that?" I
asked. "A bent coat hanger," he re-
plied. Aaaaah, progress.

Houston, we have a problem . . . .

Four more minutes passed. "Pete, you
down there?" Stegman shouted. Rieh-
le's muffled voice rose through the
floor. Somehow Stegman understood

every word. "Well, shove it up and
down or something," he replied. As he
continued to fish, Stegman explained:
"This is why it takes so long to install
bracket -mount speakers. In -walls are a
lot easier; you just cut a big 6 x 9 -inch
hole." A few minutes later he finally
snared the chain, pulled the end of the
pole out through the hole the size of a
quarter, taped on some wire, and sent
the works back down. After Riehle
pulled enough wire down into the
crawlspace to make it over to the other
side and back up into the equipment
side of the room (through an existing
hole), Stegman cut it free from the
spool and tied a knot "to keep it from
taking an express route to the base-
ment." With the wiring complete, it
was a simple matter to attach the wires
to the speaker terminals and hang the
speaker on its bracket.

Stegman used Monster Cable's
white -jacketed XP wire because the
speaker terminals are plainly visible
from the balcony. "We've had custo-
mers crawl behind the couch and call
us back to change the wire because it
wasn't white," he mused. Better safe
than sorry. Installing the second sur-
round speaker went much faster.

Sub Situation
Although Rahr recommended putting
the subwoofer on the same wall as the
front speakers, Kenyon insisted that
the shiny black module be placed
against the back wall next to the sofa,
sort of like an end table. "We have to
be willing to make some compromises
when it comes to the appearance and
placement of the equipment," Rahr
conceded. Placing the subwoofer
along the wall opposite the equipment
meant that the wires running to and
from the subwoofer (and its crossover)
would have to be snaked through the
crawlspace.

Fortunately, two abandoned coaxial
jacks from an aerial antenna or cable -
TV line just happened to be perfectly
situated, one directly behind the sub -
woofer location, the other next to the
equipment stack. Using the holes be-
hind these wall jacks to feed speaker
wire from the receiver to the subwoof-
er would save some cutting and drill-
ing time.

The plan called for using the Power -
Field 1500's internal crossover to filter
the front speakers. That meant running
wires from the receiver's front left and
right speaker outputs to the subwoof-
er's high-pass inputs and then back to
the main speakers - all concealed, of

United Audio installer Jim
Ephgra we heads for the roof with
the 18- nch dish from RCA's
Digital Satellite System (DSS) in
hand. Before bolting the
dish to its chimney -mounted
suppor bracket, he adjusts
i:s angle. Finally, he uses a portable
DSS receiver/signal-strength
meter tp fine-tune the alignmert
for optimum signal reception.
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United Audio installers Pete
Riehle (left) and Jim Ephgrave
get ready to install the top -center
span of Great American Oak's
three-piece A/V cabinet. In case
you're wondering, those black
cylinders are lighting fixtures. Phil
Stegman polishes the floor in
the background (just kidding).

All of the A/V components Robert Kenyon chose for his new home theater are housed
in a handsome wall unit from Great American Cak. Mitsubishi's VS -5051 50 -inch
slim- ine rear -projection TV, only 225/a inches deep, fits perfectly. Definitive Technology's
C1 center speaker sits atop the TV; a BP10 speaker is on the far right

The components that drive
Kenyon's A/V system are. from
top. a Yamaha RX-V690 receiver,
a Denon DCM-340 CD changer,
the receiver in RCA's DS1120RW
Digital Satellite System (DSS)
package, a Mitsubishi HS -U59 hi-fi
VCR, and a Pioneer Elite CLD-59
laserdisc/CD combi-player.

course. To keep the wiring as simple
as possible, Riehle would use generic
four -conductor speaker cable (for left
and right positive and negative) to de-
liver the stereo signal to the subwoof-
er; for the run back to the speakers,
he would use ordinary two -conductor
wires.

Riehle returned to the crawlspace
with his pole and fished it up through
the hole by the equipment stack (also
used for the surround -speaker wires).
Back on the ground floor, he pulled all
of the generic 16 -gauge speaker wire
(two- and four -conductor) from boxed
spools and attached it to the pole's
chain. Returning to the dungeon ... er,
crawlspace, he ran the wire over to the
sub side and back up into the room.

Rather than feed the main -speaker
leads back through the same hole used
to route the subwoofer and surround -
speaker wires back to the receiver,
Stegman installed a wallplate with
binding posts (from Niles Audio) di-
rectly behind each speaker location.
First he took a few measurements to
make sure he was targeting the right
spot. Then he whipped out an electron-
ic stud finder, which revealed an ob-
struction right where he was planning
to cut. "You learn pretty quick to
check these things," he said. "It only
takes a couple of mistakes." Measur-
ing up from the floor, he used the junc-
tion box (to which the wallplate at-
taches) to mark cut lines, fudging a lit-
tle to one side to avoid the stud. A few
strokes using a keyhole -type drywall
saw, and the aperture was ready.

After removing the small piece of
sheetrock, Stegman slipped the junc-
tion box in and turned the two screws
that pivoted its locking ears into place.
Next he fished the speaker cable out
(Riehle had been busy down below
drilling more holes up through the
floor), attached the wire's plus and mi-
nus leads to the binding posts, the
posts to a coverplate, and the plate to
the wall. Voiki. He had the other wall -
plate in before our photographer could
load new film. (We started to think we
were holding these guys back.)

For the short run from the binding
posts to each speaker, Stegman once
again broke out Monster Cable's white
stuff. To button up the wiring on the
other side of the room, he drilled a
hole into a blank coverplate to accom-
modate the three cables emerging from
the wall, then fed the wires through
it before connecting them to the sub -
woofer (another lesson quickly learned).
To insure proper hookup, he attached a
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On LocatiG...
small, battery -operated tone generator
to a wire on the subwoofer side and
probed the opposite end with an induc-
tive amplifier. When it wailed, he
knew he'd hit pay dirt. Finally, he la-
beled both ends of the wires to simpli-
fy hookup.

Doing Dishes
Not to take anything away from Steg-
man and Riehle, who were supremely
efficient and trained to do just about
everything, but a third workman, Jim
Ephgrave, arrived to install the RCA
DSS satellite dish. Wasting no time, he
scaled his two-story ladder up to the
roof. Our photographer followed, then
his assistant. Taking my cue from the
late Marlin Perkins, long-time host of
Mutual of Omaha's Wild Kingdom TV
show, I made myself very useful on
the ground. ("While my partner Jim is
out wrestling alligators, I'll stay here
in the tent and make some tea!")

Using the mounting brackets sup-
plied by RCA, Ephgrave secured the
18 -inch DSS dish to the chimney so
that it was facing south, a job that re-
quired drilling holes and tightening
screws. Before tightening the bolts, he
set the dish's angle to the prescribed
39 degrees (for this part of the globe
anyway) and attached a portable DSS
receiver/signal-strength meter to fine-
tune the alignment. Then he ran a
coaxial cable and a separate grounding
wire down to the ground. By the time I
caught up with Ephgrave again, the ca-
ble had emerged on the other side of
the house.

While utility entry points can be
used to get the DSS cable inside, the
installers decided it was best to bring it
into the crawlspace. To accomplish
that, Ephgrave drilled through the
house's rim joist (the concrete founda-
tion just above the ground) and fed the
coax cable into the crawlspace and
over to the inside wall, where it was
fished up through the wallplate (in-
stalled earlier) and on to the DSS re-
ceiver in the equipment stack. To pro-
vide an electrical ground for the sys-
tem, Ephgrave drove an 8 -foot copper
rod into the ground next to the founda-
tion and wired it to a grounding block
he had mounted to the side of the
house; to this he attached the dish's
ground wire and the shield of the
coaxial signal wire. Finally, he sealed
the hole in the foundation wall with
patching compound. The whole proce-
dure took about three hours, an hour
longer than RCA estimates, mostly be-
cause United Audio insists on camou-

EQUIPMENT & PARTS
Mitsubishi VS -5051 50 -inch
rear -projection TV $2,400

Pioneer Elite CLD-59
laserdisc/CD combi-player... $500

Mitsubishi HS -U59 VCR.. (existing)

Denon DCM-340
CD changer $300

Yamaha RX-V690
A/V receiver $700

Definitive Technology
BP10 speakers (existing pair)

Definitive Technology
C1 center speaker $300

Definitive Technology
BP2 surround speakers $500

Definitive Technology PowerField
1500 powered subwoofer $1,000

RCA Model DS1120RW Digital
Satellite System $700

Great American Oak
three-piece A/V cabinet.... $1,130

Monster Cable interconnect
and speaker wire $350

Miscellaneous parts and wire.. $75

Total (with tax)... $8,572

INSTALLATION
DSS system $200

TV and components $180

Surround speakers $135

Subwoofer $90

Total $605
Grand total $9,177

flaging the cable, which was indeed
invisible over most of its run.

Following the same procedures de-
tailed for the speaker binding posts,
Stegman installed a telephone jack in
the wall behind the DSS receiver and
spliced it into a phone line in the
crawlspace. The phone hookup enables
the system's automated billing, which
kicks in roughly once a month and
whenever you order a movie or pay -
per -view event. With the last of the
connections completed, Stegman and
Riehle tidied things up by stapling all
of the wires that were dangling in the
crawlspace to the floor joists.

Finishing Touches
Now it was time to move in the new
furniture and assemble the system -a

job that involved assembling the three-
piece AN cabinet and loading it up
with the components, moving the TV
and speakers into position, and wiring
everything up. The cabinet's left and
right sections came preassembled, but
the center span across the top had to be
attached.

Once everything was in place,
Stegman balanced the level of each
speaker using the receiver's test -tone
mode. Turning his attention to the TV,
he selected the "Align Colors" option
under the "First -Time Setup" menu
and used the cursor keys on the remote
to converge the set's picture tubes -a
necessary step if you want a sharp pic-
ture. It was now 5:00 p.m., and the in-
stallers had cleared out so we could
shoot the "after" photos. Stegman esti-
mated that the entire installation would
have been completed a few hours earli-
er if they hadn't been required to mug
for the camera, and I believe him. Even
so, the job was still wrapped up before
the owner returned home from work.

The Ultimate Test
Now for the $64 Million Question:
What did Kenyon think? "I'm thrilled
with the system," he said. "It had both-
ered me that the screen was going to
be that close, but even at 10 feet it
looks great. Also, I can't believe how
good the soundstage is in here. I've
heard systems that sound a little ping-
pongy, but this one is pretty seamless.
They [United Audio] kept saying, 'The
minute you get a rug down there, it's
going to sound a whole lot better. -
Unfortunately, that's not a big priority
for this bachelor: "It's a little echoey,
but the system is actually in control,"
he said.

Kenyon was also very happy with
the meticulous nature of the installa-
tion. "They hid every wire. It's nice
because so many times, no matter
what you're buying, delivery crews
and everybody just let you down. I
can't think of anything these guys did
wrong." Kenyon also claimed to be
pleasantly surprised by the caliber of
system he was able to acquire for just
over $9,000. "It seems every time
somebody mentions home theater they
like to put '$20,000' after it," he said.
"You don't have to spend anywhere
near that amount to accommodate just
about any feature you would want.
With this system I felt I was getting
the best value for the money. It seemed
like I would have to spend a whole lot
more money to get slightly better per-
formance."
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Carlene Carter Commits "Treason"
Many women have arrived in
country music of late, but
Carlene Carter remains the
genre's only true female

rebel, still rocking almost as hard as she
did when she was wedded (legally and
creatively) to Britain's Nick Lowe. On
"Little Acts of Treason," her first album

since 1993, Carter turns in a plucky set
featuring her customary rockabilly bop
(He Will Be Mine), an autobiographical
ballad (Change), and feel -good country
blues (Come Here You). She also simulta-
neously reveres country traditions and
tweaks them on the behind in two salutes
to her star-studded family: a duet with

dad Carl Smith in his big hit, Loose Talk.
and a revisit to the Carter Family classic
The Vtinding Stream with today's clan, in-
cluding Johnny Cash.

Carter's previous album, "Little Love
Letters." was somewhat uneven, and
that's the situation here - but fortunately
"Little Acts of Treason" has more heart
and more memorable melodies. Carter al-
so stretches a bit as a songwriter, both in
the poignant Change (about overcoming
her addiction to alcohol and cocaine) and
in the uptempo numbers she co -wrote
with NRBQ's Al Anderson (Hurricane,
He Will Be Mine, All Night Long, and
Go Wild ).

Given Nashville's current dependence
on formula, Carter may never become the
big star her talent (and even her birth-
right) would suggest. But it's to her credit
that she's chosen to stay true to her own
brand of music, while the Shania Twains
of this world pass her on the charts. Like
the rest of her famous family. Carter is an
American original. Alanna Nash

CARLENE CARTER:
Little Acts of Treason.
Hurricane: L i I .inle Acts

of Treason: He tt ill Be Mine: Come Here
You: Change: The Lucky Ones: All Night
Long: You'll Be the One: Loose Talk:
Go Wild: The Winding Stream: Come Here

You (Reprise). GIANT 24581 (46 min).

Kovacevich
Plays Schubert's
Last Sonata

nlike those pianists who record
a Schubert sonata only as part
of a complete cycle, Stephen
Kovacevich has recorded only

one, the Sonata in B -flat Major (D. 960)
- the :ast and greatest of Schubert's key-
board works. He first recorded it for Hy-
perion in 1982 and has now remade it for
EMI. As with his recent remakes of the
two Brahms concertos, the new Schubert
is not greatly different in interpretation.
but it is also no mere repetition for his
new label of the earlier performance.
Rather, the EMI version shows that his
remarkable insights into the work have
deepened, and he communicates them
with even more power than before.

Even amid towering performances
from the likes of Alfred Brendel, Claudio
Arrau, Wilhelm Kempff, Sviatoslav Rich-
ter, and Arthur Schnabel, Kovacevich's
earlier recording was especially revelato-
ry. He did not merely follow tradition, nor
simply challenge it. but found his own
path to the heart of the work. He did not
allow the darkness and despair that as-
suredly inform the music to render it an
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Pianist Stephen Kovacevich

expression of powerlessness: The com-
poser able to create such an edifice was
surely powerful enough to do a bit of
credibly human thundering, to register
protest as well as resignation.

Even more than before, in the EMI ver-
sion Kovacevich finds intimacy in the
thundering and power in some of the
most hushed phrases. He goes a bit fur-
ther in the way of both poignancy and ve-
hemence without ever, in a single phrase
or beat, seeming to exaggerate for effect.
The listener surely doesn't have to be
aware that Schubert was dying painfully
when he wrote the sonata, but we ought
to find the music at least a little disturbing
as well as unspeakably beautiful. Kovace-
vich takes the first -movement repeat, and
when the development section is finally
reached the pathos needs no coaxing. The
unlabored simplicity and starkness of the
slow movement persist in your memory
throughout the almost giddy scherzo and
the faltering finale, dimming but not
denying their radiance.

The sonata is followed by the twelve
Lthu/kr (D. 790) and the concentratedly
poignant Allegretto in C Minor (D. 915),
which might be regarded as the kernel
from which the final sonatas grew. If Ko-
vacevich finds a little more darkness than
usual in the dances, he also finds more ra-
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Lloyd Cole
Gets Happy

Last time around, on "Bad Vibes,"
Lloyd Cole sounded bummed out,
burnt out, and bedeviled by the
bottle. On "Love Story," however,

he sounds like a revived and improved
version of his old self from his days with
the Commotions; once again his songs
are lighter than air and graceful even
when bittersweet.

As pop stylists go, Cole is a Sixties
neoclassicist, crafting songs that show a
love for big, dreamy hooks. He remains
one of the few figures in this disfigured
decade who's stayed on good terms with
melody, that lost poster child of the
Nineties. And he makes it all sound so
easy and natural.

"Love Story" isn't a linear tale of boy
meets girl but rather an emotional Ping-
Pong match in which blithe tunes and
sunny days alternate with material that
has a more autumnal cast. Cole's ability
to embed sprightly, folkish pop in subtly
electrified (even orchestrated) arrange-
ments is evident in songs like the gor-
geous and touching Sentimental Fool.
Then there's the shock of his attitude ad-
justment in lyrics like these: "Hey hey
hey, look at me now / I'm unrecogniz-
able / My trademark frown has grown in-
to this strangest easy smile." As a twelve -
string guitar chimes, Cole paraphrases the
song's title to cheerfully explain what has
happened: "Love ruined everything." And
even when he's in the mood to brood, as
in kaleidoscopic, slow -turning songs like
Baby and Be There, he is nothing less
than mesmerizing.

diance in the allegretto. EMI has givep
him magnificently realistic sound.

Richard Freed

SCHUBERT: Sonata in B -flat
Major (D. 960); Landler (D. 790);
Allegretto in C Minor (D. 91 5).
Stephen kmaccnich 1pianur
FM1 55359 (.5}1 min).

Llod Cole: Sixties neoclassicism
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By letting down his guard, Cole has

freed up his muse. The music here just
sparkles with catchy hooks and deft mel-
odies. "Love Story" is prime Lloyd Cole.
maybe the sweetest glimpse of pop heav-
en he's given us. Parke Puterhaugh

LLOYD COLE: Love Story.
'rigger Happy: Sentimental Fool: I Didn't Know
You Cared: Lore Ruins Everything: Baby: Be

There: Unhappy Song (June Bride): Like Lovers
Do: Happy for You: Traffic: Let's Get Lost: For
Crying Out Loud. RYKODISC 10327 (44 min).

Heartrending Shostakovich
In 1973, when the profoundly tragic
Shostakovich Eighth Symphony was
getting precious little attention either
in the concert hall or on records, An-

dre Previn and the London Symphony
Orchestra recorded a performance that
still lingers in my memory. Now, more
than two decades later, with the same
orchestra under his baton, and in top
form, he has not only duplicated but sur-
passed that earlier achievement.

I suspect that there will be objections
to his slow pacing of the colossal, viscer-
ally moving first movement and even
more to that of the desolate fourth -move-
ment passacaglia. But the Shostakovich
Eighth is the most heartrending of the
symphonies that came out of World War
II - no music for timid souls - and for
me it would be hard to go too far with it.
Previn's slow tempos in these movements

only heighten the work's overall impact.
His pacing of the two fast movements

and the finale, on the other hand, stays
well within the norm. The savagery of the
third -movement "toccata -scherzo" comes
through with devastating power. thanks in
no small measure to the handsome acous-
tic surround of All Saints Church. Lon-
don. There's no sign of sonic congestion
either in the earthshaking climax at the
close of that movement or in the complex
detail of the big fugato episode in the fi-
nal movement. Of the half -dozen or more
recorded performances I have heard of
the Shostakovich Eighth, this one sweeps
the field in terms of sound quality.

David Hall

SHOSTAKOVICH: Symphony No. 8.
London Symphony Orchestra. Andre Previn cond.
DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON 437 819 (68 min).

NOW ON CD

POPULAR
THE GREAT SOCIETY:
Born to Be Burned.
SUNUALED 11027. Arty/bohemian
1966 folk-rock by the San Francisco band
that gave Grace Slick to Jefferson

Airplane, including the first recording
of Somebody to Love.

B RIAN JONES PRESENTS THE
PIPES OF PAN AT JAJOUKA.
POINT 446 487. Long -out -of -print album,
produced by Stones guitarist Brian
Jones in 1968, that introduced the world
to the trance music of Morocco's
legendary Master Musicians of Jajouka.

N ILSSON SINGS NEWMAN.
RCA 54289. One -of -a -kind collaboration

(Harry sings, Randy plays piano) of
two great left -of -center talents; a STEREO

REVIEW Record of the Year for 1970.

FARON YOUNG:
Live Fast, Love Hard.

44
I 4404 Music f4 .1 N DATION 020.

Classic honky-tonk singles originally
released by Capitol from 1952 to 1962.

CLASSICAL
B RAHMS: Symphonies Nos.
1-4; Three Hungarian Dances;
Haydn Variations.
BEETHOVEN: Coriolan and
Leonore No. 2 Overtures.
Vienna Philharmonic, Wilhelm
Furtwangler cond. EMI 65513 (three
CD's). A mixture of concert and studio
recordings dating from 1947 to 1954.

H INDEMITH: Mathis der Maier.
Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau, James King,
others; Bavarian Radio Symphony
Chorus and Orchestra, Rafael Kubelik
cond. EMI 52372 (three CD's). "One
of the great operas of the century" (Best
of the Month. January 19501.

CLASSICS FOR CHILDREN.
Boston Pops, Arthur Fiedler cond.
RCA 68131. Hugh Downs narrates
Saint-Saens's Carnival of the Animals
and Britten's The Young Person's
Guide to the Orchestra.

Conductor Andra Previn
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The Velodyne "7" 4F774mmifer:
Controlling Brute Force Through Superb Engineering

High -output, low distortion bass response can only be
achieved by creating and controlling the power of brute
force. Perfection of such an accomplishment demands
superb engineering, critical manufacturing, and dedication
to ideals: A feat, according to the audio press
and listeners worldwide, that has
been attained only by
Velodyne Acoustics.

More than a decade
of engineering excel-
lence has generated
Velodyne's "High Gain

Servo" speakers to the
forefront of the audio
industry.

Velodyne's patented
speakers are built
in-house, to the
most exacting

specifications, using
the finest materials
available. With their
superb design,
engineering, and error -

correction electronics,
Velodyne's subwoofers remain
the standard by which all others

are judged.

LOW MASS (2.5 GRAMS) /
ACCELEROMETER The brains of
Velodyne's patented "High Gain Servo System,"

this amazing device
is mounted directly
on the voice coil,
and measures the
actual movement of the
driver. The information
is sent to a circuit, which
makes corrections for any
deviations from the pure input
signal. This "error correction"
circuit virtually controls the motion
of the driver, and eliminates
distortion.

HOLE PATTERN IN CGNE Used to break up unwanted
standing waves radiating from the throat of the cone.

HIGH DEVSIT Y FOAM SURROUND
PNENOLIC IMPREGNATED LINEN SPIDER

AND SFACER To handle the long, 5/8 inch
peak -to -peak cone excursion, Velodyne

uses the strongest most durable
surround and spider available.

3 OUNCE RESIN
REINFORCED
ULOSE CONE

Disatisfied with "off the
shelf' cones that flex and

distort when called upon to
reproduce the lowest bass

frequencies, Velodyne designed
the strongest and stiffest cone

ever produced.

3 INCH EDGEWOUND
COPPER VOICE COIL

Carefully matched to the
massive magnet structure,

it assures constant linearity
and instant response.

STEEL BASKET
Specially designed to accept

the deep cone and voice
coil structure.

26 LB. TOTAL MAGNET STRUCTURE
One I the largest magnet structures on any

sp'aker, it provides the necessary torque
required for maximum high -output, low

distortion bass response. Includes:

STEEL TOP AVD BOTTOM PLATES

10 LB. C.ERAMIC MAGNET

STEM POLE PIECE

312 IF. CERAMIC SHIELDING MAGNET

Velodynee
The Bottom Line In Bass"'

Velodyne Acoustics, Inc.
1070 commercial St.. Suite 101 San Jose, CA 95112

408/436-7270 800/835-6396
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ORIGINRL MISTER RECORDING

 Original Generation Master Tape
 Half -Speed Mastered with The GAIN

 Specially Plated and Pressed on 200 grams
 Dust Free - Static Free Rice Pape

 Special Protective B
uty Protective P

-Fl Super Stars Lim

JOAN,B1AEZ
IMAMONUS & RUST

GERRY MUWGAN/ PESMOND

QUARTET

MFSL 1-241

ORIGINAL MASTER RECOROING-

Bob Marley and The W

NEW RELEASE J'IJ.Iri;

SIDE ONE
MFSL 1-201 0

CHESS
MCA

LISTEN...

MUDDY WATERS
FOLK SINGER

1. My Home Is In The Delta  3:58
(McKinley, Morgan/mid)

2. Long Distance  3:30
(McKinley Morgan/Mid)

3. My Captain - 5:10
RVIIIN Dixon)

4. Good Morning School Girl - 3:12
(Sonny Boy Williamson)

5. You Gonne Need My Help - 3:09
(McKinley Mongonfield)

Produced and distributed by MFSL, Inc.,
under scene. tram MCA Special MarMele. C P 1061

All Rights Rimers..

ORIGINAL MASTER RECORDING

NEW RELEASE

Source
SystemTM

gh Definition Vinyl
leaves

0.4RSIER RECO/11,6OG

THE FANTASY
FILM WORLD -.41

OF
NARD-MERRNL-1N

MFSL 1-240

CATSTEVENS
leaser and the Faccat

MFSL 1-244

ORIGINAL MASTER R E CORDINL

NEW RELEASE AL F::: 1-2=;.:5
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AIN

The Tradition Continues at Mobile Fidelity Sound Lab.
Also available on Anadisq: Traffic  Queen  Eric Clanton  John Mellencamp  112  Pink Floyd  Bob Marley and more...

denty 105 Morris Street  Sebastopol, CA 95472  800-423-5759
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POPULAR
I

NEW RECORDINGS REVIEWED BY CHRIS ALBERTSON, FRANCIS DAVIS,
PHYL GARLAND, RON GIVENS, BRETT MILANO,

ALANNA NASH, PARKE PUTERBAUGH, AND STEVE SIMELS

AC/DC: Ballbreaker.
I v, r/W isr 617(01 M min).
Performance: Dumb fun
Recording: Serviceable

Quick, name the last three AC/DC al-
bums. If you can, you're either des-

perate for kicks or paying too much atten-
tion to a band that peaked fifteen years ago.
Granted, "Back in Black" and "Dirty Deeds
Done Dirt Cheap" were as good as arena
metal got in the late Seventies and early
Eighties, with potent riff -slinging and low-
life humor to spare, but it's been a long
way down from there. "Ballbreaker" is be-
ing promoted as AC/DC's big comeback; it
hooks up the band with producer Rick Ru-
bin, who's apparently moving into the Don
Was niche of revitalizing old guys' careers.
And what they've delivered is ... well, an-
other AC/DC album, the same old thing -
but the band has done this schtick so many
times that it's starting to work again.

Give them credit for realizing that any
band their age calling an album "Ballbrealc-
er" is bound to look silly. So they've decid-
ed to transcend their limitations and be-
come really silly. Hard As a Rock is an ex-
quisite example of life imitating Spinal Tap.
In Cover You in Oil they manage to find a
sex act they haven't already written about,
while in Hail Caesar and The Furor they
take big -deal metaphors to new heights of
ludicrousness. Rubin, meanwhile, supplies
a surprisingly low-key production that's the
only tasteful thing about the album. B.M.

AUSTIN LOUNGE LIZARDS:
Small Minds.
W I UN 1034 (40
Performance: Fun, fun, fun
Recording: Good

magine Frank Zappa backed by the ban-
jo-plunking bluegrass band the Dillards
and you have a fair idea of what the Austin
Lounge Lizards sound like. Professional
pundits with a flair for the (wonderfully)
perverse, the Lizards go after any and ev-
erything, including easy targets like the

Speaker of the House (Gingrich the Newt)
and far-out fantasies of what it's like to be
the girlfriend of a fifty -two -foot -tall man-
nequin at the Texas State Fair (Big Tex's
Girl). It doesn't do the satire justice to
merely quote the often hilarious lines, be-
cause it's the interplay of dead -pan vocal
delivery, solid musicianship, mood, and
lyric that makes the majority of the material
work. Suffice to say that it takes a smart
bunch of cookies to concoct a record like
this and have it transcend pure novelty
status - only a masochist (or the grossly
uninformed) would dare pass it up. But,
of course, the Lizards already have a song
for guys like that: Life Is Hard. but Life Is
Hardest When You're Dumb. A .N.

KENNY CHESNEY: All I Need to Know.
\ 66,62 mill,

Performance: Superstar in the making
Recording: Very good

Another of Nashville's talented hope-
fuls, Kenny Chesney debuted on a dif-

ferent record label last year and got lost
in the shuffle. What a difference a label
change makes! "All I Need to Know" is the
showcase he deserves, with the first single,
the uptempo Fall in Love, having rushed in-
to the Top 5.

Chesney is so young he gives liner -note
thanks to veteran producer Barry Beckett
for introducing him to Bob Seger. Yet he
writes and sings with self-confidence and
presence, giving his honky-tonk rhythm
numbers and melodic ballads a lived-in
sound beyond his years. As an interpreter
(his version of Paris. Tennessee is the third
such recording), Chesney manages to find
something special that other singers have
overlooked. His own lyrics may not win
any awards for originality - he covers
the familiar themes of love and family,
adding a dose of humor to the marrying -
into -money Someone Else's Hog - but he
matches a toe -tapping rhythm or a swirl -
around -your -head melody with experiences
that strike a chord.

There's not a weak cut to be found in
"All I Need to Know"; Chesney knows the
"roots and boots" sound inside out. Wel-
come a spirited new practitioner. A.N.

TERRI CLARK.
?AMITY NASH \ n r 526 991 (40 min).
Performance: Strong voice, mixed material
Recordiag: Very good

Newcomer Terri Clark is model -pretty
and as determined to be a country star

as they come. On her self -titled debut she
displays a flexible yet sturdy soprano, a gift

All I Want for Christmas
ew American rockers have made
music as consistently good as that of

Tom Petty and the Heartbreakers for so
long a career - and now that career
(minus the Warner Bros. release "Wild-
flowers") gets anthologized in the six -CD
"Playback'. (MCA 1 1375). Three discs
collect all the best MCA tracks, from
American Girl in 1976 to Mary Jane's
Last Dance in 1994, most of which
sound fresh as paint. And three more
discs are for hardcore fans. One consists
entirely of non -album B-sides, such as
a killer studio take on Nick Lowe's
Crackin' Up and the hilarious Heart-
breakers' Beach Party. The other CD's
contain scads of cool unreleased mate-
rial, including the band's origincl (and
surprisingly poppy) Mudcrutch cemos as
well as interesting Elvis covers and swell
songs Petty gave to other artists (like

Ways to Be Wicked, more familiar by
Lone Justice). Petty and company get
underrcted by rock critics - probably
because the band has no obvious
agenda beyond making good records
- but 'Playback" makes a convincing
case that these guys are among the best
we've cot. Not to be missed. 5.5.

0
0

T.P. & Land, 1976: the way they were
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for commercial songwriting, and enough
strong -woman attitude to pack a pickup. As
is commonplace in Nashville, Clark's label
has paired her with more established writ-
ing partners (in this case, mostly Chris Wa-
ters, who also co -produced the album with
Keith Stegall. the man behind Alan Jack-
son). But these assignments are usually for
country dance numbers and typical radio
fare, as well as a corny cowboy tune. Clark
shines far brighter on her own, as in her
woman -to -woman ballad If I Were You. Vo-
cally, she sounds like a mix of several
folks, particularly Wynonna and Shelby
Lynne but without the histrionics. As soon
as Clark establishes herself, watch for her
to break out of the formula mode and prove
there's more under that white cowboy hat
than country rock by the numbers. A.N.

EVIL STIG.
WARNER BROS./BLACKIIF
45988 (54 min).
Performance: Impassioned punk
Recording: Good live sound

you won't sec Joan Jett's name on the
cover of "Evil Stig," a live collabora-

tion with the Seattle punk band the Gits, but
it's the best thing she's done since "I Love
Rock 'N Roll." The Gits were wrapping up
an album two years ago when lead singer
Mia Zapata was raped and murdered (her
killer remains at large). The incident
prompted Jett to write Go Home, the high
point of her last album, the uneven "Pure
and Simple" (it's also here as a hidden
bonus track). Last March she teamed with
the remaining Gits, now called the Dancing

At least a few old hands are attempting
to bridge the generation gap between

the two rock-and-roll audiences best de-
scribed as Woodstock I and Woodstock II.
Neil Young has collaborated with Pearl
Jam, Chrissie Hynde has cozied up to Urge
Overkill, and now David Bowie has em-
barked on a tour with Nine Inch Nails as his
opening act.

For Bowie, who at one time was an ef-
fortless chameleon able to anticipate (if not
forecast) ch-ch-changes on the horizon, the
task of establishing fresh credentials with a
largely disinterested young audience must
be frustrating. He was the boldest, most
sure-footed and artful rock star of the Sev-
enties and early Eighties, whose impressive
fame -on -his -own -terms winning streak cul-
minated in the massive commercial break-
through of "Let's Dance." Since then, he's
lost the knack, releasing inconsistent al-
bums that have been indifferently received.
The truth is that today's audience identifies
more with a voice of rage such as Nine Inch
Nails' Trent Reznor, because the paradigm
of Nineties rock has become the shared ex-
perience of a crummy upbringing and its at-
tendant psychic wreckage.

Bowie gives it his best shot with "Out-
side," attempting to out -terrorize all corners

French Liberals of '48, for shows to benefit
the investigation into Zapata's murder, and
those performances were recorded for "Evil
Stig" (spell it backwards).

All but four of the thirteen tracks are
Gits songs, and as heard here they point to
the band's enormous potential. The Gits
made creative use of post-Ramones thrash -
with -tunes, and the rage in Zapata's lyrics
is smart and perceptive - check out the
very tough love expressed in Guilt Within
Your Head. The real surprise of "Evil Stig,"
though, is how vital Jett sounds without
the formulaic middlebrow -rock slant of
her last umpteen albums. In the Gits' Spear
and Magic Helmet and her own You Got a
Problem, Jett shows uncharacteristic ven-
om, and her cover of Crimson and Clover
is more passionate here than it has been
in years.

Maybe this is too much to ask, but Jett's
solo career would benefit if she'd ditch her
song -doctor cronies and hire a backing
band as good as the Gits. What the world
needs now is a little more Mia Zapata and a
lot less Desmond Child. B.M.

LOWELL FULSON: Them Update Blues.
BULI.SEVE Bi.i 'Es 9558 (43 min I.
Performance: Way -down blues
Recording: Good

Amaster of both country blues and ur-
ban jump blues, Lowell Fulson has

spent his six -decade career in the shadow of
others - most notably Elvis Presley, who
covered his famous Reconsider Baby, and
Ray Charles, who was once Fulson's pianist
and musical director. Yet Fulson is coin -

pelling on his own, as "Them Update
Blues" confirms. His songs mine traditional
blues territory; Think About It reworks the
vein of Reconsider Baby in a way Elvis
would have loved all over again, while
Don't Lie switches gears to a lively jump
number with randy horns. As a performer,
Fulson isn't into flash. Rather, his electric -
guitar playing, juke -joint raw, wastes no
notes, and his simultaneously gruff and
mellow vocals get the job done with econo-
my. Anyone interested in hearing what an
obscure blues legend actually sounds like
need look no further: Lowell Fulson is the
real deal. A.N.

TY H ERN D 0 N: What Mattered Most.
EPIC 66397 1 min).
Performance: Promising
Recording: Very good

eweomer Ty Herndon has an undistin-
guished yet serviceable baritone be-

hind his comely face, but he has something
else going for him as well - a hit album
his first time out of the chute, spurred by
the chart -topping country saga of missed
opportunity, What Mattered Most. Hemdon,
who grew up on an Alabama farm, displays
lots of heart and knows how to make a song
throb with emotion, but he's still only as
good as his material. Happily for him, the
album contains a couple of gems, including
Vince Gill and Don Schlitz's vaguely R&B-
ish You Just Get One, where Gill sings har-
mony vocals, and the heartbreak ballad
Hat Full of Rain, with Joe Diffie and Pat-
ty Loveless contributing (barely audible)
background.

1JJJJJS 1f)
with an overdramatized concept album
about the last murder of the millennium. It
is noisy, bleak, and in some places virtually
unlistenable - which at least places him on
equal footing with Nine Inch Nails. There
are flashes of Bowie's cold, calculating ge-
nius, as in the steady, stentorian march to-
ward awful truths that carry an unbearable
weight, felt in numbers like The Heart's
Filthy Lesson and No Control. Working
with producer/strategist Brian Eno. Bowie
sets up a discordant racket designed to re-
assert the fact that he broke ground in the
realms of industrial, computer, and chance
music, long before most of today's disaf-
fected young whizzes were just knee-high
to a microchip.

However, the plot line is difficult to fol-
low, the characters' computer -altered be-
tween -song recitations are silly, and in the
end the music is only superficially forebod-
ing, failing to cut with the jagged -knife sen-
sibility of artists like Hole and Jesus Lizard.
For all of the album's conceptual and sonic
extremism, Bowie comes off more like a
follower than a leader on "Outside."

Parke Puterbaugh

DAVID BOWIE: Outside.
VIRGIN 40711 (75 min).
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POPULAR MUSIC
As new -hunk debuts go, this one aims

straight for the radio, with its share of emp-
ty dance tunes and the requisite oldie re-
make (a spirited version of Jim Croce's You
Don't Mess Around with Jim). But it also
has "star" written all over it. Keep an eye
on this guy. A.N.

TIM O'BRIEN: Rock in My Shoe.
SUGAR HILL 3835 (46 min).
Performance: Dandy
Recording: Very good

From
his progressive bluegrass days with

Hot Rize to his commercial country
songwriting (mostly hits for Kathy Mattea)
and impressive solo albums, Tim O'Brien
has been a writer/performer who demon-
strates flashes of brilliance but retreats all
too often into safe melodies, rhythms, and
vocals. But on "Rock in My Shoe," his fifth
solo album (he also has three records with
his sister, Mollie), O'Brien hits his eclectic
stride. As a singer, he's never sounded bet-
ter, his high tenor embracing the bridge of
She's Runnin' Away like a tender lover. But
it's the material that really makes the album
fly. Largely forsaking traditional tunes for
originals (including two songs co -written
with Fred Koller), O'Brien weds his prodi-
gious instrumental talent on guitar, fiddle,
and mandolin to songs that make the most
of infectious rhythms, poetic imagery, and a
sense of humor.

Daddy's on the Roof Again, for example,
is a catchy blues wrapped around the con-
ceit of a man so restless he just drives
around town in circles. Climbin' Up a
Mountain is pure bluegrass delight, set on
fire by a scratchy fiddle and buck -dance
percussion. And Melancholy Moon (Not) is
a clever send-up of old country song titles
and singers (referring to Bob Wills's Big
Balls in Cowtown, he sings, "Where'd Bob
find that cowtown? / Did it really have big
balls?"). Only Long Distance, the opening
foray into Cajun -country wordplay, seems
amateurish.

With more albums of this high quality,
O'Brien could easily move into the front
ranks of solo acoustic acts.

JOHN RAITT: Broadway Legend.
ANGEL 34989 (34 mini.
Performance: Broadway blues
Recording: Fine
LI ere's a father -daughter pairing you
ri never thought you'd hear: John Raitt,
stalwart of Broadway musical theater (Car-
ousel, Oklahoma!), and his slide -guitar -
toting offspring Bonnie. Actually, they duet
on only three songs on "Broadway Legend"
(They Say It's Wonderful, Anything You Can
Do, and Hey There), with John soloing on a
handful of standards (including The Impos-
sible Dream, Some Enchanted Evening, and
If I Loved You), all dressed with typical
show -tune orchestration.

Daddy Raitt is pushing 80 now, and as
expected he sounds somewhat creaky trying
to sustain the top notes. But he's not unlis-
tenable by any means, and he handles some
of the less demanding songs with great
aplomb. Bonnie does save the day, though,
bringing a soulfulness to the stodgy lyrics

while her father retains a boisterous ap-
proach. She also employs great tenderness
when singing with her father, careful never
to show him up - except once, when he
asks for it in Anything You Can Do for the
sake of comedy, in singing the line "I can
hold any note longer than you." It's odd to
hear Bonnie singing this material, but she
does it well, even if her raspiness lends it-
self more to the blues. And in Hey There
she's simply magnificent - very sultry,
with pinpoint intonation and perfect, lan-
guid pacing.

At the very least, "Broadway Legend" is
an oddity, a collector's dream. But fans of
either father or daughter will likely find
something to grab onto, if only for a couple
of songs.

JOHN STEWART: Airdream Believer.
SHANACHIE 8015 (53 min).
Performance: lime warp
Recording: Good

ingston Trio alumnus John Stewart has
M about as checkered a career as you can
have in popular music. He moved on from
folk to write Daydream Believer for the
Monkees, record a smash pop hit, Gold,
with Stevie Nicks, and have his Runaway
Train taken to number one on the country
charts by Rosanne Cash. Stewart looks oid
enough to be God's uncle these days, but he
still plays a blend of rootsy folk, country,
and rock-and-roll. And on "Airdream Be-
liever," an album mostly composed of up-
dated versions of his best-known songs (in-
cluding three from I979's "Bombs Away
Dream Babies"), he shows why his material
over three decades has refused to sink.

Never a truly winning vocalist, Stewart
needs plenty of help making his records
sound like music. He gets it here from both
Rosanne and her daddy, Johnny, as well as
from folkie Nanci Griffith, Texas wonder
Sara Hickman, and guitarist extraordinaire
Steuart Smith. Of five new songs, two stand
out: Justiceville, about a homeless commu-
nity, and I Remember America, in which
Stewart yearns for a more innocent age.

"Airdream Believer" proves that old
folkies never die - and that sometimes
they refuse to even fade away.

BRIAN WILSON
AND VAN DYKE PARKS:
Orange Crate Art.

\I R BRos. 45427 (47 min).
Performance: Delightful
Recording: Atmospheric

his will probably get me bounced fromT rock -critic society, but I never cared for
"Song Cycle," the debut album that Van
Dyke Parks released in 1968, about a year

after he wrote lyrics for the Beach Boys'
legendary unreleased "Smile." "Song Cy-
cle" was hailed as a masterpiece of concept
and orchestration. What I heard was Ameri-
cana on acid, with vocals that verged on the
unlistenable.

"Orange Crate Art" marks the first time
that Parks and Brian Wilson have worked
together since the Sixties, but it descends
more from "Song Cycle" than from
"Smile." Indeed, despite the collaborative
billing, it's a Van Dyke Parks album with
Brian Wilson singing. Once again the mate-
rial evokes turn -of -the -century America as
seen through a blurred rear-view mirror.
This time, however, the music is as accessi-
ble as "Song Cycle" was difficult, and in
the end "Orange Crate Art" comes out
sounding like a thinking person's Jimmy
Buffett album.

Parks devises a charming rogue persona
for Wilson, who plays the role to perfec-
tion; his vocals have a carefree quality that
hasn't been heard from him in eons. On the
infectious tropical Sail Away, he resolves to
"drink a toast to what's left of my memo-
ry." Other tunes borrow the spirit of psy-
chedelic -era Beach Boys, and San Francis-
co has an intro that "Smile" buffs will rec-
ognize. There are still times when Parks
turns esoteric; both the title track and My
Jeanine have barbershop -quartet overtones
I could do without, and the ominous instru-
mental Lullaby makes a too -strange finale.
Nevertheless, this is Parks's strongest work
to date, and it gives Wilson fans one more
reason to celebrate. B.M.

COLLECTIONS
SING MOLLIES IN REVERSE.
EGGEERT 80018 (72 min).
Performance: Bliss
Recording: Mostly good

T he Hollies were the warmest and fuzzi-
est of all the great Sixties Anglo-pop

bands - who else would dare deliver a
pickup line (from Step Inside, covered here
by Bill Lloyd) like "We'll have tea and
crumpets toasted by the fireside"? They al-

so had more good songs than they're given
credit for, and the tribute album "Sing Hol-
lies in Reverse" is a warm fuzzy from start
to finish, with a houseful of terrific pop -
obsessed bands digging into material they
obviously love.

The Posies' remake of King Midas in Re-
verse has all the beautiful self-doubt of the
original, and a better guitar solo to boot.
Steve Wynn and E give serial -killer over-
tones to their respective versions of The Air
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With the Chase Technologies WS -5500 wire -five
speaker system, it's easy to mace beautiful music anyy
where in your home, even the backyard. This bteath-
taking new technology provides spectacular sound
reproduction without complicated, expensive wiring.
Without power cords. Using batteries or standard out-
lets, these all-weather speakers are perfect for outdoors
or indoots-anywhere you want to hear uncompro-
mising sound quality.

Hassle -Free Installation,
Crystal -Clear Sound.

Simply_ plug your existing stereo, TV or VCR system

into the Chase transmitter. The sound trawls undis-
turbed through walls, ceilings, floors and even ass

on a 900MHz radio frequency Early wirelessspeakers
used "line -of -sight" drar teclinolog or 49MHz
telephone technology that caused all kinds of noise
and drift problems. Our new system is the world's first

stereo wireless aker system to rival conventional
hard -wired 's  rs in tens of clarity, detail and
high-fidelity. And specially developed ALC (Automatic
Level Control) circuitry prevents background noise
and eliminates drift-a Chase exclusive. Special
internal switches also let you assign right or left tecep
lion in a pair of speakers or select mono for a single -
speaker room. It's the affordable solution to multi -
mom music.

Decorate
Your Home

With
Beautiful
Sound.

Wire Free.
Experience Wireless Sound

For As Low As $179.

All you need to get started is the Chase transmitter
and a speaker, or order the Chase WS -5500 Stereo
System and receive the transmitter, 2 speakers and 3
AC adapters, plus easy -to -follow instructions for only
$279. For flexibility, each piece is available separately,
too. Add any number of Chase speakers in or around
the house placed up to 180 feet away. If you've hes-
itated to upgrade to suneund-sound because of all the
wiring involved, the fully self-contained Chase \VS -
5500 system is an ideal solution. Handy wall mount-
ing brackets are also available to help you position
these wireless wonders for maximum impact Plus we
even offer studio -quality wireless headphones for your
private listening pleasure. And remember, you need
only one transmitter to unleash the freedom and joy
of wire -free listening.

Risk -Fite, Factory -Direct
30 -Day Audition.

We're so confident that you'll absolutely low these
new speakers that we invite you to audition the Chase
WS -5500 system in your home for 30 days. If for any

reason you're not truly deli ;hied with your purchase,
simply return it to us for a ell refund. Decorate your
home with beautiful sound, wirelessly.

WS-55000iystem Sf9. $12 S&H
Availablein black or white.

MS -510 tpeaker $99 each. $8 S&
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WH-550 Wireless Headphone $99 each. $5 S&H
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Also available: WMB-5500 Speaker Wall Mount Bracket

(not shown) $50 pair. $8 S&H

CA residents add 7.75%
sales tax. Please allow 21
days for delivery.

Order credit and or use
your ATN1 card right over
the phone.

Please refer to key code
#STR 213 when ordering,
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That I Breathe and Jennifer Eccles, while
Tommy Keene, backed by the Gin Blos-
soms, gives a somber slant to Carrie Anne.
Jon Brion's eight -minute Sorry Suzanne
starts as a straightforward cover, then takes
the big leap into psychedelia that the Hol-
lies never made. But most of the twenty-
one contributors take the songs' innocence
at face value; the Loud Family's Look
Through Any Window and the Continental
Drifters' / Can't Let Go, for example, are
just wonderfully, shamelessly giddy.

The album also sheds light on some fine
obscurities. Carla Olson pulls Touch from
the group's country -rock period (with ex-
Hollie Mikael Ricklors adding vocals). An-
drew covers prime nonhit Heading for a
Fall, and Cub takes on the Louie Louie
homage You Know He Did.

Of course, a handful of Hollies staples
are missing, most importantly Stop! Stop!
Stop!, and there's a noticeable shortage
of late -period album tracks. Volume two,
anyone? B.M.

The Best Review We Ever Read!

AC G50
On Sale for

$269/pair
(Compare at $500/pair)

"Their stereo
presentation was
flawless..."

"...I tried to find their
Achilles' heel but it
eluded me."

Stereo Review December 1994

Hear our Remarkable AC 650 at these Participating Dealers!
ALABAMA

WILD DILL'S

.,RKANSAS
AUDIO WORLD

UTILE ROCK 501-2246380

CALIFORNIA
INCREDIBLE INVERSE
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DOC CHEATHAM/SAMMY PRICE:
Duets and Solos.
SACKVILLE 5002 (two CD's. 125 min).
Performance: Togetherness
Recording: Excellent

here are not many jazz musicians leftT who were performing in the Twenties,
and fewer still who have sustained, but Doc
Cheatham is one of them. He recorded with
Ma Rainey. toured Europe with Sam Wood-
ing's band in the late Twenties, and became
an indispensable addition to Latin brass
sections during that postwar boom. The two
CD's of "Duets and Solos" combine materi-
al from three Sackville LP's that Cheatham
recorded in 1976 and 1979 with the late
pianist Sammy Price. It's laid-back, inti-
mate music by two deeply rooted pros who
worked well together. Price never devel-
oped his own style. but he was brilliant at
capturing the essence of the masters around
him, and few pianists had his flair for the
blues. He has several solo tracks in this col-
lection, but it is Cheatham's work that gives
the duet tracks their outstanding quality.
Highly recommended. C.A.

MARTY EHRLICH'S DARK WOODS
ENSEMBLE: Just Before the Dawn.
Ni..W WORLD/COUNT ERCURREN TS
80474 (60 min).
Performance: Graceful and taut
Recording: Excellent

Antainsl.IK of such important Eighties
and Nineties ensembles as the Juli-

us Hemphill Sextet and Bobby Previte's
Weather Clear. Track Fast. Marty Ehrlich is
so respected by his fellow musicians that at
the Knitting Factory in New York last year,
Anthony Braxton chose him as the horn in
a quartet in which Braxton himself played
piano. Ehrlich's most commendable virtue
may be his willingness as an improviser to
put himself totally at the service of a com-
poser's vision - in this case, his own. Vin-
cent Chancey's French horn. Erik Friedlan-
der's cello, Mark Helias's bass, and Don
Alias's hand drums come and go from track
to track, and with Ehrlich switching be-
tween alto saxophone and various clarinets
and flutes, the end result is an impressive
array of moods and colors from a maximum
of five instruments. Drawing on both ethnic
rhythms and twentieth-century European
compositional techniques, this is quiet mu-
sic of surprising force and complexity, fully
consistent with the intelligent musicianship
one has come to expect from Ehrlich. F.D.

DIZZY GILLESPIE:
Copenhagen Concert.

DI 1 I II \ ;10.24 (IN mint.
Performance: Superb
Recording: Excellent remote

izzy Gillespie's venturesome spirit
played a major pan in molding bebop.

but by 1959, when "Copenhagen Concert"
was recorded, he had settled into a comfort-
able groove. That's not to say he was tread-
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DMP Big Band
Carved In Stone CD -512
Classic charts by the Count Basle,
Tommy Dorsey, Duke Ellington,
Woody Herman, Stan Kenton,
and Glenn Miller big bands...
performed by a select group
of New York's top musicians
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Jerry Vivino
Something Borrowed
Something Blue CD -513
Vikino & Co. explore jazz and blues
reminiscent of Dexter G3rdon and
King Curtis. Featuring blue,
sciolar Jimmy Vivino and
vocalist Catherine Russell.

Surround Technology...
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CP ILJ IFIXES
THE CORKS: Forgiven, Not Forgotten.

\\ lc 92612(49 mint.
Here's a young Irish band that tries to fuse
traditional Celtic influences with the slick
L.A. pop personified by their producer,
David Foster. Would you be surprised if I
told you it doesn't work? S.S.

E NSAMBLE GURRUFIO: El Cruzao.
DORIAN 80133 (50 min).
This CD of "New Acoustic Music from
Venezuela" is made up of merengues,
joropos, and danzas that are mostly upbeat
and cheerful, with a few meditative valses
for a change of pace. Recommended to
spice up Sunday brunch on a sunny winter
morning. William Livingstone

HANNAH CRANNAz
Better Lonely Days.
BIG DEAL/CAROLINE 9016 (40 min).
These guys may not be the most original
band around, inhabiting as they do the
overcrowded space between pop and
grunge, but there's no doubt their blend of

winsomeness and distortion is eminently
listenable. A good example is a cover of
the Kinks' sublime Waterloo Sunset that
gets to the aching heart of the song despite
a chic veneer of fuzz guitar. S.S.

JAZZ AT THE MOVIES BAND:
It's a Wonderful Life.
DISCOVERY 77027 (52 min).
My favorite jazz ensemble has done it
again, this time with an album subtitled
"Sax at the Movies for Christmas." They
restore the sparkle to such trite tunes as
White Christmas, My Favorite Things, and
Winter Wonderland and add fresh Christ-
mas songs from Sleepless in Seattle and
Home Alone. A nice antidote to all those

rui) carols. W.L.

THE JESUS AND MARY CHAIN
HATE ROCK 'N' ROLL.
ANIF.kicAN 43043 (38 nun).
The feeling is mutual, I'm sure. S.S.

THE PRESIDENTS OF
THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.
COLUMBIA 67291 (38 min).
Raucous, kinetic, and often very funny

minimalist rock (three -string guitar, two -
string bass), sort of like Morphine without
the beatnik affectations. If you doubt me,
check out We Are Not Going to Make It, in
which the Presidents take grim stock of
their commercial potential, or a cover of
the MC5's Kick Out the Jams that nearly
outrocks the original - despite a certain
quality of, shall we say, ironic distance.
A treat. S.S.

E MITT RHODES:
Listen, Listen.
VARESE SARABANDE 5591 (61 min).
A long-awaited best -of from one of the
first and finest American power -poppers,
with stuff from his solo albums (the Mc-
Cartney-esque Fresh as a Daisy, still
achingly melodic after all these years) as
well as his earlier stint with the Merry -Go -
Round (whence the Bangles memorably
covered Live). Somebody get this guy on
"Yellow Pills Vol. 4." S.S.

THE !DOE OF CHRISTMAS.
OGLIO 81585 (44 min).
In which various Eighties/New Wave fig-
ures - the Pretenders, the Cocteau Twins,
the Pogues with Kirsty MacColl - sing
the praises of the holiday se -Hon with un-
surprisingly mixed results. Pick hit: the
Smithereens' previously unreleased salute
to Rudolph the Red -Nosed Reindeer.
Worst marketing move: that David Bowie
duet with Bing Crosby while the Old
Groaner was actually alive. S.S.

E VEN SANTA GETS THE BLUES.
POINTBLANK CLASSIC 40654 (37 min).
In which various venerable R&B types -
from blues shouter Lowell Fulson to for-
mer Black Moses of Soul Isaac Hayes -
seem generally bummed out about Christ-
mas and share the feeling most affectingly.
Coolest track: Charles Brown's famous
original Merry Christmas Baby. Most de-
pressed: Hadda Brooks in the Alberta
Hunter-ish LA Christmas Blue. S.S.

RARE SURF VOLUME 1:
THE SOUTH BAY BANDS.
AVI 5009 (57 min).
Most rediscovered genre stuff (in any
genre) is of interest only to purist fanatics,
but this album's worth of tracks by totally
obscure early Sixties surf rockers P.J. &
the Galaxies is a revelation: genre -smash-
ing, almost arty instrumentals that look
back to the Ventures and ahead to Joe Sa-
triani. The historical find of the year. S.S.

ing the mill - in fact, far from it. Like
Louis Armstrong, he had reached a point in
his career where he was playing with such
authority and brio that even old licks
seemed freshly made. With alto saxophon-
ist Leo Wright at his side and pianist Junior
Mance leading a rhythm section completed
by bassist Art Davis and drummer Teddy
Stewart, the ever ebullient Mr. Gillespie is
in fine company here, which may explain
why he is also in top form throughout.
Stewart, whose association with Dizzy dat-
ed back to the 1948 big band, takes over
Wheatleigh Hall, and everybody sparkles in
A Night in Tunisia. The remaining forty-
five minutes of "Copenhagen Concert" are
equally absorbing. Great Gillespie, superb
group, spirited bop, excellent recording -
what more could anyone want? C.A.

AL GREY: Centerpiece.
Iii I \ii 83379 (59 min).
Performance: Swinging fun
Recording: Excellent remote

IN.1,t March, veteran big band trombonist
Al Grey assembled a sextet specifically

for a one -week booking at New York's Blue
Note. Telarc was there with its 20 -bit digital
equipment, and an hour of the recordings
has now been issued as "Centerpiece," a
CD that gets my vote as one of the finest
jazz albums in a long time.

Grey sounds as robust at 70 as he did in
his younger days, when he played with Jim-
my Lunceford, Lucky Millinder, Benny
Carter, and Lionel Hampton, to mention a
few. Trumpeter Harry "Sweets" Edison, a
fellow Basie alumnus, is equally amazing at
near -80, and the rhythm section is simply
superb. Like Grey, pianist Junior Mance
and bassist Ben Brown have served in a
Dizzy Gillespie group (which may account
for the smoothness of the album's opener,
Diz Related), and both are more than at
home with the blues - which, of course,
was the main texture of the Basie band.

Edison's crisp muted horn is particularly
effective in I Wish I Knew; Grey, also mut-
ed, is both lyrical and whimsical in Be-
witched. Mance is his soulful, blues -
drenched self in his own South Side, and
Brown shines in his S.W.B. Blues (named in
honor of his wife, Sheyvonne Wright
Brown). Bobby Durham, the perfect propel-
lant for this elite group, keeps things swing-
ing from beginning to end, and he moves
front and center for Homage to Norman and
Lester Leaps In.

We hear much good jazz from young
players these days, but I don't care how
skilled one is technically or how carefully
one has listened to the music that came
before - there is a certain quality that
only experience can generate. It is present
throughout "Centerpiece." C.A.

RON HOLLOWAY: Strutting.
N111 ,,,l()N:r 9238 (62 mint.
Performance: His way
Recording: Very good

Washington, D.C.-based Ron Holloway
(not to be confused with Red Hol-

loway) has been on the scene for several
years, playing with groups that run the
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gamut from Root Boy Slim and His Sex
Change Band to Dizzy Gillespie's quintet.
Despite twenty years of such experience,
"Struttin- is only Holloway's second al-
bum as a leader. It's an eventful trip
through a variety of jazz textures and time
zones, in which the saxophonist has sur-
rounded himself with several combinations
of fine musicians. Kenny Barron, John
Scofield, Lonnie Smith, Larry Willis, David
Williams, and Victor Lewis are the most
recognizable names, but credit also goes to
trumpeter Mac Gollehon and drummer
Steve Berrios. "Struttin' " offers an engag-
ing mix, from the quiet beauty and lyricism
of Soultrane, How Long, and Where Are
You? (a duet with Barron) to the hard bop
of Dr. Free Zee/Mr. X and the downright
funk of Jungle Strut. There is also an excel-
lent reading of the Mercer -Arlen classic
Come Rain or Come Shine, a worthy Mid-
dle Eastem-ish original called Cobra, and a
marvelous Willis arrangement of / Found a
New Baby. C .1

JOHN MeLAUNLIN: After the Rain.
VERVE 527 467 (57 min).
Performance: High-minded and blistering
Recording: Fine

Although it should come as news to no
one that jazz is experiencing a Ham-

mond B-3 revival, who'd have guessed that
John McLaughlin would be responsible for
one of the most blistering and inventive of
latter-day organ jams, and in partnership

with the equally unlikely Joey DeFrances-
co? Some will hear "After the Rain" as the
long -delayed follow-up to McLaughlin's
late -1965 work with Larry Young in the
Tony Williams Lifetime, but this program
largely devoted to Coltrane incantations is
even better - earthier and more disciplined
but just as outside. It's as though some of
DeFrancesco's grit rubbed off on the gui-
tarist, who then returned the favor by lend-
ing some of his high-mindedness to the
young organist (who in the past has often
been unable to tell the difference between
genuine soul and schlock). They sound
great together, especially with Elvin Jones's
drums sundering the earth beneath them
every few bars, just as they did beneath
Coltrane. F.D.

JOSHUA REDMAN QUARTET:
Spirit of the Moment - Live at the
Village Vanguard.

ARINER BROS 45923 (two CD's, 147 min).
Performance: Spread thin
Recording: Excellent

Joshua Redman's fourth album, recorded
in concert last spring, clocks in at two

hours plus -far more than enough time to
showcase the young tenor saxophonist's
ample gifts. The most notable of these gifts
may be Redman's success in forming a
band in his own image (drummer Brian
Blade is especially tuned into the leader),
his admirable sense of uptempo melodic
continuity (Slapstick is the best of several

examples here), and his increasing maturity
as a balladeer (though I do wonder if it's
wise for him to end almost every ballad
with an unaccompanied coda that begs in-
vidious comparison to Sonny Rollins).

Such a generous helping of Redman,
however, also serves to expose the formula-
ic and somewhat derivative nature of many
of his solos. His tendency to end lines with
an upper -register burp is becoming some-
thing of a comic trademark, sort of like
Marty Allen's "Hello, dere!" or Bill Dana's
"My name Jose Jimenez," and ultimately
just as annoying. Redman's debt to Rollins
is as evident in Jule Styne's Just in Time as
it is in Rollins's own St. Thomas. But when
Rollins recorded the song from Bells Are
Ringing, he was having fun with a show
tune; Redman is playing Rollins, and he's
not having very much fun at all. I also don't
remember Redman sounding as much like
Coltrane as he does in Lyric and Second
Snow, the latter number featuring his uncer-
tain soprano.

Oddly enough, though, the most Col-
trane -like performance on "Spirit of the
Moment" - Dialogue, a folkish dirge
reprised from last year's "Moodswings"
and similar in design to Coltrane's Ala-
bama - is where Redman gives promise
of truly finding his own voice. If nothing
else, the instrumental shadowplay here
demonstrates his knowledge that going
"outside" isn't just the latter-day equiva-
lent of getting "hot." F.D.

Canon's Wide Dispersion Sound Loud -l_.)speakerss are anything but conservative.

They're a true revolution in sound. And one that is

destined to change the way you listen to music or

movies at home.

Take, for example, our S -25s and S -35s.

Designed and built in the U.K., these

uniquely engineered speakers

use a system of firing sound

nto a specially designed

acoustic mirror to produce a

0 199G Canon U.S.A., Inc.

THE SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE?
CONSERVATIVE?

stereo listening area -a sweet spot - far greater

than that of ordinary speakers.

The end result is that now,

more people can enjoy the

same great stereo sound.

Our Wide Dispersion Sound Loud-

speakers come with a wide array of options

too. In addition to our S -25s and S -35s, we

offer our SV-15 speakers which can be used

S-1.10(inor (

CIRCLE NO. 14 ON READER SERVICE CARD

with your stereo or as part of a com-

plete home theater system. Our S -C10

and S -C20 Centre Channel Speakers, with their

unique two-way design, are perfect for dialogue

reproduction. And our S -B20 Sub -Bass

Speaker brings plenty of bass to your music

or to those deep home

theater sound effects.

To learn more about

the perfect candidate for speaker of your

house, call us at 1 -800 -0K -CANON.

Canon



CARVER

6 -Channel THX® Power Amplifier

 THX certified
 Dual power transformers
 Six separate power supplies
 All discrete circuitry
 6. 5. 4 or 3 -channel configurable
 Any 2 channels bridgeable to

500+ watts

 Made in Carver's U.S. factory

Specifications
8 SI FTC rated power 6 x 133 W

8 i2 actual power @ clipping >150 W

4 S2 actual power @ clipping >250 W

8 S2 bridged power @ clipping .... >500 W

'111111111111.

"I was expecting
competent

performance;
what I got

was magic"
Thomas J. Norton

Stereophife Guide to Home Theater Vol. 1 No. 2

1995 Carver Corporation. All rights reserved.
THX° is a registered trademark of LucasFilm, Ltd.

Email: info@carver.com

Carver Corporation
P.O. Box 1237, Lynnwood, WA 98046

(206) 775-1202
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CLASSICAL

MUSIC
NEW RECORDINGS REVIEWED BY ROBERT ACKART,

RICHARD FREED, DAVID HALL, JAMIE JAMES, GEORGE JELLINEK,
ERIC SALZMAN, AND DAVID PATRICK STEARNS

BARTOK: Concerto for Orchestra;
The Miraculous Mandarin.
Tanglev.(x)d 1-csto. al Chorus: Boston
Symphony Orchestra, Seiji Ozawa cond.
PHILIPS 442 783 (70 min).
Performance: Good
Recording: Good

Right at the beginning of this live con-
cert recording, I was put off because

Philips included applause preceding the
Concerto for Orchestra as well as following
it, but the big surprise was at the end: Seiji
Ozawa, who recorded the work in its famil-
iar form with the Chicago Symphony near-
ly thirty years ago, this time used Bartok's
original ending. One might assume, since
this performance took place last year, that

his intention was to let his Symphony Hall
audience hear the work exactly as Serge
Koussevitzky introduced it there fifty years
earlier; it was Koussevitzky, just after the
premiere, who persuaded Bartok to add a
few bars so that the ending wouldn't be so
abrupt.

I imagine more listeners will be put off
by the unfamiliar ending than by the ap-
plause, but there is no mention of it in the
disc's labeling or annotation, only in a
sticker on the shrink-wrap that says, "50th
Anniversary Edition of the 'Concerto for
Orchestra.' Features Bartok's Never Before
Recorded Original Ending." (The claim
doesn't stand up, because Leonard Slatkin's
recent RCA Victor recording of the work

San Francisco Welcome
When Michael Tilson Thomas took
WW over as music director of the San
Francisco Symphony at the beginning
of the fall season, the city greeted him

Conductor Michael Tilson Thomas

with a rousing fanfare - complete with
giant gongs made from old oxygen
tanks - composed for the occasion by
Lou Harrison. Thomas's predecessor,

Herbert Blomstedt, was respected but
not loved here, but by all appearances
the City by the Bay has lost its heart
to its new maestro. A massive billboard
campaign plastered the streets
with his beaky pouting face, longish
hair poking over his collar, and the stark
initials "MIT."

The opening concert, with guest art-
ists cellist Yo -Yo Ma and soprano
Barbara Hendricks, was a tour de force
demonstrating the new music director's
versatility, including in addition to
the Harrison fanfare works by Britten,
Mozart, Saint -Satins, Villa -Lobos,
and Gershwin. Thomas and the orch-
estra mark their new collaboration with
a BMG Classics recording contract. Their
first disc, the conductor's own arrange-
ment of Prokoliev's Romeo and Juliet, is
due out in Feb-uary 1996. Jamie James

with the Saint Louis Symphony includes
both endings on separate tracks.) In any
event, Ozawa offers strong performances of
both the concerto and the complete ballet
The Miraculous Mandarin, in which the
orchestra is joined by the Tanglewood Fes-
tival Chorus, and they are recorded with
care for atmosphere as well as detail. R.F.

B RAHMS: Clarinet Trio, Op. 115.
B EETHOVEN: Clarinet Trio, Op. 11.
MOZART: Clarinet Trio (K. 498).
Richard Stoltzman (clarinet);
Emanuel Ax (piano); Yo -Yo Ma (cello).
Sooty 57499 (70 min)
Performance: Top-drawer
Recording: Excellent

ven if you take exception to the substi-
tution of cello for the throatier viola in

the Mozart E -flat Major Trio, it's pretty
hard to resist the enticements of this pro-
gram. It seems to be the first time this com-
bination of works has been offered on one
CD, and Emmanuel Ax, Richard Stoltzman,
and Yo -Yo Ma work hand in glove from
start to finish. The passion in Brahms's A
Minor Trio, first of the four masterpieces
he composed for the clarinetist Richard
Miihlfeld, is eloquently set forth, most no-
tably in the concluding allegro, and Stoltz -
man brings a truly soulful elegance to the
slow movement. This piece can sound dour,
but not in this performance.

The sassiness of the outer movements in
Beethoven's B -flat Major Trio comes through
in the most delightful manner, and the Mo-
zart is utterly beguiling throughout, with a
delicious lilt to the central menuetto. Record-
ing in the New England Conservatory of
Music's Jordan Hall, the Sony production
team achieved an ideal combination of pres-
ence and acoustical breathing room. D.H.

B RANCH: Symphony No. 9 ("L'eve
future"); Freeform.
Camerata Silesia; Polish Radio National
Symphony (Katowice), Christian von Barnes
cond. POINT 446 505 (59 min).
Performance: Strong, bleak
Recording: NM easy listening

1
approached the CD player gingerly, cot -
ton in my ears, hand on the volume con-

trol. Glenn Branca is best known for his
loud, screaming "symphonies" written for
entire orchestras of manipulated electric
guitars.

As it turns out, I needn't have worried.
Branca's Ninth Symphony, a postmodern.
post -Apocalyptic work for traditional orch-
estra and wordless chorus, forms a single
big, 47 -minute, shifting sonority, some-
times dissonant and threatening, sometimes
soft and consoling, mostly strange and
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CLASSICAL MUSIC
bleak. Subtitled L'eve future (you figure it
out: I'm not sure I can), it is the musical
equivalent of one of those desolate and
blighted landscapes around Eastern Euro-
pean industrial cities like Katowice, Poland,
where this recording was made. Pollution
has destroyed every living thing, so this is a
landscape of spirits only, and their music,
while curiously beautiful, is very sad and
very depressing.

Things pick up a bit on the second track,
a work for orchestra (without chorus) that
seems to be called Freeform (it is barely
listed on the box and is otherwise unmen-
tioned). Ironically, its form is much clearer
than the symphony's, with a dynamic build-
up that gives it a strong presence in what
sounds to me much more like the real
world. E.S.

FRANCK: Violin Sonata.
SZYMANOWSKI: Violin Sonata.
Chee-Tun (violin); Akira Eguchi (piano).
Di:N:()\ 7S954 (50 min).
Performance: Impassioned
Recording: Exemplary

Tlie violin sonatas by the 64 -year -old
Franck and the 22 -year -old Szymanow-

ski were composed within eighteen years of
each other and share markedly similar aes-
thetic outlooks; they make very agreeable

discmates - perhaps too agreeable. If you
wonder whether the two works ought to
sound quite so much alike, the simple an-
swer is that there is a good deal of the ma-
ture Franck in the youthful Szymanowski's
early sonata. If that is too obvious here,
even though the latter comes first on the
disc, it is not Chee-Yun's fault. She serves
both works well with rich tone, assured

technique, fine musical impulses, and un-
questionable commitment, and her partner-
ship with her keyboard associate Akira
Eguchi is an uncommonly sympathetic one.
It may be best to avoid listening to the en-
tire disc at a single sitting: Heard one at a
time, each performance is a good deal more
than agreeable, and Denon's recording is
exemplary in its balancing of the two in-
struments and its overall presence.

SOUNDS LIKE CHRISTMAS

From carols sung by an operatic so-
prano or male choir to arrangements
for string quartet, this year's assort-

ment of Christmas CD's is particularly
wide-ranging, showing the many ways
classical musicians interpret these peren-
nial favorites. We're sure you will find
something here to musically accompany
your holiday season.

CHANTICLEER:
Sing We Christmas.
TELDEC 94563 (70 min). The a cappella
male choir sings selections dating from
the Renaissance through the twentieth
century.

CHRISTMAS WITH KIRI
TB KANAWA.
TELDEC 99000 (62 min). The soprano is
joined by baritone Michael George and
trumpeter Jouko Harjanne, with the BBC
Philharmonic led by Robin Stapleton, in
a program of carols recorded at Coventry
Cathedral, England.

REJOICE!
A String Quartet Christmas.
JOHN MARKS JMR 12 (50 min). Violin-
ists Arturo Delmoni and Alexander Ro-
manul, violist Katharine Murdock, and
cellist Nathaniel Rosen perform familiar
carols in unusual arrangements.

ROYAL PHILHARMONIC
ORCHESTRA:
A Nutcracker Christmas.
RCA VICTOR 68149 (61 min). An all-
Tchaikovsky program, conducted by Yuri
Temirkanov, that includes selections from
the famous Nutcracker ballet and from
the Symphony No. 1, "Winter Dreams."

WELCOME CHRISTMAS!
Carols from Around the World.
RCA VicroR 68015 (62 min). A mix of
the familiar and the new -a 22 -minute
selection from Conrad Susa'a Carols and
Lullabies - performed by the Ensemble
Singers of the Plymouth Music Series of
Minnesota.

HANDEL: Keyboard Suites.
Keith Jarrett (piano). ECM 21530 (74 min).
Performance: Proper
Recording: Elegant

Except for the overworked The Harmo-
nious Blacksmith, the keyboard music of

George Frederick Handel (or. in ECM's
German style, Georg Friedrich Handel) is
surprisingly little known or regarded. Keith
Jarrett, of all people, sets out to remedy this
with seven keyboard suites elegantly played
on the modern piano. This is, in many
ways, a beautiful recording, but I must con-
fess to decidedly modified rapture.

My big gripe with Jarrett's performances
of Baroque music, on the harpsichord or pi-
ano, is that he turns off his jazz experience
and sensibility when, in fact, that is exactly
what he should be drawing on. Baroque
music was performers' music, and it has a
lot in common with jazz. The written scores
are almost always just the bare bones of the
music and need the performers' sensibility
to flesh them out. The only question is how,
and that is where jazz, a living art form, of-
fers us some clues.

Alas, Jarrett's performances, while live-
ly, fresh, accurate, and elegant, are also
monochromatic, only lightly ornamented,
and, in general, too cautious in matters
rhythmical, dynamical, and accentual. In
the few places where he steps out a bit -
the great E Minor Suite, for example - the
results are so strong that I can only wish
he'd been willing to try for more. E.S.

KANCHILI: Exile.
Maacha Deubner (soprano); Natalia
Pschenischnikova (flutes); Catrin Demenga
(violin); Ruth Killius (viola); Rebecca Firth
(cello); Christian Sutter (string bass); Wladimir
Jurowski cond. ECM 21535 (47 min).
Performance: Unearthly
Recording: Outer -space ambience

Zollow ing the breakup of the Soviet
M- Union, the 60 -year -old Georgian com-
poser Giya Kancheli departed his home-
land. Here in the West he has cultivated a
highly spiritualized musical utterance
somewhat akin to that of Arvo Part or John
Tavener. Morning Prayers for voice, alto
flute, and chamber orchestra and Evening
Prayers for voices and chamber orchestra,
heard on an earlier ECM release, were his
initial efforts to come to terms with being
"a stranger in a strange land." That has now
found a definitive expression in Exile, a
song cycle scored for soprano, alto and bass
flutes, other instruments, and magnetic tape.

The most elaborate of its five parts is a
German -language setting of the 23rd Psalm
that is quite unlike anything I have heard
before. I would describe it as a voice crying
in the wilderness - disembodied, chilling-
ly eerie. Save for an outburst at "Thou shalt
prepare a table for me in the presence of my
enemies," the musical dynamics are attenu-
ated and the phrasing spaced out. The texts
of the three following sections - Once I
heard him, Count the almonds, and Psalm
(No one moulds us again out of earth and
clay) - come from the pen of the German -
language poet Paul Celan, whose tormented
life ended with suicide in the Seine at the
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RA rID Bev Buy Shervmod.

Sherwood RV -6030R
Surround Sound Receiver

105 watts x 2 (stereo)  75 watts x 3 plus
24 x 2 rear (surround) Dolby Pro Logic with
digital processor *30 AM/RA presets Urefied
remote Mfr List Price $650.00

Ex $329"Price (SHE -OH)

Sherwood RX-2030
a10 watts/channel. matrix surround. remote$ 2 9 9 5
Sherwood RX-4030R ,
65 watts/ Channel. surround sound, remote - 1 011 --
Technics SA-GX1 90
-100 wans/channei AN remote $1 7 9"
Sherwood RV -5030R
45 watts /channel. Dolby Pro Loge, remote $2499$
Technics SA-GX790
*Home Theater. 125 wars /ch . Dolby Pro Logic -
JVC RX-8 1 7V

CALL

CD Players
TEAC

7Efrifr.

TEAC CD -P289
Compact Disc Player

 16-bil D/A 244rack programming
Headphone lack with output control Wiretess
remote control

Mfr List Price $189.95

2gi $9995Price (TEA CDP269)

RCA CD -1051M
-oact-sue. 20 -track programming. remote $8995

Technics SL -P13350
'r 20-hack programming .... $1 2 995

Technics SL -P0450
. 1 20 -hack programming, remote $ i 4 995

Gemini CD -100
,ng pitch contol (.5a%), remote .... $2299'

Gemini CD -9000
.7 ;.Ich control EN). pith WO 569995

TEAC VRDS-1 0
, ': w- ,-:,-g re -ore CALL

Aiwa AD -S950
3 Head Cassette Deck

motor dual capstan drive Antimodulaticr
stabilizer *Dolby S. B 8 C & HX-Pro Finc
control *Music sensor *Remote control

Mfr. List Price $199.95

$29995 (Ale.

TEAC V-375
er-mounted transport, Dolby B 36995

Aiwa AD -F450
- ry B, C. HX-Pro, hne bias control, ren' $1 2995
Aiwa AD -F850

Pads. Dolby B. Col -IX -Pm. remote $2 2995
TEAC V-1030

-ads, Dolly B.C. HX-Pro, remote, 110/225 $27 995
Fortes XR5

track 1-tre record. 1 -inputs. 20 -speed 937995
Fostex XR7
*Multitrack 1-trk record 6 -inputs paramenc E0$52995

k

Aiwa NSX-V20
Mini Hi-Fi System

16 watts/ch 3 -disc CD chanuer Dual car
ette *Electronic EC) 32 AM/F..1 presets

.,,c inputs & vocal fader for karaoke 3-wa .
ueakers Remote Mir List Price $400.00
nw

rideS29995
Aiwa NSX-V30
AM5M, 3 -disc CD, dual A/F1 cassette. remote$349"
Aiwa NSX-V50
AMTM, 3- dric CD. dual cassette. 4 0 walts/th 539995
Aiwa NSX-V70
ASTAI. 3- disc CD. dual A/R as .100 vanish 549995
Aiwa NSX-V90

Surriukt System 3-chsc CD dal MI or CALL
Aiwa NSX-999

rround disc CD dual AlFIcas.120wattsictACALLiwa NSX-D858
.-,uiround 3- disc CD dual cassette. Macke CALL

CD Changers
The hnics

ti

Technics SL -P0787
5 -Disc CD Changer

Fr Gni-loading rotary design *Change any
(discs while a 5th plays Random play 32 -Ira.
programming Repeat single track or whc
disc WASH 1 -bit DAC Apr Liss pric, sit9.95

Et
Prii

5/ 6995
cif (TEC SLPD78 7)

Sherwood CDC -503O8
-15-disc.1-0e. 32 -track programming. remote .4. "-

Teac PD -D900
5 -disc. 15.54.32 -hack programming, rarnole$1 4995

Technics SL-PD887
.5 -disc. 1 -be. 32 track programming remote $ 1 8995
JVC XL -F215
.5 -disc, I -be. 31 -track programming, remote $1 9995

Technics SL-PD987
.5 -disc, pitch control. 32 -tack prg, remote $21 995
Ahva DX -C 1 OOM

D, CD Cr-a-1ov 939995

.--;1  ' 7-71_1_ tr. "I .1717i'

TEAC

- TEAC W -515R
Dual Cassette Deck With Auto Reverse

 Deck $11 features auto -reverse playbacr
 Dolby B *Normal & high-speed dubbing
 -...'cr'llinuous playback

Mfr. List Price $179.00

caw $9995
,rice (TEA

TEAC W -750R
: ,.sal auto -reverse play. Dolby B, C. HX-Pro 314995
Aiwa AD-WX727

,,ft o rev. Nay, Dolby B. C. HX-Pro. ornate 5149"
Technics RS-TR262

, J..." reverse play. Dolby B. C, HXPro *1 5 999

Sherwood DD -6030C
.0 ual Warr+ play dual word Dolby BVICI-Pre-

Technics RS-TR575
Dou auto -rev roadNs. WIN B7CAS-Pro 5229"
TEAC W -6000R
Dual rec./put, C. HX-Pro. pitch $44995

Mini Audio Systems

Denon 13-700
Mini -Size Component System

nigh performance in a compaCI design
.3 -CD Changer *46-watt/oh amp *Tuner with
timer *Dual auto -rev cassette EC) 3 -way
speakers Remote Mir List Price $1000.00
Ow $79995Pr ice (DNN C.7

Panasonic SC-CH52 A
ALUM, 3 -CD changer. dual auto -rev asL.OU -
JVC UX-C7
./SVFM, 6 -CD Changer .1 single. A.11 as5329"
JVC MXC55
AWFM, 6.1 -CD. Dual A/R as.. 40 watts/ch 839995
Yamaha GX-5
.3-00 changer, dual AIR amp. tuner $49995
Denon D-500
3 -CD changer. dual A/R car . amp. tuner $59995
Bose Lifestyle' 5 Series H
.01.49.1 CD powered 3 -pc Accustriuss spoilers I w.1

AudioSource-

AudioSource E0- 1 1
10 -Band Graphic Equalizer

10 -bands:..
ariaryzer &pray ". - ,

- : .-,eance matcn,ng)  Tape -io-lace JUDD,'
- - & tape MOnitOr Mt. List Price $199 95

$11995Price (ASO E011)

TEAC EGA -110
.10-bands/channel..7- I 2dB range 56995
Technics SH-8017
* 7-bands/channel. LED indicators $8495
TEAC EQA-220
10-bands7channel, spectrum display

AudioSource EQ43/II
dB-bands/0 LED illuminated Ode, $9995
Technics SH-GE70
. 7 -woven. 12 -preset CO memory cues
AudioSource EQ-12
10-bands/ch., analyzer with microphone $1 9995

58995

Amps/Preamps/Tuners
AudioSource.

/111411111rivt-411..0.
itf)!05Q e e

AudioSource AMP One
Power Amplifier

80-watts/charnel *Bridged power output of 200 -
watts mono *Toroidal power transformer Left/
right output level controls plus separate high &
medium level inputs Mt. LW Price $319.95

$ 2 6 99 5
Gemini XG-2000
+ow, Arra) 250 waltsich. rack -mint I 16220

Carver PM -950
*Pro Power Amp. 325 watIstch .950 watts mono CALL
Carver PM -1400
.Pro Power Amp 475 watts/ch .1400 watts mono CALL

AudioSource PRE One
Preamp. electronic swishing WNW ...522995
Proton AP -2000
Preamp. separate list. Y44/1.1C $25995
AudioSource TNR One
AM/FM Tuner. 20 -pr $1 9 99 5

CALL US TOLL FREE FOR ITEMS HOT LISTED NS THIS AD

(ASO AMP ONE)

$43900

This Month's
CALL To ORDER

MUS' REVIEWECi IN THIS ISSUE
Christmas Music

Mar ah Carey: Merry Christmas

$1129 $7c99,..

So

Kenny G: Miracles -The Holiday Album

$'11 29 $72!e

N
csi

CO

CO

Jazz To The World
Various Jan Artists

Benelitling The Special Olympics

, 199 $799
CO Cassette

Winter Solstice V
Various Windham Hill Mists

$11992 sr.?.
SE HABLA ES-PANOL,`%.
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d SHOP BY PHONE For PHONE ORDERS ONLY24 HOURS A DAY 1
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Super Specials!
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All -4 -One: An All-4-One Christmas

$119.9 $72.2.

O

The Ultimate Christmas Album: Your
Complete Holiday Vocal Collection

Venous Classical Artists

$119.9 $72.9...

Nat King Cole: The Christmas Song

$11909 s72.?...
CARRERAS-DOMINGO-PAVAROTTI

CHRISTMAS FAVORITES FROM
THE WORLDS FAVORITE TENORS

Carreras, Domingo & Pavarotti:
Christmas Favorites From The World's

Favorite Tenors

$899 $399
GO Cassette
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Speakers

SAVE '400*

JBL

o 11/

O

O. 00

O
JBL 4312

Studio Monitor Loudspeakers
3 -way with 1Z low frequency driver, 5' midrange

some tweeter *Front panel controls *Black
finish 8 ohms  100 watt capacity

Wit List Price $899.95

i°1.., 549995/pair
Pnce (JBL 4312BK)

Technics SB-1-1(50-BK00
*1 1 9"way, 10' woofer, black

Cerwin-Vega L7-BK
.2 way. 7' woofer. black . ..per $1 7995
Yamaha NSA -836
. 3 -way. 12' woofer. shielded. mace _pair $1 9993
Technics SB-IJ(90-BK
.3 -way 15' woofer, black pair$1 9995
Yamaha NSA -2835

ow* owl isr$29995
Cerv.4.n-Vega AT15

,00dg,a,n v hack pair $59995

ADVE

Advent Gallery
In -Wall Speakers

woofer Ferro -fluid -fillet dome tweeter
-iudes mounting templates *White trim

my may be painted
MN'. I: st Rita 0911.00

5/9995/pairice (FM GALLERY)

CSI SP -502
2 -way, weatherproof. 5.25' woofer --AMC:n*49"
CSI SP -602
.2 -way. weatherproof. 6' woofer _.._.each $6995
AudioSource IW One
2 -way, 5 25' woofer pair

AudioSource IW Pour
Subwoofer. 8' driver each $9995
AudioSource IW 1Wo
.2 -way, 6.5' woofer ,air $12995
AudioSource IW Three
.2 way. 8' woofer 29195995

.11995

.XaMaktnMv.,Kti,M.
DJ Equipment

IBM ormiri.1

Gemini F0-2000
Professional Compact Pogger

mpact. low -profile desicn Generates
'rose fog 800 watt heater Includes

, ...omen( 30 foot remote ccnbol Safe 8 easy

Si 2995Pr rice 93M1 FG200,

Gemini P118 $3495
Power Distributor. 8 -outlets. 15 amps

Ness MB012 $3795
O r Mirror Ball, requires motor

Gemini PAIX-15A
phoncir2-ww/l-rwc Inputs. 107 $109"

Audio Technics A/4200 , 95
,4-1.1v2-mic inputs. elects - 1.4,W0,

Ness Pearl
.Drsco Light Effects Prompter - $299"
Gemini PDM-7024

Bose Speakers

Bose* Acoustimass 7
Home Theater Speaker System

Space -saving way to enjoy video front 8 center
surround Sound throughout he listentrg area
Acoushmass' speaker delivers deep bass Cubc
arrays for left/center/right channels *Black or whh

00 030S AM7-EIK )
SBOS AM7-W1,1

-:enter Gunnel Speaker, shielded each $9995
Bose' 100
-Thmpact Speakers. black or white . pair

B1 4900
Bose* 301 Series III On
DoectOellectinr bookshelf -sae 'wooer par -.01I 0- -
Bose* 5011/-
."-onthietrett.o. hoor-strniin 5 25' woofer pat $51 800

Bose* AM5*-11
Acoustanass 3 -piece speaker system $74 9°°
Bose* 701-
Oirecl/Reaeclop lloor-stwerno 8' woofer pan $8380°

once

Bose* VS -100-

A iialir),Suti ice -

AudioSource VS TWo
Amplified Speaker

Shielded Built-in 30 -watt amp C 3ntain,
 wo 4' woofers plus dome tweeto
*Speakt dine level inputs  vlatte black

Mr. Us! Pries 1159.95

P,%, 59995/each
Price (A 30 VSTWO)

Yamaha NSA -C2
 "wo 5' woofers, 2 -tweeters. shieldee each $6995
Advent Audio Focus-

. h -one dnvers. shielded

Advent Audio Cinema
 - wo 5 25'woofers. shielded. mach _.eachill 3 993
JBL SC305
" wo 5' woofers. shelled. Lack . . each $1499'
Cerwle-Vega HT-CTR
"wo 65' rooters. Shielded. black _.each 1 9993
Celestion Centre 2
-wo 43. woofers. shelded grey each $224"

each $79"

tiggEglimmimm.so,
ASK ABOUT OUR EXTENDED WARRANTy_

Turntables

3 -SPEED
PLAYS
.33
.45
.78

Thorens 180
3 -Speed Belt Drive Tunttable

*33. 45.78 r.p.m. Automatc shut -of 8 au*
retract *Synchronous motor Adjustale a,
skating External power sipply
Stanton -Artridge Mfr List Prica,t4Z9.95

1°0:Ce29995 .1, ).

TEAC P-595
Semi -auto, belt -drive. with carmdpo

Gemini XL-BD10
Semi -auto belt-Onve. pitch, wicartrdge S1
Aiwa PXE850
,riudes cartodpe prearnp $1 1 995
Technics SL-BD20

aJti serf-drhe $1 1 995
Technics SL-BD22K
Serni -auto. belt -dove. pitch control S1 3995
Thoreas TD -280 Mk IV

off. 311 ..trape CALL

38995

09"

For More Pleas

Compact Speakers
LA/ wHAIFEDALE

Wharfedale Diamond VI
High Performance Compact Speakers
*Crystal clear sound with precision stereo imaging
in a space -saving enclosure 5 75'
Dome tweeter  100 watts power handling

`'`'isr' $1 4995/pairPrice (WHA DIAMONDVI)

Yamaha NSA -526
.2 -way. 6' woofer, black

Yamaha NSA -636
.3 -way. 8' woofer. shielded. black

Pinnacle PN5+/Oak
.2 -way. 5 25' woofer, oak tnm .par $9995
Recoton W440
Witeless System. uses 9001Or2 RF tranhheco$ 1 9995

Acoustic Research 570
$
, A

Powered Partner Speakers. 35 wonsisokr pair G*9= -

Celestion MP1
endow/outdoor: =unto() bracket .pair $26995

ST91111
Pa,

pail $9955

Subwoofers

AudioSource SW Four
Powered Subwoofer

 150 watt amp built-in 12' driver *Variable
crossover from 40Hz to180Hz *Phase -reverse
switch Input level control *Selectable active -
sensing *Black ash Affr. List price $49915

PrArices39995/each(ASO SWFOUR)

Aiwa TS -W5
35 watts shielded each S149"

Yamaha YST-SW20
Powered -25 wafts. Active Servo Technology $169"
Cerwin-Vega HT -110
Mono Subwooier. 10' driver. black each I V= --
Cerwin-Vega HT -12D
l2' driver. 150 watts max handling each -OILY= --
Technics SB-AS60
*Powered. 100 watts. C 75' driver each $25995
Cerwin-Vega HT -210C

$
,.inn.,

Sultwooler &built -in center channel each roll

`201' .`::=::

Audio Add-Ons
 NILES.

Niles SVL-6
Speaker Selector/Volume Controller

*Holds up to 6 -pairs of speakers 12 -step
attenuation Handles up to 100 watts per
channel Constanti selectable impedance

Low $29995Price (NIL 5VLFi

Target BT1
* Wall Speaker Bracke.. tilt/swivel pa,$ 2995
Sony AN10
AWFM Antenna. ampldied. omnOuni $5995
Terk AMFMQ
*AMIFM Antenna. amplified pin -dot pre -tuning $ 7 995

Russound TPAS10
Tape Selector. holds 10 -processors-processors $1 69"
Plateau 14)(A6
Mud* Rack. modula - -shelves $209"
BELL'OGGETTI AR -8130 CALL

Um To Next Page Ci>
TO ORDER BY MAIL: SEND MONEY ORDER. CERTIFIED OR CASHIER'S CHECK MASTERCARD. VISA. AMERICAN EXPRESS or 3IMCOVEF CARD (Include
Interbank No expiration date 8 signature) To. JAR MUSIC WORLD, DEPT. SRI 295, 59-50 QUEENS -MIDTOWN EXPRESSWAY MASPETH,
QUEENS, NY 11378. Personal 8 business checks must clear our Authorization Center before procemsing. Shipping. landlinr 8 insurance
charge (for Continental US) is 5% of total order with a $4 .95 minimum for orders up to 8500. 4". tar orders over $500 lo5' 000. 3- n for
orders over $1000. For heavy/oversized items. shipments by air, or to Canada, Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto Rico or Virgin -stands please call for
information. DO NOT SEND CASH. Sorry, no COD's. NY residents. please add sales tax
ORDERS SUBJECT TO VERIFICATION & ACCEPTANCE. SOME QUANTITIES MAY BE LIMITED. NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR TYPOGRAPHICAL OR PICT )RIAL ERRORS
ALL MERCHANDISE SHIPPED BRAND NEW, FACTORY FRESH, ANC 100% GUARANTEED. Copyright 1995 JAR Mt sic World
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RAS/BLANK VIDEO TAPES/VIDEO ACCESSORIES/PERSONAL COMPUTERS/BUSINESS
TER FURNITURE/CAR STEREOS/RADAR DETECTORS/CAR SEC

9. . _ k 1 a

CD Portable Stereo
3 -DISC CD -CHANGER SHARp

Sharp OT-CH300
3 -Disc CD Changer

Portable Stereo System
 / BASS system

recorder Trio.
4 lull -range speaker system

$9995
(SRA ar^.

Sony CFD-9
 .0"M. CD. cassette, includes headphone' 59995
Aiwa CSD-EX220
-.0., M. CD. cassette. meless !emote $1 0995
Panasonic RX-DS15 $, ..$$$
: FM, CD wit 6itrk programming, Cassette I I U -
Sony CFD-510

... FM, CD. cassette. detachable speake^ $1 2995
Panasonic RX-DS550

. rM. CD. cassette. 3 -band E0 4995
Panasonic RX-DT610

AWFM. CD, dual cassette, EC $169"

Headphones
X' SERIN HEISE ft

SPECIAL
50th ANNIVERSARY
LIMITED EDITION vv.

/

Sennheiser H0414 50" Anniversary
Open -Aire' Headphones

headphone that broke the comfort barrier
Jots, in a special signed edition (by Dr
-heiser) *Lightweight comfort for hours of

-tue-free listening with crystal-clear sound

54955 (DEN nC41eCLASS0

Sony MDR -84
$2495Headphones. . -

Sennheiser HD340
-se Supraural, Or home panel/ $6995

Sony MDR -V600. Ear Series. bolding

Sony MDR -V900
. Digital Monitor $1 7 995

Sennheiser HD565
$22995

Sennheiser HD580

57 995

$279"

HI -Fl Ste
4 HEADSMir

Samsung VR8605
Hi-Fi Stereo VHS Recorder

' cads Auto head cleaner High-speed
7.hantsm Commercial skip *Digital auto
king .8-event/I -month timer *Full -function
ote Mfr List Price $269.95

519995 (SAM Vn(1605)

Panasonic PV -4551
. tads. In -lingual on -screen display L I U-

JVC HR -J620
.-art8-event timer, Shone Pius $2 9 995

JVC HR-VP628
- .r. tog/shuttle. universal remote $34995

Panasonic PV -4584
t,-linoua' crorra.mov $369"

Panasonic AG -1970 A
:CR. dig i.ase el:vector- I I -

Sony SLV-780HF
Pius.. cat*, !emote CALL

D -Changer Portable Stereo
al111)01,

Aiwa CA-DW700M
7 -Disc CD Changer/Radio/

Dual Cassette System
Digital AM/FM tuner with 32 preset
3 -position preset graphic ECrok
',swung .2 -way speakers

ice$24995pr (AiW

Sharp WQ-CH900
-5.CD Changer. AM/TM dual cassette. 50 $17995
JVC PC-XC10

-- "hanger. AWFM. cassette...mess reT  $22995
Sony CFD-826

: a: CD Changer. digital AINFIM. Lasser. $279 95
JVC PC-XCSO
,Orsc CD Change.. chgralAWFM, dual $29955
Panasonic RX-DS790
:-04 TM. 3-Drsc CO Changer, cassette innoT " aL --
Sony CFD-777
- :ere, dive AINHA dual sass rem, $34 9 95

Camcorders

Sony CCD-TR400
Hi 8mm Camcorder

SteadyShot''' Image Star
NO built-in stereo micro',  '2 1

NV digital fader *Flying erase head

CALL (SON CCIDTRa 

Panasonic AG -456U
S VHS, Pro Model 12n zoom - CALL
Panasonic PV -10505..'HS -C. caw, rt.:CALL
JVC GR-AX900
VtIS-C, highireS COld viewtindai CALL
Sharp VL-H420
 iiiemm.VIEWCAM w/ I LCD Cold Sc.- CALL
Sony CCD-TRV70

CALL
Canon ES2000

CALL

echnics Home eater
ystem Package Specia

HOME THEATER RECEIVER

FRONT SPEAKERS lbchnics
SURROUND SPEAKERS

Technics SA-GX390 Receiver
50 watts x 4 channels or 70 watts x 2 -Ste',
Dolby Pro Logic AN remote 30 AM""
cresets 4 audio/2 video inputs (TEC 54Gx
Technics SB-LX30 2 -Way Speakers
10' large -diameter woofer & 2-9/16" cot

Bass -ref Vex design (TEC S&030)
Technics S8-CSS40
Center/Surround Speakers
7 -drivers per speaker 3" straight -cone dn..

-thie *Shielded (TEC SECSS40
vir List Price $539.85

SYSTEM PRICE $39995

Portable CD Players

Sony D-345
Discman with Super ESP

 10-seL: e(ectron(e shock protection ((- 0 r

ESP)  12 hr playback with 2 AA batty'
(not included. ESP off) -Digital Mega Bas;
.Ttrack programming  1 -bit D/A convener

LawPriceS/6995 (SON C

RCA RP -7913
a: k procramm,n9 AC adaptor. headphones $7995

Panasonic SL -S160
.24 track yogi amming headphones. AC adaptor $8 995

Sony D-143
.22 -track erg rechargeable battery, . r s9955
Sony D-247
eFlectronic shock protect/on mituronanT ." $13995
Panasonic SL -S295

$14995

989"
reiesecck memory ter te;-

Panasonic SL -S490
.10 -sec ant ghat mem,

Laser Di ers/TVs

,,401,64:sue

Panasonic LX -K770
Laser Karaoke Auto -Reverse Player

compares your voice with t
Target shows if you're on

track shows risingfialhng pitch *Voice
ger *Digital echo Mfr List Price $999 95

$64995 inAN I XX'
Panasonic LX -H670

auto -reverse Laser Disc Player $399"
Sharp 13G M100
'13. COW N. En0InhiSITannh on -weer t $1 49"
RCA F19201BK
OE' Color TV. sleep timer, redid., $ 1 9 995
Panasonic CT -20G10

- Stereo Cold N. 500-lineS res $24 995
Samsung TXC2516
-z5- Stereo N. on -screen display $29995
Sony KV-32316

CALL

JVC

JVC JX-S700
Remote Audio/Video Switcher

7-In/4-out/1-monitor out Compatible with S -
VHS *Built YiC separator & mixer circuits Cual
operation mode allows 2 different input signals to
be routed independently

Mfr List Price $599.95

Ze544995
Recoton V-900SX
Tlioom Service Wireless Video Sender.

Elite EL -217
n/ Stand. Holds 27" to 32" TV. swear t-e $9995
Recoton TV -1000 BullsEye
TAmplited indoor/Outdoor TV/FM Ant. -

JVC JX-5300
AN Snatcher. 1 -AN -NV -out $21 995
Sima SFXS
Special Effects Generator 5tereo Sound Mffer. 329 995

Videonics MX -1
Dicatal Video 599995

JXS700)

57 999

This Month's

New On VHS

Natural Born Killers

SalC99
goo VHS

Batman Forever $15.99
Star Wars Trilogy $29.99
Legends of the Fall $15.99
Disclosure $15.99
Hoop Dreams $15.99
Stargate $15.99
32 Short Films About Glenn Gould $15.99

(044.11.14900
HOME VIDEO

'1692
Santa Clause $15.99
Little Women (1994) $15.99
Free Willy 2 $15.99
Casper $17.99
The Goofy Movie $16.99
Wallace & Gromit: The Wrong
Trousers $8.99
Wallace & Gromit: A Grand
Day Out $8.99

-1-1E1,:41:art% avFor More Savings, Please Turn To Previous Page SE HABLA ESPANI,
SHOP BY PHONE For PHONE ORDERS ONLYIT 24 HOURS A DAY 41

800 221 81807 DAYS A WEEK Outside U.S.A.
FROM ANYWHERE IN THE USA
J&R Music World, Dept. SR1295, 59.50 Queens -Midtown Expressway, Maspeth1-11Y1.81-4131778-3737
FAX 1-800-232-4432 N. r. Dept. Of Consumer Affairs License a 0900310, 0900615, 0900616, 0900617

\444:13

CID
Norio'
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PUTERS/PRINTERS/MONITORS/COMPUTER SOFTWARE/FLOPPY DISKS/COMPUTER S
ESS SYSTEMS/HOME SECURITY/PERSONAL COMPUTERS/PORT

3 II

111/S1C®
NOM

a

Super Specials!

A Great Day In Harlem
a documentary

$ /599
Tony Bennett The Art of the Singer

wis..$15.99
LASER DISC $24.99

Julie Andrews: Making of Broadway
VHS..$24.99

Bernard Hermann: Music For The Movies
VHS or LASER Disc..$22. 99

Pink Floyd: Pulse vHS..$19.99
LASER DISC..$34.99

Michael Jackson: HIStory ...vHS..$12.99
LASER DISC.424.99

Janet Jackson: Design of a Decade
In1m.415.99

LASER DISC..$24.99

New On Laser Disc

Pulp Fiction

$34"LASER

Bad Company LTX $34.99

Disclosure LTX $34.99

Star Wars Trilogy
.THX, L7X CAv$199.99

Absolutely Fabulous (box set) $79.99

Three Stooges Collection $32.99

The Lion King LTX$24.99

Immortal Beloved $34.99

111111111

OLYMPUS

Olympus Zoom 230 Kit
35mm Zoom Casten'
.11 zoom lens *Focusing range from 2 -ft

riny Fully automatic focus, load. advance &
,d flash Red eye reduction
:oding

7995LM ZOOM230151T)

Nikon Lite Touch QD Kit s. 4 eta
rC-onipacl 35mm. 28mmt3 5 lens. Men &bandy V  rar
Olympus Stylus
Unra-Compact 35mm, advanced autolocus 51 29"

Olympus Stylus Zoom
84.11-rn 35-70mm 2x zoom lens, fully -ant° 11 8995
Minolta Z105EX
35mm Automatic 38.105mm zoom lens '24995
Nikon LiteTouch Zoom 105
. 38-105mm zoom. advanced as '279'5
Minolta Zoom 140EX
.38lromm zoom, Ur type. 660-sleb -.34V--

11111111ETT-777

Nikon N50-- Outfit
Autofocus SLR Camera Kit

 Simple & advanced mode, Auto-exoosur,.
 Builten f ash 3-D matrix meter Includes At
r'oom Nikkor 35.80mm lens, strap, Kodak Goi

& lithium battery Nikon USA limited warrant,

rices549" (KN.1,f,h

Minolta Maxxum 400si
 isy-to-use SLR, body only

Canon EOS Elan II
an -Focus S_R Fve .17-0,1.11-nar' Car. 5479"
Minolta Maxxum 600si

-

$59995
Minolta Maxxum 700si

,,ody OnA

Nikon N70
,s 35mm SLR Camera 130Cry $69995

Canon EOS ARE
-. Controltd Auto Foes SLR. both orr 579995

Compaq Computers

COMPAQ

Compaq Presario 7170
High Power

Intel Pentium' Processor
90MHz Multimedia Desktop

RAM 840MB hard drive  Inlemal quad -speed
ROM drive *Stereo speak ars  16 -bit stereo

od card with FM synthesis  MB VRAM 14.4K
data/fax modem Builten phone answering

. -nine *Monitor not included

s169695
CPO 7170)

3 SPECIAL FREE BONUSES
(0i100 Value.

Aero Carrying Case
e Aero Docking Static,
e Port Expander

with Compaq Aero /33o pordyzne

ii
Compaq Aero 4/33c

486SX 33MHz Color Notebook
EaCklit passive -matrix :calor c spa.
250MB turd drive 4MB RAM  1 44MB exxtemal
floppy drive *Weighs lust 4 2 pounds *ROAM
II slot Es syPoint Trackball  3uilten speaker
*Software bundle includes DCS. Windows 3 I
Lotus Org awe( & WinUnk with transfer c.ble

?gsr' $ 10999 $Price
(CPC 199310-005) (CPO AMC -CASE).

l'7,1": 1,- (CPC A,C)P';',0TE;P)

Apple- rnacintosn-

j. Perfonna* 638CDV
8/350/CD

With Apple' TV
Video System
40 33MHz

104"/M44".., processor
'.14 OA".' " irEf drive *Watch TV or
lure ;ma). +idea souces 2x speed
ROM drive Includes keyboard, Global
, 3e Teleport Modem, Apdle* Multi Scan
:8 display monitor plus software bun r1: -

s149995
in,: r'

t:LY:ei 4mo $16995
ADOITIOMAI MEMORY 8mo S339_95

Apple'
Color StyleMiter 2200

Di hs edges of text
art using 720 x

dpi resolution, prints . F _

or gray -scale pages
x 360 -dpi resolution

:3 -pages per minute in odor.
..q -in 30 -page sheet feeder

s199ss
ASK ABOUT OUREXTBNOED INARRANTY CALL US TOLL. FREE FOR ITEMS NOT LISTED IN THIS AD

TURTLE BEACH SYST:MS
Turtle Beach Systems TBE -910

Internal Ouad-Speed
CD-ROM Drive

dr..c cadicS & J gar'
 areWare on CD-ROM inluding Doon
ickgEmmon. Quetta Commanc. Mat,
scue. Raptor & more

's129951 -ES 910)

Turtle Beach Systems TBS-900
Internal Quad -Speed

CD-ROM Kit
 --clucbs drive. IDE bus interface. 3tolier
 cyclopedia & Turtle Beach Internet CD-ROM

simng5

Electronic Reference
SHARP

Sharp Zaurus-Keyboard Enhanced
Personal Digital Assistant with Modem

Combines keyboard (large) input with pen .

-nudes side -mounting 9600 bps lax a..
IMB memory *Fast 16 -bit CPU T

LCD PCMCIA Type -II sic

?g' x599 95P

(SHA
Sharp TO-120CP
-Personal Intormation Organizer, 640 memory

Atwater Worldmate
15-Languabe Translator wrth calendar & mem 5799'

Brother PT -320
P -Touch Electronic Labeler. 8 styles/ 8 srzes51 2995

Voice Powered Technology 5200,14995
Voice Organizer, 512K memory

Franklin LM -6000
Speaeng Undrape Raster. Game Handbook'1 6995

Psion Series 3 (SER100150)51 9995
- CoMIXAV A/Spread-

UMAX
Image A 0 A

UMAX BizCard Reader
:.1. Slone & rildhags you: UssineSS
ztion Plug & play- plugs into parallel

r-LckgrOund processing Real time/defer'
processing Includes database manager

'riscre $ 59$$(UMX BCR)

UMAX PageOffice For PC
*Links the paper on you- desk .

PC. for instant faxing. piling. annotating.
& filing .300 dpi 8 -bit grayscale scanner
document feeder3Pg., *
Price 991 PC;ME,11'

Get our FREE mail
order catalogues now!

ORDER TOLL -FREE 24 HOURS A DAY, 7 DAYS A wElx."°1,0,.'1,'5180

TO ORDER BY MAIL: SEND MONEY ORDER. CERTIFIED OR CASHIER'S CHICK MASTERCARD. VISA AMERICAN EXPRESS or DISCOVEF CARD (Include
Interbank No expiration date & signature) To. J&R MUSIC WORLD, DEPT. SP1295, 59-50 QUEENS -MIDTOWN EXPRESSWAY. MASPETH,
QUEENS, NY 11378. Personal & business checks must clear our Authoriyation Center before processing Shipping, handling & insurance
charge (for Continental US) is 5% of total order with a 54.95 minimum ler orders up to $500. 4% tor orders over $500 to S 000. 3*o for
orders over 51000 For heavy/oversized items. shipments by air, or to Car acre. Alaska, Hawaii. Pue-to Rico or Virgin Islands please call for
information. DO NOT SEND CASH. Sorry. no COD's NY residents, please add sales tax
ORDERS SUBJECT TO VERIFICATION & ACCEPTANCE. SOME QUANTITIES MAY BE L. MITED. NOT RESPONSIBLE F 3R TYPOGRAPHICAL OR PICTDRIAL ERRORS
ALL MERCHANDISE SHIPPED BRAND NEW, FACTORY FRESH, AND 100% GUARANTEED. Copyright 1995 J&R Music World
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MCM Electronics
MCM Electronics
stocks one of the
largest assortments
of speaker compo-
nents, hardware,
cabinets and
design software
available. Our
woofer line
includes over 150
models utilizing
polypropylene,
poly paper, carbon
fiber, fiberglass
and even
aluminum cones.
When todays
diverse system
requirements take
you beyond
"off the shelf
systems", Look
to MCM for
everything you need
to build your own.

Authorized

Panasonic
Quasar/Technics

Original Parts
Distributor

.1111-
anguw-TROI,ICS

t
FREE

is; CATALOG

See the entire MCM Electronics picture.
Call today for your tree catalog..

1-800-543-4330
MCM ELECTRONICS'
050 CONGRESS PARK OP_
CENTERVILLE. 01145459-40/2

.4 PREMIER Compu,s.

Hours: M -F 7 a.m.- 9 p.m
Sat. 9 a.m.- 6 p.m. EST.

Fast delivery from distribution
facilities near Reno, NV and
Dayton, OH.

CLASSICAL MUSIC
age of 50. The final poem - There's really
nothing left to say - is by Hans Sahl, who
was for many years U.S. correspondent for
the West German newspapers. The conclud-
ing words, "Too late." could be said as well
these days for many embattled lands. Again
the dynamics are attentuated, the phrasing
widely spaced, and the vocal line is extraor-
dinarily demanding on the soprano, who
sings without vibrato throughout. The effect
chilled me to the bone.

Given the church acoustic in which Exile
was recorded, it is virtually impossible to
decipher the words of the poems as heard
over loudspeakers amidst normal room
noise. For full impact, I strongly recom-
mend using headphones. D.H.

MAH LER 7on ...no Sw..
WY. My..11.61airri**0

Atte.. Chailly

MAHLER: Symphony No. 7.
DIEPENBROCK: 1m Grossen
Schweigen.
Haaken Hagegard (baritone); Royal
Concertgebouw Orchestra. Riccardo Chailly
cond. LONDON 444 446 (two CD's. 107 min).
Performance: Expansive
Recording: Opulent

RiccardoR opulent view of this most problematic
of the Mahler symphonies. The length and
complexity of the first movement and the
seeming sprawl of the rondo -finale are the
sticking points. The conductor's challenge
is to keep the rhythm and phrasing taut
enough to hold the whole thing together
without spoiling the many atmospheric fe-
licities. Leonard Bemstein's two recordings
may have been surpassed sonically, but he
has come closest to getting the piece right.

That said, if what you want is expansive
treatment of the end movements along with
sonic opulence, Riccardo Chailly's new re-
cording. which appears to be his first foray
into Mahler, provides those qualities in
abundance. I would have liked more ten-
sion in the night -march Nachtmusik as well
as in the spooky scherzo. Things fare best
in the Andante amoroso Night Music II,
where the guitar and mandolin are heard to
delectable advantage in the chamber -music -
like texture of the scoring. The Concertge-
bouw is a wonderful acoustic venue for this
movement and for much else in the Mahler
Seventh, but the first and last movements
need sharper rhythmic definition than the
longish decay time of the hall allows.

The substantial filler piece is a 23 -minute
vocal tone poem from 1906 by Mahler's
longer -lived Dutch contemporary, Alphons
Diepenbrock. lm Grossen Schweigen ("In
the great silence"), to a text from Nietzsche,
contrasts the impassiveness of the sea and
nature with the emotionality of humankind.
The idiom is post -Wagnerian with over-
tones of Franck on the one hand and the

French Impressionists on the other. The
Swedish baritone Haakan Hagegard brings
an ample measure of intensity to the music.
with a finely honed delivery of Nietzsche's
words. D.H.

PURCIILL: The Fairy Queen.
Catherine Bott (soprano), Jeffrey Thomas
(tenor). Michael Schopper (bass), others:
Amsterdam Baroque Choir and Orchestra.
Ton Koopman cond. ERATO 98507
(two CD's. 120 min)
Performance: Refreshingly unmannered
Recording: Excellent

ir he best recordings of Purcell's celebrat-
ed semi -opera The Fairy Queen - an

elaborate score written to accompany an
adaptation of Shakespeare's A Midsummer
Night's Dream - happen to be led by non -
British musicians. William Christie's 1989
recording on Harmonia Mundi with Les
Arts Florissants has long been the best
around, and now this Dutch rendition under
Ton Koopman is an equally viable though
very different contender.

Like Christie, Koopman leads a spirited
performance, but never at the expense of
the music's fine points. To some listeners,
the performance may seem subdued. Occa-
sionally the reading misses descriptive de-
tails in Purcell's allegorical representations
of the seasons, but more often there are
subtle revelations. The Drunken Poet is
plenty woozy yet never draws attention
away from his intricate vocal interplay with
the fairies. Purcell's dramatization of the
character of Night is clearly conveyed, with
the vocal and orchestral lines seeming to
float on two different but complementary
planes.

The Fairy Queen betrays many influ-
ences from French Baroque opera, and
Koopman treats it like a less aristocratic
English version of Lully, with an odd but
strangely sympathetic combination of
earthiness and surface elegance. He also
chose the perfect singers for such an ap-
proach - the smoky -voiced Catherine Bott
and that tenor of a thousand voices, Jeffrey
Thomas. Those who have always found
Purcell a bit twee might be convinced oth-
erwise by this recording. D. P.S.

ROSNER: Of Numbers and of Bells.
Timothy Hester, Nancy Weems (pianos).
Horn Sonata; Cello Sonata No. 1.
Heidi Garson (French horn): Maxine Neuman
(cello): Yolanda Liepa, Joan Stein (piano).
Nightstone.
Randolph Lacey (tenor); Timothy Hester
(piano). ALBANY TROY 167 (67 min).
Performance: Excellent
Recording: Very good

A mold Rosner, now 50, has been asso-
ciated for some years with college mu-

sic faculties in the New York City area. As
composer of a hundred -some works, he has
steered clear of serialism and the avant-
garde, preferring instead to adhere to a
more mainstream musical language. As evi-
denced by the works on this CD, written
between 1968 (the Cello Sonata No. 1) and
1983 (Of Numbers and of Bells), his music
is eclectic in the best sense of that word,

CDCE: SR12
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The Largest Selection Of Name Brand Electronics At
The Absolute Lozvest Prices! From 20%-60% Off List!
so-Iv-lir Panasonic .J Nr

HITACHI 1311111 111 Karaoke
G 0.V I D 1- C SHARP TOSHIBA

name brand camcorders
all at the guaranteed lowest prices.

SHARP VLE-42 4" Color LCD S819

Panasonic PV -1Q505 Hifi, Color VF Redu -et!'

NEW! Digital Camcorders Reserve Yours Today!
Hitachi Compact Hi 8 Color VF Stabilizer .. 5799

Sony Camcorders at the guaranteed lowest trice!

8mm, beta, & vhs vcrs
all at the guaranteed lowest prices

Sony Industrial 8MM EVO-520 5279

Super Beta slow motion 5399
Panasonic 4 Head Hi Fi Stereo 5219

Toshiba Flying Pre -amp 6 Hr recording $350

PANASONIC PV -4366 S -VHS Hifi Shuttle 5349

PLEASE CALL FOR VIDEO
EDITORS AND MIXERS

hifi stereo receivers

- - -

Dolby ProPro logic 100 watts per channel .199

NEW Dolby Surround AC-3IPro Logic ....CALL

THXIDolby Pro Logic Receiver 3799

Dolby Pro logic 125 wpc, multi room -multi

source programming, 5 Spkr outputs ;669

For the latest in digital technology

digital recorders
Digital Compact

Cassette
Digital Audio Tape,

DAT, Mini Disc,

DCC, & PCM

STARTING AT

the home theater system laser combi players
We have all the technology your looking for,
Super Flat, SFr Perfect, Ultra Vision and mare!

100" High Resoluticn LCD Front Proj 51995

60" RCA PIP, Surround, Univ Remote 51999

50" Dolby Pro Logic Rear Projection 51999

45" Cinema Wide PT Surround 51599
35" Tube MTS Stere, & Surround 5999

25" Philips Table Top w/Remote 3259

NOW AVAILABLE NM INSTILLATION AROUND THE USA

 175 Channel

Capability

CD Quality

Surround Sound

 Laser Disc Quality

Video Image

 Small 18 Inch Dish

 Fast Easy Installation

available thoughour

the entire USA & Canada

All your f.m onie cable progra mming

CINIMAX. HBO TMC,

SliOWTIME. FSEN,

DISNEY and More!

425 lines of resolution & CD audio all wrapped
into one package!

Pioneer CLDV-860 Laser Karaolce Reduced!
NEW60 Disc CD Changer $249
24 Disc CD Clanger $199
100 Disc CD Changer $349
CD & Laser Video with auto reverse $379

To finish the systert off a great pair of room shaking

loudspealcrs Bose, Admit, BIC & more!

Two Rear & One Center Channel Pkg $99
Front Channel Bookshelf Speakers $79
Mitsubishi Dual Satellite Speaker &
Subwoofer System $199
6 Pc. Full Surout d System wlsubwoofer $549

bookshelf mini systems
Dual Cassette, 24 CD Cha

systems
200 watts 5369

Dual Cassette, 3 CD Changer 100 watts $299

We carry all
your favorate
makes and
models.
Please call

Sarting at $599 for your best
delivered
price!

1-1100-937-3537
SAMMAN'S ELECTRONICS 1166 HAMBURG TPKE. MAYNE, NEW JERSEY

All prices quoted include Manufacturer's standard accesscries & US. Warranty.
All units are factory sealed. We ship within 24 hours. Customer Service 201-696-6531



AUDIO PROCESSOR

BBE ARS

Open Till Midnight Mon -Fri

We Ship Worldwide!

Satisfaction Guaranteed!

All Major Brands!

Hafler ?IS 17" Preamp g

Audio Restoration System  Pure class all discrete primary signal path
 CMOSFET and relay switching

The BBE ARS is a versatile, two channel signal processor
il h  5 Line inputs and 1 tape input

that will benefit any audio system. It will restore much of i r

the original live performance sound quality to old LPs and Hafler 9130 Power Amplifier
tapes where the musical performance was outstanding but ' .ii, into ohms
the recording technology was op -ii,/, The BBE ARS will
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ter recordings and will adg
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ality to the amafPnal
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Grado SR60
Digital Headphones
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 Open air operating principal

FREE
SHIPPING

Sennheiser HD414 54495
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54995

NEW

5

57995

5
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Sony MDRV600
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CD PLAYER
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l  NAD Link -remote control '41--
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function remote control
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--Disc change. 1 -bit 8 remote
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5139
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 mote dual voltage
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Meadtown Shopping Center

We're Celebrating The Holidays By Welcoming
Two New Lines To Our Growing Family.
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SOUND CITY HOLIDAY SPECIALS
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THX Power Amplifier
 150W RMS Extended dynamic power technci
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4 3dB Dynamic headroom Input level controp,
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Brand
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Digital
Audio Tape Deck
 Buill-in D/A converter
 Full function remote control
 Optical, analog and coaxial inputs
 Random/skip/repeat Stock/3489

Infinity SSW10
Servo Sub Orig.
.10 Powered Subwooter
 90W Power anmplifier
 Variable crossover 50-200Hz
 Sealed cabinet
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NC NR-S7100U
Super VHS
Hi-Fi VCR
 High resolution S -
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 Super specifications mechanism. VCR Pi
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editing  Menu button VC° 1- -
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 Dolby B noise reduction
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CALL
CALL
5349
5329

No Surcharge For Credit Cards

Extensive Inventory!

Competitive Prices

Best Selection

CASSETTE DECKS
Technics
RS-TR373

Transport Mechanism
 2)(2 Motor Full -Logic

I* Double Auto -Reverse
1  Dolby HX Pro 8 Dolby

FTC NR Systems

Aiwa ADS950
C 8 FIX Pro w/remote

NAD 602
FCgHXPro

Harmon/Kardon DC5300
), AIR

5299
5279
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Brand Name $79Dye B/C HX Pro Stock/9522

CD CHANGER SALE
Brand Name

CALL CD Changer
CALL Disc changer with RF

rdulator and remote commander

NEW 1 -Bit D/A converter with 80 OS
.  High speed disc change
!  Easy install  FM modulator ConnectS TO

CALL  Compact remote commander Virtually Any
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5899
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Mini Disc Players  Home r neater:

Cassette Decks  CD Chan ers
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changer. single auto cassette

Technics SCC11757
Disc CD changer with remote

MEMO

(f;ree
7986

Route 23 S. Kinnelon, NJ 07405

RECEIVERS

JVC RX-815VTN
ASV Stereo Receiver
 Dolby0 Pro Logic Surround sound  70W CH
(left/right/center). 20W/CH rear
 120 Watts/channel stereo mode
 3 Video inputs  AN
illuminated remote

Technics SAGX190
AV inputs with remote
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'1 Pro Logic receiver
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MINI SYSTEMS
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Mini System
 100Wich power output
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 3 -Disc CD changer  Dual

 Dolby® B noise reduction
auto reverse cassette deck
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 Full function remote control '.11111111111.4...
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ARE!
At Sound City we addedin'what's missing mailorder

 We do not charge your credit'
card until your order is shipped.
 14 Day Money Back Guarantee.

 Honest, and friendly service,
before and after the sale.

 TOLL FREE technical support
 Huge buying power saves you

up to 65% off MSRP.
 24 Hour order fax line:

201-838-2516

TURNTABLE
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Turntable
with
Cartridge

T..., 15)
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 TP-40 tone arm with detach-
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CLASSICAL MUSIC
redolent at times of Hindemith, Vaughan
Williams, and Hovhaness.

Of Numbers and of Bells is imbued with
a strong modal element and powerful
sonorities, all expertly captured in the re-
cording. The Horn Sonata, beautifully writ-
ten for the instrument, evokes Hindemith
and Britten, reaching a peak of brilliance in
the toccata -like middle movement. The
horn -piano balance is remarkably fine. The
Cello Sonata begins with an intense adagio,
followed by a rhythmically complex fugue -

textured middle movement and an affect-
ing, strongly modal finale. Both sonata re-
cordings were done originally for LP's in
the middle 1980's.

Nightstone is a setting of three excerpts
from the Biblical Song of Songs, with a mu-
sical treatment ranging from the ecstatic to
the meditative. Randolph Lacey's tenor is a
bit on the reedy side but not obtrusively so.
The various instrumentalists all display mu-
sicianship of the first order. The recorded
sound is eminently satisfying, and I enjoyed
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SPEAKERS
ADVENT HERITAGE Tower Spkr $418
PINNACLE AC850 Bookshelf . . . . CALL!
NHT FULL LINE CALL FOR BEST PRICE!
C, r3EN 3.571 Audfc;-,,re's Chc,se $799/pr
JBL L7 Top Rated Tower CALL!
BIC-VENTURA V12 72'XIOOW... BEST BUYS
CELESTION MP1 Best Mini Book Shelf . . CALL!
VELODYNE F1000 80W-10' Powered Sub . . $589
KEF ALL MODELS CALL FOR BEST PRICE!
CELESTION IMPACT New CALLI

RECEIVERS
YAMAHA RXV2090 AC3 CALL!
YAMAHA RXV890 100Wx3 + 25Wx2 . . . $728
JVC RX817VTN Digifine CALL!
SONY STRGX900ES 100Wx3 + 30Wx2 . $649
TECHNICS SAGX-790 100Wx4-Class1-1+ $379
DENON AVR2500 80V425WB0W -79
NAD AV716 kV Pro Logic . . CALL!
ONKYO TXSV-727 New Motorola Chip...$536
ONKYO TXSV-525 Best Buy . . . $428
CARVER FULL LINE CALL BEST PRICE!
NAKAMICHI AV -2 70W/20W/35W . $649

DAT DECKS
JVC XPD1 PRO Portable CALL!
SONY OTC8OES Home DAT . . . CALL!
SONY DTC790 Home DAT . . . $6 5 9
PANASONIC FULL LINE IN STOCK!
TASCAM ALL MODELS CALL BEST PRICE!
SONY MDS302 Mini Disc Recorder . . CALL!

CONSUMER TAPES
TDK D60 Audio Cassette $0.65
MAXELL UR90 Audio Cassette . . . . $0.75
TDK SA60 Audio Cassette $1.29
SONY HF120 Audio Cassette . . . . $1.35
MAXELL XLI190 Audio Cassette . . . . $1.39
MAXELL XLIIS80 Audio Cassette . . . $1.69
TDK SAX90 Audio Cassette $1.89
TDK T120 VHS Cassette $1.85
MAXELL T120 VHS Cassette . . . $1.99
TDK T120E HG VHS Cassette . $2.29
SCOTCH L750 Beta $2.99
MAXELL T120HF VHS Cassette . . . $3.49
JVC ST120 VHS Cassette $5.99

CASSETTE DECKS
SONY TCWA7ES Dual Auto Reverse . . $239
SONY TCWA9ES Dual Record $649
AIWA ADS -950 3 Head. Dolby $319
DENON DRM740 Doulby BC+ HX Pro . . . $299
JVC TDW717TN Pitch Control . . CALL!
N AKAMICHI DR1 3 Head CALL!
ONKYO TARW4112 B/C/HX Pro . . . $279
TECHNICS RSTR575 Dual Record . . . $199
YAMAHA KXW952 Remote Deck CALL!

CD PLAYERS
TECHNICS SLPD987 Pitch Control . . $249
DENON COM560 5 Disc Carousel . . . $489
NAD 513 3 Disc Carousel CALL!
N AKAMICHI MB15 Music Bank . CALL!
ONKYO DXC320 6 Disc Carousel . . CALL!
SONY CDPCA9ES 5 Disc Carousel . . $499
SONY CDPCA7ES 5 Disc Carousel $289
TECHNICS SLPD1010 MASH, 5 Disc . CALL!
YAMAHA CDC755 5 Disc Changel . . . CALL!

MINI SYSTEMS
SONY MHC-C405 100W x 2, 5 CD Changer . . $439
AIWA NSX-V20 16W x 2, 3 CD's . . . $279
AIWA NSX-V50 4 Wx2, 3 CD's. Front Surround. $349
AIWA NSX-V90 Doulby Pro Logic 5 Spicr Syst. . $419
DENON D -CI Micro Syst., 6 CD's . . . CALL!
SONY MHC-605 100W x 2, 5 CD's, 4 Splits. . $499
DENON DC -30 30Wx2, Double Cass, 6 CD. . CALL!
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AMPEX 489DM126 ADAT $9.75
3M R60 DAT $4.99
DIC HQ30 DAT $3.99
3M R46 DAT $4.49
DIC H0120 DAT $5.49
SONY DT120 DAT $7.75
DIC 4-2 OGB 3 Hour $6.99
AMPEX DDS490 3 Hour $10.99
SONY BCT2OM Betacam SP $18.50
FUJI BCT3OM Betacam SP $21.50
3M BC60ML Betacam SP $28.50
AMPEX 499 2' Reel $129.00
MAXELL U03590 1'
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THE HOME THEATER & HIFI SPECIALISTS! ?,

NAKAMICHI  PIONEER  SCOTCH  BROTHER  HARMAN KARDON 

the music thoroughly for its substance and
honesty. D.H.

SCHUBERT: Schwanengesang and
Other Late Songs.
Bo Skovhus (baritone); Helmut Deutsch
(piano). SONY 66R15 (65 min).
Performance: Fervent
Recording: Very good

Schubert's last lieder collection, post-
humously published by Haslinger as

Schwanengesang (Swan Song), was never
meant to be a cycle. With the increased ca-
pacity of compact discs, it is possible to
combine the original collection with several
other songs on texts by Johann Seidl, the
poet of the last Schwanengesang song, Die
Tauhenpost, thereby creating a congenial
collection of related Schubert songs without
being tied to Haslinger's artificial sequence.

The five Seidl songs here include the de-
ceptively simple but harmonically intricate
and provocative Am Fenster, the properly
gentle Wiegenlied, and the wide-ranging
and not particularly grateful Bei Dir Allein,
which seems to call for a more relaxed
treatment than it receives from the young
Danish baritone Bo (Boje) Skovhus.

Lyrical and intimate songs suit him best,
among them Ihr Bild, the familiar yet
sometimes mistreated Skindchen, and the
lovely Herbst, a Ludwig Rellstab setting
not part of the original Schwanengesang
but, fittingly, composed in Schubert's last
year. For Der Atlas, more vocal weight is
needed and, while the artist's range is im-
pressive, his tone loses luster when forced
in loud passages (Kriegers Ahnung). Fine
accompaniments by Helmut Deutsch, and
good notes with texts. G.J.

SIBELIUS: Early Chamber Music, Vol. 1.
Ernst Kovacic, Jan Sticlerblom, Massimo
Quarta, llaria Miori (violin); Juhani Lagerspetz,
Viatcheslav Novikov (piano); Ilari Angervo
(viola); Jan -Erik Gustaysson, Martti Rousi
(cello). ONDINE 826 (58 min).
Performance: Very good
Recording: Excellent

he Sibelius family's 1982 donation to
the Helsinki University Library of the

composer's unpublished scores brought to
light a substantial body of chamber music,
most of which pre -dated the grandiose Kul-
lervo Symphony of 1892. Some of the first
fruits of that discovery appear on this On -
dine CD, performed by a variety of highly
capable Finnish artists along with col-
leagues from Austria, Ukraine, and Italy.

All four of the works here make attrac-
tive listening, but none is a masterpiece.
The Violin Sonata in F Major is idyllic in a
Griegish fashion. The first movement of the
A Major Suite for String Trio has a decided
nature -impressionist tinge that's unusual for
1889. The corresponding movement of the
G Minor String Trio displays a bit of the
crescendo-sforzando that was to mark Si-
belius's later output, beginning with the
opening pages of Finlandia. The Piano
Quartet in C Minor (1891) is unusual both
in its scoring, with two violins and cello,
and in its variation format - there are sev-
en in all (No. 6 is fascinatingly wayward),
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preceded by a dramatic introduction and
concluding with a subdued coda for solo pi-
ano. The performances are just fine, and the
recording is A-1. D.H.

R. STRAUSS: Salome.
Catherine Malfitano (Salome), Bryn Terfel
(Jochanaan), Kenneth Riegel (Herod), Hanna
Schwarz (Herodias), Kim Begley (Narraboth),
others; Vienna Philharmonic. Christoph von
Dohnanyi cond. LONDON 444 178 (100 min).
Performance: Terfel's show
Recording: Powerful

I 'in afraid this is a Salome totally domi-
nated by John the Baptist. When the exe-

cutioner's blade heads for that throat, all we
can do is wince in horror and wait for the
Dance of the Seven Veils. The Jochanaan is
Bryn Terfel, and he is simply overpower-
ing. His performance, although not musi-
cally impeccable, is so radiant and rich with
prophecy that Herod's reluctance to pass
sentence is perfectly comprehensible. Any-
one with a voice like that must have been
sent by God.

Malfitano, at least on a purely vocal basis.
The part seems at the same time too light
and too heavy for her; she lacks both inno-
cence and lust, and Salome, alas, has to
have both. Like a character from Clueless,
the performer is so wrapped up in her own
concerns that she hardly reacts to Jocha-
naan at all. Their interaction strongly de-
pends on Salome since Jochanaan refuses
to recognize her as an individual. Without
that interaction, the dramatic force of the
piece is blunted.

Kenneth Riegel's Herod and Hanna
Schwarz's Herodias are strongly inflected
caricatures, and the secondary roles are
well sung. The Vienna Philharmonic under
Christoph von Dohnanyi gives a large-
scale, rather serious performance. E.S.

VERDI: Simon Boccanegra.
Miriam Gauci (Amelia). Eduard Tumagian
(Boccanegra). Giacomo Aragall (Gabriele),
others; choruses; Belgian Radio and TV
Philharmonic Orchestra. Alexander Rahbari
cond. DiscovEu 920225 (two CD's, 123 min).
Performance: Very good
Recording: Warm, rich
Werdi's tragedy of the doge of Genoa,
V unsuccessful when first produced in
1857, enjoyed a critical success in 1881 fol-
lowing extensive revisions by the compos-
er, many of which evoke the tonalities of
Otello, only six years away. Despite its ex-
cellences, however, the work has never en-
tered the popular repertory.

While the cast of this recorded perfor-
mance is largely unknown to U.S. audi-

ences, as are the responsive chorus, the ad-
mirable orchestra, and the young Iranian -

born conductor, Alexander Rahbari, their
collaboration yields an integral and moving
performance - in short, an honest reading
of Verdi's score. Rahbari's sense of dynam-
ics and pace is laudable; the performance
moves without being driven and achieves
its climaxes without frenzy.

Baritone Eduard Tumagian brings credi-
bility to Boccanegra's complex character,
singing with warmth and convincingly de-
picting the protagonist's guilt, remorse, joy
in the discovery of his daughter, political
ambition, and, finally, benevolence in time
of death. The touching Recognition Scene
between Simon and his love -child is a high-
point of the recording. Amelia, sung by so-
prano Miriam Gauci, emerges as unwaver-
ing in her love for Gabriele Adorno as she
is steadfast in her allegiance to her father.
Her first -appearance solo, "Come in quest'
ora bruna," is memorably sung; through-
out, her clear, well -focused lyric voice is
a pleasure. Though somewhat more refined
than in previous recordings, the singing of
tenor Giacomo Aragall, as Gabriele, is un-
even and frequently effortful. Peter Mikulas
as Fiesco, father of Maria, who was se-
duced earlier by Boccanegra, and thus grand-
father to Amelia, employs his bass voice
with noble sonority, especially in "V lacera-
to spirito," the most famous vocal passage
of the work. Performances of this caliber
and interest at a budget price help the Dis-
cover label live up to its name. R.A.

Collections
PEDRO AND INES BACAN:
De Viva Voz.
Al nip is 6812 (47 min).
Performance: Stunning
Recording: Immediate

Anyone who still thinks that flamenco is
ladies with spit curls, wearing red

dresses and clodhoppers, is about twenty
years out of date. Flamenco, like everything
in Spain, has undergone profound changes
in the post -Franco era, with many artists
turning to outside musical idioms for inspi-
ration. Pedro Bacan and his sister, Ines, are
among the greatest interpreters of flamenco
in its traditional forms, the bulerias and
siguiriyas that date back centuries. That is
not to say they are curators of a musical
museum - very far from it, for flamenco
has always been a personal expression, and
the Bacans are passionate artists.

Pedro writes songs based on, but not
slavishly following, the ancient canons, and
he accompanies his sister's voice with the
Spanish guitar. The results are overwhelm-
ing. It has become a critical cliché to de-
scribe a singer as a force of nature, but Ines
Bacan's voice requires stronger language
- really, at some moments it sounds like a
supernatural force. In a fandango called De
Lejos Lo Vi Pasar ("I saw him pass by from
afar"), she laments her lost love with an in-
tensity that almost makes you feel embar-
rassed at the intimacy of her self -revelation.
And while Pedro Bacan is a master of tradi-
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CLASSICAL MUSIC

Ct ILJFIXES
BEETHOVEN: Piano Sonatas No. 8
("Pathetique"), No. 14 ("Moonlight"),
No. 21 ("Waldstein"), and No. 26
("Les Adieux").
Bernard Roberts. NIMBUS 7707 (79 min).
Bernard Roberts's sane, musicianly perfor-
mances of these four familiar sonatas, re-
corded in the early Eighties, were apparent-
ly issued earlier in less generous packages
and may have escaped notice. Listeners to
whom the music itself matters more than the
renown of the performer should find this
CD a very pleasant surprise.

THE PURCELL MANUSCRIPT.
Davitt Moroney (virginal, harpsichord). VIRGIN
45166 (67 min).
Discovered with great fanfare in 1993, the
"Purcell manuscript" joins a mere handful
of surviving Purcell autographs. While it
promises to reveal plenty about period nota-
tion and style, the music itself appears to be
exercises for a royal student. Many of the
simplistic and short-winded pieces suggest
Francois Couperin on a diet. And although
Davitt Moroney could make scale exercises
seem interesting, he's saddled with a fairly

(1eh"
TNI /Oa( tit 411,1.1SCR IP

.11111110111.

clunky virginal throughout much of the re-
cording. Not mainstream listening. D.P.S.

ANONYMOUS 4: The Lily & The Lamb.
HARMONIA MUNDI 907124 (67 mm).
The ethereal quality of the music and the
beauty of the pure voices of this quartet of
female singers are quite evident in this re-
cording of chant and polyphony from me-
dieval England. There is a sameness to the
sound, however, and unless you wish to lis-
ten to these selections about the Virgin
Mary at the foot of the Cross simply as
background music, you'll need to follow the
texts closely. William Livingstone

ARIETTA.
Prague Chamber Ensemble.
Vox 7507 (65 min).
As a death -defying opera fan, I'm constitu-
tionally opposed to instrumental versions of

arias without words. This album of Italian
arias in salon style, however, is so beautiful-
ly arranged and played that it is irresistible.
Verdi's passion and Puccini's pathos are
well communicated. This CD might attract
new audiences to the real thing. W.L.

MANUEL BARRUECO:
Plays Lennon and McCartney.
London S)mplion). Jereni) Lubbock cond.
ANGEL 55228 (45 min).
All your favorite Beatles tunes are here, in
mellow performances by Manuel Barrueco
in arrangements for guitar, with or without
other instruments, by a number of hands, in-
cluding the Cuban guitarist and composer
Leo Brower and, surprisingly, the Japanese
avant-garde composer Torn Takemitsu. My
favorites are Brower's duo arrangements,
played with the American guitarist David
Tannenbaum, which include a sensational
version of Penny Lone that really hops. E.S.

GEOFF SMITH: 15 Wild Decembers.
SONY 66605 (58 min).
Awkward, meandering, featureless, and
formless settings of fragments of romantic
poetry with the grotesquely processed voice
of Nicola Walker Smith and the endlessly
repetitious keyboard playing of composer
Geoff Smith. It's enough to give New Age a
bad name. E.S.
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YAMAHA RX-V690
DOLBY'' PRO LOGIC REMOTE RECEIVER
 5 Channels :0 V1,/fP/C X 3 e

 DSP Mode  Remote Control 549(Left, Center, Right)  25
VVRC X 2 (Rear Surround)

Competitor's Price $699
JVC RX-7 7VTN 105WX2 PRO LOGIC 319
KENWOOD KRV-9070 120WX2 PRO LOGIC 449
SHERWOOD RV -7050R TOP RATED PRO LOGIC F;ECEIVEIE
SONY STR-3965 120WX2 PRO LOGIC 349
TECHNICS SA-GX690 100 WATT PRO LOGO 299
YAMAHA RXV-830 170 WATT PRO LOGE 724
YAMAHA RXV-2090 TOP OF LINE 1099

CD CHANGERS

DENON DCM-340
5 DISC CD CHANGER WITH REMOTE
 Two 18 -Bit DAC  8X OS

Modes  5 Repeat Modes  20
Digital Filter  3 Random Play Si99
 - rack Programming  Remote
Competitor's Price $279
DENON DCM--60 .5 CD CAROUSEL CHANGER 299
SONY CDP-C445 5 CD CAROUSEL CHANGER 19!
PHILIPS CDC -95 .5 CD CAROUSEL CHANGER 22!
TECHNICS SL-PG887 5 CD CAROUSEL CHANGER 18!
YAMAHA CDC -55 ..5 CD CAROUSEL CHANGER 19!
YAMAHA CDC -755 .. 5 CD CAROUSEL CHANGER 32!

TAPE DECKS

TEAC V-1030
HI -END SINGLE CASSETTE DECK
 3 -Head Dscrete $249
Motors  Dolby" B/C
Noise Reduction
Competitor's Price $349
AIWA ADS 550 3 HEAD DOLBY' S DECK 319
RENON DRS E10 DOLBY' S DECK 379
TEAC V -2030S 3 HEAD DOLBY'- S DECK 399
SONY TCWR-665S CASSETTE DECK 249
SONY TCK-615S DOLBY"' S DECK 299

HARMAN KARDON PA -2100
?20 WATT POWER AMPLIFIER
-60 Watts/Channel  Auto Standby s"
Mode  Bridgir Mono Capability
Competitor's Price $350
sUDIOSOURCE SS -5 PRO LOGIC PROCESSOR .269
THORENS TD -180 TUR .

AMAHA
D M$P-A2070

PROCEBNTABLE800._. 1898299

"AMAHA X-2... 200W POWER AMP 599
MILES  TERK  MONSTER CABLE  AUIIO QUEST

 NPR AND PANAMAX FULL LINE IN STUCK I

1.800.394.62M,
HOME THEATER IS OUR FORTE

CAR STEREO

Npym,(chi

NAKAM1CMI TD -9 AM FM CASSETTE
NAKAMICHI CD -7 AM FM CD PLAYER
NAKAMICHI MB7FM 7 CD W FM MOOU _ATOR
NAKAMICHI MEW 7 CD CHANGER

FULL LINE IN STOCK !

NAKAMICHI PA302S 80WX2 POWER AMP
NAKAMICHI SP -65C 6'' COAXIALS
NAKAMICHI SP -S510 5' '" COMPONENT
NAKAMICHI PA -301S 45W X4 POWER AMP

SDI I

'20

ALTEC LANSING
510
300W 3 -WAY
SPEAKERS
 Tw.) c

 1' Tweeter 799 Pk,
Woolers

Competitor's Price $1600

SPEAKER PRICES PER PAIR
ALTEC LANSING ea
icor 3 Way Bookshelf $139
ALTEC LANSING 508.
25011, 3 Way Floorstarding.. S599
ALTEC LANSING 511.
300A 4 Way FIcorsiarding 5999

YAMAHA
NSA -636
100W 3 -WAY
BOOKSHELF
 Acoustic Suspension
Design  8" Woofer
 3'4 Tweeter

PAIR
Competitor's Price SJ,

SPEAKER PRICES PER PAIR
ADVENT PRODIGY Shielded Tower Speaker 199

CERWIN VEGA MX -400 1 400 Watts 399

ADVENT BABY II 150W Bookshelf 99

ADS-NILES-JBL FULL LINE OF IN WALL SPEAKERS

AM -7'
200 WATT
SUBWOOFER
SATELLITE
SYSTEM
 Acoustirnass Bass
Module With Two
5''" Woofers  Two
Satellites Each
With 2' '" Drivers 
 Each Satellite
Is Double -Cube
Configuration

Competitors $7
Price_.$899

1 et E21 A If REFIJNrz. POLICY
30 DAY IN_HOME SPEAKER AUDITION

SE KARLA ESPANOL  ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED !Ft INFO CALL 201 - 67- CIP1 CS4CS
MAIL ORDEF HOURS. MON-FRI 9AM-7FAI  SAT 10AM-6PM  SUN I1AM 5PM

New Jersey Retail
331 Route 4 West, Paramus, NJ 07652
6 DAYS  SATURDAY 10-9 - MONDAY - FRIDAY 10-9:30
22 Route 22 West, Springfield, NJ 07081
SATURDAY 10-9  SUN 10-7  MONDAY - FRIDAY 10-9:30
577 Rotate 10 East, Livingston, NJ 07039
SATURDAY 10-9  SUN 10-7  MONDAY - FRIDAY 10-9:30

CLD-A100
INTERACTIVE HCME ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEM
 Plays 3-5' CD,CD, '

299 425 Line Picture ResolL,
INCLUDES PAC -S10 MEGA LD
CONTROL PACK Competitor's Price....... 5594

AIWA NSX-V77
100W 3 CD DUAL DECK REMOTE MINI SYSTEM
 Digital Signal Processor  Graphic E0
 Super T Bass  32 Presets
 Karaoke Mic 3cilby B NR 429 Remote Competitor's Price...5499

KENWOOD U0-553 Hi Eid Mini System 699
AIWA NSX-D851 . 130 Waft 3 CD Dual Deck 699
DENON D -500S 45W/P/C 3 CD Changer 599
YAMAHA GX-5 ,, 3 CD Dual Deck Remote 409

VELODYNE
Fl 200R
POWERED
SUBWOOFER
 12" Driver  10C
Wafts
 Voice
Coil $799EA.
Competitor's Price. -...J999

SPEAKER PRICES PER PAIR
JBL J -CENTER Center Channel EACH 99
JBL L-7 TOP CF THE LINE TOWER CALL

JBL MUSIC & MOVIE SOUND EFFECTS IN SIM
JBL PSW-1200 12- 100W Powered Sub

BOSE AM3 SIII 3 PIECE ACOUSTIMASS '399'
BOSE AM4 4 PIECE ACOUSTIMASS 449
BOSE AM5 SII 3 PIECE ACOUSTIMASS '549"
BOSE 201 SIII 120W TWO-WAY BOOKSHEL :
BOSE 301 SIII 150W TOP RATED BOOKSHELF
BOSE 501 200W FLOORSTANDING
BOSE 701 400W FLOORSTANDING
BOSE 901SVI ....... .... TOP OF THE LINE SYSTEM
BOSE 101 60W INDOOR OUTDOOR
BOSE 141 80W BOOKSHELFSPEAKERS
BOSE VS -100 CENTER CHANNEL EA'73
BOSE 100 BOW FJLLRANGE SPEAKER,
BOSE 151 INDOOR OUTDOOR SPEAKERS
BOSE 301 SONATA LIMITED EDITION SPEAKER
BOSE LS -3 SII LIFESTYLE SYSTEM
BOSE LS -5 SII LIFESTYLE SYSTEM
BOSE LS -12 LIFESTYLE SYSTEM

A CPS IAL Wittfl re TIME"CM

HUGE SELECTION OF 110/220 VOLT 50-60
CYCLE MULTI SYSTEM PAL, SECAIA

NTSC TV S, VCR S & CAMCORDERS

KENWOOD KOC-6003
DETACHABLE -FACE AM/FM CD
 4 Channel High Power  1Bit

$'269DAC  8X OS  24 AM. FM Presets
Competitor's Price...5329
JVC KD-GS553 AM/FM DETACHABLE CD 239
KENWOOD KRC-601 AM/FM DETACHABLE CASS 229
SONY CDX-509) AM/FM DETACHABLE CD 239
BLAUPUNKT LAGUNA /4/FAIDETACHABLE CD BEST PRICE

TOSHIBA TX -904 . AM/FM DETACHABLE CD ... 179
CAR INSTALLATION KITS AVAILABLE
INSTALLERS .... CALL FOR PRICES

HIFONICS
VULCAN
50WX2 POWER
AMPLIFIER
 1BOWX 1 @ 4 Ohms
 90WX 2 @ 2 Ohms
IVX 2 @ 4 Ohms

99 Compiled, Price......$349

BLAUPUNKT V-7000...._.7 CHANNEL VELOCITY AMP
JUL GTS-300. 100* OR 30001 AMP CALL
JBL GTC-9610 . 1C0 WATT EDI PER 79

SONY XM4045 .4X40 POWER AMP 229
SOUNOSTREAM FULL L NE AUTHORIZED DEALER
BAZOOKA - MTX - HIFONICS BEL & BLAUFUNKT IN STOCK

SONY
KV-27V10
27" STEREO TV
 Cable Compatible
 Matrix Surround
Sound  DAC Speaker
System  Sleek Design
 Remote

$ 449
Comprital

MITSUBISHI VS -5C41
PANASONIC CT-27SF12
SONY KV-32S" 6
SONY KV-27S15

50 STEREO PI-P 1999
27 SUPERFLAT 529
32' STEREO P -I -P 799
27' STEREO P -I -P 479

PANASONIC pv-4551
4 HEAD HI-FI STEREO REMOTE
VHS RECORDER
 Cable Compatible  On Screen $239
Displays consiimes Pace _$279

JVC HR-A61U 4I- DAD HI -Ft STEREO
MITSUBISHI HSU-560 4 HEAD HI-FI VCR+
PANASONIC PV -4562 4 HEAD HI-FI VCR+
SONY SLV-7130HF 4 HEAD HI fl VCR+

SONY
CCD-TRV30
BKIM CAMCORDER
WITH 3 LCD
COLOR SCREEN

$699
Compilers Price -S999

PANASONIC PV 0505 5 U
CCD-TR70C

SwuRNri CD-TR33

[AUTHORIZED DEALER FOR... [

249
399

VHS ulofocus 699
VHS Autfocus 599
HI -B hues HI -Fl 1099
8MM Altolocus 449
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CLASSICAL MUSIC
tional forms, he also innovates tastefully.
For instance, the disc opens with a lullaby
in waltz time - a very bizarre rhythm in
flamenco - with two cellos brought in at
the conclusion to underline the work's mes-
merizing sonorities.

The great pity about this recording is that
the booklet does not have English transla-
tions of the texts, which are of a very high
literary quality. (There are French versions,
if that helps.) This is the most emotional
music in the world. Give it a listen. J.J.

GREENE STRING QUARTET:
Bluegreene.
VIRGIN 45133 (46 min).
Performance: Cool, very cool
Recording: High-energy
A mid the many Kronos and crossover

M clones, the Greene String Quartet
stands out. Richard Greene is a classically
trained violinist who has fiddled his way
from Bill Monroe and His Bluegrass Boys
to Bruce Springsteen and Bob Seger and
has subsequently put together his own ulti-

 ADS  ADVENT  AIWA

'BOSTON ACOUSTICS

 BAZOOKA

 DENON  HITACHI

 tbriNit  JVC
 KENWOOD

 MITSUBISHI

 HAD  PANAMAX

 SHARP
 RCA
 TEAC

 SONY

 APOGEE  VIDEONICS

 VELODYNE  YAMAHA

 ALTEC LANSING

 BOSE  CELESTION

 CERWIN VEGA

 HARMAN KARDON

 JBL
 KIIPSH

 PANASONIC

PIONEERPHILIPS

 SANSUI

VFIC
HIGH QUALITY MANUFACTURERS

 SONY ES  TECHNICS

AND MANY OTHER ..

 SONANCE

YOUR MONIE TnEATRE ExpEwrs
r
MONSTER CABLE - STRAIGHTWIRE  NILES

 PANAMAX ...FULL LINE IN STOCK ,FLEE SIPPING
11-EaCED© -faCEDCCD -='=aa
ASK ABOUT OUR HOLIDAY GIFT GIVERS SERVICE

25% 014

KENWOOD KRV-8070 SONY CDPC-445
Kenwood's 5 channel remote Pro Sony's 5 disc carousel design remote
Logic receiver features controlled CD changer offers digital qvrvo
100 w x 3 across the control. a 20 -track music
front and 50 w x 2 $44 9 calendar and a 3 -mode
to the rear channels

$19 9
music scan function.

SUGG. PRICE 5599 SUGG PRICE $279

'GUARANTEED LOW PRICE ...
We will beat any advertised price !

And don't forget our 10 day money back guarantee.

18% OFF

MITSUBISHI

PICTURE

INi
PICTUIE

CS35313
This 35"ipicture-in-picture stereo
remote TV offers

,n -screen displays 1399
& is cable ready.
SUGG. PRICE $1699

CELESTION SLIo St
Award winning computer gen-
erated design. The Audiophile
choice for dynamic imaging and
soundstage in a 2 way
bookshelf
seGkeer.

PRICE $1000 -110

40 )1

SONY
CDX-71RF
Sony's top of
the line Ri4
modulated 10
disc trunk changer
includes wireless remote

PRICE $560

37% OFF

$349
Customer Service 201-912-8183
22 ROUTE 22 WEST,SPFUNGF1ELD, NJ 07081
'UP TO 40 POUNDS IN THE CONTINENTAL USA.  ALL PRODUCTS ARE COVERED BY THE

MANUFACTURERS WARRANTY OR ELECTRONICS DEPOTS EXCLUSIVE WARRANTY

HOURS
Monday thru Frida 9AM-9PM

Saturday: 10AM-7PM
Sunday: 10AM-6PM East Coast Time

mate string band - a jazz string quartet.
The Greene Quartet's earlier albums de-
pended mostly on effective arrangements,
ranging from Puttin' on the Ritz to music of
the Doors, and this one similarly leads off
with a version of Bernstein's Cool from
West Side Story and Chick Corea and Dick
Hyman's fantasy on Londonderry Air. But
the rest of the album is devoted to original
pieces commissioned and premiered by
the group, including the wonderful Blue
Deco by the late Eliot Kaplin and Peter
Schickele's amusing Blue Set for jazz string
quartet.

Jazz string quartet is exactly what the
Greene Quartet is. They have defined the
genre, created the sound and the repertoire.
The energy level is high on "Bluegreene,"
and musical interest never flags. These
players are always on top of everything, but
with all their vehement energy, they are
never less than cool. E.S.

THOMAS HAMPSON:
German Opera Arias.
Munich Radio Orchestra, Fabio Luisi cond.
EMI 55233 (79 min)
Performance: Probing and expressive
Recording: Excellent

homas Hampson takes us on a panoram-
ic journey through German opera from

Weber through Wagner to Schreker and
Korngold. While none of the twelve selec-
tions here is exactly new to records, at least
half of them come from operas virtually un-
known to American listeners. That alone
should create sufficient interest, but Hamp-
son's superior artistry lifts the program way
beyond that threshold.

Not all of these baritone arias are ideally
suited to his light, heady, and malleable
sound. Weber's Lysiart (Euryanthe) and
Marschner's Hans Heiling, to say nothing
of his demonic Vampyr, demand a "Helden-
hariton" sonority from their interpreters,
but Komgold's "Mein Sehnen" (from Die
Tote Stadt) emerges with a gorgeous lyric
flow, Lortzing's carefree Count (Der Wild-
schiitz) brims with a lusty swagger, and the
tragic Epilogue from Humperdinck's Kon-
igskinder is voiced with deepfelt eloquence.
As for the Wagnerian selections, Hamp-
son's "Ahendstern" (Tannhiiuser) suggests
a great Wolfram to come, and despite its
low tessitura (for a tenor) he intones Sieg-
mund's "Winterstiirme" (Die Walkiire)
beautifully - the climaxing high G's are
well within his range. The clear and id-
iomatic enunciation throughout is also ad-
mirable, and this intellectually probing
artist even wrote part of the excellent anno-
tation. He receives excellent orchestral sup-
port under Fabio Luisi's direction. G.J.

VLADIMIR HOROWITZ:
The Private Collection, Volume Two.
RCA Vic ioR 626-1-1 (67 mini.
Performance: Stunning
Recording: Surprisingly good

The second and apparently final volume
of material from the recordings Vladi-

mir Horowitz made for his own reference
during his Carnegie Hall recitals between
1945 and 1952, like the first, offers music



the legendary pianist never recorded for
commercial release. While Volume One
ranges through established repertory -
Bach, Scarlatti, Rachmaninoff - this one
draws on more recent works, including the
New York premieres of Dmitri Kabalev-
sky's Second Sonata, from February 1947,
and Barber's Excursions (omitting No. 3 of
the four) from March 1945.

Eight of Kabalevsky's Op. 38 preludes
are also included, and some of them -
such as the assertive No. 16, in B -flat Ma-
jor, and the stormy No. 24, in D Minor -
are really quite remarkable pieces. The
sound quality is even more remarkable con-
sidering the date (April 1947) and the con-
ditions under which the recordings were
made. Actually, the sound is quite fine (and
the audiences consistently well behaved)
throughout the disc, which also contains
three Debussy etudes drawn from two dif-
ferent recitals, two pieces from the piano
suite Prokofiev fashioned from the score of
his ballet Cinderella, and Poulenc's two in-
termezzos.

As for the performances - well, they
more than justify the effort of bringing
them to the public. Perhaps another pianist
would have conveyed as much substance as
well as power in the Kabalevsky sonata, or
found as much unlabored eloquence in the
Poulenc pieces, but it is hard to imagine.
Far more consistently than Volume One, the
67 minutes of this "Private Collection" add
up to quite a stunning illustration of what
the Horowitz legend is all about. R.F.

MOSCOW VIRTUOSI:
Stalin Cocktail.
Vladimir Spivakov cond. RCA VICTOR
68061 (68 min).
Performance: Neat
Recording: Bright, clean

Quite a concoction, this "Stalin Cock-
tail"! It leads off with Vladimir Mil -

man's string -orchestra arrangement of
Shostakovich's String Quartet No. 3 as
Chamber Symphony No. 2, with five move-
ments ranging from the deliberately trivial
to the searingly tragic. Vladimir Spivakov
leads his Moscow Virtuosi in a highly pol-
ished reading, immaculate and cool, but
find the music packs more wallop in its
original format. The high point of the CD
comes with Edison Denisov's powerful,
nightmarish variations on Haydn's canon
Tod 1st ein Langer Schlaf ("Death is a long
sleep"). The virtuosic solo -cello part is ably
handled by Mikhail Milman.

There are two sharply contrasting works
from Estonia's Arvo Part, the fascinating,
dissonance -flavored three -movement Col-
lage on the Theme B -A -C -H from 1964, pre-
dating his current mystical -spiritual idiom,
and the famous and always moving 1976
Cantus in Memory of Benjamin Britten. As
in the Shostakovich, I find Spivakov's treat-
ment on the cool side. The title piece, Stalin
Cocktail, is a savagely sarcastic little essay
by Rodion Schedrin from 1992. Toward the
close Spivakov supplies a solo -violin obbli-
gato on Black Eyes; I won't reveal the end-
ing - you have to hear it for yourself. The
sonics throughout are spick-and-span. D.H.

DOES THX, DOLBY PRO LOGIC, DSP, AC3, AND MULTI --
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PREPARED BY DAVID STEIN

EQUIPMENT TEST REPORTS

Amplifiers and Preamplifiers
AMC AV8I HT (audio/video preamplifier),

Nov. 48
Carver A -400x (power, THX), Aug. 38
Harman Kardon Citation 7.0 (audio/video

preamplifier), Dec. 59
Linn Wakonda (preamplifier), Oct. 40
Marantz AV600 (tuner/preamplifer), Aug. 31;

SR1020 (tuner/amplifier), Nov. 58
Rotel RB985THX (power, five -channel),

Jul. 44
Sunfire (power), Apr. 40

Car Stereo (Pohlmann)
Sanyo MAC -4195 cassette receiver, Aug. 42
Sherwood XA-5400 power amplifier. Nov. 62
Soundstream SA245 power amplifier. Jun. 50

Compact Disc Players
Aiwa DX-CIOOM (changer), Jun. 36
Bose Lifestyle 12 (home theater system),

Mar. 34
Denon DCM-460 (changer), Jan. 48
Harman Kardon FL8450 (changer), Oct. 54
JVC XL -M4 I7TN (changer), Oct. 54
Marantz CC-65SE (changer), Oct. 54;

CDI020, Nov. 58
Nakamichi MB -2s (changer), Oct. 54
Onkyo DX -C320 (changer), Dec. 48
Panasonic LX -H170 (combi), May 42
Pioneer CLD-D704 (combi), Sep. 44; PD -M59

(changer), Oct. 54
Sony CDP-CA8ES (changer), Oct. 54
Technics SL-PDI010 (changer), Oct. 54
Yamaha CDC -655 (changer), Nov. 38

Receivers (audio/video)
Denon AVR-I500, May 27
Harman Kardon AVR25, Apr. 32
NAD AV -716, Feb. 43
Pioneer VSX-D3S, Dec. 36
Sherwood RV -4050R, Jul. 38
Technics SA-TX1000 (Home THX), Jan. 37;

SA-GX790, Oct. 35
Yamaha RX-V590, Sep. 36

Tape Recorders
Marantz SD1020 (cassette), Nov. 58
Technics RS-DC8 (DCC), Feb. 32

Speaker Systems
Acoustic Research AR 303, Jun. 33
ADS AVF 144 (center), Sep. 58

AudioSource SW Four (powered subwoofer),
Apr. 44

B.I.C. America Adatto (outdoor), Jul. 58
Bose Lifestyle 12 (home theater system), Mar.

34; Model 151 (outdoor), Jul. 58
Boston Acoustics Runabout 11 (outdoor), Jul.

58; Lynnfield VR (home theater), Oct. 52
Cambridge Sound Works Model Twelve

(transportable powered system), Nov. 56
Celestion Style (home theater), Mar. 48
Cerwin-Vega Sensurround Powered System 6

(home theater), Jul. 47
Definitive Technology BP 2000, Sep. 70
Digital Phase AP -.7, Nov. 54
Duntech Ambassador, Aug. 35
Grundig DX -1100, Aug. 39
Jamo THX-1 (home theater), Aug. 46
JBL HT1 (Home THX), Jan. 79; ProIllAW

(outdoor), Jul. 58; J820, Sep. 40
JM Lab Daline 3.1, Mar. 44
KEF Model 100 (center), Sep. 58
Klipsch Epic CF -I, May 40
M&K V-125 (powered subwoofer), Jul. 36
Martin -Logan Logos (center), Sep. 58
Mirage M -1090i, Jul. 34
Mission Model 732, Dec. 50
NEAR AEL-I.4 (outdoor), Jul. 58
NHT VS -2 (center), Sep. 58; SW3P (powered

subwoofer system), Dec. 54
Niles OS -10 (indoor/outdoor), Jun. 40
NSM Model 50, Feb. 40
Optimus PRO LX5, May 32
Paradigm Export/BP, Apr. 36; CC -300 (center),

Sep. 58
Parasound Nomad 10 (outdoor). Jul. 58
Pioneer CSL-70E (outdoor), Jul. 58
Polk Audio RM7000 (sub/sat), Mar. 32;

AW/M5 (outdoor), Jul. 58
PSB Stratus C5 (center), Sep. 58
RDL RA Labs Center Channel, Sep. 58; Micro

Monitor/Reference Subwoofer, Nov. 44
Rock Solid HCM 1/PowerBass (sub/sat),

Oct. 46
Rockustics Econorock (outdoor), Jul. 58
Snell CC -1 (center), Sep. 58
Sonance MB20 (outdoor), Jul. 58
Spica TC-60, Feb. 48
TDL RTL2, Jan. 52
Vandersteen VCC-1 (center), Sep. 58
Yamaha NS-AC300 (center), Sep. 58

Other Equipment
Audio Control Rialto home theater

equalizer/crossover, Oct. 48
Bose Lifestyle 12 home theater system,

Mar. 34
Cambridge Sound Works Model Twelve

transportable music system, Nov. 56
Chase Technologies RLC-1 remote line

controller, Jan. 56
Denon DA -500 D/A converter, Mar. 25
Enlightened Audio Designs TheaterMaster

surround processor, Jun. 46
Grado SR125 headphones, May 34
Lexicon CP-3 Plus digital surround processor

upgrade, May 48
Marantz AV600 tuner/preamplifer, Aug. 31
Sennheiser HD 565 Ovation headphones,

Sep. 48

User's Reports
Boston Acoustics Lynnfield VR home theater

speakers (Ranada), Oct. 52
Celestion Style home theater speakers

(Ranada), Mar. 48

Cerwin-Vega Sensurround Powered System 6
home theater speakers (Ranada), Jul. 47

Digital Music Express (Day). Jul. 24
Jamo THX- I home theater speakers (Ranada),

Aug. 46
JBL HT1 Home THX speakers (Ranada),

Jan. 79
Lexicon CP-3 Plus digital surround processor

upgrade (Ranada), May 48
Marantz Slim Series (Warren), Nov. 58

THE HIGH END (Mitchell)

What Is High End?, Jun. 104
The Sound of Dolby AC -3, Jul. 100
Exploring the Near Field, Aug. 96

What's in a Name?, Sep. 120
Old Wine in New Bottles, Oct. 128
The Car as Acoustical Laboratory, Nov. 148
A Measure of Bass Quality, Dec. 144

PERIPHERALS

Multimedia, Packard Bell Style (Albertson),
Jan. 32

Video -Game Soundtracks Get Real (Costello),
Apr. 26

Home, Sweet Networked Home (Pohlmann),
Jun. 22

The Truth About Online Music Services (Lu),
Sep. 22

SIGNALS (Pohlmann)

Hearing Is Believing, Jan. 28
The Prisoner's Dilemma, Feb. 26
The Battle of the Balcony. Apr. 24
Living in the Past. May 22
Technologically Driven, Jun. 30
Metamorphosis, Jul. 22
Recordaphobia, Aug. 18
A Call to Arms!, Sep. 32
The Dogs of War, Oct. 28
Holy Matrimony, Nov. 32
The Art of War. Dec. 28

SYSTEMS

Miami Blues (Ankosko), Jan. 102
Architectural Audio (Day), Mar. 60
Bass Haven (Ankosko), May 70
Early Retirement (Ankosko), Jun. 60
From Heathkit to Home Theater (Ankosko),

Sep. 78
The Shanty on the Creek (Ankosko), Nov. 84
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EDITORIAL INDEX 1995
TECHNICAL TALK (Hirsch)

Can Everything Be Tested?, Jan. 34
A Trip Down Memory Lane, Feb. 30
A Class Act, Mar. 22
Audio's Ongoing Evolution, Apr. 30
Unrealistic Expectations?, May 24
Reading the Mail, Jun. 32
Speaking of Speakers, Jul. 32
Audio Thrills and Chills, Aug. 28
How Much Fidelity Is Enough?, Sep. 34
Is Concert -Hall Realism Possible in the

Home?, Oct. 32
Audio Illusions, Nov. 34
The AN Revolution, Dec. 32

TECHNICAL FEATURES

AC -3 Digital Surround - see Dolby AC -3
Accessories: Neat Stuff (Warren), Dec. 84
Amplifiers: Watts Playing (Kumin), Oct. 74;

Separates vs. Receivers (Kumin), Nov. 68
Car Stereo: Guide to Upgrading (Kumin),

May 72; Autosound Preview 96 (Palenchar),
Nov. 96

CD Players: Choosing a CD Player (Foster),
Jul. 67; Changer Challenge (Pohlmann),
Oct. 54

CES Showstoppers (Ankosko), Apr. 73,
Oct. 80

Comparison Tests: Outdoor Speakers
(Nousaine), Jul. 58; Center -Channel
Speakers (Nousaine), Sep. 58; CD Changers
(Pohlmann), Oct. 54

Critical Listening (Ferstler), Dec. 76
Dealer's Choice: $5,000 Home Theater (Day).

Aug. 49
Digital Music Express (user's report, Day),

Jul. 24
Dolby AC -3: Digital Surround Comes Home

(Riggs), May 62
DSS at Home (Warren), Jan. 105
Equipment Buying Guide, Feb. 67, Mar. 63
FM Radio: Getting the Most Out of FM

(Kumin), Aug. 60
Hi-Fi VCR's - see VCR's
Home Theater: Do -It -Yourself Home Theater

(Kumin), Jan. 84; Surround Speakers
(Kumin), Apr. 46; Digital Surround Comes
Home (Riggs), May 62; Home Theater
Tune -Ups (Kumin), Jul. 50; Dealer's Choice
(Day), Aug. 49; Surround -Sound Problem
Solver (Little), Aug. 57; Center -Channel
Speakers (Nousaine), Sep. 58; Home
Theater Basics (Mitchell), Oct. 69; On
Location - Home Theater in a Day
(Wiesenfelder), Dec. 90

Japan Audio Fair (Harrell), Mar. 73
. Kubrick's Bone: A Century of Music and

Technology (Salzman), Sept. 83, Nov. 89

Lawful Audio - see Serial Copy
Neat Stuff - see Accessories
On Location - see Home Theater
Receivers: Spotlight on Receivers (Warren),

May 55; Separates vs. Receivers (Kumin),
Nov. 68

Recording: High -Performance Recording
(Meyer), Mar. 50; Home Recording Buying
Guide, Mar. 63; Live -Recording Basics
(Masters), Aug. 65; also see Serial Copy
Management System

Rodrigues Cartoon Caption Contest, Jan. 62,
Jul. 49

Satellite Broadcasting - see DSS at Home
Serial Copy Management System: Lawful

Audio (Pohlmann), Mar. 57
Separates vs. Receivers (Kumin), Nov. 68
Shopping Smart (Kingsley), Jul. 55
Showstoppers (Ankosko), Apr. 73, Oct. 80

Speakers: Surround Speakers (Kumin), Apr.
46; Loudspeaker Design (Ferstler), Apr. 63;
THX vs. Non-THX (Nousaine), Jun. 62; In -
Wall Speakers (Day), Jun. 69; Outdoor
Speakers (Nousaine), Jul. 58; Choosing a
Loudspeaker (Hirsch), Sep. 51; Center -
Channel Speakers (Nousaine), Sep. 58;
Critical Listening (Ferstler), Dec. 76

State of the Art: On -Screen TV Program
Guides (Costello), Aug. 20

Subwoofers: Subwoofer Secrets (Nousaine),
Jan. 97; How to Hook Up a Subwoofer
(Ranada), Sep. 75

Systems - see Troubleshooting, Upgrading
Technology and Music - see Kubrick's Bone
THX vs. Non-THX Speakers (Nousaine),

Jun. 62
Troubleshooting (Kumin), Jun. 54
TV: Big Screen Bonanza (Barry), Apr. 53; On-

Screen TV Program Guides (Costello), Aug.
20; Ten Tips for TV Shopping (Holman),
Nov. 77

Upgrading: Stepping Up (Mitchell), Feb. 58;
The Upgrade Game (Ramada), Oct. 65; also
see Car Stereo

VCR's, Hi-Fi: Brave New World (Barry),
Dec. 68

Video - see Home Theater, TV, VCR's
Watts Playing - see Amplifiers

REST RECORDINGS OF THE MONTH

Popular
The Ass Ponys: Electric Rock Music, Jun. 75
Brown, Greg: The Poet Game, Feb. 133
Carpenter, Mary Chapin: Stones in the Road.

Jan. 121
Carter, Carlene: Little Acts of Treason, Dec. 99
Cole, Lloyd: Love Story, Dec. 100
Costello, Elvis: Kojak Variety, Jul. 75
Hancock, Butch: Eats Away the Night. Aug. 69

Hatfield, Juliana: Only Everything. May 79
Kane, Kieran: Dead Reckoning, May 80
Kramer, Wayne: The Hard Stuff, Feb. 134
Lincoln, Abbey: A Turtle's Dream, Aug. 70
The Loud Family: The Tape of Only Linda.

Mar. 80
Morrison, Van: Days Like This, Sep. 87
Osborne, Joan: Relish, Oct. 83
Petty, Tom: Wildflowers, Jan. 122
Phish: A Live One, Oct. 86
Ramones: Adios Amigos, Sep. 88
Ronstadt, Linda: Feels Like Home, Jul. 77
Snider, Todd: Songs for the Daily Planet,

Mar. 79
Trynin, Jennifer: Cockamamie, Nov. 108
Van Zandt, Townes: No Deeper Blue, Apr. 80
Weller, Paul: Stanley Road, Nov. 107
Williams, Dar: The Honesty Room, Jun. 76
Zellar, Martin: Born Under, Apr. 79

Classical
Bach: Brandenburg Concertos, Jun. 75; Cello

Suites, Aug. 69
Barber: Adagio for Strings, Knoxville: Summer

of 1915, Two Songs, Oct. 83
Beethoven: Symphony No. 3, Mar. 81
Berg: Lulu Suite, Apr. 81
Charpentier: Medic', Sep. 88
Chopin: Piano Sonata No. 3, Twelve

Mazurkas, May 80; Piano Concerto No. 2,
Preludes, Op. 28, Sep. 87

Debussy: String Quartet, Jul. 75
Haydn: Piano Sonatas Nos. 32, 47, 53, and 59,

Feb. 133
Honegger: Symphonies Nos. 2 and 3, Pacific

231, Feb. 135
Ives: Symphony No. 4, The Unanswered

Question, May 82
Liszt: A Faust Symphony, Jul. 76
Mahler: Symphony No. 9, Aug. 71; Symphony

No. 8, Nov. 110
Martinu: Pianos Concertos Nos. 2, 3, and 4,

Apr. 80
Mozart: String Quintets (K. 515 and 516),

Oct. 84
Mussorgsky: Night on Bald Mountain, Mar. 81
Rachmaninoff: Symphonic Dances, Paganini

Rhapsody, Jun. 77
Ravel: String Quartet, Introduction and

Allegro, Jul. 75
Schubert: Piano Sonata in B -flat Major (D.

960), Twelve Liindler, Allegretto in C
Minor, Dec. 100

Schumann: Violin Concerto, Mar. 80
Shostakovich: Violin Concerto No. 2, Mar. 80;

String Quartets Nos. 3, 5, and 7, Nov. 107;
Symphony No. 8, Dec. 102

Varese: Ameriques, May 82
Weill: The Seven Deadly Sins. Apr. 81

Bartoli, Cecilia: Mozart Portraits, Jan. 124
Ma, Yo -Yo: The New York Album, Jan. 122

MUSIC FEATURES

Basic Beethoven (Freed), Jun. 66
CD Offers: Blue Note Jazz, Oct. 31; RCA

Victor Surround Sampler, Dec. 31
Disgraceland: Worst Pop of the Year, Feb. 56
Kubrick's Bone: A Century of Music and

Technology (Salzman), Sept. 83, Nov. 89
Movies: The Sound of Movies (Straley), Jan.

114; Collectible Movies on Video (Simels),
Jul. 72

Record of the Year Awards, Feb. 53
Russian Musicians: The Russians Are Coming

(James), Apr. 69
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rontes
a division of Clarity Electronics LTD  4120 Meridian Bellingham. WA 98226  fax (360)734-33l4

We are America's
audiotvideo
specialist!

HOME THEATER.
A UDIO SEPARATES
(AND COMPONENTS)

SPEAKERSSUBWOOFERS
TVsBIG SCREENSDSSLASERDISC

CAMCORDERSVCRsVIEWCAM & MORE!

ALL PRICES INCLUDE
FEDERAL EXPRESS DELIVERY

GREAT PRICES  EXCELLENT SERVICE
WE ARE PROUD TO OFFER:
PIONEERHARMAN KARDONARKENWOODJVC

INFINITY.ALTEC LANSINGSONYRCASHARPB&K
TOSHIBAHITACHIPREMIEREMONSTER CABLE.

GO-VIDEODESIGN ACOUSTICSKEFJBLAND MORE!

FeCEECODs & POs

WELCOME! CIO M-
ALL TIMES PST: M -F 6:30A to 6:30P/SAT 7:00A to 6:00P/SUN 8:00A to 5:00P

N'T
MISS

THESE
AWESOME

DEALS!

NEW WEST ON THE NET.7TYTYT
http: /I www.newest.com

SPECIAL OF THE MONTH

Infinity
Subwoofers

RS12 $399.95
l.(1,1,1. 2-1) I I I/ EX!

RS12 features:
 12" IMG WOOFER

 150 WATT AMPLIFIER
 VELOCITY BRIDGE SERVO
 HIGH GRADE CROSSOVERS

 AUTO LIMIT CIRCUITRY
 INPUT LEVEL CONTROL

 VARIABLE FREQUENCY CONTROL
 35-200Hz FREQUENCY RESPONSE

 BLACK or OAK FINISH

Infinity/SSW10 $299.95
10". TOO watt. powered ,;tihwoofer \kith Fed Ex

Cif) PIONEER
ALL PROJECTION TELEVISION AND

COMPONENT MODELS IN STOCK!

CIRCLE NO. 47 ON READER SERVICE CARD



LASER DISC
V
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 We carry the largest Selection of LaserDiscs

(Every title currently available!)
 20% discount on a titles!
 FREE shipping! (UPS 2nd Day Air in the

Continental U.S.A.)
 Most titles shipped same day!

Call for a FREE Catalog or visit our beautiful 8,000 square foot LaserDisc Store!

15251 Beach Blvd. Westminster CA, 92683
1-800-624-3078 (Toll Free)  1-800-626-1768 (In California)

1-714-892-8369 (Fax)

RICIITAL
HOLLYWOOD

Available 11/28/95Laserclisc

(800) 994 -DISC

FAx(714) 821-7458
CALL FOR A

FREE
CATALOG TODAY/

Now Through December 31,
1995, Receive20%

Off ALL Laserdiscs.
Digital Hollywood Entertainment

6849 Via Sola Circle
Buena Park, CA 90620

(714) 8 2 1-7 881
FAX (714) 821-7458

To place a classified ad in the
industry leading titles of

Hachette Fillpaccbi Magazines, Inc,
simply call Toll -Free and reserve

your space today!
1-800-445-6066 (9am-5pm EST)

In Canada: 1-212-767-5750

The Stereo Review

CD STORAGE CONNECTION

puts manufacturers of CD
storage units in touch with the

ideal audience...
CD purchasers

unsurpassed in size, buying
activity & the need for storage

of their ever-growing
CD collections!

Take advantage of this ideal
opportunity to increase your

company's sales by
participating in the next

CD STORAGE CONNECTION

For advertising information call:

1  8000445  6066
(Monday -Friday, 9-5 EST)

In Canada: 10212.767.5750

CD STORAGE
CONNECTION

atISSM2$

BUY FACTORY DIRECT AND SAVE!
,e0. beveled glass
oands also avaeable

 30 day horse fuel  Free color latensture
Glass Racks Inco,Vora5N I12I112.70 FAX j1111211124111111

:090 Drove St Paul. Mennsola 55121

Patents Pendrop

SPIN 528 CD'S
HIGH CAPACITY CD/VHS STORAGE

 Easy Access wo 360 Degree Rotaeon
 Furniture Quality Oak & Oak Veneer
 Adestable For CDS & VHS
 Hand -Rubbed Danish 011 Finish
 Easy Assembly
 Free Color Brochure

 Handcrafted In Colorado
 Immediate Delivery

HOLDS 528 COMPACT DISCS, OR 130
VIDEO TAPES, OR ANT COMBINATION.

STANDS ALMOST 4' TALL.

$128.05 PLUS SHIPPING AND HANDLING

ALSO AVAILABLE GLASS DOOR CASES. SHELF UNITS, DOWEL RACKS.
LASE RDISC UNITS & MUCH MORE. MOST IN OAK OR BLACK

  'RISK FREE 30 -DAY UNCONDITIONAL MONEY -BACK GUARANTEE"

ICI 1-800-878-7458 40/0
/IQ) VISA/MC/DISCOVER

41 HY-0 ENTERPRISES
14040 MEAD ST.. LONGMONT, CO 80504

The Cube
by Lorentz Design

Stores
306 CDs

Or any combo --
of ("Ds Coss,kftr-,

Featuring our patented ALLSTOP STORAGE SYSTEM, no slots.
no plastic molds, no wasted space  Full -extension drawer
slides  From high quality oak veneers and hardwood
23" H x 19 1/2" W x 17 1/2" D  Fully assembled  Stockoble

Available In Light Medium. Dark Oil Stain (S225) &
Black (S235) - Plus shipping and handling.

To order or for free brochure

800-933-0403
Lorentz Design, Inc.  P.O. Box 277

209 Parkway Ave. N.  Lanesboro, MN 55949
FAX 507-467-2468

Copies of articles from this
publication are now available from UMI
Article Clearinghouse.

tjA1-1
800-521-0600 loll free
313-761-4700 collect from Alaska and Michigan
800-343-5299 toll free from Canada



Archetype
Rack
Systems
feature the
latest in
design. The
heavy du
sh

bon-
abso -bing.
EXPANDABLE
and modular;
fh-d stem

ea,nr
11 a y'
arrdrrgecl in
almost any
configuration.
Available n

several
finishes
including
SOLID

_hardwoods.

N

SALAMANDER DESIGNS
One Linden Place, Hartford, CT 06106

Phone 800.535.5659 Fax 103-2474456-.
Noce n USA. Product Design Copyright .M Rita Reserved Archetype Systems, Tociernork Solomonder Disegrei

CD STORAGE+

soRice
PO Box 747.21, Nutley, NJ 07110
Credit Cards, Checks and Money Orders accepted.
30 Day Money Back Guarantee and a Full One
Year Warranty on aB Models.

SORICE SYSTEMS Include...
Video, Cassette, LP, Laserdisc
and Component Storage Units.

0: Our A300 Model shown stores 300 CD's.

 Impeccably crafted in these Premium Solid
Hardwoods: Oak, Walnut, Teak or Cherry.

O Adjustable Shelves store any combination of
CD's, Videos & Cassettes - all in One cabinet.

O Adjustable Solid Brass Bookends keep Discs &
Tapes upright and in place.

Cabinets can be stacked, wall mounted or left
free standing.

+ Optional Wood or Glass Doors are available.

O Enclosed back provides dust protection.

O Compact size: 39112"H x 23112"W x 7112"D.
Cabinet comes assembled.

For FREE Color Literature 6 Prices
on our Full Line of Quality Products

Call: 1-800-432-8005
Fax: 1-201-667-8688

Stereo Review

CLASSIFIED
Fot Adverhsing Inform Coil 1-800-445-6066, 9om-5pm EST

PLEASE NOTE: It is impossible for us
to verily all of the claims of advertisers,
including product availability and exis-
tence of warranties. To confirm that an
advertiser is authorized to sell a product,
we suggest you contact the manufacturer
directly. Please review our Tips for Mail
Order Purchasers in this section.

AUTHORIZED

 ALCHEMY
 APATURE
 CARVER
 GRADO
 FAFLER
 HARMANAARDON
 KIMBER
 LEXICON
 MARANTZ
 M & K

 NAD
 NHT
 NILES
 PARADIGM
 PS AUDIO
 PSB
 SANUS
 SONY
 SONY ES
 SUMIKO
 THORENS

CAMBRIDGE - MASSACHUSETTS

617-547-2727

Q Q AUDIO
95 Vassar Street
Cambridge, MA 02139

S t r;.ti Itt I'z

'One of America's Finest
Audio/Video Stores"

AUTHORIZED DEALER
We stock 105 brands of Audio/Video and Car

Stereo, anly a few stores in America can
make this statement and vinually
all of us are located in college

towns adjacent to
hi -tech Universities.

Amin. Nakarnichi
Adcom Niles Audio
a/011 Onkyo
Aloe Onkyo Integra
Alpine Phase Tech
Aragon Panama:
Atlantic Tech PS Audio
Audio Control PSB
AudioQuest Rock Solid
BILK Samm
BAW Sennheiser
Bell'oggetti Sharp Video
Cal Audio Lab Signet
Celeation Snell
CWD Sony
Denon Sony ES
Duelavy Sound Anchor
Esoteric Straight Wire
Porte Sunnre
Haller Tars Labs
Kimber Kable Target
KEP Threshold
Klipach Velodyne
L.exicon VTL
McCormack Yamaha.. Se
Mirage 47 More at
Mitsubishi KIEV'S Boa 2
Monate: Cable Lalweaea KS
MAK 12 Showrooms
NAD M -T -W -T lOarsipm
NEAR FS lesmlpm

AtimtltviI)E()
9 13-842- 1 8 1 1



Stereo Review FOR SALE

CLASSIFIED
For Advertising Information Call 1-800-445-6066, gam-Spm EST

AUTHORIZED

OUR 20TH YEAR! CALL 1(800) 826-0520. *
NAD a SONY ES a ONKYO a CARVER a HARMAN

KARDON * KEF * GRADO * LEXICON * ATLAN-
TIC TECHNOLOGY * PSB * AUDIOCONTROL *
MONSTER CABLE * NILES AUDIO a SONY DSS *
THORENS * PROAC PANAMAX * CWD *
CELESTION JAMO * ALTEC LANSING * SANUS
SYSTEMS * RECOTON * STAX * OMNI MOUNT *
TARGET * SOUNDSTREAM a SOUND ANCHORS
* KICKER a MTX a CLARION a ROCKFORD
FOSGATE a SOUND SELLER, BOX 224, 2808
CAH ILL, MARINETTE, WI 54143-0224.
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1-800-TIIK-SA90
e-mail: stereoadveaoLcom

stereo
advantage

a me mos

...the lowest prices on earth.

STEREO WORLD IS YOUR DISCOUNT SOUND SOURCE THIS CAR
STEREO SEASON! DEALS ON. SONY CLARION, KENWOOD, JVC,
HIFONICS, POLK BLAUPUNKT. PIONEER. SCOSCHE EFX KITS.
BASSBOXES AND MUCH MORE! CALL OR WRITE FOR FREE SALES
FLYER. FREE UPS! OUR 8TH YEAR. VISA/MC; COD. P.O. BOX 596.
MONROE. NY 10950. (914) 782-6044

SAVE - BUILD YOUR OWN SPEAKERS! We have all the compo-
nents you need - design books also. MENISCUS 2575 28th St.
SW. Wyoming MI 49509. (616) 534-9121.

EXPERIENCED, FRIENDLY ADVICE! FREE SHIPPING! MIRAGE, PS,
CWD, CARY, KINERGETICS, KEF, PHILIPS, AUDIOQUEST, FRIED.
KIMBER KABLF, QUAD, SPICA, STRAIGHTNIRE, MORE!! READ
BROTHERS, 593-B KING, CHARLESTON, SOUTH CAROLINA
29401(803)723-7276.

BEST BUYS ON ATLANTIC TECHNOLOGY  BOSE  BOSTON  POLK 
Velodyne  PSB Adcom  DENON  NAD NAKAMICHI  ONKYO 
Kenwood  LISTED BRANDS ONLY! DAVE'S 1-800-308-0354 NJ -
NY -201-300-0224.

Authorized Dealer For:

ADCOM KICKER PSB
 ALTEC LANSING  LEXICON RECOTON
 CLAIM TECiftOLCGY  MONSTER CABLE  ROCKFORD FOSGATE

AUDIOCONTROL MTX  SANUS SYSTEMS

'CARVER NAD  SONY DSS

CELEST1ON NAKAMICHI SONY ES
*CLARION  NILES AUDIO  SONY VIDEO

 TWO  NITTY GRITTY  SOUND ANCHORS

 GRADO OMNIIAOUNT  SOUNDS:1DM
 HARIAAN KARDON  ONKYO STAX
JAMO  PANAMAX TARGET

KEF POU( AUDIO THORENS

PROAC

2808 Cahill Road, P.O. Box 224
Marinette, WI 54143  (715) 735-9002

1-800-826-0520

SAVE 40% ON HIGH -END home speakers, sub -

woofers, amplifiers. FREE CATALOG! RTRD,
3021 Sangamon Ave., Springfield, IL 62702.
1 (800) 283-4644.

RECORDS

L CLOP'S SUPPLIES Jew.,
rucKets. sleeves. storage boxes. 78 sleeves. dividers. much
more! Free brochure CABCO PRODUCTS, ROOM 641, POB
8212. COLUMBUS, OH 43201 (614) 267-8468

NEEDLES/CARTRIDGES & Belts --Expert Consultations, All
Major Brands, One of Largest Stocks in Country including
Old/Obsolete Models. NEEDLE EXPRESS. 1-800-982-2620.

HALF MILE VINYL. AFFORDABLE PRE -OWNED LPS. SELECTED
W/CARE. CLEANED & GRADED. CALL F/INFORMATION. SASE
CATALOG/WANTS: BOX 98. EAST WAREHAM. MA 02538
(5081295-2508.

WANTED TO BUY

CASH for USED AUDK) & VIDEO EQUIP BUYING and SELLING by
PHONE. CALL for HIGHEST QUOTE. (215) 886-1650 Ext SR. Since
1984 The Stereo Trading Outlet, 320 Old York Rood. Jenkin-
town, PA 19046.

McIntosh and Marontz tube type Hi -F,; and old JBL Altec,
Tannoy EV Patrician and Western Electric speakers. David
1-800356-4434

LP's & CD's. BOUGHT & SOLD: Classical. Rock, Jazz, Audi-
ophile. Etc. PRINCETON RECORD EXCHANGE, 20 Tulare St.,
Princeton, NJ 08542 (609) 921-0881.

FOR SALE

FREE CATAL
AUDIO  VIDEO  CAR STEREO

Send your name & address to
Sound City Inc.

Meadtown Shopping Center
Route 23 South P

Kinnelon, NJ 07405
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PLEASE NOTE:
A * AFTER A PRODUCT INDICATES

THE ADVERTISER IS AN AUTHO-

RIZED DEALER FOR THAT PRODUCT.

LOW PRICES!!!NAD, Veiodyne, NHT, Snell,
B&K, Polk, DENON, Carver, KEF, Onkyo, M&K,
Parasound, PSB, Nakamichi, SOUND SHOP
(360) 692-8201.
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1 (8001229-0644
ORD LAYER NEEDLES

AND CARTRIDGES. World's
Largest Selection and
Lowest Price!!

Proud to promote Audio Technics, Audloguesto
Bang & Olufsen, Goldring. Grado, Ortolan,
Shure, Signet, Stanton, Nitty Gritty, Last,
Discwasher and more!
M -Sat 10-7 Sun 12-5
419 14th Avenue SE
Minneapolis, MN 55414
(612) 378-0543 FAX: (612) 378-9024

Jerry Raskin's

Needle Doctor

WANTED. McIntosh and Marantz tube type Hi-Fi. and old JBL,
Mac. Tannoy. EV Patrician and Western Electric speakers.
David 1-800-356-4434
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AUTHORIZED DEALER

Canon
GO.VIDE0

SONIC

Panasonic
VIDEONICS

TOSHIBA

JBLj JVC
A MITSUBISHI

RECOTON
VCRS & CAMCORDERS

/11Pr"

CD PIONEER jVC.
Cassette Decks AN Receivers CD Players

AUDIO / MINI SYSTEMS
JVC SONY

LASER DISC PLAYERS

CERVYIN VEGA 504 SPEAKERS (15 inch woofers) 1979-1980. The
ultimate four way speaker for the ultimate sound & power! All
wood cabinets. 103DB. and 400WAT TS Power. $15.003/poir
Call Patrick after 6PM EST at (718) 981.6283

BEST 5 GA. SPKR. WIRE EVER!...Under $30.00 aft. Very neutral,
terminated to 10 GA Custom lengths available. Only $4.50
a ft. shipping & handling. Leave Ph. P for orders. P.S.T.
(NEW PHONE ) (503) 359-03130. 14 -Day Trial.

FACTORY
AUTHORIZED

DEALERS

SP4C46-11449' Mt:

HOME THEATER
SYSTEMS

IN WALLS  SUBWOOFERS
CAR STEREO

CALL US!

The Sound Approach
6067 Jericho Tpke.. Commack, NY 11725

800-368-2344
All returns subieci to a restocking charge.

SINGERS. VOCALSREMOVE (
Unlimited, Low Cost, Instantly Available

Background Music from Original Standard
Recordings! Does Everything Karaoke
does... BeU.er and gives you the
Thompson Vocal Eliminator'
Free Brochure E. Demo Tape..
LT Sound Dept SR - I

7988 LT Parkway
411111),Lithonia. GA 30058

24 Hour Demo/into Request Line (404)482.2485 -Ext 50
When You Want Something Better Than Karaoke!

D8X & ADC HARD -TO -FIND PARTS & SERVICE. CALL/WRITE
RES, 5462 BUCHANAN PLACE, FREMONT, CA 94538. (510)
490-1622, FAX (510( 656-8878.

WE'RE BIG ON HOME THEATRE

RELIANCE
AUDIO VIDEO CAR

AUTHORIZED
BRAND NEW FACTORY SEALED
FULL MANUFACTURERS

USA WARRANTY!
21190 N. UNIVERSITY DR, #35

CORAL SPRINGS, FL 33065 FAX (305) 3-10 1945
lit I Uitt9 '011C T. El RAT TRIAL FOR W. I LC 1191 5 0191

OVER 200 MAJOR BRANDSCALL VS LASTt
WE'RE CRAZY 'NUFF TO

BEAT ANY DEALER'S PRICE!
VISA MASTERCARD DISCOVER 1.800-348-7799

WHOLESALE CONNECTION
Tc'cr 1-800-226-2800

NIMINall=111111
JVC

RX517 RX8SD
RX717 Cat RX9SD
RX817 Call RX1OS )

Call
Call
Cat

SAGX493 TEVItStX790 Call
SAGX690 Call SATX1 )10 Call

PIONEER
VSX454 VSXD734 Call
VSX504 Call VSXD93 Call
VSX604 Call VSXDM Call

KENWOOD
KRV6070 Call KRV8020 Call
KRV7070 Call I KRX 1000 Call

HARMAN KARDON
AVR30 Cal I AVR20 Cal
AVR25 CallFLE140C Call

CALL FOR OTHER BRANDS
CD'Pl.Uycls

tr.421,57
XLMSED

2:1 XLMC: 01
TECHNICS

SLPD787 Call SLPD437
SLP0887 Call SLPD1010

KENWOOD
DPR4070 Call DP146C70
DPR5070 Call OPJ1020

PIONEER
PDM423 PDF10:14 Call
POM703 Call DPF9C4 Call

CALL FOR OTHER BF ANDS

Call
Call

Cat
Call

Call
Call

lil:C=M1111111
JVC

TDW317 Call' TDW730 Call
TOW717 Call TDV8E1 Call

TECHNICS
RSTR262 RSTR.74 Call
RSTR373 Call RSTR675 Call

KENWOOD
KXW4070 KXWII)70 Call
KXW6070 Call I

PIONEER
CTW404R Call CTWT)4R Call
CTW604R Call

CALL FOR OTHER BRANDS
OAT RECORDER

La

MINI DISC RECORDER
Portable Home Call

SONY
D242CK D8421.. Call
D245 Call 08441.: Call
D421 Call 0848l.: Call

KENWOOD
DPC341 DPC6o1 Call
DPC451 Call I DPC961 Call
CALL FOR OTHER BRANDS

M=III=IM=1
SONY

SPP0210 Calll SPP4250 Call
SPPS20 Call SPP4450 Call

PANASONIC
KX-19500 Call KXT4385 Call
KXT4600 Call l KXT3165 Call=111=1

JVC
GRSZ9 Call GRA> 800 Call
GRAX900.Call l GRA> 700 Call

CANON I SHARP
ES2000 Call ALL MODELS
OTHER MN BRANDS MAILABLE

BOSE
AM3 II Call 90' Cal
AMS II Call 70- Cal
AM7 II Call 50' Cal
LS12 Call 30' Cal
100 BK Call 15' BK Cal

INFINITI
RS225 Call SM125 Cal
RS325 Call SAP 105 Cal
RS425 Call SW155.Cal
RS525 Call SE/85.Cal
RS625 Cat SW65 Cal
SM115 Call VIDEO1 Cal

PINNACLE
AC500 Call AC650 Cal
AC600 Call AC850 Cal

BC
V52CLR Call V82S1 Cal
v5281 Cat I ACATTO Cal

INFINITY SERVOSUB Ca
INFINITY BU1 Ca
MTX PSW101 Ca
BIC V12SYSTEM Ca
AIWA TSWS Ca
KENWOOD SW300 Ca

Ill1212111111=
JVC

MXC220 . Call MXC770 Call
MXC330 Call MXC990 Call
MXC550 Call LIT:C7 Call

AMA
NSXVI 0 Call NSXV90 Call
NSXV20 Call NSX999 Call
NSXV50 Call NSXV150 Call
NSXV70 Call NSXD858 Call

KOMODO
UD403 Call UD753 CallI
UD553 Call UD952 Call

KDGS40
KDGS860
KDGS770
KDGT7

DEH4ODH
DEH47
DE3150DH
DEH515
DEHP715
DEHP815

11111=11
JVC

Call KDMK68RF Ca
Call KSRT808 Ca
Call KSR1707 Ca
Call KSRT606 Ca
PIONEER
Call CDXFM128 Ca
Call CDXFM67 Ca
Call KEHP4200 Ca
Cat KEHP590 Ca
Cat KEMPEN() Ca
Call KEHP790 Ca

KENWOOD
KDC5003 Call KRC901.Cal
KDC6003 Call KRC801 Cal
KDC7003 Call KRC701 Cal
KDCPS900 Call KRC601 Cal
KDCC603 Call KRC301 Cal

KOCC603FM Call KRC3006 Cal

CAR AMPLIFIERS ALL MODELS
CAR SPEAKERS . ALL MODELS

Radar Detectors
BEL

745STI Call
7451 2:111 gliS 1 I Call

WHISTLER
1430SWH Call I 149OSWH Call
1460SWH Call I 1120WH Call

UNIDEN

-27c`ISIZ' Call
Call I c o :

PIONEER
CLDD504 Call CLDD704 Call
CLDD604 Call I 0L0S104 Call

Call For Brands & Models Not Listed
24 HR. FAX (718)9974652 P.O.'s Welcome
HRS MON -SAT 9 A M -6 P M Est. Pnces subject to change Pnces
exclude shipping 8 hL nelling Not responsible for typographical errors
MasterCard. Visa. An encan Express and COD accepted Products

%edit, W C,Warralty We ship UPS 8 FEDEX
sale comection 63-48 108th St. Forest Hils, NY 11375

'STEVE'S CONSIGNMENT SHOP' HI Fl FARM AND STEVE'S AUDIO
ACVICE NOW OFFERS CONSIGNMENT OPPORTUNMES FOR THE
USED AUDIO MARKET. TOP DOLLAR OFFERED. CALL FOR INFOR-
MATION. NEW EQUIPMENT ALSO. CALL 1-800-752-4018.

Buy the
perfect system.
Call us first and ask us how to buy

the perfect system. Our staff is widely
recognized in the industry as being
highly knowledgeable and the most

courteous. From state-of-the-art audio
to sophisticated home theater systems,
we carry only what we feel is the best.

To get started, call us today...
and a ow.

800 947- A Io 3 b
310 517-1700 50. CALIF
310 517-1732 FAX
18214 DALTON AVENUE, DEPT S
GARDENA, CA 90248

AUTNOICED DEALER ARC,  ARANO( TECHNOLOGY  AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS
AUDIOQUEST  AUDIO ALCHEMY  AUDIO CONTROL  BEYER DYNAMIC  BOSE

CAL AUDIO I ABS  CARVER  CELE SLION  cLEARTIEL  COUNTERPOINT  CWO

DAHLQUIST  DIM  FAROUDIA  FOSGATE  GENESIS  GRADO  DARER
HARMAN ^CARBON  HUGHES/SRS LABS  INFINITY IAMB  IBL  LEXICON

MAGNUM IPLYALAB  MELDS  MERIDIAN  SAD  NESTOROV1C  NILES  05100
PARASOUNU  PHILIPS  PIONEER  POWER WEDGE  PROTON  PROAC  P513

ROOMTUNE ^ SONANCE  SONIC FRONTIERS  SONY  STAX  TARGET  WIRERS
TILE  VP,  110 and mot.

THREE BEST $1,500 LOUDSPEAKERS!!! THX
HOME HEATER!!! FAIR PRICES!!! - B&W - Alon* -

Celestion* - KEF - Citation - Alchemy* - Mirage -
Harm an/Kardon* - Bang & Olufsen - Denon -
Adcom - Polk - McCormack* - Eminent Technol-
ogy* - Carver* - Unity - Velodyne - VMPS* -
Angstrom - AMC - + 29 More Brands - Honest
Advice! TECH ELECTRONICS (904) 376-8080.



FOR SALE MISCELLANEOUS LOUDSPEAKERS

B&W  CARVER  DENON  KEF  NAD  ONKYO 
POLK  OTHER LINES AVAILABLE  24 HOUR
AUTOMATED PRICING  COURTEOUS ASSIS-
TANCE  AMERICAN THEATER SYSTEMS  (904)
321-0100.

DJ & Nightclub
Sound, Lighting & Video CATALOG

FREE 88 -Page Catalog with a
huge selection of name brand
professional gear for DJ's,
Clubs & Musicians all at
discount prices!

Call Today
800-945-9300

Mad Order Center 11711 Monarch St.

Garden Grove. CA 92841

Retail Super Store 13110 Magnolia St

Garden Grove. CA 92644 (714)-5308760

P PRO SOUND OUR 19th
& STAGE LIGHTING'. YEAR!

SPTI)15
lAll major brands of
speakers including those
hard to find at the
absolute best price!

Tog Free 800-865-0681

Mon -Fri gam-8pm Sat 10-5

FRIENDLY PEOPLE AND EXPERT ADVICE!

A
-9-

FOR INFO ORo CUSTOMER4
SERVICE CALL

[D 908-780-6600
FE1X ORDER
908 -Z94 -74E0American Buyer's Club ww,le Po,

Home Theater Specialists lb The Public . . .

1-1300-3541324
ABC 130 HIGHWAY 33  ENGLISHTOWN, NJ 07726

WillaillEMM
RX-V2OPS A MO CALL
CARVER
MR195 CALL
DEMON
AVR2S00 & X00 CALL
JVC
RX.617 371
KEMM000
KRV-1003THM CALL
NAD
Av.li6 CALL
MARANON
AL -I 6.19
PINTO
TX-SV-91EGIM CALL
50.327950 IN STOCK

STR 010155 CALL

tr ilM/2221311 RITSEGMMILIM
ALL MDCELS CALL GCM-560 CALL
BOSE YAMWA
,JIS 5,./.1.11 CALL CDC755 N STOCK
CELESTgR COCESS CALL
MANY MODELS CALL NAD
INFINITY 502 roe RATED
55525 CALL 517 TOP OF LAZE
SLIBWOFFERS CALL SONY
KUPSCII COP-CM151 ,OCCD
MANY MODELS CALL NAKMENCNI
I ASE 1.0.1S . CALL
MAW MODELS CALL IMMOMEEMEMi
PSI SONY - CALL
STRATJS GOLD CALL HITACHI CALL
ALPHA CALL RCA , CALL
PARADIGM P/C CALL

iiSONY11SEA TITAN CALL PIONEER. CALL
MYNACLE CAR STEREO
,..A...,NEaiiZEXIMOR. CALL CALL 908780.6600

ADC011 MiLIENEEKBMI
GAT 60) CALL ORM) .. CALL ROS.ROIRE-CLARION-CALL
GFA 6900 CALL NAKAIAICNI . . -.CALL sNERWOOD  BEL  BAZOOKA
CARVER
TFIA35M CALL DENON YOUR JBL INFINITY  PIONEER
NAO JVC COLLINS SONY

01 CAL.
II KARDON

. .-P RI BEST21611 PIONEER . . ...,,,,,,.., ,,,
SONY NM DISC ..._.CALL `ALT ....,"-"'''-^' "'".......

=MILLION DOLLAR INVENTORY
5 YEAR WARRANTIES AVAILABLE FOR ALL ITEMS

All products ere new USA rnorchandlso covered by Ms manulactunsrl mammy or ABC,.
excluslvo 11.1Alwsdonly Andre backed by ow 10 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE. MEM-
BER OF THE BETTER BUSiNESS BUREAU.

MISCELLANEOUS

CLASSICAL MUSIC LOVERS EXCHANGE'. Nationwide link be-
tween unattached music lovers. Write CMLE, Box 31, Pelham.
NY 10803 18001 233-Cmts.

TERMPAPER assistance. 19,278 papers available! 306 -page
catalog rush --$2.00. Research, 11322 Idaho, k 206SX.
Los Angeles. 90025. TOLL FREE HOTLINE: 800-351-0222.
(or 310-477-8226).

EASY WORK! EXCELLENT PAY! Assemble products at home.
Coll toll free 1-800-467-5566. Da. 11331.

CONSUMER NOTICE!
NHT AND ACOUSTIC RESEARCH (AR) DO NOT SUP-
PORT THE PURCHASE OF OUR PRODUCTS FROM
UNAUTHORIZED RETAILERS. CONSUMERS MUST BE
AWARE THAT SUCH A PURCHASE WILL VOID THE MAN-
UFACTURER'S WARRANTY AND MAY ADVERSELY
AFFECT SERVICE SHOULD A REPAIR BE NECESSARY.

PROTECT YOUR INVESTMENT! BOTH NHT AND AR
HAVE ESTABLISHED DEALER NETWORKS THAT PRO-
VIDE QUALITY SERVICE BEFORE AND AFTER THE PUR-

CHASE. IF YOU HAVE ANY DOUBT THAT THE DEALER
YOU ARE CONSIDERING IS AUTHORIZED. PLEASE CALL
US AT:

1-800-NHT-9993 OR 1-800-969-AR4U

Control Noise, Room Acoustics!
Enhance acoustics. control dB's, reverb, more'

Products  Answers  Catalogs  Advice
Call today' Quiet tomorrow!

1 -900 -89 -NOISE $2.89/min.
Acoustical Consultants of America, Inc

MOVIES FILMS VIDEOS

FREE SEARCH SERVICE every title worldwide Buy  Sell  Trade 
Rent  Auction. Anytime: 1-800-849.73V-

! %.,K 1-7711 ' 0873

BLANK TAPES

1 -800 -TAPE WORLD or 1-800-245-6000
We II beat an rice' 5 95 SHIPPING  FREE CAT

S NY
DAT-120 749
DAT-124 por 999
1.120V 2.09
L7508THG 399

DENON
DAT-I20 599

XL/ -90 ' 59
XLII-S 90 :
T 120 HGX -

ST 120
DA' 7 1

3t.' -

XI
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SA -90

/4-11,
:20
AT

- 00

79
FUJI
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4:049
:1160 8.99

- 20 599

TAPE WORLD no WON ST .m11. PA 1143 FAX 4112.1/13.121

OVER 500 DIFFERENT SAME DAY SHIPPING M -F 8-5

CAR STEREO

A.R. IS HERE - CALL FOR FREE SHIPPING -

CHEAP PRICES ON ADS, ALPINE, AUDIO CON-
TROL, BAZOOKA, BLAU, BOSTON, CLARION,
DENON, JBL, KENWOOD, KICKER, MB QUART,
ORION, PIONEER, POLK, PPI, SOUND STREAM
& MORE. SURROUND SOUND - MINI SYSTEMS.
SOUND IDEAS, P.O. BOX 124, COMMACK,
NY 11725. (516) 864-6548, FAX (516)
864-6437.

LOUDSPEAKERS

Repair Foam Rot Yourself!
 Save hundreds of dollars Moog kit'
 Kits to fit any speaker Advent. AR,

JBL. Bose, Infin . EV. etc
 inc surrounds. adhesive & instructions
 MC/VISA/Discover No CODs
 Call last for Best Price
 Order by phone 24 his 704-697-9001

or call Toll Free 800-747-3692
P 0 Box 1088  Flat Rock. NC 28731

STEPP
AUDIO TECHNOLOGIES

D I Y. NEW FOAM KITS
WISHING FOR YOUR SPEAKERS TO WORK AGAIN?

YOUR PHONE IS A MAGIC LAMP. RUB.

NEW -FOAM
CALL TOLL FREE

Speaker Repair & Replacement Parts
`1\ 1979 /1,1'

1 800 NEW FOAM 1 800 639 3626 NATIONWIDE SPEAKER
REPAIR, PARTS. AND ACCESSORIES Call us with your speaker
problems. VISA.MCAMEX/DISC

SPEAKER
CATALOG

Parts Express is a lull -line dis-
tributor of electronic parts and
accessories geared toward the
consumer electronics industry
and the technical hobbyist. We
stock an extensive line of
speaker drivers and accessories
for home and car. Call for your
FREE 212 page catalog today.

Parts Express'
340 E First Street

Dayton. Ohio 45402-1257
Phone- 513/222-0173

Fax: 513/222-4644

77

1.800-338-0531
Source Code' SRM

STATE OF THE ART CROSSOVER NETWORKS. UPGRADE ANY
SPEAKER. SOFTWARE AVAILABLE. FREE DESIGN GUIDE. ALLPASS
TECHNOLOGIES, INC, 2844 CHARMONT DR, APOPKA. FL
32703-5972. (407) 786-0623

ROTTEN FOAM?
 Simply Speakers - Factory

Authorized Service - All Brands
JBL, Bose, Advent, EPI. CV. AR,
Infinity 8 Mom !

 Worldwide Service - Reconing
Reloaming.

 Huge selection 01D I Y. Foam
Kits  We Ship Daily

 Foam Rot Preventative Ens.

CALL TOLL FREE TODAY !
1 800-767.4041 SIMPLY SPEAKERS MC VISA NOVUS AMEX
11203 49TH STREET N., CLEARWATER, FL 34622 E-MAIL Sari
plyspkr % AOL COM. D I Y KITS INCLUDE: ILLUSTRATED IN-
STRUCTIONS. ADHESIVE & TECHNICAL SUPPORT. BEST PRICES
SERVICE WARRANTY GUARANTEED!!
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s"... reach -out -and -touch -it realism." "NY
Times" 800-783-1553. Ohm Acoustics Corpo-
ration, 241 Taafe Place, Brooklyn, NY 11205.
FAX (718) 857-2472.

CABLE TV

CABLE T V. CONVERTERS & ACCESSORIES. Fair Prices, Quality
Service, & 14 years Experience Gives Us The ADVANTAGE.
CALL 1-800-952 3916 Visa MC Amex Disc COD ADVANTAGE
ELECTRONICS, INC,, 1125 Riverwood Dr.. Burnsville, MN
55337. MEMBER OF NCCA.

REVOLUTIONARY TECHNOLOGY. Does all Boxes - For Free
Catalog Please Coll Mega Electronics 1-800/676-6342.

CABLE DESCRAMBLERS:CONVERTERS ABSOLUTELY THE LOWEST
PRICES! NOBODY BEATS US! ALL BRANDS. MONEY -BACK GUAR-
ANTEE. 2 -YEAR WARRANTY. R P ELECTRONICS: 1-800-304-3604.

CABLE DESCRAMBLERS:CONVERTERS. BUY DIRECT ROCK BOT-
TOM PRICES! .1 IN CUSTOMER SERVICE AND LOW PRICES
ALL MAJOR BRANDS, MONEY -BACK GUARANTEE THE CABLE
OUTLET:1-800-203-7077.



CABLE TV

CABLE TV
DESCRAMBLERS Best Buys

Best Service
Full Warranty

800-835-2330
CABLE T.V. CONVERTERS & DESCRAMBLERS:
Replacements for most models. 30 Day Trial --
1 Year Warranty! Dealer Inquiries Invited. Visa/
MC/Disc/Amex/COD FOR QUALITY, PRICE &
SERVICE CALL: 1-800-259-1187. Eagle Elec-
tronics Inc., #1, 1301 Railhead Blvd., Naples,
FL 33963. No Florida Sales.
UNK YOURSELF TO THE FUTURE WITH OUR EXPERIENCE! CABLE
IV CONVERTERS & DESCRAMBLERS. QUALITY. SERVICE & SATIS-
FACTION GUARANTEED! VISA/MC/AMEX/C.O.D. ACCEPTED.
QUANTITY DISCOUNTS. CABLE UNX, INC., MINNEAPOUS. MN:
1-800-501-0095.

CABLE TV CONVERTERS & DESCRAMBLERS.
SAVE MONEY! CALL US LAST FOR THE BEST
PRICES!! ALL BRANDS. 24 HOUR SHIPPING.
VISA/MC/AMEX/C.O.D. QUANTITY DISCOUNTS.
VIDEO CONNECTIONS INC. 1-800-677-0321.

WE'LL BEAT ANY PRICE ON CABLE CONVERTERS

& DESCRAMBLERS. SAVE ON CABLE RENTAL &

CONNECTION CHARGES. VISA/MC/DISCOVER/
COD. QUALITY 1(800) -72 -BOXES.

VIDEO DUPLICATION CONVERSIONS

If you need Video Tapes Duplicated or Foreign Tapes
Converted, call High -Tech Productions 1-800 662-8336

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

Earn $4,000 Per Month
From Your Home

With A Computer!

-

Pentium- Computer Included

Begin part-time and still retain the security
of your present position. This is a proven
business an individual or couple can run. If
you purchase our software and business pro-
gram, you will receive the computer and
printer at no extra cost. If you already own
a computer, you may receive a discount.
You do not need to own, or know how to
run, a computer-we will provide free, home
office training. Financing available. We
accept AMEX, MC, Visa and Discover.

To receive free explanation cassettes and
color literature, call toll -free:

1-800-343-8014, ext. 2272
Or Write:

Computer Business Services, Inc.
CBSI Plaza, Ste. 2272, Sheridan, IN 46069

TIPS FOR MAIL ORDER
PURCHASERS

It is impossible for us to verify all of
the claims of advertisers, including
product availability and existence of
warranties. Therefore, the following
information is provided for your
protection.

1. Confirm price and merchandise
information with the seller, including
brand, model, color or finish, acces-
sories and rebates included in the
price.
2. Understand the seller's return
and refund -policy, including the
allowable return period, who pays the
postage for returned merchandise,
and whether there is any "restocking"
charge.
3. Understand the product's war-
ranty. Is there a manufacturer's war-
ranty, and if so, is it from a U.S. or
foreign manufacturer? Note that
many manufacturers assert that,
even if the product comes with a
U.S. manufacturers warranty card,
if you purchase from an unautho-
rized dealer, you are not covered
by the manufacturer's warranty. If
in doubt, contact the manufacturer
directly. In addition to, or instead of,
the manufacturer's warranty, the sell-
er may offer its own warranty. In
either case, what is covered by war-
ranty, how long is the warranty peri-
od, where will the product be ser-
viced, what do you have to do, and
will the product be repaired or
replaced? You may want to receive a
copy of the written warranty before
placing your order.
4. Keep a copy of all transactions,
including cancelled checks, receipts
and correspondance. For phone
orders, make a note of the order
including merchandise ordered, price,
order date, expected delivery date
and salesperson's name.
5. If the merchandise is not
shipped within the promised time
or if no time was promised, 30 days
of receipt of the order, you generally
have the richt to cancel the order and
get a refund.
6. Merchandise substitution without
your express prior consent is not
allowed.
7. If you have a problem with your
order or the merchandise, write a
letter to the seller with all the perti-
nent information and keep a copy.
8. If you are unable to obtain satis-
faction from the seller, contact the
consumer protection agency in the
seller's state or your local Post Office.

If, after following the below guidelines,
you experience a problem with a mail
order advertiser that you are unable to
resolve, please let us know. WRITE to
Susan Ross, Special Marketing, 45th
floor, Hachette Filipacchi Magazines,
1633 Broadway, NY, NY 10019. Be
sure to include copies of all corre-
spondence.

Ind*: to Advortlsors
Roeder Page

Service Na. Adverliser Number

4 Adcom 58

I Adcom 60-61

5 Adcom 79

20 Acoustic Research 4

3 Alpine 87

2 API/Energy 30

- Bacardi 63- The Basic Repertory on CD 12

- BMG CD Club 16a.b- Bose 40, 41. 48a,b- Bose -Acoustic Wave 6- Boston Acoustics 19

6 Cambridge SoundWorks 34-35, 37, 56-57
73, 75

16 Camera World 130

14 Canon 113

19 Carver 114

2 I Celestion 97

17 Chase Technologies 109

22 Crutchfield 49

15 Definitive Technology 22-23, 24, 25.27- Denon . 28-29
28 DVIP I 1 1- Dunhill Lights 44

- Electronic Depot 132- Electronic Wholesalers 123

- Home Theatre Systems 133

- Jack Daniel's 55

32 J&R 118-121

34 KEF 7

38 Klipsch C4

Lonestar Technologies 6

37 M&K 43- Marantz 107- Marlboro 8-9
40 MCM 122

33 Mitsubishi 39

44 Mobile Fidelity 98

45 Mobile Fidelity 104

41 Mondial 51

49 NAD 45

47 New West 137

36 NHT 33

42 N uReality 65

50 One Call 135

43 Onkyo 53

- PARA 50

48 Paradigm 15

46 Paradigm 14- Parasound C2-1

52 Pinnacle 110- Pioneer -Car 2-3- Pioneer -Home 95

55 Polk Audio
51 Polk Audio 81

61 Polk Audio 83

35 Rock Solid 64

18 Rotel 42

64 Samsung 46-47
54 Sennheiser 26- 6th Avenue Electronics 131

68 Sound City 124-125, 127
70 StudioTech 52

- Technics 21

- Uncle's Stereo 126

73 USA Direct 128- U.S. Army C3
74 USSB 13

75 Velodyne 103

- Yamaha 66-67
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THE HIGH END
PETER W. MITCHELL

A Measure of Bass Quality
Considered as a listening room, a
car's interior is nothing at all like
the "free -air" environment that
loudspeaker -design programs as-

sume. To make things worse, engineers
habitually make measurements in an ane-
choic chamber - precisely the sort of
free -air space that design programs as-
sume. So the measurements confirm what
the design program predicts, but neither
corresponds to the environment where the
speaker will be used.

In a lab the response of a typical 10 -
inch woofer in a sealed box rolls off be-
low 60 Hz. But in a car the same 10 -inch
woofer becomes a powerful subwoofer.
The woofer's low -end rolloff is neatly
compensated for by the car's small -space
acoustic boost, with the result that the in -
car response remains flat to below 20 Hz.

Thus, contrary to what lab measure-
ments imply, in a car any woofer in a
sealed enclosure can deliver uniform re-
sponse to below 20 Hz. Larger woofer
cones may produce higher levels of bass,
but in -car frequency response is substan-
tially the same for woofers of any size.

So getting powerful bass is easy in a
car. But what about the quality of that
bass? For many years I have suspected
that the subjective quality of bass repro-
duction is closely correlated with some-
thing called "group delay."

Technically, group delay is a measure
of how sharply the phase of a signal
changes from one frequency to the next.
Any rapid change in phase within a nar-
row frequency range may produce exces-
sive group delay. This can occur at the
fundamental resonance of a woofer in its
enclosure, or in a speaker's crossover net-
work, or when a narrow band of frequen-
cies is boosted or cut by an equalizer, or
when response is rolled off steeply by a
sharp filter. In loudspeakers the measured
group delay is typically less than I milli-
second at most frequencies except in the
bass region, where the group delay may
rise to dozens of milliseconds around the
woofer/cabinet resonance.

I became aware of how group delay
can affect sound quality nearly fifteen
years ago when I was helping a manufac-
turer set up an exhibit at a Consumer
Electronics Show. During the LP era.
clever manufacturers often included a
sharp infrasonic filter in their amplifiers

and preamps in order to minimize prob-
lems caused by the record player's cart-
ridge/tonearm resonance. In this case
both the preamp and the power amp con-
tained infrasonic filters, while the speak-
ers were popular bass -reflex models.

In our first setup for the exhibit, low -

frequency transients (bass drum and
plucked bass fiddles) sounded unexpect-
edly thick and sluggish and lacked real
impact. I suspected that the problem
might be excessive group delay caused by
the combined phase shift of the two infra-
sonic filters plus the inherent group delay
of the bass -reflex speaker design. When I
bypassed the infrasonic filter in the power
amp, the system's bass improved dramati-
cally. Bass transients became clearer,
deeper, and subjectively more powerful.

Back then, the relationship between
group delay and bass quality was intrigu-
ing but unproven, partly because mea-

The subjective quality of

bass reproduction

is closely correlated with

group delay.

surements of group delay were rare.
Moreover, in living -room systems the
quality of the bass is so severely affected
by standing waves that people have little
incentive to examine other bass problems.

In recent years, in the course of testing
dozens of car subwoofers, I have often
heard large differences in bass quality.
(The car is an ideal environment for such
testing, since its small -space boost in-
sures that the bass is consistently strong
but uncorrupted by standing waves.) In
many cases I have been able to correlate
my subjective impressions of bass quality
with predicted group -delay curves that
came from such computer enclosure -de-
sign programs as LEAP and MacSpeakerz.

Sealed -box (acoustic -suspension) speak-
er systems consistently have the least
group delay (under 10 milliseconds), and
they usually deliver the tautest bass tran-
sients, the deepest -sounding bass tones,
and the most clearly resolved bass tex-
tures. Bass -reflex and bandpass systems

can deliver higher levels of bass energy,
but they often exhibit a substantial
amount of group delay (40 milliseconds
or more) at the cabinet tuning frequency,
and their sound tends to be thicker, fuller,
and "slower." Psychoacoustic studies
have shown that 20 milliseconds is the
critical threshold at low frequencies; the
subjective character of the bass is altered
if the group delay exceeds that threshold
at often -heard bass frequencies.

It would be tempting to conclude from
this that sealed enclosures always deliver
the best bass quality, but further listening
tests contradicted that prejudice. Two
years ago, in an in -car comparison of nine
10 -inch subwoofers in manufacturer -built
enclosures (half sealed and half bass -re-
flex), I found that two systems delivered
particularly impressive performance. The
deep thunder -like textures produced by
the layered synthesizers in Enya's popular
"Watermark" CD were resolved by these
subwoofers with a remarkable combina-
tion of clarity and seat -shaking impact.
while a bass -drum roll on the Telarc "Star
Tracks" CD shook the car with awesome
pressure waves. Surprisingly, these were
bass -reflex systems, but they had been de-
signed for unusually low group delay.

When I tested a subwoofer system that
had dual bass -reflex ports, the sounds of
kick -drum and synthesizer were particu-
larly thick, boomy, and ill-defined. When
I altered the cabinet tuning by blocking
one port, the bass sounded much better -
stronger, deeper, tauter, and clearer. Con-
ventional measurements (distortion, fre-
quency response, and so on) did not ex-
plain the improvement. Last year I pur-
chased a new computer -based testing sys-
tem that measures group delay, and I used
it to remeasure the dual -port subwoofer. It
revealed high group delay from 40 to 60
Hz, peaking at nearly 55 milliseconds at
50 Hz - precisely where the kick drum
in rock music has its maximum energy.
Blocking one port retuned the enclosure
so that excessive group delay occurred
only in a narrow band around 34 Hz,
which may explain the dramatic improve-
ment in sound.

In my most recent comparative test of
eight in -car subwoofers, after evaluating
sound quality in the vehicle I measured
the group delay of each system. In the
subs that had the best subjective quality
the maximum group delay was 20 mil-
liseconds or less. The subs with the poor-
est sound (thickening transients while
robbing the bass of impact and power)
exhibited more than 40 milliseconds of
group delay, and the delay peaked near 50
Hz where it affected many bass sounds.

With subwoofers playing an increas-
ingly important role in car stereo and in
home theater, all manufacturers should
include group delay in their design calcu-
lations, and group -delay specs should be-
come an industry standard.
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The best place to start a business career
isn't always in business.

In 'a recent survey, 9 out of 10 employers said that they prefer the cualities

of determination, good judgment and self-discipline. Qualities that the Army

develops. Qualities that

will help you in any career,

and throughout life.

To find out more about how the Army can help give you an edge on a

career, call 1 -800 -USA -ARMY. ARMY. BE ALLYOU CAN BE.



4r6-711r- epic...
Superior Sound Performance

A monument to 50 years of Klipsch engineering, epic series speakers feature Controlled Focus® Technology, a unique
combination of performance attributes that result in phenomenal stereo imaging and soundstage. Using a D'Apolito driver
configuration, a Klipsch Tractrix® horn, neodymium magnets and exotic cone materials developed exclusively for Klipsch,
epic speakers deliver extraordinary dynamics for both music and movie soundtrack reproduction.

And Klipsch didn't stop with brilliant technology for the epic series. We designed a speaker with a classic aesthetic. epic series
cabinets are assembled from real wood veneers and finished using a multi -step lacquer process, just like fine furniture.
Available in six gorgeous finishes, they will blend beautifully in any home.

For a demonstration of epic speakers, visit your local authorized Klipsch dealer,
or call 1-800-KLIPSCH for the dealer nearest you.

Manufacturers of Klipsch Audio Entertainment, Home Theater and Distributed Sound Systems
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